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Nietzsche was famously an atheist, despite coming from a strongly Protestant family. This heritage influenced much of his thought, but was it in fact the very thing that led him to his atheism? This work provides a radical re-assessment of Protestantism by documenting and extrapolating Nietzsche’s view that Christianity dies from the head down; that is, through Protestantism’s inherent anarchy.

In this book, Nietzsche is put into conversation with the initiatives of several powerful thinking writers: Luther, Boehme, Leibniz, and Lessing. Using Nietzsche as a critical guide to the evolution of Protestant thinking, each is shown to violate, warp, or ignore gospel injunctions, and otherwise pose hazards to the primacy of Christian ethics.

Demonstrating that a responsible understanding of Protestantism as a historical movement needs to engage with its inherent flaws, this is a text that will engage scholars of philosophy, theology, and religious studies alike.
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Forthi loke thow lovye as longe as thow durest,
For is no science under sonne so sovereyn for the soule.
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The Reformation’s five hundredth anniversary in October 2017 has occasioned re-thinking the Christian heritage that has informed Europe and the world for more than two thousand years. This book is meant to share in that task. It begins after Nietzsche’s familiar words about God being dead, the less cited “We have killed Him, you and I! We are all His murderers!”1 It glosses four involuntary murderers of God, four prodigious Protestant writers who by their pens moved toward the secularization that characterizes modern cultures. Nietzsche succeeds them as God’s coroner.

My choice of Nietzsche to occupy an initial and terminal position is prompted by a remark he made about being in succession: “I’m admitting what I’d now very much wish, that sometime another man might compose a kind of résumé of my conclusions and bring me in that way into comparison with previous thinkers.”2

My writing is addressed chiefly to Christians, but not exclusively. To those for whom the very name of Nietzsche begets so great an antipathy as to preclude attention to him, I suggest that he need not be feared, and should not be dismissed. Nor should he be ignored, as though he had nothing to teach us, we who are Christians, about ourselves.

A venerable Jesuit teacher of philosophy once told me that Nietzsche is too dangerous for Christians to read. I believe that is not necessarily so. It is true that his insights have the force of a scourge. He rebukes the Christian Church in harsh terms. He despises Paul, the exemplary “eternal Jew.” He grows in his perspective upon Jesus himself. It might be said that he theologizes with a hammer. Bewitched by pagan antiquity, or rather by his stylized version of it, he would like to run away to it. Much of his vituperation, his famous rhetorical excess, derives from dismay and contempt for his own time, which he found unbearably flaccid and unheroic. Being an academician did not help him on that score. I wonder how he would have responded to Georges Bernanos’s plaint: the great pity of our time is not that there are so many unbelievers, but that we are such mediocre Christians.

An Anglican of the “middle way,” I regard Protestantism as innately centrifugal and hence inclined to individualist byways (chaos), and Catholicism as centripetal. Nietzsche’s contention that Christianity dies from the head
down means thinking can be deadly. Not necessarily, however: the foremost skeptics of Nietzsche’s time – Kierkegaard, Dostoevsky, Melville – remained within Christianity. So on what basis have I chosen Luther, Boehme, Leibniz, and Lessing? They model different styles of radical departure from the Gospel: defiance of Christ’s injunctions to love; private “visions” of revelation; trivialization of evil and suffering; refuge in ecumenical humanism. I am not arguing “influence” (a slippery matter) by any of these men directly upon Nietzsche, but his ressentiment toward the impossibility of Christianity naturally, if not logically, brings their centrifuge to a final stop.

About translation: the texts I draw upon are in the languages of their authors, in standard collected editions. I have consulted no published translations, and must apologize for my own. Translation is like a tapestry viewed from behind. The pattern might be discernible, but there are innumerable distracting strands, and everything is backward. Luther without his German would not be Luther, and even modernized German editions of him seem a betrayal. His Latin reminds us that he was an Augustinian monk. Leibniz wrote in the two cosmopolitan languages of his time, Latin and French; he knew some English but felt awkward about it, and so should we in reading him in English. My point about Luther’s German holds for Nietzsche’s. English seems ever a comedown. I have retained the original languages within the chapters or in the notes, as far as space has permitted. For contestable words translated I supply the original in parentheses. Anyone may challenge my diction.

I have incurred debts I am happy to acknowledge and cannot repay. I have benefitted from the helpful staffs of Northwestern University’s Main Library and the Garrett Evangelical Theological Seminary’s library, especially Mary-Carol Riehs, and Loyola-Chicago University’s Cudahy Library. My thanks to faculty in those schools: Anna Johnson, Charles Cosgrove, René Schreiner, Susan Ross, and Randy Newman. For attention to individual chapters I thank Frank Burch Brown, Michael Fiala, Robert C. Holub, Martin Marty, and a front-ranking scholar of Lessing in the Anglo-German world. The greatest debt I owe to James Swindal, so generous in time and attention, who read the entire manuscript and offered critical insights and suggested trimmings, all helpful and most heeded. I cannot repay my dear hosts in Evanston, Ken and Sara Vaux, both ever stimulating and challenging in conversation, and warm in their support. All errors of fact or judgment, all that seems random, speculative, tendentious, belong to me.

I have a sentimental debt to pay to long gone Helen Bartley, my Nursery Department teacher when, aged 4, I was given a Certificate of Promotion to the Beginner Department of the Belmont Evangelical United Brethren Church, in Dayton, Ohio. Like Ignatius of Antioch en route to Rome’s lions, as me to my critics, I regard myself as still a beginner.

My editors, Josh Wells and Jack Boothroyd, have been models of efficiency, enthusiasm, and consistent support.
I am, as always, indebted to my perseverant and enthusiastic wife, Caroline Zilboorg, for keeping me going in all weathers over 40 years.

Notes

1 Friedrich Nietzsche, *Fröhliche Wissenschaft* 125, Kritische Studienausgabe, Giorgio Colli and Matteo Montinari, eds. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999), 3: 481.
Introduction

Nietzsche, companion and commentator

Christ is despised and rejected, and that is the way it is supposed to be, in what Dietrich Bonhoeffer called die mündige gewordene Welt, the world come of age by centuries of gradual secularization. That fact may seem a great grief to Christianity’s apologists, an incontrovertible given, besides which all else in our time is distraction, diversion, landscape. Yet the definitive character, the one-man Greek chorus in this study, did not despise nor reject Christ. In a disciple’s way, he was (and remains) a contestant or agonist with Christ. For more than a century his influence has not slackened, among neither reflective Christians nor those opposed to Christianity. Obliquely, Friedrich Nietzsche has kept Jesus of Nazareth to the fore.

This series of essays addresses him through his forbears in apostasy from Christian orthodoxy, those who shaped three great sea changes in Western thought and spirituality: the Reformation, the “mechanical” revolution, and the Enlightenment. Within the last generation there have been several imposing studies of Nietzsche and Christianity. This one differs from those in looking backward with him to Luther and forward to the theosophy of Boehme; to the theodicy of Leibniz; and last, to the foremost baptized writer of the Enlightenment, Lessing. Their discussion involves Nietzsche’s wide range of interests: language, religion, philosophy, science. Their common denomination is creative, individual, spiritual questing, the business of Freigeister. These minds, each prodigious with their pens, afford sources, backgrounds, and modeling that informed Nietzsche’s growth and maturity.

I do not pose them as influences upon him, nor see them as his friends or foes, but rather as fellow contestants toward truth in its various guises and byways. In and through them varieties of the philosophy of religion emerge, with issues and perspectives that occupy Nietzsche. I invite readers to see them through Nietzsche’s conceptual frames. They appear in chronology, as historical contexts dictate, but should be addressed as though they were his contemporaries – and ours. The leitmotif binding all of these men is sounded in a pastor’s denunciation of one of them: “Isn’t this a refined, quiet and gradual way of passing from God’s Word to atheism?”1
What of Nietzsche, then, as their conversant companion, their commentator? Which Nietzsche am I talking about? Who is the Nietzsche fashioned for this series of occasions?

My study seeks out someone baptized into the body and blood of Christ through Lutheran Christendom, departing from that life, as many adolescents before and after him have done, and famously denouncing its Pauline version, in Der Antichrist. The Christian faith forms chronologically the alpha and omega of his life: he slipped back into it in his dementia, enjoyed Christmas, and lies beside the little church in Röcken, where his father was pastor.

I contend that he did not altogether leave Christianity behind. It had its way upon him, and his vehemence against the New Testament argues as much more a contestant within than a non-believer without. I do not suppose Nietzsche himself would accept this view, but he might concede that, according to the doctrine known as *ex opere operato*, with baptism he was sealed a Christian. A bad Christian he might have become, like many of us, but a Christian. He continues to cry out from his lorn wilderness, and into ours.

Ancillary to this view is my belief that those who turn to Nietzsche and – contrary to all he would have wished – become Nietzscheans, out of an antipathy to Christianity and a lazy shunning or sheer ignorance of its severe moral demands, should know that his denunciations of hypocrisy, vengefulness, and hostility to the human mind and body are warranted, and should be acknowledged by any Christian. Nietzsche himself says that Jesus’s real opponent is the Christian Church, meaning the Jewish Establishment of ancient Palestine recast into the Roman imperial reaches of Catholicism and (with a difference) Protestantism. Further, those attracted to Nietzsche’s rhetoric of power, as counter to an imputed Christian sickliness, might keep in mind Novalis’s shrewd estimate that such rhetoric attracts the truly weak.

His anti-Christian readers, people he himself in his antipathy to followership would likely have rejected, presume he is the prosecutor who has won their case for them. They would do well to weigh his prescription for their fervor: “It’s absolutely unnecessary, nor even desirable to be partisan on my behalf; on the contrary, a dose of curiosity, as before an exotic plant (*ein fremdes Gewächs*), with some ironic resistance, seems to me an incomparably more intelligent position to take toward me.” I have tried to retain those words in writing this book.

Nietzsche does lead people on. Some enthusiasts reach out to his absurd and disingenuous claim that Pontius Pilate was the only honest man in the gospels: he asked, what is truth? That Pilate did not wait for an answer but walked away seems not to count for anything. That Nietzsche passes over the epileptic boy’s desperate father in Mark 9:24, who voiced his trust in Jesus and his distrust of him in the same breath, also does not matter. The difference between Nietzsche and his ardent anti-Christian readers is that he knew of that father, and, in the main, they do not. If they did, they would not endorse his words on Pilate.
The question of whether Nietzsche was a philosopher I shall not address. A yes or no makes no difference to a presentation in which Jesus of Nazareth is the central if, more often than not, hidden presence. As an interpretive model for Nietzsche the best view, in my estimate, “is that of trying to make the best sense of what he actually says in the most rigorous way.” I do not presume to “understand” Nietzsche. It must be enough to grapple with him. What commends him as the commentator on erstwhile Protestant Freigeister is not only his stylistic merit – as a vigorous, spontaneous, trenchant, and willful writer – but that he is thinking and writing with his whole self: his passions, his sometimes explosive temperament, his often wracked physical being. He is deeply invested in his reflections, yet profoundly ambiguous. Karl Jaspers famously noted that everything Nietzsche wrote has its counter in something else he wrote. His remarks on the thinking of others in this book underscore Jaspers’s aperçu.

What is my own perspective on Christianity? My answer is that the gospels of Jesus the Christ according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John afford us three kinds of response: Peter denied knowing Jesus, Judas betrayed Jesus, Thomas doubted the resurrected Jesus. The difference between these fallible men and us is that each of them repented. Judas went into the abyss of despair. Peter at Antioch headed one of the first Christian communities. Thomas evangelized, so says legend, as far as India. Doubt, denial, betrayal, and the flight of all the disciples from Gethsemani – Nietzsche understood all of these burdens within himself. He did not need Kierkegaard to realize that he was responsible for everything, even as, in Luther’s reckoning, the redeemer’s assumption of the world’s sins made Christ the greatest of all sinners.

As this is a study of Protestant, specifically Lutheran, Christianity, I should indicate how I see its essential apartness from Roman Catholicism. Following a cue from Kant, Karl Barth claims that Catholicism is rooted in paganism, and Protestantism in Judaism, but both identities (communities, if you prefer) can be found in the gospel stories. Catholicism could seem a replication of the establishment that Jesus was up against: high priests, elders, scribes (theologians), and Pharisees – company men. As an outsider, a Galilean, a cultural Mischling whose home was much closer to Phoenician Ptolemaïs than to Jerusalem (20 miles, not 60), he challenged their structures of authority and power. They had to kill him.

But Protestantism carries a burden far heavier than Catholicism’s. It is embodied in the 12 wayward disciples, men obliged to follow Jesus through their spiritual desert, become loners, and find themselves not up to his demands. They do worse than kill him; they importune, reproach, and desert him. They flee back into their humanity. Not loving Jesus in the agapic way he called for, they make their prodigal departures, open new perspectives, and rejoin us.

My claim is that every Christian, even the Roman Catholic, occupies the ground between trust and distrust of Christ, a very thin line between
presumption and desperation, that battleground fleetingly sketched by Mark. Nietzsche, too, occupies that ground, on an extreme margin. Some Christians might say that they do not dwell in any such between, and there may be many whom the Carmelite Teresa of Avila called saintly simple souls, those who know no storms within. (She was not one of them.) For such people this study may yield nothing of worth. None of the deviant greats in this study can be reckoned saintly simple; each shows extraordinary energy, tenacity, and courage (recklessness and presumption?) in going a singular way. Their gospel analogue could be the flight from Gethsemani, but a more charitable one is in the story of the prodigal son who insists upon leaving home. Each of our subjects is rushing off with himself. Nietzsche comes logically and chronologically last, and goes the farthest distance.

He serves as yet another example: he contests Christ by seeking his Counter, an Other-Christ, which means an Other-than-Lutheran Christ. I believe that had Nietzsche been posed the first of Christ’s three terrifying questions from the gospels, “Who do you say that I am?” he might have answered, “The Lord of all failures.” Had he been asked the second, “Why aren’t you doing what I told you to do?” he could remonstrate that he was told only too well—he writes that Christians do not need to pore over their New Testament, for they know what they have to do—but had to follow his own light, his Irrlicht, and reach his own impasse, his Verstieg upon the chilly mountain, as it proved. And to that third and most dire question, “Do you love me?” he might have answered that he knew the difference between the agape that Jesus requires and the philia that Peter fobs off on Christ. That agape, the illimitable sacrifice of self (Selbstüberwindung), was Nietzsche’s mission, but not on behalf of any historical person nor any collective assumption. Yet in his contestant role, a function of agapic journey, he can challenge every Christian, because he is unmistakably a seeker after the divine.

Nietzsche may seem a poison. I maintain that he is a tonic; granted, a very powerful tonic. But even were he poisonous, Christians have it from Jesus himself that they can swallow poison and live. Jesus also tells us that through the Holy Spirit Christians will perform miracles far greater than his own. Perhaps one of them would be an attentive reading of Nietzsche in and after which one’s own Christian life would be fortified in some inscrutable way. I address such possibilities in this book’s conclusion.

As to the imposing figures who pass chronologically through this volume, I admire and esteem them all, in excelsis, not despite their faults or vagrancies but with and through them. I regard them as latter-day disciples of Christ, errant as were the first, and illuminating our own straying. Plato, we recall, made in his Republic a study of the foibles of humanity as writ large in political community. I have proceeded by the opposite path, seeing in Luther and other Protestants the deep fissures and still challenging problems within Protestantism, meaning within Christianity itself.
At his Nobel reception William Faulkner remarked that writing is an act of courage. One might say it is an act of folly, of presumption, especially so when addressing another human being. Anyone rash enough to say anything about Nietzsche knows it is far better for any reader to be reading Nietzsche himself. Commentary and exposition should be given to less hazardous, less mercurial minds. Further, there are two indispensable questions that a writer on each of the minds in this book must face. The first is, Am I doing him justice? The second, How would I know that I am?

It is only by a certain patience with these two questions, the first resolved in the second, that the project of rashness, so extreme in this instance, can be carried through, to whatever end. To the religious among my readers let me say I hope to have learned the depth of the physicist Georg Lichtenberg’s injunction: “Never undertake something for which you don’t have the heart to ask heaven’s blessing.”

Notes


Bibliography


1 Martin Luther denies love to God

On the afternoon of Whit-Sunday, May 16, 1529, Martin Luther, preaching on John 14:23, told his parishioners, “It’s impossible to love God, but that’s another sermon.”¹ Long before, as an Augustinian monk, he had cautioned them that “Although we’re sure we believe in Christ, we’re not sure we believe in all of his words; so even ‘belief in him’ remains something uncertain.”²

Luther, after Augustine the most Pauline of Christian thinkers, was subject to a Petrine fault: he denied Christ by denying Christ’s first and indispensable law for his followers, an injunction in Deuteronomy iterated by Matthew – to love God with all one’s heart, soul, and mind. He also denied Christ by turning his bewildered contempt upon neighboring Jews, calling for their compulsory assimilation into Christian and German culture, and Muslims, enemies not to be loved, as he considered Islam Satan’s agency.

His anthropology is negative: we are such weak and inadequate creatures, only grace can set us upright. We may always be sinners, but are we always kept justified, vindicated, exculpated? No; some “justified” wait to be praised and crowned; others are complacent, no longer striving; others are feverish with “works”; still others, striving to be pure, are despairing, sinning, hoping for mercy; and some do not know if they are justified, because only God justifies. And who knows whether love for God is not prompted by fear of divine punishment or by a selfish need of private peace?

Luther being a complicated and contradictory fellow, this inquiry casts its net widely throughout his 30 years of writing.

I Backgrounds and foregrounds

Much of Luther’s writing before his open confrontation with the Church in October 1517 gives articulation of what comes later: his 1515–6 university lectures on Paul’s letters to the Romans and Galatians show how early he established the major tenets of his doctrine. It would be easy to mistake his beginnings for the whole of him. For balance we have his invaluable Tisch-reden³ from later years, along with his final words on Islam and the Jews.
His major Latin works, *de captivitate babylonica* and *de gratia et servo arbitrio*, are not expressly about love of God but must figure in this essay. It is misleading to concentrate upon the public and proclamatory: to the German nobles, on Christian freedom, in denunciation of the Peasant Revolt of 1525. To that group should be added Luther’s confrontation with profiteering, in his essay on usury, but it is in the sermons, when he is addressing profiteers face to face, in unsparing words, that his points come home.

Were we obliged to choose only one text of Luther, it would be his most valuable: his translations of the Bible. Luther himself would have made this choice. He would acknowledge that it became, at its best, a corporate effort among specialists in Hebrew and Greek, a veritable committee.

Another formidable challenge in approaching Luther comes with his chief predecessor, Augustine. Luther was no nominal monk of the Augustinian Order. He iterates but also departs from his master on definitive issues. In some ways his life mirrors Augustine’s: a young man, dramatically converted, matures into authority through an assiduous pen, arriving unexpectedly at such a summit that he, virtually alone, changes the direction of Western Christianity. Like Augustine, he defined himself by writing against adversaries with majority positions. Both men were adept rhetoricians, situated in outposts far from Rome and court life.

Faced with the New Testament, both men privileged Saint Paul, the forefather who interpreted Christ’s life for poor flocks, who showed, in imposingly personal terms, the abject human condition, heresy’s perils, the miracle of redemptive grace above human deserving. Paul also marked the way in facing a mighty and alien authority, deferring to oppressive secular rule, the *imperium Romanum*. Augustine saw that Christianity was fated to be the Empire’s successor as a world power, the Emperor Constantine having facilitated that transformation. Luther, in turn, made fateful concessions to the German princes – arguably his greatest failing.

Was authority the issue for all three men? Or was it the tug of worldly thinking? Paul confronted Judaism, and remained a Jew. Augustine never broke free of neo-Platonic aestheticism, and remained, past conversion, intrigued by philosophical issues, as his *Confessiones* reveal. Luther was informed by the humanism of his day, exemplified by his closest comrade in arms, Philip Melanchthon; by Melanchthon’s great uncle Johannes Reuchlin, an eminent philologist; and by Erasmus, who became his greatest adversary. Luther’s path-breaking with widely published editions of the Bible and his push for educational reform on behalf of Germany’s future were humanism at its finest.

With the Pauline and Augustinian legacy and emergent humanism comes German mysticism, known to Luther through sermons of the Dominican friar Johannes Tauler (ca. 1300–61), and epitomized by a work for which he wrote an introduction, *Theologia Deutsch*. He did not subscribe to Meister Eckhart’s *unio mystica*, but he endorsed the mystics’ departure from Church dogma and hierarchy, centering upon the lone self before God.
II Approaching Luther

First in any consideration of Luther are the many contexts for his contentious life and assiduous work; then, his understanding of faith (fiducia or trust) as the grounding of Christian life, from which love of one’s neighbor comes as effect. Faith is the centerpiece of Lutheran Protestantism. But the final issue is the most deeply affective, the charitable response that, as Paul says, is patient, endures all things, and is never self-seeking.

For most of his life, Doctor Martinus, as he was known, was beset by enemies: the pope, whom he saw as the Antichrist taking over Christ’s mission and power; Protestant fanatics (Schwärmer, visionaries; and Rottengeister, rabble-rousers) who also arrogated Christ’s mission and power to themselves; Epicureans or materialists, arbiters of modern learning who rejected Christianity’s doctrine of salvation and eternal life; and the Turks, whose Islamic empire moved into eastern Europe, occupied Hungary, besieged Vienna, and threatened the many provinces that were then Germany. In Luther’s writing, preaching, and conversations, one or another of these foes usually takes a hit.

Luther saw all of this differently: not him, a mere bag of worms (Maden sack, his word for himself) and weak in faith, but Christ opposing these adversaries. Christ faced Roman imperial authority and hatred from fellow Jews; he foretold the coming of false prophets who would pervert his teachings and pretend to be him. He endured mockery and derision, denial, doubt, and betrayal, into Luther’s time.

All of these enemies, Christ’s and Luther’s, were agents of the devil, “the prince of this world,” as John three times denominates him (John: 12:31, 14:30, 16:11). Luther called Satan “the artist of a thousand tricks” (Tause ndkünstler), and claimed such familiarity with this tempter that he gave his congregation a formula for addressing and dispensing with him. Luther did not trivialize Satan; he found him as central to human life as Christ, because they are in contest for every human soul. Genuine belief in Christ entails a dread-filled acknowledgment of Satanic power. Without what must be called a pre-modern awareness of the power of evil, Christ himself would fade into an idea or a lofty sentiment, a phantom of humanitarianism, anything but the Crucified.

It is captious to read Luther’s life and work as proof that not Satan but he himself was his own greatest enemy. A central tenet of his view of the Christian rests on the paradoxical “sinner simultaneously righteous” (simul peccator et iustus). These are co-valent terms; a Christian must remain conscious of sinfulness and temptations within, yet be joyously secure in the promise of being made upright by faith. But it remains part of our fallible, deceitful human nature to make claims for ourselves and presume we are our own masters, ready to hold sway over ourselves, others, and as much of the world as our pride, ambition, and ability may reach.

Let us look closer, first, at peccator. Luther opposed all the activism of endeavor and achievement because it had long been at work in him in his
formative years of monastic training as an Augustinian friar. Striving to overcome the certainty of his sin and the damnation it entailed, he tormented himself in frustration and anxiety. Only when he convinced himself, in reading Paul’s epistle to the Romans, that righteousness cannot be achieved by any human soul but can only be conferred by God through one’s absolute trust in Christ did he abandon his struggle to become whole and saintly. But his faith remained agonistic, a struggle of weakness; genuine believers, he observes in his table talk, suppose they do not believe and must endeavor to sustain their faith. Christianity – Luther did not speak of Protestantism and did not want his flock to call themselves Lutherans – means one is helpless and yet responsible.

This private revolution against human efficacy marks the turning point in Western Christianity, and with it rejection of Catholicism’s tradition: accretions of wisdom by early Fathers; martyrdoms; council decrees and decretals (Luther called them Drecketalen) from popes. Luther’s sola scriptura, sola fides, solus Christus means that only the New Testament is needed to guide Christian life; only faith, not effortfulness, can be the basis for that life; and only Christ saves. Overlooking those clashing rocks of consciousness, pride and despair, Luther arrives at a formulation simple to grasp and difficult to enact: only by, with, and through the soul’s accepting divine forgiveness of its sin, and the attendant promise of everlasting life, can Christians navigate the strait between presumption and despondency. This on-going challenge within the self is its definitive drama, far more vivid to Luther than any machinations of Rome, subversion by zealots, or violence from Turkish arms.

Now, iustus. To be set upright (Rechtfertigung) by God means the soul has been offered the grace of life, divine mercy, and the warrant of immortality. Luther told his congregants that as faithful Christians, they were brothers and sisters of Christ, members of a divine family, higher than all angels. So, they should be always joyous, no matter what circumstances they faced, including poverty, famine, war, death. They were defeating the world, sin, and the devil, by divine apportionment of insuperable power.

The outward and audible sign of this joyous empowerment came in music. Luther’s fondness for music and his close attention to its communal performance drew from music’s potential to reflect with gratitude and cheer God’s harmonious bond with a blessèd humanity. He advised that a Christian who could not sing a hymn with full-hearted bliss was not a Christian, no more than someone who, taking communion, did not truly believe that he or she was consuming Christ’s own body and blood. To Nietzsche’s claim that life without music would be a desolate wandering (Irrtum), Luther would have added a corollary: it would not be Christian, either.

Peccator simul iustus requires focus on its pivot: simul, at the very same time. Luther not only described, he prescribed for all Christians the keen antinomies of his own personality: one must not just feel sinful but know that one is fathoms deep in sin and worthy of damnation, ever subject to
falling from a devil’s precipice, even by the slightest temptations, into hell, and yet in every moment of that awareness also know oneself reclaimed, redeemed from penal fires and the Satanic maw, solely by Christ, as though all one’s life were a high-wire act’s unbearable suspense: tumbling, being caught up, and set back on the wire for more of the same.\textsuperscript{10}

Luther never wondered whether human nature can be up to this stagey, on-going tension – it is not – but he did believe humanity in the main is consigned to the devil. Christianity is for a very small, saving remnant. But let none of those few ever dare to presume salvation, for presumption is the deadliest of snares.

Goethe was right, then, to identify Luther’s significance not within the violent politics of an age nor in its ecclesiastical issues but in his own magnificently turbulent personality. There is no way to distinguish his temperament from his intellect, but however much his gift for combat came from mysteries in his nature, it was sustained and enlarged by his education. Luther’s primary strength against Rome was that he had handled its weapons: he mastered the scholastic philosophy that he later attacked for its sophistry. He knew the patristic tradition, esteemed Augustine, and left him behind. He learned to grasp Scripture in its Hebrew and Greek, and mocked the inadequate knowledge of Latin in Rome’s priests. He perceived the alluring despotic power of spiritual rebelliousness in upstarts who claimed to be Christ-like, because he knew that he himself could have grasped such power, swaying masses of discontented and oppressed people. He understood the mighty draw of reason, Frau Hulda, fair mistress of Renaissance humanism, because it made sense against absurdities in Christian faith: that the carpenter’s son, Jesus, created heaven and earth; that his mother was a virgin before and after she gave birth; that baptismal water is not only water; and that communion wine is essential blood. His fulminant late blast at Erasmus, “Christ’s worst enemy in a thousand years,”\textsuperscript{11} blew its sulfuric resentment not only against that man’s vast learning and rhetorical skill but also against Erasmus’s deadly response to the steep cliff side climb required of Christian faith: if it is impossible, why bother?

Luther saw himself as a Biblical figure, a psalmist and a preacher; successor, if not emulator, of David and of Paul; primarily, an evangelist, the Word’s speaking tool. Asked how he, a mere monk, dared challenge the Church’s centuries-based wisdom and authority, he cited Jewish prophets, exemplary loners such as Elijah and Isaiah, who answered divine bidding, preaching against their own people and vested powers. Three centuries before Nietzsche, Luther realized that Jesus was attacking the ecclesial Establishment of his day: the complacent haughtiness of Pharisees, scribes, and elders breathed in Rome’s corrupt prelates.\textsuperscript{12} Yet Luther’s assumed model was not Jesus but Paul, an official persecutor turned humble community organizer, writing and preaching.

In the prophetic-preaching mode Luther saw it as his mission to assail popes not for their personal failings – as did John Wyclif and Jan Hus – but
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for their doctrinal errors. The pontiffs, in his reckoning, centuries ago ceased to perform as humble servants of Christ and his flock, and installed themselves in displacement of Christ. In bureaucratic fashion, their powers were extended and hardened into righteous perpetuity.

October 31, 1517 marks the formal beginning of Luther’s contention with Rome. In Wittenberg, at the Schlosskirche’s door, came the first key formulations on Christian love, its meaning and cost. The 95 disputations, known as theses, invited debate, not division. Luther urged papal attention to abuses known as indulgences, the selling of remission of sins. No economist, he gave no heed to what obliged the papacy to raise vast sums: construction of the Vatican, funding of palaces for cardinals, monstrous debt from ruinous wars, and extravagance such as Pope Leo X’s 100,000 ducats spent upon his festive inauguration, in 1513. To secure loans from Italian banking houses, Leo had to accept a 40% rate of interest. Without sales of indulgences, the Church faced bankruptcy. None of this hurried financing mattered to Luther.

He returned to basics about sin and repentance. A true, inner penitence, says one of the 95 disputational entries, is an enmity to oneself (#4). That must come before absolution, and its sincerity must be tested (#12). As many indulgences are sold to allay the pains of relatives in purgatory, he asks that its terrorism be diminished so that those souls, afire in penance, might grow in love (#17–8). (He does not say it will be love for God.) In a Dantesque vein, he says that a true penitent seeks punishment (#40). Even if the pope stakes his soul on the power of indulgences, it is harmful to let a Christian’s fear of God be displaced by trust in papal authority (#49).

Luther did not believe that sins can be worked off, no more than he believed that blessedness can be achieved by effort. His emerging doctrine was that Glaube, faith alone, prepares the soul to receive God’s forgiveness, and the effect of that trusting in God is expressed, spontaneously and joyfully, in works of love for one’s neighbors, especially the needy, the poor, those limited in understanding and requiring help with the Gospel message and its meaning. Works are meant for Christians less well instructed than oneself. That loving works could be performed for anyone else, in Luther’s estimate, remains uncertain. His notion of love is based upon community, and seems not to comprehend wider reaches, where darkness and suffering might be much greater.

The deeper problem with his love-as-works is that the performance is indistinguishable from ordinary decency, as people often give beneficence to those unknown to them – the kindness of strangers – and that is surely more worthy of note than a communally enclosed charity. Luther answers that any human reckoning of good must be dismissed as vanity; an informed Christian awareness must be operant, so as to preclude pride and the need for esteem or reward. His works of love are set within an echo chamber of faith. But it is exactly the anonymity of beneficence, at wide in the cruel world, that precludes recognition. A world as devilish as Luther makes
it would not acknowledge charity. He forgets that no Christian expects acknowledgment: love of enemies, forgiveness of their perceived wrongs, prayers on their behalf – all of this suffices unilaterally.

The Christian community with which Luther began to deal extended from Rome. It would be helpful to know how far, in his reckoning, the truly Christian community went – to German borders? Were loving works, such as his writing, not meant for all Christians, including the monastic, and all Christians securely under the papacy, in Italy and Spain? The 95 disputations were objections not to the papacy but to a few high-profiled preachers, the merchants of paper remissions. Luther was attacking the absolution trade as though the pope somehow did not know of the outrageousness of the absolution preachers, their blasphemies, as in the claim that were Peter now pope, he would not be able to apportion greater mercies than by the indulgences (#77); that the cross of absolution, held aloft with the papal banner, had the same power as Christ’s own cross (#79).

No less forceful was Luther’s attention to the duping of fellow Germans. He wrote as though he were their defender, sensitive to Mediterranean contempt for Germans, a people long alleged, by Italian “humanists,” to be simpletons and boors. German piety was filling Roman coffers, with no heed to the fact that most Germans needed to keep their money for household expenses. Luther’s attention to daily life among commoners came years before he took on his own domesticity. Their fiscal well-being was no theologian’s concern, no issue for debate at universities in Paris, Bologna, or Leuven.

At the same time, attention to the Gospel was paramount: better to give one’s money to the indigent and needy, rather than to absolution tradesmen (#43). Looking to Luke’s publican (18:9–14), Luther observes that every Christian truly penitent receives God’s remission from sin and punishment (#36), but anyone misled into the belief that indulgences ensure salvation is damned (#32). So, would the pope stop the trade that was harming Christian truth and Christian love, abusing the Gospel of divine mercy, and supplanting works of charity (#73–74)? These disputations are Luther’s own first great work of love. His love for the Church cannot be denied – his sharp criticisms of it are the proof – nor can his compassionate look at the plight of his fellow Germans. Above all, however, was his love of the Gospel, which he taught and preached, to students and to congregants, for 30 years.

Luther could be accused of a love of writing, were we to judge his enormous productivity, not least his translation of the Old and New Testaments, including apocryphal texts, a work standing within German literature as tall as the King James Version within English. The Bible makes all writing foolish, he claimed, as it alone instructs on eternal life. Any writer daring to take his own mind and understanding as measures of truth would fall into hell, and how many others would he take down with him? If you flatter yourself with your little book, as though you have created something valuable, and
you are praised, then take yourself by the ears: “If you grab them right, you’ll find a nice, big, lengthy and coarse pair of ass’s ears.”

Luther has often been criticized for brusque and earthy language, but such bluntness was integral to his view of the world, to the polemics in which he was repeatedly caught up, and to himself as a Christian performing works of love within it. He learned from Erasmus the example of a mind twisting and turning language in shows of authorial jugglery. (He got the same lesson from Augustine.) Showy rhetoric is of no use to ordinary people, especially those not gifted with agile minds, who needed the Gospel’s message. A lax, indifferent clergy denied them that message, for generations. The Gospel’s word remains plain and unequivocal, charitable and accessible, and Luther’s German is a model of that accessibility maintained. Besides, the Bible identifies the wisdom of this world as foolishness, and Christ himself urged his followers to be as small children, humble and receptive to his message.

Luther went further, hailing Balaam’s ass (Numbers 22:22–34), a beast of burden that recognized and fell down before an angel, was whipped for it, and spoke in reproach to Balaam for his injustice. As though pointing to himself, Luther delighted that God used a lowly beast to teach a prophet, and that prophet, briefly penitent, went on to become a purveyor of sinfulness to his community. Balaam became a prototype of the zealots who broke away from Luther, and befouled the devotion of those they seduced. From the time of the 95 disputations Luther never relaxed his awareness of the susceptibilities in ordinary people, and, as his sermons attest, he made sure to apply Christian lessons to the limited and fretful compass of their lives. As he knew his foes’ armory, so he knew the interiors of his folk, those he did not hesitate to defend, enjoin, bully, and love.

Luther came a long way from his university days, first in Erfurt, where he received his baccalaureate (1502) and master’s degree (1505), and then in Wittenberg, a small Saxon town southwest of Berlin, where he earned his doctorate in theology (1512). From monastic isolation he re-entered, as a Prädikant or preacher (1514), the lay community of Wittenberg, and joined the university, as a professor of Greek ethics and then of theology. This school, founded in 1502 by the Holy Roman Empire’s regional elector, Friedrich the Wise, started with humble numbers but burgeoned dramatically within a generation, chiefly on Luther’s reputation.

He made his inner journey from Augustine, foremost of learned saints, to Jan Hus, who was lured into and then burned at a Church council in 1415, a heretic and Bohemian martyr whom Luther privately canonized. Hus informed him of how one man could move a mountain. “Up till now I have unconsciously been teaching and commending Johannes Hus,” he wrote in February 1520. He included his wise and beloved Augustinian mentor in this unconsciousness: “Staupitz, too, has taught in the same ignorance. In sum, we are all Hussites, unwares. Yes, Paul and Augustine implicitly.”

Although well trained in philosophy and theology, he was the least of academicians. His daily contacts with young, inquisitive minds, with people
of all ranks – burghers, peasants, nobles, women, beggars, other clergy – informed his awareness of human needs and longings. Little Wittenberg was testing ground for neighborly love, the fruit of righteousness vouched to Christian faith. His neighbors gave back. All these people, in the varieties of their daily speech, informed his translation of the New Testament (1521–2); he saw that in order to convey the Gospel’s language, he had to render the koine Greek into a koine German, a speech of immediate effect, speaking directly to the reader. Complementing that work, his sermons were like intimate confidings or counsels: Luther used the informal second person singular, du, as though he were talking not to a throng but to just one person. (Such personal closeness is absent from English translations of his sermons, because English does not differentiate a formal, polite you from an intimate, familiar you, and so the psychological power of Luther’s close rapport is forfeited.)

The translated Bible and more than 2,000 sermons remain major war-rants of Luther’s loving service to his community and to the German people. That is a lot of loving. Yet it can fairly be asked how Luther’s notorious stands against reason and against what could now be called Enlightenment assumptions about human potential, as well as his vehement opposition to liberation from oppressive rule, jibe with his injunctions to a Christian love of neighbors. In addressing these two issues, Luther’s deliberate irrationalism and his apologia for secular power, I file a minority report against the standard argument that Luther was a medieval mind that rejected the modernizing currents of his age.

True, his awareness of the world was limited; he traveled only once outside of German territory, to Rome (1510–1) on assignment from his order. Almost all of his 63 years, his student years in Thuringia’s Erfurt excepted, he spent in Saxony. He was aware of his ignorance of cultures abroad and even within Europe, cultures that international commerce was bringing to the learned and curious-minded. He valued historiography. He had more than a layman’s interest in astronomy, and dismissed astrology – who today does not know her or his “sign”? – as superstition. Most cosmopolitan of all was his love of foreign languages, tongues being one of the Holy Spirit’s signal gifts.

Languages were but one field of intellectual effort he included in tracts calling for educational reform. He saw the intrinsic value of instruction, especially a thorough catechism of Christians, from their early childhood on. The bane in the Roman church was its hold over Christians who were, for centuries, kept in darkness, uninformed of their own salvific Gospel. Luther’s translation, not the first in German but the best to date, as even his foes acknowledged, was a liberation from an abominable ignorance. The effectiveness of his work in reaching commoners within the matrices of authoritarian powers around Germany was due largely to the suddenly burgeoning publication industry in Wittenberg, its many new presses helping to make the university a major and high-profiled institution within a
generation, even as the most prestigious university, at neighboring Erfurt, declined. Luther himself was substantially responsible for Wittenberg’s publication industry.

He played a definitive role in his university’s ascent, and was forthright in promoting learning widely and thoroughly. He saw that education served secular as well as Christian ends. Young minds trained in Latin, law, history, mathematics, or sciences would ensure that for each generation, there would be a solid core of reliable servants of government and community. Only through rigorous schooling and preparation of the young for professional responsibilities could a society remain stable. This utilitarian view came from a man accused of destabilizing all of Europe, by questioning authority and its institutional fiat. To the contrary, he was the most vigorous apologist for agencies of social stability, both state and church, and it is on that steadfastness that the weightier criticisms of him have rested, this side of the Third Reich.

III What the Theologia Deutsch told Luther about love

In the 1518 introduction to his second edition of this anonymous work, “so arm und ungeschmückt es an Worten und menschlicher Weisheit” [“so poor and unadorned in words and human wisdom”], Luther says that, after the Bible and Augustine, he learned more from it than from any other book – about God, Christ, and humanity. Fond as he was of extreme and final-sounding pronouncements, Luther might well have identified this work subsequently as the greatest challenge to his own Christian life.

In its contribution to German mystical writing, the Theologia Deutsch departs from Boethius, scholasticism, and all tradition in its dissent from the assumption that God alone satisfies humanity’s natural striving for happiness. It attacks all such subjective longings as devilish. Egotism, “selbheyt und icheyt,” sits in every use of “mine” and “yours” (such cold words! Augustine says). Luther, in his marginal notes on the Theologia, calls this natural condition meitas, me-ness. Blessedness is within us – the kingdom of God – but unknown, hidden, an innerness (Innigkeit) Augustine sought. It is found only after one has traversed the torments of self and savored its incurable vanities. “In der helle wil yederman eigen willen haben: darumb ist da alles ungluck und unselickeit.” [“In hell everyone wants to have his own way, and that is why all is unhappiness and unblessedness there.”]

Even miracles and all God might do that is external to us will not make us blessed. Only Christ’s inner peace, withstanding all the world’s misery and violence, will do, and that comes only in the heart’s purification, enlightenment about God’s will, and the way to perfection by the model of Christ’s humanity. This turning from self-love to recognition of God as the source of all creation, including the errant self, means that Christ’s life is taken as the noblest and best possible life: “zu dem waren leben Christi muess alle selbheit und icheit und natur gellassen und verloren warden und sterben.”
[“All selfness and I-ness and nature must be abandoned, lost and dead to the true life of Christ.”] All favor, any friendship, and every pleasure are fake.

These stringent words run counter to Luther’s view that marriage, in accord with nature, is divinely sanctioned. But the Theologia and Luther (with Augustine) concur, that the will’s capacity to prepare itself is inadequate; what counts is not will and its conduct but an awareness of one’s sinfulness. When that awareness is matured, one’s being is “smelted” with God’s will. Such is “der ynner mensch yn der eynung” [“the inner man in union”], while God lets the outer man go about his chores. “[I]n eim vergotten menschen die lieb ist lautter und unvermischt und gut willig zu allem und zu allen dingen” [“in a god-like person love is pure and unalloyed and benevolent to everyone and to all things”]. This love, in conformity with God’s suffering love, excludes any notion of everlasting punishment for sin or reparation for it. Each person can act according to the will, but loving, wishing, or desiring any passing good instead of the eternal good of God is sin’s very essence. The Christian forfeits gladly that fickle will’s transient desiderata by stripping the self to strict conformity with the divine will, so that it becomes what Luther called *voluntas nuda*. In this view, Christ’s first beatitude, on spiritual poverty, means that the Christian gives all rights to God and other people, keeping none for the self. That renunciation, passive and non-resistant to all violence and force, entails adversity and severe trials, and as suffering for sin is dearest to God, it is naturally most bitter for anyone who becomes Christ-like. The Theologia dismisses as frauds those who do good grudgingly; those who do good in expectation of celestial reward; those who claim to be already perfect. Only those who act from true love are truly enlightened, drawing awareness of God not from objective consciousness, as in tradition, but from personal conduct.

The Theologia has a heuristic view of faith: its substance is not in standard creedal articles, to which anyone, good, bad, or indifferent, can outwardly subscribe. Rather, faith is the realization within that it is possible to know truth; that all our will and reason come from God, not from ourselves; that God in effect possesses all within us. As the essence within all things, God is nearer to them than they are to themselves. This unity of genuine love, of all being, has its antithesis in evil, which is a kind of nullity (*Nichtsein*).

Why could Luther not follow the mystical pathway set out by the *Theologia Deutsch*? Outwardly, he had to confront Christ’s foes; he had neither patience nor energy for suffering, loving, forgiving them. Called to preach, what could he do but denounce the world’s roiling mischief, with its hostility turned toward him? While he admired the mystics’ attention to the human sensibility, to intensely felt personal needs, over and implicitly against the sclerosis of tradition and unreflective rituals, he remained distrustful of the self – of himself – that mysticism addressed. He also saw a key fault within the Theologia’s argument, that claiming anything for self is a turning away from the God-in-me: how could self ever escape self? As the Theologia concedes: “Es ist pesser, got wert bekant ader des seynen, als vil es muglich ist,
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"Und geliebt und gelobt und geeret, und doch der mensch wene, er lob oder liebe got, wan das got zumal ungelobt, geliebt, ungeernt und unbekant were." [“It is better that God be acknowledged, as much as possible, and loved and praised and honored, and that one at least supposes he is praising or loving God, than that God be particularly unpraised, unloved, unhonored and unacknowledged.”]22 There is the rub, Pharisaism, a door ajar to delusion and hypocrisy. Luther could not trust any extenuation for human inadequacy.

He knew better than to presume he loved, or could love, humanity, and that meant he knew he could not presume to love God. At times he spared himself, but they were rare. An early example: in a letter to Staupitz, May 30, 1518, he says he came to realize that penance (Busse) begins with a love for God. Earlier, he adds, he had felt only a forced (erzwungene) love, but it became sweet love when he saw that God’s commands must be read not in books but in Christ’s wounds.23 That may be self-consolatory, self-congratulatory rhetoric. The letter’s Is, mes, mines—they have only to be counted.

IV Grace, the slavish will, impossible love

Christians might wonder where to turn, as they stand between Matthew’s “He that is not with me is against me” (12:30) and Mark’s “For he that is not against us is on our part” (9:40). Both say the same thing: the world is divided in two, between Christians and non-Christians—sheep and goats, righteous and unrighteous, children of light and children of darkness. It is a day-versus-night reality, with nothing given to the matutinal or crespuscular, to process, ambivalence, nuance. To probe life’s ambiguities, to pursue the tracks set out by experience and the heart’s vagaries, to rejoice in the capillary system of whatever truth is, as Erasmus did, are to risk earning Luther’s tag for Erasmus, eel, when it may be the truth that is slippery. How much more comfortable to be certain about certainty.

This gospel fact is Luther’s world. Believing, according to long held numerologies, that the Endtime was imminent (what age sees no apocalypse coming?), he prepared his Wittenbergers, that they might be ready for the Last Judgment. As an evangelist, he was convinced that his positions were just and true, and all his foes were unjust and false. Papists anywhere and upstart fanatics in Thuringia and Saxony, those more protestant than Luther, had that in common, the devil’s party.

Luther preaches that God works in the world through the Word, and Satan through money. God and Satan seem to have some kind of agreement, each to his province and work, as in the Book of Job. There is no third party in charge of human destiny, and one’s actions shall be either just or unjust, as one believes in Christ or does not. In his 1525 tract on freedom of the will, Luther tilts against Erasmus’s cautious, balanced list of Biblical instances supporting freedom of the will, and those denying it.
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Christ’s injunctions to benefaction suggest options for every individual, but his many proleptic claims to the fulfillment of Scripture in and through his own life suggest everything is fated and immutable. But denial of free will opens before us the abyss of predestination.

The very title of Luther’s work, placing grace beside the enslaved will, means we must serve one of two masters, but even that choice has been made for us by the presence or absence of grace. He has drawn the obvious conclusion from Christ’s posing Mammon and God for our serving; there can be no life without serving a deity. Satan or Mammon is inherently deceitful, but still has monarchical sway over the world.

Grace cannot be elected, only bestowed. God has precluded the difficult act of preference. We might wonder what happened to that most modern of New Testament strugglers, the first anti-hero in literature, the man who simultaneously trusted and distrusted Christ (Mark 9:24)? And what of Herod Agrippa II, the king of Calchis, who admitted to Paul that he was an “almost” Christian (Acts 26:28)? Is it possible to be not fully possessed by Satan?

Luther was prey to his own (and the Gospel’s) semantics: one would be set upright or not. Rechtfertigung, a cardinal word in Luther’s theology, is God’s doing, and as such is unequivocal: one receives “justification,” exculpation, or one does not. There are no degrees. Such a world, void of small print, of irony, of Erasmian deliberation and temperance, is difficult for some of us to understand, let alone to welcome into consciousness.

This ironclad either/or finds epistemological voice in Luther’s preceptor, Augustine: “non nisi ex contrario datur intelligi,” no understanding except by contraries. The bishop of Hippo was, however, shrewd enough to admit middle ground, a turn in one direction or another, but perhaps not: “intellegitur esse medium quod neutrum dici potest” – many conditions of life are neither here nor there. An infant, says Augustine, cannot be called stupid but is not yet wise, either. Daily, we are sometimes neither fully awake nor fully asleep. With this breath of vital air, let us look closer to Augustinian free will, and how it informs human love for God, and then take a closer look at Luther on this issue.

Augustine’s tract on the will is set as a dialogue, graced by his friend Evodius, who, like him, became a North African bishop, hugging a coastline culture in a pagan world. Unlike the youthful stooges Plato sets up for his ever-wise Socrates to enlighten, Evodius puts forceful questions to his interlocutor about sin and its origins, about the possibility that God is ultimately responsible for our suffering in sin (a view Augustine confounds), and notes that while some people never sin and others are always sinning, there are many who are betwixt, “quasi inter utramque.” Evodius’s concern with the origins of evil points the dialogue toward theodicy.

Tracing sin back to Eden, Augustine addresses the effects of Adam’s fall upon our present state. The soul is faced with ignorance and difficulty but is not sinful inherently. Rather, each soul must begin with unawareness of God
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and the divine precepts; next, with awareness of those precepts, the soul must persevere to fulfill them. We are good by our God-given nature, but in our will we have the choice of accepting enlightenment from the Church and Scripture, and then realizing by constant effort the wisdom to which enlightenment leads or following a downward path of neglect and self-dissipation. The real choice for the voluntas libera is between the arrogance of wanting our own way, as though we were divine, and the humility of embracing our lowly station and celebrating God’s majesty, with gratitude for the gift of both natura and voluntas libera. If we neglect to receive divine instruction that guides us to wisdom, or if, receiving it, we fail to observe it, we shall languish in pride’s stupidity and suffer God’s just punishment.

How does love figure here? Our souls were created by a not-loved God who, when loved by us, perfects us; to us, when we were non-existent, God offered being, and to those existent and loving Him, He offers blessedness: “dilectus ipse perficiat,” our own love of God is the way of blessedness, wrought by God; “amantibus eum a quo sunt praestat ut beatae sint.” But how does this love get started? By the will’s willingness to forget itself out of love for the immutable God, or to despise itself in comparison with Him.

To Evodius’s question as to why the will would violate the enlightenment of its own rationality and choose a downward path to sin, rather than the patently good one toward blessedness, Augustine suggests that the will, becoming conscious of its own powers, overcomes reason in a kind of narcissism, a perverse imitation of God, as though there is more pleasure in enjoying one’s gifts alone than in loving their divine Giver. The Satanic preference to become greater than one is, only to end smaller, implies envy of the immeasurably greater will. Augustine’s awareness of this proclivity for self-divinization was no abstract consideration, as he was immersed in controversies with heretics who arrogated divine powers to themselves. His greatest foes, Pelagius and his followers, believed they could perfect themselves, and so forsook the humility that leaves perfecting to God.

Augustine, then, finds the source of all evil in improba voluntas, a wicked will, but he also sees the will as the indispensable agent toward the soul’s blessedness, in a kind of partnership with God that has its mediator in the Church’s authoritative instruction. Luther’s chief predication for his own notion of partnership with God is faith (Glaube) responsive to God’s offer of redemption from sin. The cardinal difference between Augustine and Luther lies in Church-given precepts for Augustine’s society of souls, and the Gospel’s exclusive role for Luther’s. The first is communal and epistemological, with continuous effort toward blessedness. The latter is dramatically individual, affective, and more an emotive-intuitive response than a pedagogical, hortatory training.

In de servo arbitrio Luther’s rejection of ecclesiastical tradition and his reliance solely upon Paul and John ride tandem with his adherence to the older, polemical Augustine, engaged in the struggle against Pelagians, chiefly the bishop Julianus. It seemed to Luther that in Erasmus, Pelagianism,
forthright celebration of human freedom to self-determination by will and reason, was enjoying a comeback. He uses against Erasmus one of Augustine’s ploys against Julianus, commending him as a highly learned and gifted man but not a Christian attentive to common people, to those so easily seduced by rhetoric.

Luther’s chief points against the Erasmian approach to the Testaments are these. First and foremost, the truth of Christian teaching is endangered by Erasmus’s assumption that the Gospel is subject to linguistic scrutiny, to questioning that addresses textual ambiguities. Luther insists there are no obscurities, no ambiguities in Scripture. God’s Word has been made manifest, both in Christ’s person and in his speaking; likewise, in Israel’s prophets, in Paul and other apostles. Luther’s emphasis upon Biblical lucidity is integral to his argument that true Christians cannot embrace the sophisticated freedom of the skeptic. They must be absolutely grounded in their faith, or they are not Christians. Luther cites with delight Paul’s absolutist diction: all, none, nowhere, without – Luther’s own mode of discourse. He adds that Scripture speaks only in antitheses.

Erasmian skepticism sets its own tell-tale limits, for Erasmus believes that it is not a weighty matter to know whether the will can only be passive, subject to divine grace, effecting nothing on its own. This apparently cavalier disregard of essentials reflects Erasmus’s tone of amiable discussion that will not unsettle the waters and keeps the debate civil. But Luther, not interested in such peace, has brought his sword. The division he makes with that sword is implicit throughout: he has divorced faith from reason, a unity that had perdured in medieval theology for centuries, and he chooses faith. Erasmus, aware of that division, equivocates, as though there could be some sort of marital counseling.

The range of the human will brings us to Luther’s second major point, the sword’s cutting edge: he contends that the human will, including all it can muster from reason, can do only evil. (He is not denying we exercise free will for diurnal tasks: going to work, paying taxes, singing songs in taverns.) Its supposed freedom is non-existent, because the “free will,” free from grace, that is, is bound to do the devil’s bidding. It not only does no good and cannot; it does not even know what is good. In fine, the will that is “free” and does serve only its selfish ends, even as Satan, in revolt against God, was dedicated solely to himself, rejecting love and reverent fear for his Creator. Being enthralled to Satan means the will’s freedom is chimerical. Without grace, the soul is enslaved to malevolence and malefaction. The soul given grace is likewise enslaved, but to God, with divine assurance of salvation from sin and deliverance to eternal life. This “Christian freedom” Luther celebrates in answer to the papal bull published against him in 1520: it rests upon the Christian paradox Luther cherished most, that the person reborn in Christ is alone genuinely free, and serves others as their lowly slave, humbling the self, as Christ did, to God the Father and to humanity. The only real freedom is humility’s perpetual
servitude. What “the world” calls freedom amounts to self-indulgence, the Will to Self.

Luther’s third point is that if, without Satan in the wings, the human will stood on its own, neutral, open to all careers, and efficacious – the bedrock assumption of Pelagianism – then Christ and the grace-giving Spirit would be unnecessary, at best ancillary, to the soul’s good. The presumption of free will is, therefore, tantamount to blasphemy because it subordinates the divine will to the human, arrogating to the self a power it does not have. The only conclusion left to Luther he does not hesitate to draw: the human condition is, and always has been, slavery. As God is all-knowing and all-willing, that absence of freedom is a foregone conclusion. We follow a script prepared for us at the beginning of creation.

Luther embraces what the Greeks, when they entertained omniscient deity, called Necessity, and Christians know as predestination. Eons before our birth we were fated to reside forever in heaven or in hell. There is no other real estate, not even on poor, solitary Earth, our island home. Luther sees humanity not seated but sat upon. He likens each soul to a pack animal upon which the rider is either God or Satan. They are in continuous contention for the saddle, and whoever is riding is fervently whipping the two-footed beast along.31 (This image justifies Erasmus’s charge that Luther is, at heart, a Manichean.)32 Shifting figures, Luther likens God to an artisan forced to use defective tools (us), whether they be devout or godless. All faults lie with those tools, not with their Maker. Why God does not make adequate and efficient tools remains unanswered, but there is always the Fall falling in for deduction.

Because Luther entertains this lapsarian view of humanity – it keeps falling – he contends that most people are bound for damnation. He admits that humanity is naturally repelled by God consigning it to hell, as though God enjoyed sinfulness and the everlasting torment meted out because of it. Some souls, solely by grace, shall be delivered to salvation. In neither direction is there any human merit or deserving. God works evil within some people by the denial of grace, no less than He works good within others through that grace. To the immortal protest that this arrangement argues a callous, cruel, inhuman God, Luther, looking to the Book of Job, asks, who do we think we are, in questioning the divine will? Our thoughts are not God’s, and, as the inerrant Gospel says, the Spirit moves as it wishes.

Luther does not say that people prefer to be ridden by Satan, given that Satan at least affords the illusion of a free will, but it is hard to resist that conclusion. In Luther’s estimate, human “nature,” reason, and free will, all that is prized as distinctively humanity’s own, are in service to Satan. Such is the burden of Adam’s Fall. More than a legacy, it is daily baggage, borne by the minute. Even for the devout, Luther makes a hard case. Every Christian, no matter how pious, is inclined to revolt against the Spirit within, to resist grace itself, and Erasmus is giving the whipped beast ample fodder to strengthen that restiveness.
Yet Luther makes gracious concessions to human decency: he says that the devout know better than to presume they are doing anything for their own salvation; they would go on doing good, even were there no heaven, no God whose will would be satisfied. In a passage extraordinary for its charity and wit, he dismisses the claim that souls in grace receive their reward in heaven. No; it is the celestial Kingdom that receives the reward, its children, and not the reverse; hell earns its children as well.33

Erasmus, for his part, laments Luther’s talent for sweeping, dogmatic pronouncements. (How did he feel about Luther’s calling him a Proteus, ever shifting his ground?) Luther corners him, from the start, on the major concession, that the Christian soul can do nothing without God’s help. This point granted, Luther claims that the mortal blow has been dealt, and there is no need for further combat. But Erasmus cannot deny all freedom to the will and to the latitudes of God-given reason: he follows Church tradition and its theologians (“sophists,” to Luther) in grappling with scriptural challenges to our limited reasoning. It is we, answers Luther, who are obscure and ambiguous, confused within our own hearts and minds.

In de servo arbitrio Luther takes grim delight in humanity’s ontic and moral woe, its innate wickedness and the debt of sin it can never pay from its own (empty) account. But what, then, of love, of Augustine’s souls “amantibus eum,” loving God, in that other discussion of free will? The most bracing passage in Luther’s response to Erasmus is his assertion that none of us believes in nor desires eternal life, but we are secretive about the fact. Yet it has scriptural warrant, as Paul admits (I Cor. 2:9) that eternal life remains incomprehensible to our minds. Further, we cannot love God.34 Luther says that the command to do so does not mean that we are able to, only that we should, and we are thus reminded. A divine imperative sets before us our helplessness. He adds, without citation or allusion, that the scholastic writers say we cannot love God with our whole heart. Having dismissed scholasticism altogether, Luther acknowledges its teaching on this crucial point.

We are told we must love God, and we cannot. Why must we be helpless and yet held accountable? Luther’s answer is that only by becoming despondent and miserable, truly humbled, will we be ready for Christ’s mercy, ready to accept his sacrificial promise of salvation. If humankind had had free will in the time of Christ, it would have been superfluous for him to shed his blood, to leave the Spirit for us. Everyone would have been able to attain personal salvation with little effort, even as Julianus, Augustine’s Pelagian opponent, presumes Scripture is so rational that everyone will be sure to make right choices.

Tempestuous as Luther tends to be, and too repetitious, he is inclined – let us say predestined – to contradict himself. We cannot love God, but Luther claims it is the Christian’s task to honor and love God’s will, meanwhile putting reason back in its cupboard.35 But how is it possible to love God’s will without loving God? Where does love itself come from, if not from the
Spirit, which, by Luther's own reasoning, is loving God through us? As the discussion of free will necessarily entails inquiry about love, it is curious that Luther is so chary with it. On that count he is wholly unlike Augustine, who all his life was occupied with the mystery of human longing and desire, and the supreme mystery of love itself.

Precisely love causes Luther to stumble and fall. Here is how it happens. When Luther weighs the hiddenness of God's true people in Church history, he submits that the saving remnant was never in its own time known as saintly. He faults Erasmus for excessive reliance on, and deference to, the Church's canonized writers, but excuses him by supposing that Erasmus does so not in the steadiness of faith – Luther has proven that Erasmus has no faith – but from love, believing only good of one's neighbors. And what could be more Christian than that?

The troublesome fact about love becomes clear in its beautiful celebration, in I Corinthians 13, a passage so moving in its simplicity, it is hard to believe that fretful, agonistic Paul wrote it (I suspect that Phoebe dictated it). Love is always obliged to endure the world's abuse, says Luther. Christian love must face continual disappointment and disillusionment and must go on serving everyone: believers and non-believers, ingrates, indifferent, insolent, or downright vicious. It does not seek payment, gratitude, nor even polite acknowledgments. "It seeketh not its own." It models monastic politics, in which everyone in the community must look upon others as better than the self, even believe them saintly. It must forgive wrongs and slights without number.

All that so, Luther establishes a disastrous contrast between love and faith. In his mind faith assumes stern, martial, and heroic properties, for it calls no one saintly who has not been so declared by divine judgment, meaning Scripture and the Latter Day's toll. Faith is not going to be hoodwinked. Faith does not deceive itself. The inference is clear: love does deceive itself. Luther cannot suffer the suffering of love, as that love is given to fallible, all-too-human others; he cannot bear that love plays forever a patsy: taken in, betrayed, exposed as foolish and naïve. Faith, in counterpoint, is ever on guard and exigent, as though to compensate for love's folly. Luther is contrasting faith as the masculine component of Christian life, virile and indispensable to him as a Christian polemicist, and love as the yielding, submissive feminine component. As Paul enjoins, let her not speak, and let her keep her headcloth down.

That is not all. Luther intuits that love is a kind of hazard to faith and its "justified" righteousness. (Luther's Christians, in the Gospel phrase, have their reward.) Christ teaches that we must love our enemies – another instance of impossibility: we know we cannot but are reminded we should. Christ's lesson, however, is that enmity is corrosive to everybody, and must be addressed and overcome. The love that suffers, forgives, and does not give up may have a power tantamount to salvation itself. Love, not faith, is called upon to do the very hard work of trusting, to give benevolence and
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benefaction, instead of hostility, suspicion, and scorn. The incarnation was the divine utterance of love for humanity, with no word about faith.

Giving his notion of faith a stranglehold upon Christian life, Luther ignores love that must stand on the battle front, facing the much deplored “world” of human weakness and chicanery. Love fights for its adversaries, not setting them apart for damnation and its torments. Love, not faith, is the real foe, at once gentle and subtle, of humanity’s truly Satanic enemy, the Will to Self. As Luther himself knew, faith can readily assume parodic features, as it did, in his eyes, in Thomas Müntzer and other populist reformers who claimed pneumatic powers to justify their violence. Müntzer, in his turn, ridiculed Luther as a new pope, setting up his own infallible dictates, brooking no opposition – a charge that pretty well hits the mark. Both men made of Christian faith what they needed, something in accord with their own temperaments. As the Enlightenment philosopher Fichte puts it, the philosophy one has is determined by the kind of person one is, and the same may be claimed of Christianity, that there are variants within it that one’s temperament will assume and turn to personal use. This may sound cynical but may be accurate. We, like the chain, are no stronger, no better, than the weakness within.

Though wedded to faith, and suspicious of love’s latitudes, Luther could not deliver a sermon or tract against love. That would have been preposterous and devastating, and, thus constrained, he disingenuously submitted that scholasticism establishes our non-lovability. The human response to God must be faith; implicitly, human love has no business answering divine love. That is not quite so. In Aquinas’s *Summa Theologica,* love has ample profile in its several modes, placed under their Latin rubrics: *amor,* passionate attraction to a good such as beauty in nature; *dilectio,* erotic attraction; *amicitia,* friendship’s habits; last, highest, and best, *caritas,* love’s perfection and its object truly precious, being any other human soul: “id quod amatur magni pretii aestimatur,” “that which is loved is reckoned at great value.”

For him, as for Augustine, love in all guises is a mighty, active, voluntary force. Life is about desiring, longing, needing, with *caritas* alone truly giving, with no demands of return. In view of this Thomist breadth and depth, Luther’s denigration of earthly “lusts,” excepting marital ownership and propriety, seems gratuitous and cruel.

Aquinas’s attention to reason’s primary role in deliberation, choice, consent, and utility indicates the autonomy of will Luther precludes. Aquinas does admit that the will, seeking good for itself, either is abetted by divine grace to choose God or, without grace, chooses a created good, which cannot be finally sufficient to its true needs. The will’s freedom rests in its choosing according to the various kinds of good it can determine. What human reason and the will do *not* have is an evasion of choice itself. It could be called the difference between conversion and diversion: reason and the will elect either a God-centered reality or a miscellany of earthbound distractions. If, as Dr. Johnson claims, we are free and know so, that means
humankind remains free – to go on sinning. Grace may come to a thorough sinner, like the prodigal son, who abandoned his family and his patience (demanding the patrimony be handed out) and lost himself in a distant land, where he finally turned round. His decision to return, as a slave, to his father may be called an expression, dramatically poignant, of human love for God. It is also, pace Luther, a prime instance of Aristotelian reasoning.

As to our key question, human love for God, Aquinas offers a route Luther himself could affirm as the effect of grace: we can reach toward God through divine love, because in it we are drawn by God, an explanation glossing Augustine’s *amantibus eum*. Aquinas implicitly challenges Paul’s commendation of dread before God (Phil. 2:12), fear and trembling as the means for working out one’s salvation – a state of mind in perpetual arrest by fear. Aquinas observes that fear can immobilize both reason and the soul. He hedges, saying Paul was not talking about such a fear. Or was he? Would Luther care that reverence paralyzes reason? Doubtful; but it is not reverence or fear (Furcht) he called for in response to God’s anger. It was sheer Schreck, terror.

More to the point, fear or dread or terror, necessary apertures for Luther’s faith – none of these jibes with love for God, and there is no sense in applying any of them to one’s relations with other people. The real power in love as caritas, under the dupery that Luther scorns, is its fearlessness. *It*, not faith, is the genuinely martial virtue. Even though vulnerable, unarmed with precepts and dogmas, it endures a hostile world.

Another Thomistic approach to love deserves noting. In the *Summa Contra Gentiles* Aquinas explains how people come to love God. We adhere to God through a love prompted by understanding (intellectus) and will (voluntas): “what our understanding grasps the will rests in.” Aquinas contrasts two kinds of adherence, of love and of fear, the difference being that love is voluntary, fear coercive. (His instance of fear: throwing one’s goods overboard on a stormy sea.) The will in loving answers what it sees and desires as a good, and is abetted by virtue (bonitas, the performing excellence celebrated by Aristotle).

All of this sounds too tidy. It seems more like a chemical formula than a credible way of describing how we actually go about our lives. The abstractions have no life to them. But what else are we to do with such a statement as “The intent or aim of the command is the love in a pure heart, a good conscience, and a faith that is not hypocritical”? That is not Aquinas, but Paul, whom he is citing (I Timothy 1:5).

That Paul presumes such pure-hearted love is possible argues well for Aquinas. In reading Psalm 51, Luther acknowledges pureness of heart only as the Spirit’s doing: the Spirit pours “good will” into the heart’s depths, so that no deception remains there, but Luther knew that Aquinas carries purity further, when he turns from love for God to love for others. Aquinas says that divine law aids natural law, the latter being what aggregates people into communities, and human beings are gregarious by nature. That
community will rest upon its love for God, a pursuit it can sustain only in conditions of peace and tranquility. Clearly, he means a monastic community, but what of people who are not monks or nuns? His formulation may sound too optimistic to comport with Luther's view of human behavior, within and without monastic walls. But it is Aquinas's way of saying that Jesus's command is feasible: love one another. Was Jesus thinking only in closely knit, quasi-monastic terms, a life apart such as Essenes cultivated?

Further into Psalm 51, Luther confounds the Thomist opposition between fear and love; he sees them as complementary vices. Serving God from fear is service under compulsion, as Aquinas notes, but serving God from “excessive love” is no less objectionable, says Luther, as it means love is seeking a reward. What is his basis for such an imputation? Jesus's own recognition of “excessive” loving is laudatory (Luke 7:47), and much of the Johannine gospel is about degrees of loving that Christ's followers are supposed to reach. What Luther is objecting to is any security in love: it might amount to complacency akin to that of people who refuse to recognize their sinfulness. He has a horror of anything proximate to comfort and its attendant smugness. But smugness would mean the love is really egotism, and how can genuine love ever be blamed for excess? Would Luther speak of excessive faith?

V The earlier Luther on love

Luther’s lectures on Romans, Galatians, and the psalms of atonement, the works of 1515–7, show how early he had to face the challenge of Christian love. On Romans 1:21 Luther contrasts Satanic self-satisfaction in people and its opposite, a gratitude toward God that, he says, preserves one’s love for God. In an exceptional moment before Romans 3:21 he admits it is hard to know if love for God is a struggle to please God or to secure peace or even praise from others. Love leaves us “quite often stuck on this borderland.”

The later Luther is unequivocally negative about human susceptibilities to self-deception, but already, in the first Galatians lectures, he comes out against love as the veiled pursuit of one's own advantage. One is inwardly working against “the Law of the Spirit,” while outwardly observing it. Luther is suspicious of the tendency to bandy words about, the words for virtues included. “Virtue” is only a human construct (Geschöpf), he claims (is he being postmodern?), so let us dispense with all praise and love of it. All that counts is our love for God's will, but does not even this phrasing include constructs? How do we determine motivation in ourselves, let alone others? And how often are we deceiving others and ourselves with language? These are Nietzsche’s queries, but Luther is proximate to them.

The Romans lectures give his formulation of love for God. It is not anything we can ever achieve on our own. There is no originally human love at work. All that precludes a selfish love for one's own peace and well-being is this love via the Spirit, as manifested in spontaneity (Freiwilligkeit). God gives us the love for Him. This remark is prompted by Romans 8:35,
where nothing separates us from Christ’s love for us. In sum, God’s love for Himself passes through us as Christ’s love for us, which we spontaneously pass back to God. We are ciphers, of no intrinsic value, but being leaky conduits of God’s love for God suffices.

Luther being Luther, however, he cannot sustain even this view of human-kind. In the Hebrews lectures, he defines the “true” Christian as one who “is beginning to hate unrighteousness and is beginning to love righteousness.” These words are a fitting gloss on what he means when he speaks of loving God’s will, rather than God. We remain, even under grace, the children of Wrath and Sin. The inchoate, processive character of human-seeming love is just enough to remind us that we cannot be secure in grace.

His onetime follower Johannes Agricola believed that Christians can be secure in grace, even to dispensing with the Ten Commandments and the Mosaic Law generally. Luther could not gainsay the power of grace, but he could impute wicked motives to people who were happy to feel they were under it. In the Tischreden he charges Agricola with arrogance, profiteering (printing pericopes of the New Testament), lying, hypocrisy, and the desire for reputation. He says that “Grickel” taught him the sense of Judas’s betrayal of the man at whose table he sat, despising his teacher and the instruction.

What might be said in Grickel’s defense? As a student he learned to see the despair and helplessness of Christians that Doktor Martinus’s teachings were then addressing. Luther blamed the Church for not educating its flock in Christ’s promise of redemption through faith. It had not taught them the joyousness of serving God in Christian freedom. This malady of ignorance persisted, but Luther, having opened the gates to an informed faith, also had to take on the other extreme of ignorance, haughty presumption. The Scylla of arrogance, of self-righteousness, of what Paul’s translators call “glorying,” is as deadly as the Charybdis of despair. For Luther there is no strait passage beyond them; they remain the twin hazards of Christ-richness, the ways in which the demonic pulls at human weakness, up and down. Agricola’s error was to seek relief from the dark down of helplessness, the maelstrom of doubt. In a pastoral way, he was attending to this far more pervasive disease, congregational in its breadth: people are more likely to feel incapable of meeting Christ’s commands than to feel, perhaps arrogantly, they have been made one with God through love. When, in the autumn of 1540, Agricola became court minister in Berlin, his wife entreated Luther to be reconciled with him. “In this matter,” says the Tischreden, “Luther, stiff-necked, rejected all her proposals of rapprochement, her pleas and tears, and even the prince’s letters, which he never answered. He said: ‘For him there’s only one way to be reconciled with us, if he shall recant as follows: “I confess I’ve been a fool and have been unjust to those in Wittenberg; for they teach the right way and I have unjustly rebuked them. I am sorry and heartily regret it and ask that it be God’s will that they forgive me.”’” If, in this castigation, Rome were to be set in place
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of Wittenberg, those very words would have expressed the papal bidding to Luther, in 1518.

What mattered most to Luther in his opposition to apostates such as Agricola was their nourishing of the complacency that makes people forget their own sinfulness. In his 1517 lecture on Psalm 38, he remarks sardonically on wise, righteous, saintly people, those who enjoy peace, comfort, and esteem. He calls them “die Selbstweisen,” those who have acquired a self-satisfaction that wholly controverts what a Christian cannot do without: ever abiding penance, profound sorrow over the immanence of sin, perpetual need of grace. As the Socratic wise man knows he is truly ignorant, the Christian knows he remains sinful; those who forget that become pseudo-Christian.

Further glossing Psalm 51, Luther launches his first attack upon human love for God. He fears any semblance of security in it. Christians cannot rest in the Lord, not only because they might then forget God’s wrath and the need to fear Him and it, but because they will become smug in the assurance of heavenly reward. If, jousting with Erasmus, Luther finds reason “the clever whore that pagans follow” and free will a heinous illusion, both denying humanity’s basic helplessness, then love for God is subject to the same deadly ailment. It is as though the Spirit’s mighty grace, passing into the human frame, becomes contaminated by the contact.

Agricola and fellow apostates such as Müntzer and Karlstadt exemplified a kind of arrival, the temptation to which Luther, I suspect, felt himself ever subject. Had he not himself arrived at a righteousness that had to be unflagging and certain, in its titanic confounding of Rome? What greater hybris of works could there be than that? But by the dictates of his agonistic temperament, Luther knew that he himself could never enjoy the peace he imputed to the righteous. And so he despised their apparently superior vantage. It breathed down unbearable condescension upon him. He felt it in Erasmus’s learning, which he dismissed as rhetoric for his own dialectic to match and vanquish, as though he were not himself an accomplished rhetorician. Erasmus’s use of his wide learning exasperated Luther; Rotterdam’s sage could enjoy a breezy skepticism that allowed him to remain tactful and uncommitted, a foil to Wittenberg no less than to Rome. Eel!

What could be more vexing to a man of certainties than a man who challenges anyone’s claim to them? Luther is his own “feste Burg” in certainties about faith, but he attacks the certainties of love, implicitly rejecting Christ’s own adherence to the Mosaic Law, to love God with heart, mind, and soul. For loving one’s neighbor, only love as works, as an effluvium of faith, would do. In his tract on Christian freedom, he states that a Christian “lives in Christ through faith and in a neighbor through love,” and that establishes a vertical and horizontal symmetry, as though answering the Deuteronomic call to love both God and neighbor. The problem with Luther’s formula is that Christ himself confounds it, when he asks Peter, “Do you love me more than these others?” (John 21:15). Saying that only the existential answer, “No, it’s impossible!,” is possible seems a dodge,
so the Johannine text leaves hope that Christ accepted Peter’s inadequate response, *philia*, when the far deeper and wider *agape* was what he sought.

In assailing the Church’s abuse of the sacraments, *de captivitate Babylonica*, Luther characterizes love as a dilation of the human spirit through the divine; “charity is conferred through the Holy Spirit by faith in Christ, so one is rapt into Christ and becomes profoundly other, a new man.” But that empowerment to love could not be expressed in the mass, so far as the Church presumed to perform it as a sacrifice, a work meant to please God. Luther consistently held that Christians can give nothing to God save faith. Love is strictly operational, one might say horizontal, to faith’s vertical. Disposition, acceptance of Luther’s *simul*, is so paramount that the praxis of love, so human and faulty, seems not even secondary.

That *sola fides* brought Luther into absurdities is evident throughout his work, and *de captivitate* affords a capital instance: faith alone is the peace of conscience (*fides enim sola est pax conscientiae*), but only they are worthy of taking communion who are perturbed and afflicted in their conscience, those who lack faith. Well and good: Christ said he came for the ailing, not the healthy, but that begs the question, Who, according to Luther, would be the healthy? Because he has no affirmative view of love beyond the performance of works, works already prejudged as spurious and delusive, human “nature” in itself remains radically deficient. Faith itself must be weak and helpless. *One must need Christ*, or else what does salvation mean?

And if faith must remain weak, so that one is ever in need of Christ, how can love ever be strong? The answer is to deny that anyone is up to it, and that may be why Luther, addressing Paul’s exaltation of love, above faith and hope, as the greatest of these virtues, sweeps that claim aside, canceling it with Romans 8:4 and his own assertion that the Holy Spirit wants to leave nothing to the human spirit.54

Some of Luther’s most enlightening (self-revealing) remarks on the politics of Christian love come off-handed. In his ironic polemic (June 1520) against “highly esteemed Romanists in Leipzig,” especially a Franciscan who wrote against him, Luther says that prelates who do not love nor believe cannot feed Christ’s sheep. What of himself? “I don’t feel much love,” he interjects. “I’m over-burdened with sermons. They make me guilty, I’m biting and vengeful. . . . so many tearing wolves have been forcing a dog to bay and bite.”55 In the next year, assaulting Rome’s use of the mass, presuming it a sacrifice to reconcile God to humanity rather than God’s free gift, he adds that priests are murdering souls by obfuscating God’s ineffable love for humanity, with the result that God’s anger is raised up, as though to displace that love. Rome has the power to transmute God’s love into wrath, as though to force reversion from Christ to Moses.56

Still, Luther sounds positive notes. Among his writings about communion a fetching image comes in a 1519 essay, where he says all communicants are made holy by Christ’s love, like seeds transformed to one bread, transformed into each other. They become the host!57 In his lengthy 1520 tract on
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good works in view of faith, hope, and charity, he writes, “Yes, if we look rightly, then love is the first [virtue] or at least immediate with faith,” but he does not elaborate, leaving this weighty remark almost an afterthought. So early comes his fixé on returning divine love not to God but to one’s neighbor, this passing to the neighbor being the effect of grace working upon belief.

Love of others ineluctably leads to political considerations for which Luther has become infamous. As early as 1523, in his tract on authority (Obrigkeit) he is adjusting his Augustinian dualism, the world divided between God and the devil, to the Pauline model of two kingdoms in tandem: Christ and Caesar against Satan. This accommodationist position, so convenient to an occupational force, allows that Caesar could be fighting Satan – this is the most disastrous of all concessions to the world, and to Satan, its prince. Luther claims that a Christian may take up a sword to protect his or her neighbor and the state from foes; Christ, speaking of rendering unto Caesar, did not forbid military service. (But neither did he commend it.) The Christian, then, must serve Christ and Caesar inwardly and outwardly; one must resist and not resist evil. This brotherly love as politics is strictly utilitarian: a Christian will do what is useful or necessary for a neighbor, but it must not be supposed – Luther says Jews suppose it – that works of love make anybody pious or blessed: faith without the works of love makes the new man. And yet Luther identifies Christ’s own humbling service as “genuine Christian love-works.”

Luther was not insensitive to the charge against sola fides, that it restricts and denigrates charity. In his Lenten sermons of March 1522 he stresses that a faith without love would be counterfeit. Love, he says, is the Christians’ gift for one another, even as faith is God’s gift, yet both, as effects of grace, seem super-human. Again and again, Luther shows his profound skepticism about the human heart: love remains suspect, because he cannot forget that every human being, including every Christian, is a child born of wrath, a person whose mind, intent, and doings are of no inherent value. Could it not be that Satan, overseeing all human activity that is not under grace, could simulate works of charity?

Love of others takes its pointer, for Luther, from the Golden Rule (Matt. 7:12) or what might be called Christ’s natural law of justice, but in enjoining fellow Christians to do only what is of use and benefit to others, not to themselves, Luther lays Christian love open to the charge of folly. Christian justice means no striving against the state’s injustice; no sword, no vengeance, only suffering and the cross, a prolonged waiting till the end when God’s justice (vengeance) comes. When he realizes what he has maintained, in his cautions against the plundering peasants of Thuringia (May 1525), Luther concedes that the true Christian is rare: “Thank God, we are at least good pagans and keep the natural law!”

Luther’s greatest offense against love comes in his shortchanging of it in translation, in his commentary on Paul’s tormented letter to Galatia’s
breakaway community. This work Luther ranked among his favorite efforts, perhaps because he finds Paul so like himself in it: contentious, pleading, upbraiding, weeping, deeply upset with Peter. In his translation of Galatians 5:6 he coyly mis-shapes the sense of the Greek, πίστις δι' ἁγάπης ἐνεργουμένη, which says faith is produced, effected, set in motion by love, a sense wholly diametric to Luther’s view that faith sets love going. The translation, “der Glaube, der durch die Liebe thetig ist” (“faith, which is active through love”), and Luther’s commentary revert Paul’s meaning, as though loving is the supplementary means to strengthen one’s trust in God. The relationship between love and trust here is not sequential (A, then B) but logical (AB). It might be likened to roles played onstage by two actors simultaneously present. That one of them has the greater part is clear from Paul’s celebration of love, but Luther is bent on giving faith the leading role.

As the creation and the crucifixion were both expressions of divine love for humanity, from Father and Son, so the Christian must participate in that action, in the primacy of love. Luther’s dread that any human work is a presumption of achieving salvation is itself a presumption, for true loving, as Paul’s Corinthian hymn declares, is essentially a life of humility. The incarnation is a divine humbling into slavery; the same can be said of the crucifixion. We might wonder how Luther would have defended himself, had his most formidable Roman opponent, Cajetan (an eminent commentator on Thomism), probed and found this warp in Luther’s spirituality.

One more text remains. It would be arbitrary to contend that the year 1525, a watershed though it appears to be, marks a point of division, an end of “early” writing. That year includes Luther’s sanguine commentary upon Deuteronomy, where the definitive words on love of God and love of others are set out. Jesus concurs with what someone else is quoting from the Torah. What is striking in Luther’s remarking 6:5 is his unusual confidence in love. As always, faith has to come first, but once that is effected, “sweet love for God has to ensue,” and loving God is expressed in joyful service to God: “when I love God genuinely, I want all that God wants. . . . Through love we do everything voluntarily for God.”

It is cynical to suppose that Luther is constraining himself to say something on behalf of love for God because the text is staring at him, awaiting his assent. If Christ occasions re-affirmation of the two great laws of love, how can Luther decline endorsement? But there is a residue of caution in his commendation: we are not up to a pure love for God, given our inclination to love worldly things and God at the same time, meaning we can and do serve two masters. Thus, the human capacity for a whole-hearted love toward God is and remains dubious. How would we know we have attained it? The danger of any claim to certainty would be deluded, pharisaic, a sure defeat. God’s love-worthy world poses a curious sort of snare.

Knowing as much, Luther adds a piteous corollary: love of other things must not gain the upper hand over love for God, and that less worthy love should be transformed into fulfilling the higher love. How that is possible
comes in the momentous phrasing “with all thy might, with all thy heart, with all thy mind.” When Luther glosses that allness of the human self, four years later, in his larger catechism, he speaks of it in terms of faith, not of love.

VI Loveless, Luther faces Islam

In his later years Luther lived through a disastrously colorful time: he was ever in expectation of Judgment Day, for signs heralding the world’s end seemed too plain to ignore. The ascent of Islam to world power through the Ottoman Empire was one of these signs, and not the most portentous. Luther gave it its due by reading and translating a tract by a Dominican friar, Ricoldus of the Florentine monastery Santa Maria Novella: Confutatio Alcorani seu legis Saracenorum (Refutation of the Koran, Law of the Saracens).

Ricoldus spent a generation, circa 1280–1300, living in Baghdad. He learned Arabic and conversed with many learned Muslims. Although he became familiar with the Koran, his interpretation of it was warped by some misunderstandings and the adding of later material, most notably the folkish version of Islamic paradise as an on-going party of sexual and gustatory delights. This picture is nowhere present in the Koran, but it remains a caricature of Islam for many ignorant souls in the West. Luther himself makes as much of it as Ricoldus.

Ricoldus’s Confutatio Alcorani has a circuitous history. The original text was so important to the Eastern Church, facing deadly proximity to the Ottomans, that it was translated into Greek and widely disseminated. The Greek version became definitive, and from it a new Latin translation was made, and that is what Luther was working from. (The only edition containing Ricoldus’s original text did not appear until 1609, in Venice.) He knew of Ricoldus’s book as early as 1530, the year he edited a booklet on Islamic cult and practice. In its foreword he admits frustration in being unable to find a copy of the Koran itself, and remained unhappy about relying on Ricoldus. He changed his mind, once he received, in 1542, a Latin translation of the Koran. “Good Lord, how great is your wrath over the Church, and against the Turk and Mahomet. Mahomet’s bestiality is greater than one would have believed.”

In translating, Luther strayed from the scholastic argumentation of his Dominican source, and turned to evangelical polemics. His diction proves lively and expansive. (Further, he ignores broad patches of the Latin text, as the Weimar editors note with brackets.) In no way was he intending to “grasp” or interpret Islam, merely to characterize it as he saw it through Ricoldus’s refractory lens, and his own spleen. Foremost in Luther’s mind was the certainty that the formidable spread of Islam through the imperial Ottomans offered no hope for their conversion to Christianity. He does not allow himself to wonder how Mohammed (known in Luther’s time as
Mahomet or Mahmet), an obscure and not well-educated man in a desert culture, could alter the globe’s face through a religion that spread with a wild fire such as Christianity had done six centuries before. If we may judge from his Afterword to the translation, he believed that Islam became powerful because it satisfied the worldly urges of men, giving them license to indulge in the basest vices. Oddly, he early on respected Islam as a discipline, in both doctrine and practice, and praised its familial life. Yet the notion of understanding, if not endorsing, the precepts of another religion than one’s own was non-existent, short of the Enlightenment, save among a very limited number of cosmopolitan humanists.

Luther saw “the Turk” (his inclusive denomination of all Muslims) as but another face of the degenerate Westerner. Since Christians follow Mammon, even if not admitting to their doing so, what wonder that Muslims do, too? He identifies two kinds of Turk: the indigenous sort is coarse, porcine, ignorant of what he or she believes (Luther presumed that multiple versions of the Koran, after Mohammed’s death, bred inimitable confusion), but the Western or Christian Turk is far worse, for he has the Gospel and yet despises Christ, even while claiming to be Christian. On being asked to endorse military action against the Turks in Hungary, Luther demurred: he did not want what worthy Christians there were to lose their lives for naught, and he feared that any arming of local German populations might be a papal ruse to attack Protestants.

Far more important for Luther than logistical considerations or even the dismal morals of the contestant faithful was his conviction that God was the impresario, preparing divine vengeance upon an irremediably corrupted world, East and West. Luther awaited this spectacular resolution with grim satisfaction, a playing out of Revelation, this time not in some private visionary terms: “Our ancestors so long contested with Mahmet that he’s come from his wretched little murderer’s corner of Arabia and taken over 400 miles of German land. He’s knocking on our door and offering us his scorn up our dungheaps.”

Islam did not, however, figure as the deadliest adversary to Christ: “And I do not consider Mahmet to be the Antichrist. He’s too vulgar and has a little black devil that can deceive neither faith nor reason. Also, [Mohammed] is like a heathen who persecutes Christianity, much as the Romans and other heathens did.” Mohammed openly rejected sacraments, the Ten Commandments, faith, marriage. The true Antichrist was, as always, the pope, because this apocalyptic figure would never appear outside of Christianity but only from within, posing as the vicar of Christ. The papal record of war-making, Luther notes, would make Mohammed look like a veritable saint. True to the Antichrist’s substitutive nature, being a counter-Christ, the pope has a lofty, subtle, attractive, glistening devil, and is seated in the heart of Christian ritual, administering the sacraments, etc. He is masterful in his offices and has his own Koran (the decretals) to raise above God’s word, so there is no need of Christ himself nor of the Gospel.
These standard-issue objections, a generation after the confrontation with the Church and Emperor Charles V in Wurms and the excommunication pronounced upon him, should not distract us from particulars that Luther takes from and gives back to Islam. For those we must look to his translation, his interpolations, and his spicy marginalia. We find a 60-year-old man, attempting to learn, in his way, about how an alien culture conforms to his apocalyptic casting of characters and events. This effort to learn, even if only to retaliate, argues a good deal of stamina in the “old” Luther. Yet the humanistic Luther of the 1520s, eager to promote the learning of history, of other lands and languages – are there any vestiges of that man in this work? This is an open question.

In Mohammed he finds a congeries of assumptions long-established by heretics and Jews: like the Arians, Mohammed regards Jesus as a holy man and prophet, but not as God’s son; like the Jews, Mohammed asks how God could have a son, since He had no wife. Rather, Jesus was born of a virgin, without a father – “What a trick!” exclaims Luther, but he makes no comment on the Johannine Jesus’s own words about “your God and my God, my Lord and your Lord,” phrasing that puts any claim to his Sonship into question. To Mohammed’s view that the Koran could make even devils blessed, and that many of them had become Saracens, Luther answers: “True enough, devils, Saracens and Turks are all one,” but he says nothing of the apocatastasis in this statement, even though he knew that that mighty ingathering into divinity had its place within Christian tradition since Origen. Apocatastasis remained at the antipodes of his Augustinian view of a world universally debauched and irredeemable.

Luther also knew that the Muslim mise-en-scène of paradise as a garden of sensuous and sensual pleasures was possibly derived from Corinthian Gnosticism. The Koran, at least in Ricoldus’s summa, reads like a reprise of Christian text and tradition. The closest conjunction of the two faiths, albeit a forced one, was in the Johannine passage, 5:43, in which Jesus speaks of another man coming in his own name, succeeding him who had come in the Father’s name. Mohammed identifies himself as that successor. “O, Devil!” responds Luther, ignoring a patristic assumption, dating from Chrysostom, that this successor will be none other than the Antichrist, for that role had already been taken, in Luther’s unyielding mind, by the papacy. Yet it was “Mahmet,” not any pope, who was sweeping the world with stunning victories, rather like the super-celebrity Antichrist in Revelation.

If Luther closed his eyes to such facts, he was no less blind to Ricoldus’s own equable view of Muslims, or at least of Muslim scholars he knew in Baghdad. Ricoldus says these educated men, perhaps imams, were curious to know more about the Christian Trinity and Christ’s humanity, but Luther interpolates into his translation a gloss on this curiosity: “It’s not that they desire to know or believe, but that they might mock and laugh at our faith,” the very pastime Luther is pursuing in his traversal of Ricoldus. When Ricoldus reports on Muslims associating with the heretical Nestorian
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and anti-Roman Jacobite communities (the latter known as Saint Thomas Christians), Luther is indignant that Mohammed's assumptions about the Bible might be based on those sects’ versions of Scripture: “Let them compare a true Bible with a false one or be accounted liars,” as the Bible is the same everywhere. The issue Ricoldus raises, however, points not to different Bibles but to different Christianities: the Nestorians believed that the historical Jesus was not the divine Son but rather had some sort of affiliation with that Sonship. When Ricoldus alleges that the division of Islam into Suni and Shia led to a variety of Korans, Luther appears to relish the apparent confusion, as though he himself had not perpetrated the most violent sectarian breach in Western history.

Luther is subject to some confusion, in that Ricoldus does not make clear the Koran is not the only source of Islamic tradition: his phrase “in libro narrationum” refers to folk tales that provide aetiologies, as, for instance, why Allah forbids wine to Muslims. Here is the charming account of that causality: Allah sends two angels to earth to administer it properly. A pious woman invites them to drink some wine. They know better but become intoxicated and want to sleep with her. She does so on condition that one of them show her how to reach heaven and the other, how to get back. When she reaches heaven, Allah changes her into the morning star, but puts the bibulous angels into chains, hanging in Babylon till Judgment Day. Luther comments on this innocuous tale: “Here stands the rigorous word of Mahmet,” as though Mohammed had authored it. As to the slur upon angels: “Heh now, may God punish you, blasphemous devil!”

A similar confusion obtains regarding “There is no god but God, and Mohammed is his prophet.” This confession of faith is nowhere recorded in the Koran, but Luther remarks of it, “As with the Rosicrucians, a murderer need only say an Ave Maria and he’s blessed.” His antipathy to folkish Catholicism comes forth when he detects its complementary magic in Islam, but he seems unaware that Mohammed is no more responsible for such vulgar uses, a salvific formula, than Jesus would be for superstitious or confabulated employments of him in, for instance, popular fictions and motion pictures.

Luther offers no comment on Ricoldus’s observation that while Muslims ascribe much to Mohammed, the prophet recognized only what is set down in the Koran. Observing that Jesus’s many miracles were rejected as magic, Mohammed was glad to have been sent without signs. (Islam rejects the miracles recorded in Acts.) However enthralled by the teachings of Paul, a persecutor turned zealot through a miraculous light, Luther is not interested in miracles, no more than Paul himself, who ignores Christ’s performance of them. The teachings of trust and submission matter far more to Paul, to Luther, to Mohammed, and praxis remains the locus of Luther’s outrage and pessimism.

The cleansing rituals Muslims are obliged to observe in preparing for prayer, even the use of sand for washing hands, if water be not available,
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seem unduly elaborate, if not fussy, yet they are hardly more scrupulous than Jewish strictures about cleanliness, but Luther objects, “O waters of consecration, where are you?” Such a matter is trivial, however, compared to the marital laws by which a man can reject and take back his wife, up to three times, unless another man has consummated a relationship with this woman. “That is a dog’s or a pig’s wedding, and no marriage!” remarks Luther. “Phooey upon you, shameless devil and accursed Mahmet!”

These objections and the issues they address recede from view when Luther turns to the paradise Mohammed allegedly promised to warriors fighting on his behalf. Luther calls this paradise a Schlaraffenland, a folk-tale place like the Elysian Fields, in which supposedly blessed souls enjoy sensuous and sensual delights, forever. This earthy conception of bliss appalls Luther, as it is the composite of so much that counts, to him, as deadly sin and fleshiness. For a quick review: in Galatians (5:19), there is a catalog of vile offenses to the spiritual life: prostitution (porneia), “uncleanness” (homosexuality?), lasciviousness, idolatry, drugs, egotism, intoxication, revelry. Summarily, these could be a modern person’s idea of a Saturday night.

Luther imagines an everlasting festivity of Muslims, and cannot resist asking what sort of shower facilities there would have to be in the Muslim paradise, given all that conjunctive sweat. If he perceives readily how terrestrial, how base this conception of bliss is, it is because his own temperament was altogether sensuous. This miner’s son knew the pleasures of beer and wine, of songs and women’s sweet company, not to mention the daily business of glands and the intestinal tract. What he fails to appreciate, given these close acquaintances, is the grief of pleasures, the undertow of weariness, boredom, and a crescent urge to get away from them. A horrible banality overtakes ease. How much keener did Goethe see through the fleshly life, it having cost him dearly along his way: he remarked that his notion of hell would be a week of happy days. Such a stiletto of psychological acuity would have made a cut into Islamic heavenliness far more effective than Luther’s coarse mockery of its rewarded partygoers.

Nor were all Muslims inclined to accept such an invitation. Again, Luther says nothing of Ricoldus’s nuance: “If eternal life is such a wondrous pleasure,” asks the Dominican, “why do Muslims themselves praise those among them who abstain from such pleasure? Indeed, they have some monks and spiritual people who live chaste lives, people whom they regard highly.” Could Luther forget he had inveighed against monastic chastity as an unnatural repression of healthy God-given procreative instincts? Had he also forgotten his introduction, in 1532, to Sebastian Franck’s Turkish Chronicle, in which Franck pleads that Muslims have valuable things to teach Christians?

If Luther is disgusted by celestial pleasures, he is even more so by Mohammed’s dwelling upon the impossibility of a Sonship without a divine Mothership. “Woman is Mahmet’s gold, his heart, and his eternal life,” says Luther, interpolating into Ricoldus this: “It’s as much as if I were to say, God cannot be alive, since he doesn’t eat or drink, he doesn’t shit or piss.” But this
rebuttal is doubly evasive. Luther ignores Ricoldus’s itemization of Islam’s supposed falsehoods, one being that Christians make the Virgin Mary into a goddess. No, she is only the purest image of woman, insists Ricoldus, evading the cultic fact that Mary performs as a goddess to the Catholic needy: she is the object of their petitions, because God the Father is too formidable and Jesus is too demanding, but mothers are always responsive to importuning. The Virgin is Catholicism’s gold, its heart, and its eternal life. Luther knew that here lay Rome’s trumping card, and he himself had nothing comparable to give. The other evasion is that Sonship introduces the Muslim (and Jewish) objection that Christianity is polytheistic. The three persons but One God argument can only seem a dissembling. The Trinity remains the central mystery to reasoning, and not simply to Hebraic or Islamic reasoning.

Mystery is not, though, the central matter. In a spirit of fairness unknown to Luther, Ricoldus gives the Muslims’ summary objection to Christianity as praxis:

We don’t say the Gospel isn’t from God, as the Koran itself openly says it is. Nor do we say it’s defective or incomplete, but rather that it asks such lofty and perfect things that the world cannot sustain it. For who can love God with his whole heart, or his neighbor like himself? Who can pray for his persecutors and defamers? Who can from his heart do good to those that do him ill? The Gospel requires many other lofty things. Because such laws were unsustainable, God made them lighter by giving the world the Koran, and through it people can readily become blessed. The Koran is better for ordinary people.81

This sophisticated penetration to the heart of what is known as the existential anguish of Christianity, the absurdity embraced by Kierkegaard, for example, does not register on Luther. “This is quite Parisian,” he answers. He is likening the Muslims’ brief to the arguments from theologians of the Sorbonne who, early in the 1520s, controverted his writings by their interpretations, or by their reflexive dismissals: this is heretical, this is false, this is brazen.82 Luther could have answered those oriental queries about the demands of Christian praxis: through grace, love and loftiness are not only possible but effective, yet he knew too well how absent that grace was, even from his own heart, that he had now given patient labor in contempt of his Muslim neighbors, distant by topography but immediate to him on the Koran’s pages, and not for one moment does he pray for any of them. With Ricoldus’s Confutatio to spur him on, he throws stones, and every time he hits himself.

At a time such as the present, when hostilities between religions have been churned up by nationalistic agendas, when charges of oppression or terrorism have been bandied freely, it may be tempting to accept or even to welcome Luther’s contempt for Islam, but it would hardly be Christian. In the West the merciful legacy of religious toleration has been established for
well more than two centuries. Luther did not have the immortal models of Lessing’s Nathan or Mozart’s Selim Pasha, specimens of a nobility of mind that can look above and beyond the divisiveness of religious creeds. The devout and pious may object that such toleration, albeit humane, is a mask for indifference or even contempt, extended to all religions but foremost to Christianity. That could be, but within the Gospel itself Luther could have found a sharp rebuke of his contempt for Islam and “the Turk.” His reading of Ricoldus challenges Christ’s own “I was a stranger and you welcomed me” (Matt. 25:35) and recasts it to “You are a stranger and I despise you.” Even more weightily, Luther’s dismissal of Islam, while helping his adrenaline, exposes his incapacity to accept the fruits of faith as he himself had preached, that faith begets acts of love. But Muslims, he might remonstrate, are Christendom’s enemies! And what was Christ’s imperative about how to treat one’s enemies?

Luther’s disdain of Islam seems nowadays to admit little excuse, but every Christian reader must beware of censuring him – we have specks in our own eyes and live uncritically in a savagely contentious age. Had he dwelt, as did Ricoldus, for a generation among the imams, he might have learned to reflect upon his own limits and failings. He had been so very good at that reflection, in his formative years.

His engagement with Mohammed and the Koran shows Luther testy and sarcastic, a melancholy performance. But it is finally less painful to read than his estimate of the monotheists whose Scripture he had known and read with assiduity and devotion, and against whom he now turned with a vehemence akin to fury.

**VII Luther on true and false Jews**

In any serious discussion of Luther this issue must be addressed. In the present context the Christian truism that love of God means love of neighbor gets Luther off the hook: he does not and cannot love God, so why should he attempt to love anybody else, especially his direst enemies? That Jews figure among them, as his theological or scriptural enemies, is well-known, but the trail along this darkening landscape requires focus.83

First, a caveat. Neo-Nazis, “Christian Nationalist Crusaders,” Holocaust-denying sorts, and others of the so-called religious right should recognize that Luther is not of their stamp.84 The evidence comes from Luther’s own insistence that he, like Paul, is a true Jew, and those he assails in 1543 are alien or false Jews, because they have not accepted the Messiah promised in their prophetic tradition, the anointed Jesus of Nazareth.85 Luther rejects these rejecting Jews, but his hostility toward them is of a unique kind. He would never have said he was a true papist, a true fanatic, a true Turk. Neither would he ever have expected to bring papists, fanatics, and Muslims into his version of Christian life. His opposition to Jews comes as his own bitter fruit of disappointment that suasions he initially prescribed,
in 1523, attraction of Jews to Christianity by Christians’ example and dialogue, came to naught. That disappointment does not extenuate the harsh urgings of his later writing.

Two definitive texts establish a polarity: *Dass Jesus Christus ein geborener Jude sei* (That Jesus Christ was born a Jew) (1523) and *Von Juden und ihren Lügen* (1543) (About Jews and their Lying). But there is much more, beginning with the first series of university lectures (*Vorlesungen*) on psalms, *Dictata super Psalterium*, begun in 1515, three years after Luther became a doctor of theology. He discussed only 20 psalms, tending to dwell at length on only a few verses within each of them.

In virtually every one of these psalms Luther’s attack upon Jews follows Catholicism’s lines of assault. He inherited but also intensified the case that the chosen people, having rejected Jesus and therefore God, were disinherited, and God’s chosen were now the Christian faithful. Demonization of Jews was both historic and contemporaneous, meaning that Christ’s crucifixion was continuous. Contempt for Jews was justified as a return for their contempt of Christ; this retributive, eye-for-an-eye stance was wholly incompatible with Christ’s own teachings, but polemical heat tends to preclude love for enemies. Luther dwells on the Jews’ refusal to admit their error in not acknowledging Jesus; choosing the letter over the spirit and Law over grace makes them godless, says he, so they make company with heretics and pagans. So long as they remain on the defensive, it will be impossible for them to confess.

The significance of the *Vorlesungen* on the Psalms goes well beyond their small number and beyond 1515: every time thereafter, when Luther was glossing a lamentation or a petition, that psalm was giving evidence of how Jews, denominated by their own kind as stiff-necked, had only to thank themselves for their miseries, some 15 hundred years after Christ: if they would only accept Christ, their woes would end. It is a piquant irony that after his break with Rome, Luther still held to that convenient presumption. Did it never once occur to him that that was exactly the view Rome had taken of his own stiff neck? If he would only submit, then . . .

Parallels do not end there. At the center of Luther’s brief lies the psychology of imputation. He argues that Jews do the devil’s work because of their pride. They killed Jesus in their hearts, the Roman imperial authority merely playing the stooge. So far, this prosecution follows the Jews’ own Mosaic and prophetic traditions in which they are lambasted for their stubbornness in not fully accepting God and staying with Him. “The sin of Judah is written with a pen of iron,” intones Jeremiah (17.1). The New Testament deepens this record of rejection: anyone not admitting to being a sinner is saying Jesus did not die for humanity’s sins, making God a liar. The godless and haughty seek to save themselves by denial and excuse.

An unsettling, ominous note in Luther’s lectures is sounded over Psalm 36:12. Christ’s emblematic judgment, decisive and inexpiable, has been destroying the wicked: heathens, heretics, and Jews, up to the present day.
Vernichtung, not a pretty word, figures in scriptures as destruction, and any Biblical concordance shows that “destroy” is one of the busiest verbs in the Old Testament, not infrequently girded with “utterly” and “all.” Luther does not mean “annihilation,” for he adhered to the Church’s qualification of its scorn for Jews, the hope they would be convertible to Christianity at the Endtime, in accordance with Paul’s cagey pronouncement (Romans 11:25) “that blindness in part is happened to Israel, until the fullness of the Gentiles be come in.” (Jews were first with an apocalyptic Endtime, when all gentiles would become Jews.) Then Israel shall be blessed – Luther says “selig” where the KJV renders “saved” – but until then it would seem to be damned utterly.

This fond reckoning of Jewish afflictions goes back to Church Fatherly times. Augustine held that the woes of Jewish history showed how God punished the wicked and blasphemous. In 1510, the Talmud was burned by the Inquisition in Köln, on the ground of blasphemy; the fire’s sponsors were Dominican friars – a teaching order, with a local university. Melanchthon’s great uncle, the eminent humanist Johannes Reuchlin, who had authored an introductory text for learning Hebrew that Luther used (de rudimentis hebraicis, 1502), argued for tolerance and no fire. (For this defense of Jews and the Talmud he was excommunicated.) Luther supported Reuchlin but not for the sake of humanity and tolerance: Jews were always guilty of blasphemy by not accepting Christ’s sacrifice for them, but they should be delivered to God’s justice, not to the Inquisition’s, which had no jurisdiction over them as souls, precisely because they were not Christians.

After Luther and Rome took leave of one another, at Wurms in 1521, and he learned by his seclusion at Wartburg the lot of a Jewish prophet, alone and endangered, he faced the challenge of recasting Christian community without hierarchy. He had to evolve a social ethic distinctively his own. In that year his exposition of the Magnificat finds him more lenient, if not altogether friendly toward Jews, not only because he can keep in mind that Mary was one of them, but because he looks ahead to their becoming Christians at the Endtime, which he takes to be fulfillment of the promise given to all of Abraham’s seed. But what till then?

The 1523 tract “Jesus Born a Jew” is unique in addressing the contemporary status of Jews in the larger community. Luther acknowledges the centuries-long injustice toward Jews by Christian rulers and their subjects, and argues that, in accord with Christianity’s purportedly fraternal love and in the spirit of Paul’s universal mission, Jews should be welcomed to hear Christian teachings, so as to induce them to return to the faith of their fathers and their prophets. No less boldly he claims that Jews should be granted the same rights as any citizen of the Empire. That included practicing lines of business such as trade and agriculture; Jews were at the time confined to retail and banking. He called for an end to ghettos. This proposal for comprehensive integration of Jews did not aim for conversions. Luther knew that the sorry example of Queen Isabella’s forced conversion
of Spanish Jews (banishment, the alternative) in the previous generation did not bear repeating; it enforced compulsory hypocrisy, and belied the promise of the Endtime. Meanwhile, let any Jew who wishes to be stiff-necked be so. Besides, Luther concludes mordantly, we are not all good Christians.

The year 1523 had a brief springtime of attempted charity. No longer at bay before Rome’s authority, Luther had yet to face Erasmus over free will, and peasants rose up in violence purportedly inspired by him, in 1525. By then he established a “faith dialogue” with some rabbis, but it came to mutual disappointment: Luther could not step back from his Christological reading of Jewish scriptures and accept traditional Jewish exegesis, nor could any rabbi greet warmly the assumption that Christians, beginning with Paul, have the Messiah. It did not help that Jews referred to Jesus not as the Crucified but as the Hanged (thola). Neither was it helpful that, as his table talk suggests, Luther was too impetuous to master Hebrew – or did he fear that in learning it and the culture within it, he would become too sympathetic, too much Reuchlin’s kind of humanist, even too Jewish and no longer a Pauline Christian? He shaped and won his identity too dearly to transform it by even a pretense to philosemitism (Reuchlin himself was interested in Hebrew only for Christian ends), and his lenience in 1523 hid a become-like-us, a transparent condescension that no self-respecting Jew could have failed to see through.

Luther was affected by anti-Jewish propaganda spawned by the Inquisition. He read anti-Jewish works by Nicholas of Lyra and Paulus of Burgos, both now alleged to have been converted Jews. Although he did not retract his 1523 plea for tolerance and accommodation of Jews, neither did he integrate it into his Reformation theology. He did not protest Johann the Elector’s plan to expel Jews from Saxony, in 1536. The need to secure and maintain rapprochement between Christian community and secular power, the latter incorrigible in its treatment of Jews, kept Luther more and more distant from his own better angel.

His awareness of Jews, apart from occasional safe conduct letters he wrote for rabbis and apart from a rabbi’s participation in his Bible translation meetings, was abstract and theological, save for particular events reported by hearsay. A helpful resource for a closer look at Luther on Jews is the sermons. Here are some illustrative references: (1) October 11, 1528: write Christ’s commands in your heart, and don’t be like the Jews who only heard them; (2) December 7, 1528: guile (Schalkheit) prevailed under the Jews of Scripture, as under women; (3) December 10, 1528: all who believe themselves blessed by their own works – Jews, papists, enthusiasts – do not believe in Christ; (4) December 26, 1528: Christ, unlike the Jews, submitted himself to a vexatious imperial authority; (5) January 24, 1529: the Jews were deluded and in error (in dem Wahn und Irrtum) supposing that by keeping Moses’s laws they obliged God to bless them; (6) February 21, 1529: the lost Phoenician woman (Matt. 15:21) by her faith in Christ became a Jew; (7) March 14, 1529: Jews calling Christ a Samaritan were using a term worse
than “murderer”; (8) March 27, 1529: with Christ’s death, “Satan rules, sin lies apart, Jews make merry, sing and dance”; (9) March 30, 1529: by penance, the acknowledgment and confession of sins, “you become a true Jew”; (10) June 27, 1529: greed is not so great with us as with Jews, but we Germans are pigs, and work only by necessity; (11) July 2, 1529: Jews have the delusion (Wahn) that they deserve God’s benefaction, and other peoples deserve nothing; they’re so obstinate (steif) they are sure to draw threats and terrors down upon themselves; and (12) July 2, 1529: two Israels, Jews who want to be what God alone is and reject Christ as savior, and Jews like Simeon and Hanna who await God’s promise, and are das kleine Israelchen, Little Israel, the true servant of God.89

These scattered remarks, mostly inspired by Scripture, give a picture of what Luther expected his congregants to believe about Jews. Traditional anti-Jewish charges needed no gloss, as everyone learned them in Catholic childhood, but the Little Israel sermon and the words on becoming Jews as true believers in Jesus sounded a new note. The rabbinical persistence of exegesis without reference to Christ obliged Luther to insinuate himself into Judaism, posing as the genuine Jew, one of the few who listened and learned from Jesus. By this artifice he enters the immemorial contention among Jews about what a Jew is, and who is truly a Jew. This is a family quarrel to which he, as a gentile, does not belong, but he invites himself into it so as to stand in succession with Stephen and Paul. Stephen? “If I love the Word and suffer for it, then in it I love God with all my heart,” Luther says.90 Paul? Preaching is the foremost calling, as it summons people to conversion.91

These remarks on Jews are important within their homiletic context, spontaneous rather than cohesive. Luther’s pre-occupations are, basically, two. First, the nigh overwhelming opposition to Christianity, since “the devilish multitudes in all their wisdom are against us, as is the world in all its wickedness, rabble, cosmetics and reasoning, not to mention our weakness, our conscience, our sinfulness.”92 Second, the difficulty of holding on to Christ. Luther spends much of his time castigating Christians immediately before his face, reminding them that they love money, not Christ. The Gospel shows that few believe Christ is seeking them. Few understand Christ’s peace as mercy, preferring the world’s peace, as does the child not crying since he has gotten his way. Luther likens himself to a child, not in tears but in faith, contrasting himself ironically with the enthusiasts in their instant knowledge: “I’ve been going through the ABCs, but still cannot get the B and C,” and he says he still has to grasp that Christ alone is necessary, and that if he needs only to obey the Church, he is giving Christ a permanent vacation: “I am, even still, a feeble student of this teaching.”93

If these sermons offer a few positive remarks on Jews, the Tischreden go marginally further. There, Luther speaks of them as the most miserable people on earth, suffering expulsions, homeless, constantly longing for better times, and not allowed ordinary jobs. (These observations suggest Luther recognized cogency in the Jews’ contention that they, not Jesus, were
God’s Suffering Servant.) Being without Christian faith, they, like popes and Turks, require many laws and regulations. So plagued and penalized, they have become epicures (worldly, materialistic), says Luther, despairing of their Messiah. “Jews had before all other peoples a great privilege in promises and services to God which accord far better with human reason and wisdom than does the faith of the New Testament. . . . No Christian holds to Christ as a Jew does to his own doctrine.”

When he concentrates upon Hebrew patriarchs and prophets, Luther becomes expansive: “We love this people, even if they’re arrogant and proud. Really, they’ve had extraordinary men, such as Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, David, Daniel, Samuel, et al. Who would not be grieved that such a great and splendid people should have become lost? The Latin church hasn’t had any exceptional men except Augustine, and the Eastern church only Athanasius. The prophets guide (heissen) the Jews . . . and Christ himself had to come from such a beautiful vintage.” Disparaging ancient Greek wisdom as animalistic and irrational, he notes that the goal of Jewish wisdom is trust in and fear of God. “And yet it is Greek wisdom that pleases the world.” (From the abridged editions of Tischreden in which these estimates come, censorship must have had a day off: they date from the Third Reich.)

Yet there were portentous signs of a breakdown in Luther’s relations with Jews. The work of Hus and then of Luther in undermining the oppressive unity of Christendom encouraged some Jews in the hope of Luther’s proselytizing on behalf of Judaism. The Kabbalistic Rabbi Abraham ben Elieser ha-Levi reported from Jerusalem in 1525 the good news German Jews had brought, that Luther “is besieging Christendom and exposing its errors. . . . God’s arm has been aiding him. He opposes faith in Jesus and is powerfully set (voller Stärke gegen) against all who have that faith . . . He’s won over many peoples. They’re smashing and burning images and pictures. . . . He’s leading them gradually to the Mosaic Law.”

This sanguine testimony evinces no awareness of Luther’s tactical intent in “Jesus Born a Jew,” that charitable behavior toward Jews, a faith informed by decency, might slowly convert them. Instead, Jews buoyed by the Reformation’s divisiveness, but especially cheered by its newly heralded freedom of thought and of conscience, a fresh air that seldom wafted through Queen Isabella’s Spain, saw Luther as a mighty Judaizer. At the Augsburg summit, in 1530, Catholics accused Jews of having taught Lutherans their beliefs. The Roman plaintiffs were perhaps aware that, within the “radical” and “spiritualist” ranks of the Reformation, men such as Thomas Müntzer and Sebastian Franck were open to Jews (and to Muslims) on grounds far more humane, albeit abstract, than Luther’s: theirs was an “invisible” church composed of the truly devoted servants of God. Besides, the Reformation not only distracted Christendom from its persecution of Jews; it furthered Reuchlin’s sort of close philological attention to Jewish scriptures, not least the prophetic books, with intriguing
Kabbalistic texts luring neo-Platonic devotees of divine magic toward all of God’s secrets.

Jews likely paid little heed to Luther’s abomination of Müntzer and Franck, as the “invisible” church remained suspect to them; it was not called an invisible temple or synagogue. Müntzer got a martyr’s death, and Franck a loner’s fate, and Jews learned that Luther scorned their misplaced faith in him. “When the Jews heard we (he and Melanchthon) were skilled in their language, they soon started hoping we’d become proselytized. . . . I told them, ‘Of course we’re working with your language for the sake of sacred scripture, but we’re indifferent (floccifacimus) to your faith, and don’t expect us to be your co-signers.’”

In a catastrophic incident Luther showed how little he had come to count on his program for winning over Jews. In 1537 he refused support to Josel von Rosheim for a pass that would allow him to travel through Saxony in search of a government audience for representing his fellow Jews, consigned to imminent expulsion from that province. Luther supported the Elector Johann, brother and successor of Friedrich, in that gratuitously punitive measure. It marked another instance of Luther’s deference to princely authority, even when it was malignant. Ironically, von Rosheim realized Jews had possibly better fortune under the Holy Roman Emperor, the Catholic Charles V, and after Luther’s death, he wrote that Luther “tried to exterminate all Jews, young and old.” That bitter estimate, incommensurate with even Luther’s worst written behavior, points prophetically to a distant time and someone else.

A not infrequently established nexus between Luther and Hitler comes from one of the last and by far the most notorious of all Luther’s writings, the book length Von den Juden und ihre Lugen (About Jews and their Lying), written in 1543. Luther allegedly took testimony from a Jewish convert to Christianity, Anton Margaritha (1500–61) son of a rabbi, whose Der gantze Jüdisch Glaub (1536) denounced his fellow Jews as usurers and idlers, and alleged they held defamatory views about Jesus (a magician) and Mary (a whore). He dismissed their pieties and rituals. But Luther had his own concrete grounds for alarm, and had Margaritha’s book alone incensed him, he would not have needed seven years to make use of it.

Luther had to reconcile two facts: on one hand, the great ages of Jewish prophecy were long past, and the diaspora left no trace of them. “Their seed is now worthless.” On the other, the diaspora situated them well in Europe: “even the eloquent pagan, Cicero, complains of their superstition and their multitude in Italy, and we see still their footsteps throughout Germany. There’s not a town nor a village that doesn’t have alleys with Jewish names, and it’s said there were Jews in Regensburg long before the birth of Christ. They’ve become a mighty people.” Worthless and powerful, wealthy through exile, alone and cosmopolitan.

“Oneir Lying” takes up all but the last 30 of 135 pages (in the Weimar Ausgabe), a dense, scripturally documented attack upon Jewish pride in
ancestry, their claim of superiority over other peoples, their assumption of exclusivity as the Chosen People, and their belief that the Messiah is still awaited. After 15 centuries of exile, they should be convinced that God has rejected them, even as the prophets foretold. If, asks Luther, God could create such a hell on earth for the prophets’ errant children, what must eternal hell be for false Christians and unbelievers? He warns Christians not to be misled by Jewish exegesis, which is “poisonous for our faith.” Christians must remember that the Jews have “flayed (zergeischelt), crucified, spat on, defamed and cursed God’s Word.” In fine, the Jews of Christ’s passion are still about. He repeats the two Israels view, that “the old and proper Jews (die alten rechten Jueden) understood as we Christians understand,” expecting the Messiah’s arrival and fulfillment of their prophecies, but “the new Jews and bastards” (diese neue Jueden und Bastarte) make God a liar in His promise, “that most beautiful foretelling” of Messianic deliverance.

Luther says Jews cannot tolerate gentiles (Gojim) having equality with them before God and having the Messiah. He claims that Christians treat Jews well:

We do them every good. They live among us, under our protection and cover, use our land and roads, markets, and byways. Not only that; the princes and rulers snore, their mouths open, letting Jews take from their public purses and chests, stealing and robbing what they want, that is: the rulers let themselves and their subjects be fleeced (schinden) and sucked dry (aussaugen) by Jewish usury, and with their own money make themselves beggars.

He imagines Jews saying that gentiles are their slaves. This vision of an alien, vampiric power draining the German economy links the Jews to Catholicism’s foreign agents of tax and indulgence who despoiled Germans of their wealth, a generation before. The fact that Jews, like those Italians, could take easy advantage of Germans argued to Luther that his people were herd-like dolts, a view he found partly justified. Salient in this 1543 assessment is the contempt and resentment of regal and civic authority, asleep and stupidly complicit with plundering Jews.

Luther’s charges come under three headings: the scriptural case regarding claims to superiority over other peoples before God; the practice of usury; the psychology of master over slave. For scriptural references Luther has no need; they abound, but his economics involve no figures – how would any number of ghetto Jews rival the vast wealth of the Fuggers, those premier venture capitalists, devoutly Catholic, in Augsburg? If Jews were so well off, why were they living in alley hovels? The psychology fueling Luther’s tract is even less convincing in that the Messiah situated among the gentiles is tacitly maintaining and ensuring their supremacy over Jews, no matter that Luther’s sermons on Christian obligation gave his congregants more grounds for despair than for pharisaic pride.
The common denominator of Luther’s Biblical history, economics, and psychology alleges Jewish arrogance and a need to dominate; his prescription against both is a new Babylonian captivity to humiliate Jews. He tells the somnolent rulers to come up with a proposal of their own, if his is unsatisfactory, provided Germans can be free of the Jews’ “devilish load.” He would prefer the rulership act (conversion or exile) as in Spain, France, and Bohemia, thus freeing Christians who “already have enough sins on us since baptism and do too much in contempt and ingratitude of the Word and all its mercies.” Besides, he wants Christians to be able to say, “We are guiltless of their blood.”

Luther’s recommendations to civic authorities read like a pogrom: burn synagogues and schools (where Christ is blasphemed); level houses (where Christ is blasphemed); confiscate (NB: not burn) the Talmud, prayer books, and all valuables; suspend safe conduct; outlaw usury but allow sincere converts a stipend to sustain their families; and compel young Jews, male and female, to physical labor. Reducing the Jewish community to servitude will bring at least a few to conversion. He rationalizes that these punitive measures would be commensurate with the divine wrath visited upon Israelites of old. He cites Deuteronomy 13:16 and I Samuel 15:23 on thorough violence as a corrective, wherever there is idolatry. But he knows it is unlikely Jews would submit to goyim, and, as faith cannot be compelled, he suggests that unconverted Jews be driven wholesale from Europe, to settle in Jerusalem.

Drawing upon long-established anti-Semitic propaganda and popular horror stories (of Jews poisoning wells, kidnapping children, drinking gentile blood), Luther finds Jews no longer simply errant; they have become the deadly enemies of Christians. Unspoken is his apprehension that Jews are threatening his long-cherished vision of a near Endtime, the apocalypse bringing Jews to mass conversion. The Jews’ alleged prosperity and partial assimilation were not part of that script.

In his few prescriptive pages Luther controverts his proposed accommodation and assimilation of Jews, submitted 20 years before, leaving to “About Jews and Their Lying” the grim gravity of an Endlösung: assimilation or exile – to Jerusalem! In fact, however, this work shows the other, darker side of the coin minted in 1523, in “Jesus Born a Jew.” The intent there is assimilation, and the triumphalist note is barely hidden: Luther hoped for substantial conversions of Jews by non-violent means. On its end, a score of years subsequent, “About Jews and Their Lying” marks a desperate anger that the softer version of the Christian libido dominandi failed from the start. The 1523 essay implicitly said, “Heads, we Christians win,” as the 1543 essay adds, “Tails, you Jews lose.” For all their differences in tone, diction, and tactics, the degree of continuity between these baleful writings should not be underplayed. Conversion had, all along, oppression as its silent partner, waiting. The 1523 tract could be called the more dangerous, as it employs a violence that is subtle and tacit but is still violence. It says, Your lives have not been authentic.
It never occurred to Luther, given his dwelling upon the round-up glimpsed in Romans 11:25–35, that expectation of Jewish conversion was as absurd as would have been any Jewish expectation of massive Christian conversions to Judaism. He could neither imaginatively nor intuitively put himself into the perspective of “new and bastard” Jews. In modern parlance, he could not see Other as a self. Likewise, he could not conceive of his beloved Paul other than as a Christian, instead of a Christianizing Jew – a substantial difference. Stubborn, stiff-necked, intransigent – these predicates of Old Testament Jews are no less applicable to the first-person cosmos of sheer bigotry. Whatever his doctrinal fervor, Luther remains unsettlingly proximate to that unhappy sort. No curtain can be drawn over “The Jews and Their Lying.” It is the chief flaw, a deadly one, in Luther’s greatness.

In the same year, he wrote another attack, half its length, “On Shem Ha Mephorash and the Genealogy of Christ,” against the Kabbalah’s magical formulae, countering the charge that Jesus was a magician. He interweaves the genealogies recorded in Matthew and Luke, to bolster Jesus’s claim to Davidic ancestry and the Messianic promise. Of particular note here is his use of the Jewish sow, a bas-relief still prominent on the outer wall of Wittenberg’s cathedral, dating from the early fourteenth century. This motif, sculpted on other churches across Europe, depicts Jews sucking from a pig’s teats. It is not only a vulgar taunt of the Hebraic proscription on pork; it also charges Jews with more than hypocrisy. Their high living, apparent behind the closed doors of their ghetto hovels, is proof of their idolatry to the devil, an epicurean life such as the Sadducees followed in denying the soul’s immortality.

“If only in this life we have hope of Christ,” wrote Paul, “we are of all men most miserable,” and Luther sensed the undertow of carpe diem in that sigh. He had denounced and forsaken monasticism’s ascetic severity, and Cranach’s successive portraits show Luther ever more porky – a life with beer, companionships, and song. For all his phrasing about “we poor Germans,” his formerly monastic housing with its ample rooms, well-tended by his wife, “Herr Käthe,” suggests, even today, sufficiency, if not largesse. Did Luther himself not feel the deadly epicurean pull, the devil saddling him? He once preached on Christian faith’s costly ardors, that one cannot feel secure of one’s life. “How hard it is to be a Christian!” but not least when others are having, like you, a reasonably good time. That was no longer the case for him when writing against Jews.

Luther’s age – 60 in the year of Jewish lies – and debilities of heart and digestion, as well as periodic bouts of depression, are adduced as contributions to the energetic extremism of his hefty “little book” (Buklin), but his eschatological despair should also be weighed. (Conversely, it is easy to make “the old Luther” into a caricature that extenuates his diatribes.) Like the despondent Christian Thessalonians in Paul’s time, Luther sensed he would not live to see divine justice at last working on earth. His final letters to his wife remark the presence of Jews in towns he passed during a visit
to Eisleben, not long before his death there; no vitriol, only a gnawing, but his very last sermon iterates that the only solution is baptism or expulsion.

Luther says he gave up trying to convert Jews. Those tries may have been vehement or reasoned or feeble, but what counts in any modern reading of this pathetic hostility is his blindness to what would have been the high cost of conversion for any Jew, the turning away from much more than creed: renunciation of family, of ancestry, of community, of history, and shared adversity in the world’s ageless contempt, which sometimes turned murderous. He never entertained conversion fantasies for Turks or papists, and the Schwärmer who decried, deserted, or merely differed with him were bound for hell, but for Jews he had long kept particular hope.

If he had no substantial acquaintance with Jews in community, he was in a sense all too acquainted with them in the Bible. He had their scripted roles down firmly, their apostasies from Moses, censure from prophets, and violence in the gospels. Those scenes, played over and over in his homilies, were readily transportable to his time. What looks like a class grievance – the master-slave argument – is likely an additive. Most bitter of all for him is the Jews’ share in the devil’s world, where his savior was ever mocked and reviled. They, of all people, were reminding him of the hard time one has in holding faithful to God.

Among Luther’s denominated foes, Jews were unique. The papists had long disappeared from view, and the fanatical splinterers, too. He likely never saw a Turk in all his life. But Jews became ubiquitous, and they were all “the new alien Jews” (die neuen frembden Jueden), while he was remaining the “true” Jew, loyal to the ancient wisdom, and at home with its castigations of the errant and proud. He could not see, or at least not accept, that he was the alien, the one who had become exotic, as lone as the Hebrew prophets he revered and knew by heart. His own prophetic vision was limited, let it be charitably supposed, and he could not have foreseen that “fremde,” his tag for the Jews he attacked, was the attributive the Nazis would use to denote Jews as un-German and inferior, yet also awake.

Luther’s definitive biographer contends that “in view of the Jewish polemics against Christ, he saw no possibilities for religious coexistence. In advising the use of force, he advocated means essentially incompatible with his faith in Christ.” While any umbilical connecting Luther with Hitler would be a long one, the consequences of Von Juden und ihre Lügen were immediate and palpable: a mandate including reference to Luther’s tract was issued in Saxony on May 6, 1543, forbidding residence to Jews or even transience within it. Jewish properties within Saxony were confiscated. That day, Luther dined with the Elector of Saxony.

“Essentially incompatible means” do not seem to cover this matter. Luther turned to an ominous praxis, one that manifested doubt, denial, and betrayal of Christ. The warning came in Matthew 25:43, “I was a stranger and you never made me welcome.” That Luther was aware of his cruelty can only be wondered. Probing into human motivations is a risky, not to
say a foolish, endeavor, and we must be content, finally, with our abiding epistemological limits. Luther may have been unaware of how un-Christian he was becoming, how radically uncharitable. Conversely, he may have been calling himself to account, attesting to God and his own conscience that he was still the same helpless sinner he had been when sweating with anxiety in the Augustinian bath of a glorious theology. His assumption that in recommending to the Elector the persecution of Jews he himself could remain guiltless is piteously hollow. He could not have forgotten, however convenient it might have been to forget, Christ’s words on intentionality, that evil comes out of the human heart, not into it.

VIII The Finnish re-make: putting a best face onto Luther

Within the past generation a rousing reinterpretation of Luther has come from his adherents in Finland, led by Tuomo Mannermaa, at Helsinki University. It challenges the hardcore assumption of eminent theologians that Luther’s message of salvation comes through faith alone, *fides sola*. Luther expressly and repeatedly gives faith a logical but not chronological precedence over love. With faith divinely bestowed, the Christian shows love through works on behalf of neighbors. I have indicated the many grounds for Luther’s apprehensiveness about love’s primacy. The theological Finns qualify the standard teaching by contending that Christ is mystically present in faith. Here is Mannermaa’s formulation: “The right relationship of faith is not a striving movement of love toward the transcendent God. God cannot be found ‘above’ by means of elevated and striving love. Rather, God is ‘below’ in faith, present in sinful human beings. *Unio* between God and humans takes place on the foundation of *agape*-love.”

In open admission, the Finns are drawing upon an Eastern Orthodox dogma of *theosis*, that Christ’s presence in faith implies the human soul’s participation in God. “When seen in the light of the doctrine of *theosis*, the Lutheran tradition is born anew and becomes once again interesting.” That suggests why, on behalf of Lutheranism, such an importation from Eastern Christianity is fetching and even vital, in a resuscitative sense, but the question remains, whether this “light” of doctrine is too foreign a beam onto Luther himself. Luther asked, in assaulting Catholic tradition, whether our sinful mortality can be so readily dealt with—through indulgences, monasteries, vows, etc.—that we obfuscate or displace the point of Christ’s suffering. What need for Revelation, for final judgment, if we can manage so well? In fine, we have no claim to divinization, least of all by our own participation.

The Finns, however, cite a weighty New Testament source on our becoming divine by participation. The second Petrine letter claims that Christians, by divine power and human knowledge of it, become “partakers of the divine nature, escaping the corruption that is in the world through lust.” But that partaking and that escape, as the passage makes clear, are posed
as pledges, not accomplished facts. And what argues against this union is nothing other than Peter’s third denial, noted presently.

The first Petrine letter, far from offering uplift and escape from the world’s corrupting sway, seeks to enforce compliance with authority and overseers, a rendering unto Caesar, as Christ himself enjoined. Luther himself drew inspiration from this letter in convincing German princes that his followers were model citizens, and his humanistic attention to learning within the Christian community would serve the state by furnishing it with pious professionals — helping thereby to temper it and to promote civic order, against any threat from fanatics and enthusiasts. I am not denying that Christ participates fully in humanity — what else but this is the incarnation? — or that the Holy Spirit is not informing us, in and through Christ. The difference is that we are in an epistemological blind and cannot claim to know the depth of our faith, of our responsive power. If we knew it, it would stop being faith. What, then, of the love for God?

This question is addressed by Simo Peura. He iterates Luther’s position, that “individuals cannot find the love that is commanded of them in themselves; it has to be given to them by God.”121 Yes; the human soul becomes a medium, a conduit from God back to God; there is no affective agency to suggest love is our emotive claim upon God. Peura’s gambit seems about right, but he spoils it by enfolding it into faith: “to believe in God, to trust in God, and to look for refuge in him alone is basically the same as the commandment to love God purely.”122 The assumption that we are capable of “pure” love and whole-heartedness seems more than a stroke to our vanity. That unhappy fact does not confound Peura’s case that a love purely of oneself ends in nothingness and despair. It would seem that we can fairly diagnose our penchant for spiritual enervation, for sickening our souls with various idolatries, but we are not so steady nor so perceptive about something far greater than our reasonably crooked hearts can contain. Leaky vessels, empty hands. Luther’s unyielding skepticism about human action puts the Finns’ legerdemain in question.

The same holds for the Golden Rule, as the Finnish reformers read it. Arguing that, for Luther, natural law is indistinguishable from the divine law of love, and that “the demand of divine selfless love is written in the whole of creation as well as in human hearts,” Antti Raunio argues that it does not signify the modern rationalism of self-interest but its opposite: the Christian seeks the good of one’s neighbor, not one’s own. “Christians should relate themselves to others as if those others’ infirmity and sin belonged to themselves.”123 Yet, as Raunio concedes, “our sinful nature continues to contaminate everything we do,” effectively precluding what Paul calls “Christ in me” from acting on others’ behalf. This selfishness defeats philia and agape, as it confounds both community and any wider ranging of Christian love.

Luther acknowledges this dismal disjuncture of Christian doctrine from the standard praxis radiating in Wittenberg, when he remarks in his 1533 commentary on Galatians, “The more we stir and prompt our people to
do good works, to practice love for one another, and to get free of their preoccupation with the stomach, the more idle and listless they become in any exercise of godliness. . . . because in the justified there are remnants of sin which deter and dissuade them from both faith and genuinely good works.”

Christian faith and love, because of their lofty exactions, are continuously undone by self-interest. As we have seen, Luther’s Augustinian dualism, dividing the world between God and Satan, with one or the other in humankind’s saddle, glosses this downward pull. Christ’s teachings are confounded in Christians’ doings. As Martin Marty has noted, Luther was disheartened by indifference and laxness in both congregations and pastors (some of them former priests) revealed in visitation reports from state-appointed overseers.

Is there, then, no hope for faith and love? Can they get no foothold in the daily experienced world? The Golden Rule’s equitable ethics are inestimably elevated by Christ’s mystical presence, and it is a lovely thought that he is in the midst of its observance, but it seems to work only in community’s shared standards. The “Good” Samaritan shows tension arising when community assumptions are challenged – no good could come from Samaria, or so the Jerusalem establishment presumed – and Jesus himself is surprised when confronted by the needy beyond Jewish cultures: a Roman centurion, a Phoenician woman. They teach him the common language of need and recognize that his power to address it has nothing to do with his being a Jew. Let us assume that a community may be informed and enclosed by brotherly and sisterly fellowship, philia, and pass to the demanding Christian love, agape.

The crucial text for agape comes in John 21:15, when Peter denies Christ a third time. Peter denies him first (Mark 14:29–30) when Jesus foretells his persecution and death, and Peter responds that he will not deny him in that terrible time, thus arrogating to himself a power he does not possess. This first denial is one of self-ignorance. The second time (John 18:15–8) is the commonly recognized denial: thrice in quick succession, out of fear. The third and definitive denial goes to the root of agape, love as unselfish caring, a self-sacrificial love that subsumes esteem and respect for another person as one of God’s creatures. Philia is amiable, a friendship anyone can have. The chasmic difference between philia and agape is lost in translations, so that “love” remains “love” (Luther’s liebbaben is all he can afford), and commentators assume there is no difference, as though John were a casual writer of Greek. He is not. He shows that Peter knows what Jesus is asking, and deftly resists. He has not mis-heard, nor is he evasive, as though trying to smooth over the difference. He is now standing firm on his very weakness, resisting agape’s higher demands by clinging to philia’s tacit exclusivity. This third denial of Jesus is not by self-ignorance nor fear, but by shrewd perception into the limits of human endeavor. Peter, having learned presumption’s lessons, safeguards himself and the future of Christian community. He seems willing to wrestle until dawn – and he wins.
Martin Luther denies love to God

Jesus must recognize Peter’s terrible limitation, and he does so in concessive phrasing of his question, for a third time. He stoops down to *phileis*, and Peter, pained to be asked yet again, says, for the first time, “Lord, you know all things,” and then repeats his verb of fraternal love. The grief John remarks in Peter is due to Peter’s obliging Jesus to descend to his level, to recognition of it. In acknowledging that Jesus knows “all things,” Peter is admitting his failure to affirm what Jesus is asking of him, but his weakness is his strength. Jesus has no choice but to make do with spiritual mediocrity.

The problem besetting the Finns’ interpretation of Luther is its charitable obtrusion, its kindly imposition of quasi-mystical urges rhetorically a part of the striving toward God that their own argument proclaims to be bootless. The belief or hope that by love we shall be divinized, transformed into God, is unobjectionable in its sublimity, but we remain, this side of the infinite and celestial, in mortal fetters that keep tugging. We may become perfectly pure and holy but cannot within our earthly ken. If we could, we would lose little time in becoming pharisaical about it.

One way to seal off the generous Finnish view is to hear from an orthodox Lutheran apologist: “It was because the term ‘love’ had become so problematically charged with psychological and activist connotations (as a virtue) that Luther insisted on the centrality of faith rather than love. . . . faith was all the more suited to capture the radical nature of justification by grace as exclusively God’s work without any human contribution. Consequently, love, when formed by faith, could no longer be understood as a human faculty.”

More imposing, however, is Luther’s response to Christ’s confrontation of Peter, that third denial. In their exchange Luther read the terrible lesson that even trying to love God *through loving Jesus* was impossible. Unlike modern Biblical commentators who coast on the argument that the Greek verbs *agapan* and *philein* were interchangeable, as some New Testament passages suggest, Luther sees that in the tense questioning of Peter, the verbs gain dramatic force by rubbing against each other. The scene becomes the most poignant and terrifying of all passages involving Jesus. Peter fails to rise beyond the friendship to which Jesus elevated all his disciples in the Johannine text.

Here is Luther’s response to Christ’s prompting to *agapic* love: “I know that, if you *rightly weigh this word of Christ*, any bishop would despair of being able to feed the common good of a single community.”

Luther, bless him, forbids us ease.

IX Nietzsche on Luther

In *Menschliches, Allzumenschliches* (Human, All Too Human) Nietzsche maps the individual’s route to a civilized life: religious upbringing; adolescent passage to pantheism, which says that God and nature are one; and then the magic of metaphysics. That, too, is shrugged off when the ripened
mind knows that scientific and historical methods alone afford sure ways to knowledge. It is the ancient Stoic trope of microcosm, with an evolutionary turn: the individual reflects within his or her few decades of maturation the vast sequence of history and the ripening of culture. This scheme also gives us Nietzsche’s autobiography: a pious Lutheran boyhood; gradual withdrawal from Christianity into a vague dissipation of divinity upon the earth, and initial contact with pagan Greek cultism; then the excitement of philosophical awakening via Schopenhauer; last, solemn entry into the realm of recordable facts. Nietzsche has sketched out a topography along which many young people travel, from a conventional religious orientation and upbringing, to a non-religious peace made with the world, for all its faults. Historically, we have been moving from child-like (or childish) credulity and the vanities of our self-deceit into a new dawn of dispassionate, disinterested truths, where we shall be safe from illusions that have so long dogged, drugged, and betrayed us.

Such progressive, stage-by-stage uplift was hardly unknown before Nietzsche. He was acquainted with Lessing’s Über die Erziehung des Menschen Geschlechts (On Educating Humanity), according to which the Old Testament Father and New Testament Son will be superseded by the pneumatic Third Age of the Spirit. He knew of Auguste Comte’s alluring program, set out in Cours de philosophie positive (1842). Comte viewed human history under three controlling rubrics: theology in antiquity, including polytheism and fetishism; metaphysics as mediator between supernatural claims and natural ones; and finally, the Age of Humanity, with his own positivist philosophy its hallmark. A new idol for worship: the human race.

A variation on this theme came within Germany itself, during Nietzsche’s childhood. A Heidelberg theologian, Richard Rothe, took note of the growing number of Germans, especially the well-educated, turning away from formal Christianity, embracing what we now call secularism, and yet not expressly atheistic. Rothe hailed this process of Entkirchlichung as a natural, desirable consequence of the Reformation, as though German society would thus be Christianized. This rather Hegelian illusion of a new synthesis, a kind of worldly pneumatology, suggests the weary, theologically exhausted Christendom in which Nietzsche grew up.

I adduce his four stages only to note that the advance from religion to science and history over and against religion marks the trajectory of his writings about Luther. The intermediate phases, metaphysics and the arts, do not figure for much in this instance, a fact that keeps Luther in a dramatic light, exposed for his disastrous turns as a priest (as Nietzsche saw them) and exposed in a historical perspective, for having retarded the maturation of European civilization into atheism.

Within the chronology of his entries Nietzsche subscribed to the nineteenth century’s romantic view of human culture, that a few far greater than average minds have made decisive turns in human consciousness. His
beloved philosophical Greeks, especially Democritus and Heraclitus, merit, in his estimate, that exalted station. But he keeps himself distant from Carlyle’s hero-worshipping, in which Luther figures as a lone demolitionist who brought down centuries of idolatry and opened the way to German literature, the French Revolution, and titanic Napoléon. While Carlyle looks forward, Nietzsche looks back and sees Luther only as a pioneer (Vorkämpfer) whose chorales marked the emergence of “a splendid, inwardly healthy, primeval potential” within German folkish culture, which had for centuries been held back, down, and under by the hegemony of civilized France. Through music Luther sounded Germany’s first “Dionysian birdcall.”

Nietzsche aspired to become such a pathfinder – not the same as a hero – and succeeded. How many young people have taken inspiration from Nietzsche’s attacks upon Christendom, have found in him formidable intellectual warrant for their own disaffection from a more or less enforced upbringing? How many not so young have batten on Nietzsche’s negative prestige as some kind of proof positive for debunking religious traditions, even to transparently re-cycling his claims, albeit without his rhetorical fervor and acute animus? His high-flying hostility to Christendom began at home, in his assault upon the first of the Great Men he knew of, and the only one he knew in his childhood.

Luther figures as one of his incontestable greats, but with some differences. In the submergence known as childhood Nietzsche was exposed solely to the Lutheran cosmos of his ancestry and his immediate family. A scion of pastors, he was the heir apparent to a clerical post, and was told so from his first self-conscious years. Yet in autobiographical sketches of his first years, all depicting initial familial bliss that ended with Pastor Carl Ludwig Nietzsche’s early death, when he was 35 and his son Fritz was 4, there is no word of Christianity nor of Luther.

It is well-known that Nietzsche’s relatives, who cared for him, his sister Elisabeth, and his mother after the pastor’s death, were of the breakaway persuasion known as Pietism, a movement that grew up in late seventeenth-century Lutheran parishes, chiefly in response to tedious and pointless bickering among theologians over doctrine. Nietzsche grew up in the shelter of this dissent, as it throve throughout the eighteenth century and well into the nineteenth. Pietism shaped what he understood of Christianity as both faith and works. Its influence upon him deserves a book length study beyond this discussion, but its salient features can be reviewed here.

Pietists eschewed orthodoxy and authority in favor of praxis, daily good works in and from community. Sometimes disparaged by connotations of exaggerated feeling, pietas in the Christian sense indicates a compassionate awareness of the feelings of others, with an attendant sense of duty toward them. It takes inspiration, in that word’s literal sense, from the lesson on care for the needy and outcast, in Matthew 25, but it goes beyond that charity. Christ himself is invoked in the Latin mass for the dead, pie Jesu, where he is asked to bestow everlasting light upon their souls. Christ from
the cross compassionates his tormentors, and his injunction to love one’s foes means that a Christian must perceive them from their end. Christianity requires steady attention to the so-called Other, nominally cherished even by the morally bankrupt. When the mature Nietzsche remarked that Christians need not pore over the Bible, as they know what they must do, he was speaking from a well-informed vantage few other atheists can claim.

The Enlightenment’s boost to individual consciousness informed Pietism’s attention to social reforms. Concomitant to that activism came a wave of spiritualism, akin to the Great Awakenings in England and America that expressly affirmed personal relationship with Jesus. But Pietists did not admit, as did Luther, that doubt and uncertainty are integral to faith; they looked to an affective failsafe bond with Jesus. They were criticized in Nietzsche’s time for their monastic presumption of purity, secure from the suasions and pressures of secular society. They tended toward chiliasm, belief in an imminent reign of Christ that would last a thousand years.

There were, in fact, several kinds of Pietism, determined chiefly by individual pastors who wrote and exerted charismatic influence within a regional compass. Renewal of the inner and outer believer through a faith built on works, praxis pietatis, was articulated by Philipp Jakob Spener (1635–1705), whose Pia desideria (1675) served as a foundational text. The emphasis upon charitable works sounds like apostasy from Luther’s fundamental tenet regarding faith, but at least one Pietist sect, the Herrnhuter brethren, gathered by the lay theologian Nikolaus Graf von Zinzendorf (1700–60), eschewed separation from Lutheran doctrine, and centered itself upon a heartfelt faith directly experiencing Jesus, with a Baroque attention to his blood and wounds. Pietism inspired August Hermann Francke (1663–1727), in Leipzig and Halle, to change radically Luther’s equipoised simul iustus et peccator into a temporal sequence, from sin to grace: iustus sic peccator sine peccato. Inclination to the chiliastic reign of Christ found its exponent in the Württemberg Pietist Johann Albrecht Bengel (1687–1752), who calculated via the Kabbalah that that epoch would begin on June 18, 1836. Possibly most important in the Nietzschean context was Gottfried Arnold (1666–1714), whose reversion to the monastic Luther and his theology of humility carried a favoring of heretics and other outsiders.

Which of these Pietist strands or combination of them informed Pastor Nietzsche, his wife, and their families would be hard to determine, but the definitive shift from orthodoxy to community and individuality suggests both a renewal of the spiritualism Luther had fought in his time and a latent attenuation of formal Christianity that would take Protestantism toward a desert of temptations. I submit that the individualized Christian faith nourished by Pietism carried within it the centrifugal force that had carried skeptics such as Sebastian Franck beyond doctrine and Scripture itself. Nietzsche became a prodigal son before he left home.

What complicates his early history in a Pietist milieu is that there is no record of his having read and learned by heart the Kleine Catechismus
familiar to every child in a conventional Lutheran home. He grew up in such a home, with family prayers, regular church attendance, and observation of holy days. He knew early on that he was supposed to follow his father to a pastorate. In the company of a Lutheran pastor, his maternal grandfather David Ernst Oehler, he learned to read and write. That benign man indulged the sensitive boy's inwardness, over objections from his anxious daughter, the pastor's widow. Oehler was the Lutheran Hausvater charged with the boy's Christian education, but the rite of confession did not figure in it, and so any sense of sinfulness was held within, and the result was hypocrisy.137

Bright youngsters sense fraud in adults, and sometimes in themselves. Nietzsche grew up with an acute sense of neediness within the fragile self, and how it could be assuaged by delusion, with belief ratifying or justifying itself into the truth it seeks. By the time of his confirmation, March 10, 1861, he was withdrawing from a pastoral career, and had to heal the breach with his mother that that withdrawal painfully occasioned.138

It is commonly assumed that Nietzsche's hostility to Christianity found first expression in his casting away the pastoral frock his long-lost father had left for him to wear, and that assumption, redolent of the Oedipal, may be valid, but it is tempting to suppose that the young perspicacious lad understood the Gospel's message that faith entailed obedience. What would he have made of the wealthy youth who asks Jesus about entrance into heaven, and is told to give up everything? Jesus loves him, but the lad leaves dispirited, unable to obey. He preferred faith on his own terms, what is called “cheap grace,” instead of the expensive grace that comes only in unconditional obedience.139

Nietzsche's sister, whom bien-pensants unflaggingly put down, despite the abundant if sometimes fondly warped testimony she affords, records that “our mother, on her father’s advice, let [Fritz] develop on his own, as at least my brother later acknowledged gratefully, that nobody tried to use an energetic ‘you’ve got to’ on him, and so his healthy growth from within outward was made possible.”140 Pastor Nietzsche had held the rod close to his “wild” 3-year-old son, but even then the child knew that Jesus, “heile Kist,” was close by, and would give him gentler treatment.141 Could it be that the absence of “got to” and a certain cosseting of the little Hausherr informed Nietzsche’s “healthy growth” for the worse?

Nietzsche carried on the family's expectation, if not his own, through his time studying classical philology and theology in Bonn (1864–5), but during the next year, in Leipzig, he gave up theology altogether. How early did he intuit the dire conclusion he draws about the forfeit of Christian faith, in Fröhliche Wissenschaft? “Never again will you pray nor worship, never again rest in infinite trust – you’ve given up standing before a final wisdom, a final goodness and power, you’ve given up un-harnessing your thoughts – you have no steady watchman and friend for your seven solitudes... for you there’s no recompenser, no reformer with finishing touches (letzter Hand), no reason nor love in anything that happens to you.”142 This
anguished testimony may elude those who batten on Nietzsche’s atheism, but he knew and here records how much it cost him to abandon the warmth and abundance that sustained his early years.

It is fit, then, that Nietzsche scolds Luther for wanting to give the individual conscience freedom in regard to “the highest things,” because, he claims, such freedom is unbearable to the many, and they quickly turn to the self-enslavement of their herd instinct. Protestantism, inherently skeptical and given to doubt, finally submits itself to authority, not in the guise of church and dogma, but in deference to political power, even to its petty princes—just as Luther submitted, when the alternative was endorsement of fanatical leveling, during the Peasant Wars of 1525.

But where would that freedom to pursue “highest things” lead? Not to a higher worth within the self: “I absolutely do not believe a person at any time becomes someone of higher value; the Christian is a thoroughly ordinary person with a different set of words and values, that of course may produce in time a type: the Christian is the most mendacious (verlogenste) sort. Speaking moralistically corrupts him through and through. Look at Luther. . . . It’s comic, how the ‘faculty for truth’ (Wahrheitssinn) awakens and at once goes back to sleep!” But it is also comic that Luther himself would agree with Nietzsche that there is no “higher” sort of person possible; that is exactly what he maintained against monastic urges to perfect the soul; and the Wahrheitssinn is still awake in every Sunday’s Johannine confession that Christians deceive themselves if they believe they do not sin.

Here, Nietzsche seems to show himself a good Lutheran, but he attacks Luther at the heart of his doctrine: faith, like sin, God, grace, redemption, is a phantom word, with only imputed substance. Like Carlyle’s prostration before heroes and geniuses, faith achieves only an impoverishment of will; it is the artifice of taking orders from some allegedly higher power. What Dionysian energy Luther gave to Germans in song he took away in dogma. But these are mature reflections, not likely more than embryonic in Nietzsche’s adolescence.

By what youthful progression did he stop believing he was a Christian or could be one? First to his awareness came the earth’s luscious energies and its passing life. Remarkable, though easy to dismiss as conventional, in his early writings is a budding poetic sense of nature’s sensuous riches. Cultivating his awareness of such beauty, he subliminally immunized himself against Paul’s suspicion of the physical pulls of existence. Countervailing this vivid aesthetic sensitivity, the sudden loss of his father provided an indelible emblem of the fleeting, vain mortality to which he himself was tethered.

Although he enjoyed the healthy normality of growing up, with close friends and close family ties, the only menace being schoolwork harming his eyesight, Nietzsche in adolescence set himself apart as a writer, as an observer, and, not least, as a composer. He was moving inward from without. A hymn of repentance, Busslied, written in 1858, the year of his first
autobiography, could perhaps pass as Lutheran: “Let me not die in sin, deep and heavy as the sand on a shore. Hell and death whirl about the sinner. Hand me the bread of your grace, etc.”145 The reason for “perhaps” is that these dramatic words, characteristic of teenage morbidity, lack the central affirmation of Lutheran teaching, that the sinner is already exculpated, freed from sin, by Christ’s suffering death on the cross, even while one continues a sinner.

All that was required of young Nietzsche was obedient trust, Glaube. But how was that trust possible, his father having died ten years before? Had his father died in sand-heavy sin? Had God’s wrath taken him, like one of Egypt’s first-born? Lazarus was raised from death, and so why not this faithful shepherd? A terrible, unfathomable mystery, abiding in the very house, allowed no window light. Besides, if Pietism, in each of its stripes, precluded doubt and questioning, how strong could faith remain?

His years in Pforta, the school he entered in the fall of 1858, opened historical and philosophical horizons: Herodotus and Thucydides, Sallust and Livy, Cicero and the dawn-lit, Christ-denying Emerson of “Self-Reliance”; acute interest in Goethe’s Prometheus defying Zeus; devoted reading of Hölderlin’s destiny-spangled late poems, this favorite poet once Lutheran and then a pagan lyricist. These heady immersions urged Nietzsche to a skeptical recast of Christianity; intellectual integrity required him to see it and every religion as a bundle of unverifiable assumptions. The dissolution of his childhood’s world was terrible and intoxicant, possibly in equal measure. A horrifying release?

“Fatum und Geschichte” (Fate and History), an essay dated Easter 1862, uncannily anticipates by 15 years some major suppositions of Menschliches, Allzumenschliches. Freed from childhood’s “yoke of custom and prejudice,” we would like to choose a perspective that could disregard “the fantasies and immature notions embedded in the world-historical woes and blessings of a religion’s development.” To do so requires not years but a lifetime – indeed, it required only a few years in this youth’s development. Young minds, the 17-year-old claims, are too susceptible to storms of ideas; they need the speculative tower built by natural science and history, those objective pursuits being “wondrous bequests of our present and heralds of our future.”146

Granted, he goes on, that morality might be the sum of human development, what tells us humanity is other than one stage in an eternal process, that we are not the endpoint but only a means to it? Everything is moving in ever widening circles, and we are within one of the innermost, the course of human history, with natural science at the smallest point of oscillation, where we find fate and human history in fundamental relationship. As fate must be left to itself, we can only address ourselves and wonder why, in the main, human souls are weighed down by the monotony of daily living, unable to take flight into a higher realm of ideas. If only we could throw off all constraints and “through strength of will confound the world’s past, we
would step into the realm of gods, and world history would be nothing but a dreamy beside-oneself (Selbst-entrücktsein).”

He concludes that it is the lot of a free will, the untrammeled mind (Geist), to be up against fate in perpetual contention. Whether fate and the willful shall pass into some higher unity – a sophomoric concession to Hegel? – he leaves open to his and our wondering. In fine, he has sketched an extraordinary mental journey, as though to prove to himself that he is ready and yearning for mental flight beyond all humdrum. Nietzsche at 17 overcame Christianity by pursuing the eudaimonism he ascribed to the sciences, but he took from his religious heritage an ineradicable urge for contention within himself. Ever struggling in and with his mind, he was, like Luther, Augustinian to the bone.

Where in all of this youthful wandering did he locate Luther? Had he vanished into the world-historical cogs and the primeval claims of religious “development”? Was he even discernible? Neither the early correspondence sent home from school at Pforta nor the classroom exercises help us in determining whether Luther was a felt “presence” in either place. To presume Luther was so immediate that he was not noticed might approximate fact, but it would not get us far.

Nietzsche’s first overt profile of Luther is harshly negative. It comes in Menschliches, Allzumenschliches and so must be considered with another vehement rejection, Nietzsche’s break with Richard Wagner. In that revolt on behalf of self-survival Nietzsche was primed to reject all incautious lionizing. As he had managed at painful cost to overcome his own susceptibilities to the lure of the arts, foremost of them being Wagner’s music dramas, and as he had managed to distance himself from the metaphysics of his intellectual hero, Schopenhauer, so he was now ready to advance back into the territory of his religious upbringing. With the contest waged against his adolescence and early manhood behind him, he combated his own childhood.

He became an atheist at Pforta, discreetly and quietly. His denunciation of Luther many years later would seem gratuitous and tardy, were Wagner not in that context. He charges that the Reformation did not advance European (especially German) culture but rather forced it backward into a medieval consciousness. It became an anachronistic defense against the modern freedom of conscience epitomized in the Italian Renaissance, when impersonal pursuit of truth via science, philosophy, and disdain of authority had their greatest flowering since the Greeks. This inchoate secularism would have triumphed, had not Luther forced Catholicism to renew itself and oppose him. He saved and re-vitalized a Christianity that could and should have gone under; he delayed the Enlightenment by more than two centuries. Great, in his way, Luther was an anti-Prometheus, taking away the light and pushing humanity back into murk.

Nietzsche gives no heed to other historical movements of protest against Catholicism, such as the Cathars’ culture in thirteenth-century France or the revolt of Jan Hus and his followers in Bohemia, not to mention Calvinism.
That Luther escaped burning (as Hus did not) was, says Nietzsche, due to his medial position between the pope and the Holy Roman Emperor, each using him pawn-like against the other. But this is stylized encapsulation, one that obviously diminishes Luther, whom Nietzsche once thanked, after a friend’s sudden conversion to Catholicism, for “Our good pure protestant air!”

Worse is Nietzsche’s underlying assumption that Christianity and scientific reasoning are antonymous, that, as Comte insisted, religion belongs solely to humanity’s childhood: how does that convenient view stand before the sophisticated questions about time from Augustine’s *Confessions*, or Aquinas’s adroit reasoning about mind as subject and world as object, or the fact that men of science, such as Newton, Leibniz, Cotton Mather, and countless vicars botanizing in their gardens in the time of Erasmus Darwin, were devout Christians?

Nietzsche gives no appreciable time to Luther’s writings – vast as they are, yet why not even a look at the 95 disputations? – but does isolate one historical moment, the Regensburg conference of 1541. Rome sent a delegation to meet with Luther and iron out theological differences. Nietzsche claims that Luther became suspicious of Gasparo Cardinal Contarini because that prelate, “representative of the ripe Italian piety which the dawn of intellectual freedom reflected on its pinions,” upheld (as had the Church well before Luther) the doctrine of justification by grace that Luther claimed as his own. Siding with Rome, Nietzsche imputes “osseous” (*knöcherne*) Luther’s vanity as cause for the meeting’s collapse. Had it not been for Luther’s defensive intransigence, Europe would have been spared a permanent breach within Christendom and religious warfare in Germany in the following century. This complaint is so pointed, an exceptional thought undeveloped in its historical specificity, we wonder how Nietzsche came upon it. From his friend Overbeck, a Lutheran theologian? From Jakob Burckhardt, historian of the Italian Renaissance, his colleague in Basel? Such questions matter only to curiosity.

More important is the lesson Nietzsche draws from Regensburg. No matter how portentous the discussions for the fate of Germany and Europe, they were about totally insubstantial matters. As there is no such thing as “justification by faith and grace,” the entire proceedings were a “tragico-comedy.” Luther’s meeting with Rome’s delegates amounted to shadow-boxing; for Nietzsche it afforded a capital instance of the lamentable fact that when words are sounded, people believe they correspond to reality: soul, God, grace, faith. Ancillary to that delusion is the presumption that the power of one’s belief somehow makes it true – faith can move mountains – and that the blessedness one may feel in religion is a proof of that religion’s truth.

Accordingly, Nietzsche blames Luther for the fact that, although Christian dogma has had its day – “what thinkers need now consider God as an hypothesis?” and “there’s no longer a belief that a god conducts the world’s fate” – the Christian worldview has held on. Yet in a tribute to Händel and
his oratorio *Judas Maccabaeus*, Nietzsche takes abrupt exception to his own negative reckoning of Luther. Händel’s music, he says, resounds with “the best of Luther” and “the great Jewish-heroic pull which created the entire Reformation.”155 It is as though he briefly recognized Luther and his Protestants as free spirits. They responded to the bottoming out (*Verflachung*) and superficiality (*Veräusserlichung*) of religious living by stiff-necked opposition (*Halsstarrigkeit*), ironically the salient characteristic of Jews in their own scriptures, and Nietzsche’s sudden turn of approbation toward Luther deems Jews useful contributors to a new generation of enlightenment.156

This conjunction of Luther and the “Jewish-heroic” shows that Nietzsche paid scant heed to Luther’s essays on and against Jews, nor did he mind Luther’s demotion of love for God, Christian *agape* being yet another vapid word-construct of religiosity. Besides, reverence, that mix of fear, awe, and devoted esteem, belonged, for Nietzsche, only to Dionysos, whom worshippers knew only in their cups. Nietzsche forgot – deliberately, it may be – that *agape*, the love-root and fuel of Christian praxis, is the keynote of Johannine testimony. There, the Christian narrative reveals a Greek mystery rite, an initiative participation in Christian godhead, the *theosis* our theological Finns want to ascribe to Luther but that he is too Pauline, that is, too Jewish, to admit or receive.

That Nietzsche could entertain a positive moment for Luther was the effect of his correspondence with his transcriber and editor of notes that became *Menschliches, Allzumenschliches*. Preparing them for publication, Heinrich Köselitz criticized Nietzsche’s deprecation of Luther and his concomitant evaluation of the Italian Renaissance. He submits that Luther was “one of the mightiest promoters (*Förderer*) of Europe’s democratization. . . . what we owe to him is wholly beyond calculation.” He even claims that the Reformation was a kind of Enlightenment (“das Hellerwerden des Köpfe”) and suggests that Nietzsche overplays the importance of science in Renaissance Italy.157

Responding to Köselitz, Nietzsche admits he has long had difficulty in “saying something reverent about Luther in an honorable way.”158 The grounds for his antipathy become clearer in *Morgenröte* (Aurora), completed early in 1881.159 There, he looks at Paul’s fixation upon the Hebraic Law and his need to vanquish that Law. Through Christ Paul was able to achieve that personal, spiritual victory: Christ did away with the Law’s claims upon the wayward human temperament. Luther, in Nietzsche’s view, followed a comparable sequence: unable to attain spiritual perfection through monastic contemplation, he rejected both the goal and the means.

Luther reached a point of no return that Nietzsche proclaims at the beginning of *Morgenröte*, the overthrow of superstitious fears of a higher and inhuman authority commanding absolute deference and the sacrifice of one’s freedom. From Plato to Kant this phantom despotism, known as morality, effectively invalidated inquiry; it hobbled individual thought and produced the sickness known as bad conscience. What intrigues the
psychologically primed Nietzsche of this “middle period” is not the impossibility Luther faced in tormented groping toward spurious perfection. No; it is the wrathful vehemence in Luther’s rejection, the self-justifying hatred toward the Church he was now set against: toward the pope, clergy, and particularly saints who had achieved that impossible perfection. Luther becomes a study in rage that recalls the passages on ascetics and their self-torture in *Menschliches, Allzumenschliches*. But a vital difference stands between Luther and the ascetics. In those urgent, unhappy beings of Christian deserts the drive toward cruelty, what Nietzsche calls “the oldest festive joy of humankind,” was turned upon their vulnerable, sensuous self. Luther liberated himself from such torment and directed his splenetic energy outward. Hence, for Nietzsche, Luther’s kinship with Paul, the New Testament’s “eternal Jew.”

Nietzsche depicts Paul as “a very tortured, very piteous, very unpleasant (even unpleasant to himself) man. . . . hot-headed, melancholic, malevolent in hatred as he was, that he could not fulfill the law himself.” In the midst of depicting Paul’s fever-pitched fanaticism he passes directly to Luther and supposes the same pathology at work: Luther brought against his own spiritual ideal of self-perfection “a genuinely deadly hatred, for all the less that he could admit it to himself.” This profiling of Paul and Luther is so vividly imposing that the reader may be caught off guard by it. Nietzsche, whether by intent or not, is overdrawing. The Pauline epistles, especially Luther’s favorite, to Galatia, show a far more complex Paul than the psychopathic character Nietzsche gives us.

As for Luther, was it not hatred but anger that drove him? Indeed, Nietzsche knew that anger was Luther’s self-alleged key to his productivity: “when I want to compose, write, pray and preach, I have to be angry, so my circulation (Geblüt) is refreshed, my wit sharpened, and all unpleasant thoughts and temptations abate (weichen).” Luther’s famous vulgarity makes a case for passion, but the coarseness may be only one of those many ways to convey a point or to show oneself “sincere.” Nietzsche’s own writing, as in these portraits of Luther and Paul, suggests no small emotional fervor, perhaps such as he requires of his pen in order to underscore a central tenet of his, that religion is begotten and sustained by exalted lunacy. He suggests that Augustine and Luther alike, in their highly personal need for the cooler heights of a stringent religious ethic, would have been suitable applicants for a sanatorium.

The Luther case is the more enthralling because Brother Martin passed from devotion to rejection, from fealty to apostasy, from a warped love to an invigorated detestation. He underwent a definitive rite of passage that recalled to Nietzsche his own conversion experience, the painful break with Wagner and implicitly with his own post-adolescent faith in the prophetic and redemptive power of music drama, to the promise of positivist science. Luther in his breakaway, however, achieved an enormous benefit for his
followers and Germans subsequently: he discredited the contemplative life of monastic orders and its implicit contempt for immediate, secular living. In paraphrase of Luther’s self-revelation, Nietzsche submits: “There’s really no *vita contemplativa*! We have let ourselves be hoodwinked. The saints are no better than all the rest of us!” As though those saints would not be first to agree with that last sentence.

And so Luther led what Nietzsche stylizes as a spiritual version of the Peasants’ War, a rabble-feeding revolt aimed not against overt authority but against a certain lofty demeanor. Luther stands in succession to Plato’s “guardians” against Periclean Athens; to Jesus against Jerusalem; to Savonarola against Florence; and in anticipation of Rousseau against the society of Voltaire. Against Luther’s commendable work for the German language through his translation – “Our most recent event is still Luther, our only book still is the Bible” – weigh the far heavier negatives of his obtuse opposition to the Christian ideal envisioned by the French aristocrats, their supposed quietism comparable to the Buddhist self-renunciation that had no enmities on which to whet the will to power. Luther’s *Bauernaufstand* was also directed against putatively “higher men” of the Italian Renaissance, such as Cesare Borgia, expressly named, and Gasparo Contarini.

As Nietzsche was dismayed by the philistinism he saw in Bismarck’s cultural wars upon Catholic France and Italy, it was convenient for him to see that basement level spirituality in Luther. In discrediting the efficacy of saintliness Luther was robbing Christians of the uplift by example that saints or other “higher men” afforded. To be delivered from an envied excellence in human endeavor might seem a positive gain, especially to the small-minded, but in tandem with that gain comes a tacit resignation to universal mediocrity, that human beings cannot get beyond their meager psychological means. As a Protestant, Nietzsche was immune to sainthood as celebrity, to cultic pull, to mediatory powers reached by intercessory prayer. Yet he could charge that by limiting Christian self-subjection to the Gospel and the Ten Commandments, Luther failed to elevate the German people to a higher spirituality, as Reformation implicitly entailed. He let Germans remain ordinary, *peccatores* rendered complacent by being *iusti* – a charge including Pietists. Here, Nietzsche stands with Kierkegaard, who objects that Luther’s Christianity is all too easy.

However lamentable in his effects, Luther commands Nietzsche’s intermittent deference. In the *Nachlass* from the “positivist” years (1876–82), he sets Luther in a positive light, celebrating him as an individual. In his extensive reading notes for Dühring’s *Der Werth des Lebens* (Life’s Essence, 1865), he takes issue with that writer’s assumption, borrowed from Diderot, who had used it against Rousseau, that a loner’s life rejects humanity: we must bind ourselves together. If isolates are crazy, what is to be said of Empedocles, Schopenhauer, Leopardi (Nietzsche’s favorite Italian writer), and Luther? What was “Here I stand. I cannot do otherwise” if not (apocryphal)
testimony of an individual’s loyalty to oneself, the best warrant of a loner, and something inconceivable to Germans, given as they are to unreflective obedience to authority and rules. Nietzsche looks toward Luther’s life’s end, when, embittered and ill, he took consolation for himself in the thought that the world was coming to imminent ruin: when individuals realize their will is ineffectual, they welcome that cosmic end. Was Nietzsche looking to Jesus as well as to Luther?

Having read a Catholic priest’s book on Luther and the Counter-Reformation, he contrasts Luther and his Roman foils. First, looking back to scholastic tradition he remarks that Luther follows Thomas Aquinas in the specious reasoning that God exists because we need Him. His maternal friend, Malwida von Meysenbug, tried to convince him life would be unbearable with only a physical meaning, but in his turn to the sciences he was willing to consider that reality and truth might not be serving human interests, as religions so blithely presume; indeed, the truth could be dangerous and even fatal. Do we need illusions to protect ourselves? Of course. What other purpose did Dionysos serve for Nietzsche?

Luther’s greatest illusion, claims Nietzsche, was that when he found himself incapable of fulfilling the Augustinian Order’s contemplative life, he denounced contemplation altogether: incompetent to become saintly, he vengefully and righteously dismissed it and turned to the vita practica, the life of ordinary peasants. How magnificent, by contrast, Nietzsche finds the Catholics who re-fashioned the Church in reaction to Protestantism, but in fact he focuses upon heretical figures denounced by Rome as all but Protestants: the Jansenists of Port Royal and their defender, Pascal; Mme Guyon, who was incarcerated by Bossuet for her dangerous enthusiasm; Fénelon, her brave defender; “And let us not forget the Huguenots.” This portraiture is yet another instance of his proclivity for French culture over and against German: Luther’s assigned vulgarity becomes the more painful in contrast to the Gauls’ aristocratic bearing, but this argument from repugnance merely exposes Nietzsche as snob, with facile contempt for modern German culture, contempt that a bit of magnanimity might have overcome.

Nietzsche is content to be ill-informed, with no time for the Council of Trent, which predates the colorful personalities just reviewed, by more than three generations. At Trent he would have found the minds that re-fashioned Catholicism, but that church is of no more interest to him than the courtly culture of Louis XV in which the French aristocrats he admires connived and had their precarious being. If his commendation of France seems gratuitous, his dislike of Germany runs deep, and Luther is at its center, yet from Nietzsche’s vantage he looms as an anomaly, a kind of magnificent embarrassment.

In Morgenröte, Nietzsche’s principal objection to Luther centers not on his combative personality but on the deadly error in his doctrinal psychology:
that faith alone serves as the basis for doing good works. He says it is so seductive an idea that, in a variant version, it carried off Plato’s Socrates, who believed knowledge alone suffices for good living. But daily experience shows otherwise in both instances. A confident believing or knowing confers neither power to the actual doing nor any knack (Gewandtheit) for it. Only doing does. There can be no substitution for the mechanism of practice, however routine, which puts an idea into concrete action. Praxis pietatis? In that reflection, Nietzsche sides with the Catholic and Pietist view of steady attention to works, but it was an insight he garnered from his own writing: of what use was a thought occurring on his daily walks, if he did not test it through his pen?

Which brings us to this entry in the Nachlass of 1882: “The use (Werth) of anti-Semitism: to set the Jews in motion, to fix oneself upon higher goals, and to find the rise of national states too vulgar.” The seeking of higher goals (Nietzsche’s Excelsior! motif) and his antipathy to nationalism and its foster states – all that is apparent here, but what is to be made of the first “use,” or should “Werth” be construed as “merit”? Does he mean expulsion of Jews from Germany, Luther’s own last resort?

As Der Antichrist suffices to establish, he was no philo-semit. And as to the oft-quoted “I’m having all anti-Semites shot!” issued January 4, 1889 from his asylum bed at Jena, we imagine him raising his quondam saber beside a firing squad aimed at Carl von Gersdorff, his closest friend; at Eugen Dühring, from whom he learned much; at Wagner, his idol; at Cosima Wagner, the only woman (then widow) to whom he proposed marriage; at his favorite novelist, Dostoevsky; and last, to judge from his early letters home, at his mother, who tended him for seven years, after Jena. For all his vituperation, Luther, who risked being murdered, never prescribed hangings or autos-da-fé for his many enemies. There were, of course, too many of them.

Nietzsche held against Luther what he held within himself, that capacity for rage that spilled out in ink, and was registered in hyperbole: a coarse extreme of rhetoric, a vacation from discernment, a forfeit of fair judgment. In extenuation, both Luther and Nietzsche were perhaps more temperate in what they actually felt than in what they wrote. Luther once observed that Paul himself was less resolute in belief than in its expression. Preaching for Luther, as writing for Nietzsche, was a means to self-exhortation, to convincing himself of what he knew he was not up to, much of the time. Nietzsche’s written zeal for Rechtfertigung, his compass needle toward justification, suggests Nietzsche’s for the everlasting Wiederkehr, a construct for inspiration, orientation, and particular fervor.

Like Luther, Nietzsche was embattled, alone, and resolved to shape a new spirituality, a reformation of human ontology for future hazards. He had to overcome Protestantism, as Luther had to overcome Catholicism. Hence the frustrated need to sweep so much and so many away. He weighs a “loutish”
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(northern and German) peasant Luther in the scale, and makes few conces-
sions, the most intriguing of which is that “every high-minded (grosseges-
inne) person has committed all crimes. . . . Think of Luther, and Christ who
had everyone that didn’t love him roasting in Hell!” 177

But it is Luther who deserves the final word on criminality. In his reckoning,
Christ was and remains the world’s greatest criminal of all time, because he
took and takes into himself the sins of everyone else: Luther’s own, Nietzsche’s,
mine, yours. Luther’s Christ is akin to Nietzsche’s Pascal (without question his
favorite Christian), a model of early Christian asceticism, the very opposite
of Luther’s “quarrelsome and grumpy subjection-faith”: Pascal’s faith “is in
a terrifying way like the suicide of reason. . . . The Christian faith is from its
beginning a sacrifice of all freedom, of all pride, of all the mind’s self-aware-
ness; at once enslavement, self-scorn, self-mutilation. . . . Moderns, their feel-
ings deadened (Abstumpfung) toward all Christian nomenclature, no longer
have any sense of its ghastly superlatives.” 178

Nietzsche cannot resist awe before this Jansenist-Calvinist extremism
against the self, as it outstrips the Grand Guignol of his martyred Greek
pagans: Prometheus tormented on the rock, Dionysos and Orpheus dis-
membered by wild women, Ixion rotated in flames. Pascal’s counter-Luther
sublimity horrifies and fascinates him, so that he carries this hairshirt within
him when he announces the great desolation, in Die Fröhliche Wissenschaft:
“We Europeans are witnessing a monstrous ruination. . . . We’re seeing the
religious society of Christendom collapsing to its very foundations. Belief in
God has been overturned, belief in the Christian ascetic ideal is fighting just
yet its last battle.” 179 Did he count himself one of the combatants?

So far as Nietzsche styled himself Antichrist, a fake Christ, standing
opposite to the Way, Truth, and Life, he seems the consummate anti-
Luther, even though he is with Luther on the Greeks’ fatal Necessity and
the absence of free will. But Luther knew that contraries are complements:
peccator simul iustus. Perhaps Nietzsche knew as much. If his Zarathustra
were to be the next millenium’s new Bible, it would need the Bible to justify
its succession as a Newer Testament. Luther and Nietzsche employ Augus-
tine’s insight on antitheta, opposites as “decentissima,” most appropriate,
needing one another. 180 But in that case the Bible itself would have the first
word and last, in Paul’s second letter to Corinth, where God’s panoply is
set right and left, employed through glory and disgrace, through blasphemy
and evangeli. 181

Let us close on a harmonious note, with father and son concordant. It
concerns nothing incidental nor peripheral to either of them, rather some-
thing they regarded as integral to life itself. We have noted that for Luther
music, second only to theology, is the medium for highest praise of God. He
expects Christians to sing out in gladsome fervor. Those who don’t aren’t
Christians. Considering Mendelssohn’s secular “rediscovery” of Bach’s
Matthäus-Passion, Nietzsche asks, “Should modern musicians have the
right to give greater inspiration to older works? Yes, as *only so far as we give our soul to them that way, do they live on.* Whoever knows dramatic, spiritually intense music will perform Bach wholly differently, instinctively. If he hears Bach otherwise, he no longer understands him. Is a historic performance even possible?”

At the apex of that *Passion* is the Roman soldiers’ proclamation, “ Truly this was the Son of God” (Matthew 27:54). In Bach’s two choruses the sopranos and altos ascend to an arching “God’s Son” as though anticipating the Resurrection, while the tenors and basses descend in reminder of the incarnation. For Luther that Son is Jesus, and for Nietzsche he is Dionysos, born of Zeus, a suffering son dismembered upon the earth.

Notes


3 These reported sayings entail caveats. Luther never intended that his table talk be published, but already, in the 1530s, under Melanchthon’s scrupulous eye, Conrad Cordatus started gathering quotes. No one interested in Luther would want to be without the Weimarer Ausgabe *Tischreden’s* five volumes, hereafter cited as WAT. For a useful review see Michael Beyer’s essay in Albrecht Beutel’s *Luther Handbuch* (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010): 347–353.


5 “Verbum Dei omnium primum est, quod sequitur fides, fidem caritas, caritas deinde facit omne bonum opus. . . . Nec alia via potest homo cum Deo aut convenire aut agere, quam per fidel, id est, ut non homo suis operibus ullis, sed Deus sua permissione sit autor salutis.” [“God’s Word is first of all, faith follows it, love follows faith, and from there love does every good work. . . . Only through faith can one do anything agreeable with God, which means one is not by any of his own works the author of his salvation, but rather God is by His allowance.”] *De captivitate Babylonica ecclesiae,* 1520, WA, 5, 38.

6 Martin Luther, *Predigten,* Georg Buchwald, ed. (Gütersloh: C. Bertelsmann, 1925): 664. This volume covers 18 months, from October 11, 1528 to April 3, 1530. It is complemented by Kurt Aland’s *Luther Deutsch,* X, Kurt Aland, ed. (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1991), volume VIII, which spans the years 1530 to 1534.

7 Luther remarked, late in his life, that devilish temptation signals God’s favor: “Weil aber der Teuffel unss also zusetzt, so stets recht umb unss. Wir haben ein gute, gewonnene sach, und Gott ist mitt unss in spiel, der wirdts baldt herlich ausfuren.” WAT, 5, 44: no. 5284 (1540).


10 In confrontations with Satan Luther is sure that *justus* keeps *peccator* safe, as here: “da ich erwachte, kam der Teufel und wollt mit mir disputiren, objiciret
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WAT, 6, 216: no. 6827.

11 Tischreden, Rehm: 162.

12 He recalled, during his brief time in Rome, “hearing Carthusians laughing over the sacramental bread and wine, saying, ‘Panis es et panis manebis.’” WAT, 3, 313: no. 3428.

13 WA, 50, 661. “Vorrede zum erstand Band der Wittenberger Ausgabe der deutschen Schriften Luthers.”

14 Luther delighted in Aesopic folk wisdom, and translated several fables. He suggested that animals are helpful agents of wisdom because people hate wisdom from wise men, and truth is the most insufferable thing in the world. For his work on Aesop see WA, 50, 452–460; cf. WAT, 3, 3663 and 3490.

15 Letter to Spalatin, mid-February 1520, in Luther Deutsch: 73. This 11-volume work is hereafter cited as LD, with the volume number in a Roman numeral.

16 Oberman claims, op. cit. 80, that Luther “horizontalized Christian ethics,” urging reforms so that the world might go on peaceably till God’s Endtime. Luther emphasized that there is no human way to usher in a divine kingdom on earth, but that does not preclude an enlightened meliorism, in the meanwhile. Oberman argues that Luther was neither medieval nor modern.

17 WA, 1, 378.


19 Ibid.: 40.

20 Ibid.: 53.

21 In a reading of Genesis, he speaks of the mystic hiding in a corner, enjoying his piety, ignoring the outward means of divine revelation; he wants to reach heaven without a ladder (sine scalis ascendere in caelum). The only response to that pretention is to dwell upon Christ crucified, WA, 43, 72.

22 Theologia Deutsch: 14.

23 WA, 1, 525.


25 Ibid.: 258, #162.

26 Ibid.: 278, #192.

27 Ibid.: 304, #262. We can render “praecaritate incommutabilis dei” as a possessive genitive, “in view of the unchanging God’s love (for us),” but Brachtendorf rightly renders it with an objective genitive, “Liebe zum unwandelbaren Gott,” our love for immutable God, a rendering concurrent with “amanibus eum” previously cited.

28 A passage against free will as nothing but sin occurs in Augustine’s de spiritu et littera, 3: 5, “neque liberum arbitrium quidquam nisi ad peccandum valet, si lateat veritatis via,” sinning is inevitable if the route of truth be hidden, but the Gospel makes clear it is not. See also contra Julianum 8: 23.

29 WA, 18, 773: 779.

30 In the Kleiner Katechismus, Luther alludes to Augustine’s Hypognosticon, Book III, that we have free will for earthly things, such as deciding whether to get up and go to work, to mow the lawn or sit before the screen, but “non per quod sit idoneum in iis, quae ad Deum pertinent, sine Deo aut inchoare aut certe peragere.”

31 WA, 18, 635. He translates Paul’s key term, nomos or Law, as will, “captivi ten- emur ad ipsius voluntatem,” while in his Bible translations it is Gesetz, law. In the 1545 translation of Romans 7. 18 he says that what Paul designates by “law in the limbs” refers to den eusserlichen das is vernunft, Sinn und alles was natur am Menschen ist (Stuttgart: Reclam, 1989): 412, note on 18.
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Heiko Oberman, 219, goes farther, claiming that via Luther’s “mule,” “This proclamation of man’s total impotence on the eve of man’s greatest scientific discoveries and enduring cultural achievements could only eliminate Luther as a point of spiritual orientation in the tumult of modern times.” (My emphasis.) Young Nietzsche says as much in his 1865 notes on medieval Christianity: “Die kopernikanische Weltanschauung ist ins Blut der Zeit übergegangen. Der Unterschied zwischen Himmel u. Erde fällt weg. Damit fällt auch die Hölle. Und damit Engel u. Teufel.” Nachgelassene Aufzeichnungen, August bis Dezember 1865, Giorgio Colli and Matteo Montinari, eds. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999): 72.


Young Nietzsche says as much in his 1865 notes on medieval Christianity: “Die kopernikanische Weltanschauung ist ins Blut der Zeit übergegangen. Der Unterschied zwischen Himmel u. Erde fällt weg. Damit fällt auch die Hölle. Und damit Engel u. Teufel.” Nachgelassene Aufzeichnungen, Augus...
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54 “Ein Brief an die Fürsten in Sachsen,” AS, VII: 157, “der Allstedtische Geist, der unsern Geist nichts sein lassen will,” cf. AS, VI: 33, where Luther, citing I Corinthians 13:13, ignores its central point, that love is the greatest Christian virtue.


56 AS, III: 129.130.


58 AS, I: 50. The essay is “Von den guten Werken.”

59 See this dogma in AS, II: 200, “Ein kleiner Unterricht” (1522), on what to look for in the Gospel.

60 AS, IV: 52, “eigentlich christliche Liebe Werke” in “Von weltlicher Obrigkeit” (1523); on faith making the new man, IV: 75.

61 AS, I: 272, “ein Scheinglaube,” in the first of eight sermons delivered between April 9 and 16.

62 AS, IV: 114, “Vermahnung zum Frieden auf die zwölf Artikel der Bauernschaft in Schwaben.”

63 WA, 14: 609.

64 Letter of March 26, 1542, to Jakob Probst. Bornkamm-Ebeling, VI: 231.

65 As I shall note, this charge is much like Kierkegaard’s against Luther himself, that his undue emphasis on faith covertly justified an indulgence of already well-entrenched worldly pursuits.


67 “Verlegung des Alcoran Bruder Richardi,” WA, 53: 396. NB: “Verlegung” here means Widerlegung or refutation. The name of Ricardus was mistakenly derived from Ricoldus by the Byzantine theologian Demetrius Cydonius, who made the Greek translation.

68 Ibid.: 394.


70 Sura 61:6. As late as Dante’s time, Mohammed was presumed to have been a Christian cleric of high standing who had broken away from faith and founded his own cult. Thus, in the Inferno Dante locates him prominently among the schismatics. His divine punishment comes from a devil that regularly splits him with a sword, from face to groin.

71 Verlegung: 284.

72 Ibid.: 292.


74 Verlegung: 300. Ricoldus’s Latin, “Non est deus praeter deum, et Mahometus est apostolus dei,” is taken word for word by Luther, so Mohammed as “Gottes Apostel” is a kind of Paul. This parallel must have been no less gratifying on Luther than the notion of Mohammed as Jesus’s foretold successor. Incidentally, both Paul and Mohammed are alleged to have been epileptics.


77 Luther may have consulted a possible source for this word, Sebastian Franck’s Germaniae Chronikon, published in 1538. Franck refers to Mohammed’s pledge
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of “ein paradeisz, vol wollusts essens und trinckens, weyber, flüsiz mit wein, honig und milch, wie man bey uns vom schlauraffenlandt fabuliert (Grimm, Deutsches Wörterbuch [Leipzig: Hirzel, 1899], 9: 496). Franck, a priest and then a Lutheran, became alienated from Luther’s orthodoxy, and went to Switzerland, shortly after the publication cited here.

78 He observes that Mohammed likened the blissful to infants in utero, that they are nourished without excretion, but he rejoins that infants do not have the lascivious desire for eating and drinking, either. Besides, infants are nourished by the umbilical cord, “and what sort of blessedness is it, when one eternally for every hour must sweat, reek, and stink?” Verlegung: 323.

79 Verlegung: 325. Ricoldus later notes that rational and learned Arabs do not believe in the Koran, and decline to dispute about it with other educated people, such as, presumably, himself. In fine, there were humanists within Islamic cultures, men like Erasmus and Franck, and perhaps even some fence-sitters, like Melancthon. Would they then have concurred with Luther that “The Koran lies and is supposed to be God’s word, so Mahmet’s God must be a liar”? Verlegung: 340.


81 Verlegung: 384.

82 Ibid.: 384. “Haec propositio est haeretica; haec est falsa, haec est temeraria.” Quoted by the editors in the apparatus for note 6.

83 For a detailed history of nineteenth- and twentieth-century estimates of Luther’s views on Jews the indispensable text is Johannes Brosseder, Luthers Stellung zu den Juden im Spiegel seiner Interpreten (Munich: Max Hueber, 1972).

84 There are more than a dozen entries online for “The Jews and Their Lies,” in which Luther’s text, following a four-page introduction, runs to only 55 pages. The text in the Weimarer Ausgabe runs to 142 pages, dense in print, with a critical apparatus. The WA text is also studded with dozens of Biblical citations, only a few of which are retained in the abridged work. Luther wrote a book, but what has been distilled from it in American presses amounts to a booklet. This difference indicates that Luther’s laborious documentation of his thesis about Abraham’s promise is forfeit to another agendum, summed up by the publishers as follows: “this generation is not the first generation which has faced a Jewish problem. . . . an alertness to the Jewish problem does not necessarily indicate that the individuals who are alerted are depraved or un-Christian” (p. 5, Liberty Bell Publications, Reedy, West Virginia 25270). That may be so, but the question begged is, Who are they, then?

85 This position is bona fide Augustinianism. In de doctrina christiana, III. ix.13, Augustine writes of one who is enslaved by a sign because he does not understand the source from which it is derived: “Sub signo enim servit, qui operator aut venerator aliquam rem significantem, nesciens, quid significet; qui vero aut oiperatur aut venerator utile signum divinitus institutum, cuius vim significatigem iointellegit, non hoc venerator, quod videtur et transit, sed illud potius, quo talai cuncta referenda sunt.” Jews venerated the coming of a Messiah but could not accept him when he came. Corpus Christianorum: Series Latina 32, 1962: 85.

86 See WA, TR (Tischreden), 1: 524–525. In a relaxed and kindly moment Luther passes on the truism that in terms of scriptural authority, Hebrew is the fountain, Greek the stream, and Latin the pool.
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88 Johan Oldekop, a graduate of Wittenberg University (1516) who claimed to have assisted Luther at mass, wrote in his *Chronik* that when Luther was on his mission to Rome (November 1510–February 1511) he met a Jew named Jacob who taught him some Hebrew (“von deme hadde Martinus erst ein weinich de hebraischen sprake geleret’); that Luther had asked the papacy for permission to spend ten years of study in Rome; and that when permission was refused, Luther became indignant (“torugge gewiset worden”). *Dokumente zu Luthers Entwicklung (bis 1519)*, Otto Scheel, ed. (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1911): 5. Oldekop says he got this information directly from Jacob, but it is unclear whether the ten years requested had anything to do with learning Hebrew. As Luther spent at most two months in Rome, it is doubtful that he learned much Hebrew from Jacob or anybody else. Oldekop is dismissed as “a very unreliable witness” generally, by Martin Brecht, *Martin Luther: His Road to Reformation, 1483–1521*, James L. Schaaf, tr. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985): 129.


90 Ibid.: 550; sermon of August 22, 1529.

91 Ibid.: 453; sermon of June 23, 1529.

92 Ibid.: 459; sermon of June 24, 1529.

93 Ibid.: 577, sermon of September 12, 1529; and 368, sermon of March 28, 1529.


95 Ibid.: 283.


98 Luther’s Deudsch Catechismus (1529) makes clear he was an unswerving ecclesiast, WA, 30, I: 190: “Ich gleube das da sey ein heiliges heufflein und gemeine auff erden eiteler heiligen unter einem heubt Christo, durch den heiligen geist zusamn beruffen, ynn einem glauben, synne und verstand, mit mancherleygaben, doch eintrechtig ynn der liebe, on rotten und spaltung.” (My emphasis.)

99 The last phrase is “ne speretis nos vobis astipulatores,” the legalistic predicate referring to those who have accepted a contract.

100 Quoted by Cohen, “Die Juden und Luther”: 50: “Er suchte alle Juden, jung und alt, zu vertilgen und zu ermorden.” The Jews’ turning to the Emperor is ironic, as Charles V, after confronting Luther at Wurms, April 18, 1521, decreed that no one should give this rebellious monk any food or shelter, solace or hiding place, the sum of exile. Luther, speaking of having been absolved of his Augustinian vows by Staupitz, in 1518, then excommunicated by Pope Leo X, in 1519, had yet another sundering, by the Emperor, in 1521, “et sic tertio absolutus sum, Dominus autem assumpsit me.” WAT, 1, 441–442, no. 884.

101 Luther, *Tischreden*: 285. “... aber jetztund ist der Stamm nichts wert.”

102 Ibid.


104 WA, 53, 439.

105 Ibid.: 450, 467, “die allerschoensten Weissagung” refers to Psalm 89.19.

106 WA, 53, 482.

107 Ibid.: 527, 529: “Wir sind unschuldig an ewerm blut,” an ironic conflation of Matt. 27:24, Pilate’s “I am innocent of the blood of this just person” (Christ), and Matt. 27:25, “His blood be on us, and on our children.” As Luther’s most
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thorough biographer concedes, “He wanted to defend his non-violent Christ with the power of the Christian state. His bias in favor of the existing political and social system of evangelical Christianity of that time induced him to suggest completely inappropriate, even dangerous measures. Because of his fear and hate there was little room for confidence and love.” Martin Brecht, Martin Luther: The Preservation of the Church, 1532–1546, James Schaaf, trs. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999): 346.

108 Luther was perhaps aware that in 1242 King Louis IX of France ordered the burning of the Talmud. Twenty-four cartloads of Talmudic literature were gathered for the conflagration. Only ten years after “The Jews and Their Lies” Pope Julius III sponsored a bonfire for the Talmud, in Rome, and there were such occasions elsewhere, at the Inquisition’s behest. That Luther urged confiscation of the Talmud is no extenuation of his other suggestions. One wonders what he, a writer, would have done with the Talmud.

109 On the rise of anti-Semitism in Luther’s time, Heiko Oberman suggests that “the sophisticated elite, the most refined representatives of high theology and biblical studies,” participated in myths of eucharistic desecration and blood libel, fearing subversion within the Church, that the Antichrist would be himself Jewish. See “The Stubborn Jews: Timing the Escalation of Antisemitism in Late Mediaeval Europe,” in his The Impact of the Reformation (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994): 140. Luther had no fear that a Jew would be the Antichrist, even though one of the popes in his time was a Jewish convert.

110 On this difference see Pamela Eisenbaum, Paul Was Not a Christian (New York: Harper, 2009), passim. Of particular note is her claim, pp. 129–130, that Pharisees democratized priestly piety and thus acknowledged “a kind of ‘universal priesthood of all believers.’”

111 Predigten: 325, sermon on March 25, 1529. “So ist’s schwer ein Christ zu sein.”


113 WA, 450.

114 “Deutschland, erwache aus deinem bösen Traum! Viel fremden Juden in dem Reich nicht traum’n,” a song featured on the vinyl documentary Hitler’s Inferno.

115 Brecht, Martin Luther: 351. That statement staggers under an implicit extenuation – the Jews’ polemic – and the pale adverb.

116 His commentary on Numbers 22: 3–4 is worth a look: Barak, king of the Moabites, enlists Balaam the prophet to curse Jews migrating in such large numbers that the Moabites fear they’ll consume everything. Luther says these heathens shall suffer for their hatred, for not being drawn in compassion to the Jews. Balaam confounds Barak by speaking a blessing upon Israel, under divine compulsion. What a lesson for Luther!

117 Had Luther forgotten his own words, in his early commentaries on the Psalms, on the importance of persecution of the Christian Church, that no persecution amounted to the worst kind of it? “Sic enim diabolus nunc Ecclesiam impugnat maxima persecutione, quia scilicet nulla persecutione sed securitate et otio.” WA, 3, 424, on Psalm 69.


119 Ibid.: 25.
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II. Peter, 1.4. Luther translates the last clause as “so ihr fliehet die vergängliche Lust der Welt.”


Ibid.: 81. (My emphasis.)

“Natural Law and Faith” The Forgotten Foundations of Ethics in Luther’s Theology,” in Union With Christ: 103, 115.

Ibid.: 111.


John 21 is, of course, not recognized as part of the Johannine text, nor in many modern Bibles is it even included. That is small wonder, textual issues apart: its lesson is too frightening. No one wants to pin the tail on this donkey.

WA, 2: 195, “Resolutio Lutheriana super propositione XIII de potestate papae,” 1519: “Scio, quod, si recte pensaret hoc verbum Christi, quilibet Episcopus desperaret se medium unius civitatis pascere posse.” (My emphasis.)

In The Sacred and the Profane (1957; New York: Harcourt, 1987: 107) Mircea Eliade notes that “in certain more highly evolved societies, the intellectual élites progressively detach themselves from the patterns of traditional religion. . . . sanctification of cosmic time then proves useless and without meaning” and ensures “a pessimistic vision of existence.” Nietzsche participates in that degeneration but also warns against the ideological pull of his own day: utility bestializes; knowledge mummifies. See KSA, 8: 190 (Summer 1875).


For another essay on Nietzsche and Luther see Giles Fraser, Redeeming Luther: On the Piety of Unbelief (London: Routledge, 2002): 33–38.


KSA, 1: 146–147.


See Johannes Wallmann, Der Pietismus (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005) for a survey that goes up through the Enlightenment, and his Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands seit der Reformation (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2006): 126–146.

See the sharp criticism of Pietism from Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Gesamtes Leben (Gütersloh: GTVH, 1987): 32, 93.

Friedrich Nietzsche, Sämtliche Briefe, Giorgio Colli and Mazzino Montinari, eds. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2003), 1: 154–155. Hereafter cited as SB. See also SB, 1: 150, on his “holy and important” (!) Confirmation Day, a perfunctory reference that is offset by his pious fellow confirmand Paul Deussen, later an eminent Indologist, Friedrich Nietzsche: Chronik in Bildern und Texten, R. J. Benders and Stephan Oettermann, eds. (Munich: Carl Hansler, 2000): 76–77. Hereafter cited as Chronik.


141 Chronik: 11.
142 Friedrich Nietzsche, *Kritische Studienausgabe*, Giorgio Colli and Mazzino Montinari, eds. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999), 3: 527. The entry is entitled "Excel- sior!," the title of one of Nietzsche’s favorite poems, by Longfellow, about a youth leaving all behind in order to ascend a steep and chilly mountain. Here- after cited as KSA.
143 KSA, 11: 78. This entry dates from the spring of 1884.
144 KSA, 11: 145. These remarks come during sketches for a book to be entitled *Wisdom and Love of Wisdom: Prolegomena to a Philosophy of the Future*.
147 Ibid.: 436. His likening the liberated human being to a child at play with worlds in the morning’s glow foretells the innocent child in *Also Sprach Zarathustra*.
148 On Luther between pope and emperor, KSA, 2: 199–200. Aghast at Heinrich Romundt’s conversion, he wrote to Rohde, “I’ve never till now felt so strongly my innermost dependence upon the spirit of Luther,” SB, 5: 27–28 (February 28, 1875).
149 KSA, 2: 481.
151 As Heinz Bluhm showed in his “Nietzsche’s Idea of Luther in Menschli- ches, Allzumenschliches,” *PMLA* 65 (December, 1950), no. 6: 1066–1068, Nietzsche’s anti-Luther and pro-Contarini stance could not have been derived from his reading of the Catholic priest, Johannes Janssen, whose Geschichte des Deutschen Volkes, II (where Luther is faulted as a revolutionary attacking Rome’s medieval heritage—wholly the opposite of Nietzsche’s view) because that volume was published after the enfilades against Luther in the first volume of Menschliches.
152 KSA, 8: 464.
153 KSA, 2: 39, 154. Cf. KSA, 8:470, the strength of a belief is meant to fill in the lack of perception.
154 KSA, 2: 49, 50, 52.
155 KSA, 2: 450.
156 KSA, 2: 201, 306. In the latter entry Nietzsche says Jews have given humanity “the most loving and noble man” (Jesus), the wisest (Spinoza), and the most mighty and effective moral code in the world. As free thinkers, doctors, and teachers who maintained their mental independence among the harshest cir- cumstances they kept the West occidental, even as Christianity was trying to orientalize Europe. These remarks include an aside, that “the youthful stock- market Jew is the most repellent contrivance of the human race ever.”
157 *Die Briefe Peter Gasts an Friedrich Nietzsche* (Munich: Nietzsche-Gesellschaft, 1923): 85, 86. “Peter Gast” (= The Stone Guest) was Nietzsche’s jocular name for Köselitz, and it has stuck ever since. This figure is Don Giovanni’s Commendatore.
158 SB, 5: 451, to Heinrich Köselitz, October 5, 1879.
159 My pedantry objects to this book’s mis-title as Dawn (which would be *Morgendämmering* or simply *Dämmerung*) or Daybreak (which would be
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*Tagesanbruch*. The true signification is Aurora in that it provides the precise figurative meaning that Nietzsche undoubtedly intended, that of a prime such as he was convinced he was then (1880–1) enjoying. That conviction comes out in his hyperbolical estimate of the book in letters home and elsewhere.

160 KSA, 3: 30.
162 KSA, 3: 66.
163 KSA, 8: 111, a quote from Johannes Aurifaber’s popular edition of the *Tischreden*. See *WAT*, 2: 455, 2410b.
164 In KSA, 3: 451 he notes Luther’s “frequent loquacity of anger,” akin to Schopenhauer’s.
165 KSA, 3: 82–83.
166 KSA, 12: 348, 561.
167 KSA, 11: 56. Cf. 60: “His language and the Bible’s poetic form as the basis of a new German poetry – that’s my discovery.”
169 In KSA, 2:47 he says the Reformation had only “uncertain, tender, youthful stirrings toward freedom of thought.” Nowhere in his writings, including letters, does he mention Thomas Müntzer, the Reformation’s foremost martyr, the real hero in German television’s celebratory series on the 500th anniversary. He might have included Müntzer’s peasant revolt as an instance of what he calls “the brutalization of spirituality” that brought faith to its opposite, KSA, 3: 61. In 3: 493–494 he weighs the growth of the Reformation’s sectarianism as the work of a few “powerful and dominant personalities” who brought out people’s slavish herd instincts.
170 KSA, 8:140 and 9: 116,125.
171 In KSA, 3: 188 he says Luther anticipates Kant’s categorical imperative: there must be a Being in whom one can unconditionally trust, this as a proof of God’s existence.
172 KSA, 3: 165–166. Other than Pascal, the only ascetic he mentions is the Abbé Rancé, founder of the Trappist Reform and subject of Chateaubriand’s finest book, one he wrote late in life, on assignment from his confessor.
173 KSA, 3: 34.
174 KSA, 11: 71. “Werth des Antisemitismus, the Juden zu treiben, sich höhere Ziele zu stecken und ein Aufgehen in nationale Staaten zu niedrig zu finden.”
175 *WAT Tischreden*: 2, 222, #1812: “Ich halt nicht, das ers so starckh hatt konnen gleuben, als er daun geredt hatt; ich kans ja auch nicht so starckh gleuben, wider als dauon reden und schreiben khan.” He was discussing Paul’s 2 Timothy 4:6, a passage that prompted Justus Jonas to exclaim, “Ah, wie hat Paulus so tapfere wort gepraucht praedicans de morte sua!” I am indebted to Professor Martin Marty for this reference.
176 Nietzsche records a jocular exchange about this shortcoming. Melanchthon: “One often preaches faith when one has lost it and seeks it in byways, and then preaches nearly best.” Luther: “You’re speaking true as an angel.” Melanchthon: “That’s your enemies’ view and makes you a good-for-nothing.” Luther: “Then it’s a lie from the devil’s ass.” KSA, 2: 581–582.
177 KSA, 11: 79. This *Nachlass* entry precedes “The Use of Antisemitism.” On Luther’s “crimes” he notes in SB, 5: 451 that Luther, an unwilling promoter of democracy, was a “raging enemy of peasants” when he promised German princes heaven for killing off peasant rebels. In KSA, 5: 394–395) Nietzsche
calls Luther a lout (Rüpelt) for his resistance to Rome’s hieratic “etiquette” and Renaissance “delicatezza.” Luther, “the most immodest peasant Germany has had, wanted direct speech with his God, and got it. . . . The ascetic ideal was never a schooling in good taste.” But this is not what Nietzsche understands as Pascal’s “ascetic ideal.”

179 KSA, 3: 602–603. (My emphasis.)
180 Antitheta enim quae appellantur in ornamentis elocutionis sunt decentissima, quae Latine ut appellentur opposita, vel, quod expressius dicitur, contraposita: de civitate Dei, XI. 18 (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 1955): 337.
181 II Corinthians, 6: 7–8. I have played loose with the final phrase, διὰ δυσφημίας καὶ εὐφημίας.
182 KSA, 8: 453. (My emphasis.)
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2 The evil in God
Jacob Boehme finds the cosmos

Paracelsus, soon emergent in these pages, thought it ungainly (ungegeschickt) for people to write about God, even more so than for a rabbit to write about us.¹ But such caution did not keep Jacob Boehme from reporting this: “The love-world spoke in Christ: ‘If it cannot be, then I shall drink into myself the cup of your anger, so your will be done,’ and the Anger-God said, ‘If it be possible, let this cup of love pass from me, so that I swell up in rage at humankind for its disobedience.’”²

This chapter is centered upon an outwardly commonplace man living in one of the most intellectually excited ages of European culture. He was a Lutheran, but, borne by many currents of thought, belief, and perception, he was carried a cosmic distance away from Luther’s orthodoxy. He lived in an age of measure and quantification, of mathematics and telescopy, but he employed no scale nor number. He stands in German intellectual history within a continuum of mysticism that goes back to Hildegard of Bingen and the twelfth century, but he had no I-Thou politics with God the Father, nor was he ever rapt into a specifically third heaven. He could have founded a sect, had not his rhetorical vision been so sweeping: looking into the centrum or alleged center of everything divine and material, he came to be known as a theosophist (never a tag he gave himself), and while theosophy has since had many scions who draw from various religious traditions, especially Eastern, he remains its first modern Christian and distinctive father. He could also be denominated a cosmosophist or physiosophist, as he looked into or “saw” the dynamics of phenomena, and intuited their coherence with stars and divinity. Although he was a Christian, his ancestry goes further back, beyond Paul, Luke, and John, to pre-Platonic philosophers, who claimed, without shortage of ego, to discern final things and physical laws. They wrote with cocky assurance, and so, most of the while, does Boehme.

His quickening began at 25, in 1600, the year Catholicism’s Inquisition burned Giordano Bruno, on Rome’s Campo dei Fiori. Bruno was found guilty of propagating a materialist view of the world, that matter is indestructible, a view initiated by the atomists of ancient Greece: Leucippus, Democritus, and Epicurus. Boehme suffered no auto-da-fè from his fellow Lutherans, even though his own dogma stretched much further than
Bruno’s, taking in Jupiter, Saturn, the Trinity, properties of sulfur and potassium nitrate, and, the greatest of all possible mysteries, what lies beyond and beneath all things divine and natural. He called it the *Ungrund*, for which English lacks a match. It denotes Nothing, *Nichts*.

God can, by metaphysical convention, be called the *Urgrund*, first founder of all that is. But God can be ontologically preceded by *Ungrund*, the ground wholly absent. In the beginning God was without form and void. That begs a hoary question: how can anything come from nothing? We do not know what nothing is, and yet we speak of it. Plato uses the slipperiness of the Greek language to engage nothingness in two distinct terms: τὸ οὐκ ὄν and τὸ μὴ ὄν, in his dialogue *Parmenides*, which some scholars regard as sophisticated joking. Whether Boehme is joking with his *Nichts* may be doubted. He added much to it.

Boehme internalized the Reformation’s psalmic appeal to individual conscience (David’s first-person singer is ourself) and extended it to an epistemology that conjoined spirit and matter, inner and outer, the above and the beneath. This rediscovery of what could still be regarded as a divine dynamics, hidden within the human self, has in Boehme one of its last Christian articulations.

The first great heterodox Lutheran, Sebastian Franck, sets the stage for Boehme. The chapter concludes with the crucial conjunction of Boehme and Nietzsche, in their metaphysics of suffering.

1 **Sebastian Franck shows Boehme the way**

Outwardly, in the generations after Luther’s death the German peoples prospered; relieved of artificial indebtedness to extortionist Rome, their trade expanded, and their population grew. The Holy Roman Empire that subsumed them, however, faced insuperable threats from burgeoning nation states aspiring to their own empires: France and Spain to the west, Sweden and Russia to the north and east. The Empire contracted psychologically, in a failure of nerve or perhaps a creeping sense that history and the times were passing it by. They were. “Holy” and “Roman” were becoming anachronistic attributives. It may not be coincidental that Emperor Rudolf II (1576–1612), who ascended the throne a year after Boehme was born and died in the year of Boehme’s first completed book, found ample leisure to pursue his interest in alchemy, Jewish and Christian Kabbalah, and other esotericisms fashionable among his court intellectuals in Prague.

In the sixteenth century’s second half, Luther’s parishes had a test of nerves to endure, settling the master’s teachings into sustainable and uniform dogma. The “radical” Reformation’s vim had been dissipated, and went into its many sectarian destinies, but that threat removed did not bring peace to the abiding Lutheran fold. Apart from doctrinal differences, Lutheranism (*Luthertum*) was becoming ossified into an orthodoxy scarcely different from the Romanism Luther opposed: the touted priesthood of
all believers was swept aside as a new hierarchy arose and made the same whorish alliance with entrenched political powers that Rome made with Hapsburgs and Bourbons. Luther himself showed the way to that fatal conjunction, in 1525, only eight years after posting his 95 disputations.

Amid contestant interpretations of what Luther and *solus Christus* meant, bitterness and acrimony among Lutheran divines arose over what seem to us minor issues. Wrangles dispirited community and unwittingly encouraged the heterodoxy implicit in Luther himself. Pressure toward uniformity was furthered by the challenge from alternative spiritual communities, notably Anabaptists, and from the flocks of Calvin and Zwingli, in a continuous cold war of Protestantism. And was the “real” Luther and his doctrine not to be found in his humane and cosmopolitan openness, in writings prior to 1525, before he turned against Erasmus, outlawed dissidents as heretics, and descended to vilifying Jews? His theological and communitarian centerpiece, *sola Scriptura*, afforded more than one construction. It harried generations. Powerful among dissenters were those whose written words implicitly heralded the retrieval of an inner voice, the golden key of mysticism’s doorway to God, a formidable weapon against the emergent orthodoxy armed solely with its stringent need of outward consensus – the very sclerosis, unimaginative, uncharitable, unreal, that Luther, having found and fought it in the papal ranks, did not foresee as inevitable within his own. Among the educated, the Italian Renaissance’s exaltation of thought as the inherent freedom for every mind’s exercise brought subtle and mighty fruition. That freedom was another version of the universal priesthood, more imperative than indulgent. Theonomy, God’s law, was qualified by the law unto oneself, the autonomy that Rome perceived with horror in Luther, and Luther in Thomas Müntzer. But Müntzer was yet another collectivizer, not a true loner, and thus disqualified himself as a prophet. In the end, nothing is so deadly to the rage for uniformity as one individual mind and the threat of a Promethean freedom.

A capital exemplar of this heady and necessary liberation was Sebastian Franck. Born in 1499, half a generation younger than Luther, he was briefly a Catholic priest, then a Lutheran pastor, but moved far enough away from his own conversion to be accounted godless. He became Germany’s first great historian, having published, in 1531, a vast survey of Christendom, from Christ to Jan Hus. *Chronica Zeytbuch und geschycht bibel*, a celebration of Christian heretics as martyrs, revealed him as a dangerous man, an advocate of freedom of thought and of religious toleration, generations ahead of Bayle, Spinoza, and Voltaire. For contesting the legend that St. Peter worked as a bishop, founded the papacy, and suffered martyrdom, Franck was banned from Strasbourg, where he had written the *Chronica*. He struggled in poverty as a printer and translator in Ulm, till civic authorities at Melanchthon’s behest drove him out. He enjoyed five years of well-being in Basel. Over that time, he went toward a humanism such as Melanchthon himself might have pursued, had he not been so loyal to
Luther. In 1540, Melanchthon attended a conference of theologians that charged Franck with contempt of clergy, doubt of the Bible’s credibility, and advocacy of communal property. Taken by plague, Franck died in the exquisite freedom of a self-exile, four years before Luther’s passing. Luther’s words on his apostasy indicate how highly he had once regarded Franck: “a lying and murderous mind . . . a bloody awful prophet . . . an evil poisonous rogue,” stirring up revolt against authority, another Müntzer.

His most important work, a collection of nearly three hundred paradoxes (292 but published as 280), set truth against convention, dwelling upon the one to confound the other. An example: Christians know the truth that the ways and will of God are inscrutable, beyond human wishing or guessing—what God is remains unknown (Deus quid sit, nescitur), God has no name (Deus caret nomine), no one knows God except God (Deum nemo noscit nisi Deus), yet how much “discourse” claims outright that God “wants” this or that of us, that God “hates” and God “weeps”? Franck’s apophatic or “negative” emphasis aligns him with the ineffable Grund of German mystical tradition, and pulls the rug from under every doctrinal controversy, including the most petty, as in virtually everything said about the Eucharistic host, and yet in his time one’s position on that issue was the certain means by which to identify one’s sectarian identity. Where could truth be discerned in such squabbles?

By truth Franck understood what is hidden within Scripture, the spiritual and genuine sense. He believed that it lies wholly diametric to the sectarian constructions that arrest Scripture and make it into literalism. He belongs among the so-called “spiritualists” of the invisible Christianity of perpetual seeking. Rejecting Luther’s sola Scriptura as a superstition (Abgott), he reasoned on these lines: both testaments have much that is dark and riddling in them; they were written by men; besides, these texts are not even necessary to salvation, as they came after Christ’s own time; worst of all, they occasion lots of strife over useless subtleties. Franck, in his own wilderness wandering, came to see the historical Jesus as less important than the God-Christ within every human being, including pagans who experience God’s power and mercy, even without having heard of Jesus of Nazareth. One can learn to live a religious life, he insists, without institutions and their ceremonies, collectivities that breed complacency within their ranks and aggression without. Franck seems to be drawing from Meister Eckhart in identifying evil’s root as self-will and self-seeking, individual and communal.

Like Eckhart he dwells upon the mystical Logos within, an ever creative, supra-historical good. If we are all made in the divine image (a concept reposing in one German word: Gottebenbildlichkeit), all human beings are equal in dignity, and any can attain an unmediated awareness of God, but more through experience, especially through suffering, than through bookish knowledge. As Christ is God become human, he works within us for our becoming divine (Gottwerdung). His incarnation, crucifixion, and redemption are not historic but daily.
No wonder Luther was incensed by Franck, a more dangerous, if less dramatic, foe to him than was Müntzer. His non-sectarian, even anti-sectarian, vantage, one dearly bought, and his recognition of divinity at work in all of humankind might earn him the status of a humanist, but he is first and last a Christian. Marx’s claim that Franck was a mystical pantheist would make him a forerunner of Spinoza, but he remains Christocentric throughout the *Paradoxa*.7 If we apply to him Luther’s helpful distinction, in dismissing Erasmus (“Res humanae intersunt ei plusquam divinae”), Franck would likely reply that our business inherently involves God, as Christ is the treasure hidden in the field each of us owns. The godhead is not inert, but ever working in and through us.

This assertion marks a decisive division within humanism: *Gottwerdung*, becoming divine, is God’s work, with which we cooperate by suffering, by the acceptance Eckhart called *Gelassenheit*, a calm surrender of willfulness before Christ’s love. The non-Christian *Gottwerdung* is the human attempt to reach divinity on one’s own; it is Satanic over-reaching, pride’s refusal to acknowledge any power greater than one’s own. To be made in the divine image does not ratify any human side effort to enlarge that image. Is mystical epistemology itself risking that gambit?

This chapter addresses that question, but, before we leave Franck, it is noteworthy that he spared himself the logic of his own supposition, for had he looked closer at the divinity hidden within us, making us divine, he would have recoiled from the lurking Promethean urge set off by that ontological promotion: if we are not only god-like, but ourselves divine, in howsoever recondite a way, then what need, what use is there of any other divinity? Lucifer’s prideful seeking to become a solo performance god undergoes total eclipse by the invitation, extended by the self-sacrificial Son of Man, that we become divine. As celestial justice would seem to have it, an incautious soul could reach the end of its tether at the point of its apparent triumph; Franck’s paradoxic thrusts against collective and outward shows of piety are pleas for the dignity of a Christ-haunted *via penserosa*, but that strait and narrow way could wind onto the broad humanist routes paved by Erasmus and Renaissance Florentines. In fine, faith could become philosophical, even existentialist, as in Franck, and then lose all communal bearings. His noetic piety marks a fateful divergence from the mystic’s longing for a self-dissolution into glorious and joyous divinity. Franck’s Christian is a would-be child of God, who cannot cease for a moment to be a person. So Luther was right to fault Erasmus for his shortage of devoutness: the haunting Christ recedes before the immediate agenda of human fulfillment, the boon of its own enriching and wanton individuality. Franck’s biographer contends that his “inner” Christianity won the support of city magistrates in Ulm and Basel, who were weary of overbearing ecclesiasts and their demonstratively outer faith.8 But economics proved as agile as politics; the emergent mercantile class wanted a faith that did not control one’s fate and did not subdue one’s earthly ambitions: the pursuit of prosperity, happiness, freedom.9 Franck provided.
By a “gently skeptical agnosticism,” Franck also effected an armistice between the heathen proclivities of Renaissance humanism and the elusive force of Christian pneumatology: a ripened sense of human fallibility and vanity could be sustained by the pneumatic recognition of truth. That is, Franck atomized Christian conscience, breaking it free of dogmatic, denominational frames, and opening it to a universal endorsement of human dignity. While it seems fair to charge that Franck may be too existential to be Christian, he sounds a note of cosmopolitan charity that anticipates the Enlightenment, especially Lessing within it, by more than two hundred years.

Franck’s individualist perspective was attained by much suffering. His commendation of heretic martyrs in Christendom could be extended to himself, hounded from city to city by Melanchthon and his local contacts. He hailed martyrs for their daring to think otherwise than they had been told, but also for their courage under persecution and death, a comportment that exalted them above the very causes for which they died. Complementing them were the humanists who in “the special loneliness and despair of men . . . could no longer regard religious truth as a body of knowledge of the same order as other knowledge that was communicable through similar kinds of intelligible discourse.”

Spiritualism did not lead inevitably to transparent secularism. Franck’s fellow and disputant in the “radical” break from Lutheran orthodoxy, Caspar Schwenckfeld, a nobleman, maintained the close communal bonds of which Franck was so wary, and is considered a figure in the transition to Pietism, which is today a thriving variant of Lutheranism. The contrast between these two men indicates that a personal or personalized righteousness could be fatal, Protestantism’s primal error. Community may be indispensable because it keeps stumbling over itself, and thereby sustains the vital cohesion of human weakness. No documentation shows better than the New Testament’s Johannine community (or communities) this curious fragility: textual claims of an assured bond of membership with Jesus and with the Father demonstrate not strength but its absence.

What, then, about Protestant mysticism, that greatest aloneness of the alone? We shall look no further at Franck’s apophatic way, a negating that leads to agnosticism, but at the other direction that mysticism could take, the cataphatic or affirming, dispensatory way that reveals everything about the powers and pulls of divinity, and the destiny within them appointed for humankind. The inner voice (not the same as Christ, the inner Word) becomes almost obstreperously outward, indefatigably confident in pronouncements about time and the cosmos, about vagaries of evil and warrants of good. As writing it threatens to become a highfalutin rhetorical jest, and few readers, even the most patient, would ignore dismissive tags so often accorded to the mystical writer: presumption, blasphemy, psychosis. And yet our witness in this dock, Jacob Boehme, who went a great way in a little time by the furtherance of his mystical vision, not only exerted
extensive influence in his own age, but burned a path through German philosophy that passed from the mind of Hegel on to many others, well into the twentieth century.

* * * * * * *

Luther regarded the Pauline letters as part of the Gospel, but was wary of including Revelation in the same way. It was John’s “vision,” but finally only John’s, too private for general edification. Besides, apocalyptic literature, as Luther well knew, is about now; it is somebody’s fantastic, terrorizing look upon something imminently expected. Anyone can have an apocalyptic moment or even a season full of lively foreboding and invigorating jeremiad, but the shelf life of such occasions is limited. The show has to close soon after opening. John’s Revelation might undergo updating, as in the scarlet tapestries of Angers, where the beast with the number 666 signifies England’s king invading France during the Hundred Years War, but for allegorical consistency everything in the ancient text has to be accorded some symbolic import. Only then will the updated version carry conviction.

The deeper problem with the visionary sensibility, for Luther, is that it tends quickly to become unmoored from Scripture and thence from control. It runs away with itself, with its own internally coherent authority; a vision is eo ipso vindicated, incontestable, hermetically sealed. John’s Revelation is a theatrical bestiary, embellished by hallucinatory landscapes of sky and sea, at a vast distance from the epistolary instruction manuals Paul composed for trouble shooting in struggling Christian communities. Paul’s world is Luther’s, and both are incommensurate with a grisly spectacle of final things. That is not to say that either of these community organizers lacked an apocalyptic awareness; both presumed they were living in an endtime, but they chose to dwell upon the diurnal life of those they were serving.

Such wholesome attention to the everyday and its spiritual needs points to another concern Luther has about mystical leanings. Although familiar with Catholic mystical tradition, as in the Cistercian Bernard of Clairvaux, and German mysticism peaking in Eckhart and Theologia Deutsch, Luther in proclaiming the universal priesthood of believers admits to everyone privileged access to the Holy Spirit’s guidance, but his Christocentrism means that individual pieties, no matter how intense their light, count immeasurably less than the merciful grace of God. No mystic, Luther learned through non-violent breakaways like Franck that even reasoned plumbing of mystical depths, with no personal claim to visions, could profoundly disturb the peace.

Yet individual testimony could carry the high valence of celebrity. The exceptional, the extraordinary can always be appropriated by the common and mediocre, and what is more potent than the emergence of the amazing from the ordinary? It is a convincing means by which averageness can exalt
itself. No vision can, save in a desert or wilderness, remain entirely private. It is, moreover, not easy to denounce the fact that someone has had the vision he or she purports to have had; the visionary can only be declared a lunatic, or charged with heresy or blasphemy. And so it happened, in the age known as the Baroque, to the foremost of Lutheran mystics, the shoemaker Jacob Boehme.

He was born in 1575, near the town of Görlitz, 50 miles east of Dresden, along the border of then Silesia, now Poland. The area was known as Oberlausitz, east of Saxony and north of Bohemia, a neighbor to Lutheran and Catholic majorities. Because he was an artisan, and not a professional, university-educated man, it was long assumed that Boehme was plain-minded. He was an autodidact, eclectically putting what learning he had to a personal use. Beginning in 1600, he also had a brotherhood of fellow worshippers, a small group within which the Conventicle of God’s True Servants was formed by the recently arrived pastor Martin Moller, blind and a theologian of substantial learning. Moller was one likely source of much that Boehme learned of mystical traditions, in the works of St. Augustine, Hugh and Richard of St Victor, St. Bernard, and the German visionaries, Meister Eckhart and Johann Tauler. (Women in this lineage, such as Hildegard and Mechthild, had to wait until very modern times to be acknowledged and appreciated.) Moller died in 1606, but the conventicle network he established, perhaps kept secret, given its proclivity for mystical learning, continued to afford Boehme a familiar society from which his eventual readership grew.

So he was not quite the simple man. That image was double edged: his detractors could dismiss his “cobbler theology” as bunk, while his admirers could take comfort in the child-like matter of factness of his spiritual journey as a vouchsafe of innocence, confounding the wisdom of the apparently wise. He became conspicuous as a theologizer who was not, by God’s grace, a theologian, not a dogmatist nor a disputant, not an authority with a pulpit or university chair, yet farther reaching than any such. (Coleridge, an admirer of Boehme and himself inclined to mysticism, emphasizes this apartness from professional respectability, the fuel of enmities toward Boehme.)

He set down his vision in print, and became one of the most widely read writers of the seventeenth century, well-known in England, for instance, within a generation after his death. Since then, and with special thanks to the Romantic idealist generation of Hegel and Schelling that embraced him, he has never been out of print.

Boehme made much of his having no formal training in theology or any other higher calling. He was no Aristotelian, knew no Thomist logic, was void of philosophical jargon. In lineage with Old Testament prophets, he was, or so he insisted, but a cipher of God, a scribe humbly recording what God chose to reveal to him. His disclaimer of occupational wisdom carried tremendous appeal, a kind of populist affirmation of ordinariness made exceptional, over and beyond all learning. As he observed in a letter
(May 10, 1621), his mystical knowledge did not come from reading and studying but by divine grace, so that “in fifteen minutes I saw and knew more than had I been for many years at a lofty academy. . . . I saw and understood the essence of all being, its foundation and its abyss.”14

He writes that he never tried to fathom divine mysteries, that he was seeking “only the heart of Jesus Christ, there to hide from God’s raging anger and the Devil’s assaults,” here sounding like the young Luther, and yet he was granted a perception Job had sought and Luther would never have imagined: “I saw and acknowledged the essence of good and evil, how they arise each from the other.”15 Both came from God, and were in the cosmic order together, and in the human disposition, contraries at perpetual work upon one another. In Boehme’s seeing, he might be called an observant mystic, not within his spectacle, as for instance Dante is within the Commedia, a poetic record or remembrance of an initiation into divine life, experienced directly with an all-too-human sensibility.16 Neither does Boehme ascend into fusion with the divine, the unio mystica as in Eckhart, when by extreme solitude one sloughs off all that is incidental (accidentia) and takes on God’s own being, a kind of void of all that is creaturely. Boehme does not leave transience behind, does not pass into the innermost of his own soul by an annihilation of self.

His expostulation regarding knowledge of divine things was commonplace. It was important not to claim anything for oneself, as that would threaten established ecclesiastical authority and risk the charge of lunacy or blasphemy. At the same time, the mystic had to make clear that nothing in the recorded vision departed from Christian doctrine. Julian of Norwich and Teresa of Avila had to present themselves as ordinary Christians who were given the marvelous grace of revelation, wholly without their deserving. Most vital of all was the steadfast adherence to the legitimacy of one’s singular vision. Franck had shown the way by writing what he by himself thought. Boehme was alone by writing what he thought he saw.

Here is Boehme’s summary of his initial experience, for which the text became Morgenröte im Aufgangk (Aurora Ascendant):

I am not taking my writing and my book from other masters. And though I bring in many examples and proofs of God, all of that has been written by God in my understanding (Sinn) so that I believe without the least doubt, I realize and see not in the flesh but in the spirit, the prompting (Trieb) and the waves of God. . . . I am the Lord’s bough, a mere and tiny spark from Him. . . . and I have to scrap and slug with the devil at every turn, ever subject, like all men, to temptation and grief.17

This bespeaks a profound inner desolation, arising from fundamental questions about our nature, our destiny, and the world’s sorry lot. It brought Boehme to a crisis from which came first his vision and then his writing life.
He did not care to be regarded as a visionary or traveler into celestial spheres. He urges the reader,

Don’t think I have climbed into heaven and seen it with my fleshly eyes. O, no! Listen, half-dead angel, I’m like you, and have no greater light in my outer being than you. Besides, I’m just as much a sinner, a mortal, as you are. . . . Had an angel come and spoken to me, I could not have grasped, much less believed, without God’s enlightenment. I’d’ve remained in doubt, even had a good angel by God’s command appeared, for the devil himself can put on celestial garb and deceive men. . . . I’m acting out of no craving for fame but in humble instruction, so God’s works might be better known to the reader and the devil’s realm be exposed, for the world at present is living and straying in all the devil’s wickedness and blasphemy. . . . I have not entered into divinity, but divinity has entered into me, and shown me such love as I would have had to let be, given my half-dead, corporeal birth.18

Boehme’s half-deadness recalls the condition in which Jesus’s Samaritan finds the man beaten by the roadside (Luke 10:30), but Boehme is putting the term to ontological use, that as everyone is a child of God and participant in the divine, we are also occupants of nature’s fallen world, where the devil reigns as prince, and so the Gospel says. We are mortal in body, immortal in soul; upright yet wicked; benevolent and maleficent; Luther’s iustus simul peccator. The combat with Lucifer has to be incessant, as we remain poised between heaven and hell.

Luther savored his confrontations with demons. Whether Boehme felt the same relish is unknown; he may have doubted, from time to time, for what else did Morgenröte signify than struggling with a fearsome spirit until dawn, the contest Jacob endured with the angel, by the river Kebron? (Boehme’s baptismal name came from Isaac’s wily son.) In the Tischreden Luther explains the eschatological import of this dawning: “We are at present in the daybreak of future life, for we are beginning to attain once more the creaturely awareness that we lost through Adam’s Fall.”19 Boehme was destined to articulate that awareness, what Adam would have known of God before Eve’s coming.

In narrative terms, Luther occupies himself with the nature and destiny of the Christian soul struggling to escape evil by absolute trust in God’s salvific mercy. Boehme’s narrative is far wider than Luther’s: he looks through and past creation itself, and plumbs to the final nothingness from which divinity itself issued, and beyond humanity’s soteriology to the final harmonization of all things divine and natural. We might liken this ambitious ranging to the scope of Hesiod, whose vision of night and chaos prepares for generations of deities. In Christian terms, the Boehme optic subsumes the void preceding Genesis and the consolatory promise ending the Johannine gospel. Boehme learned to think and, eventually, to write big, but from the start he saw big.
So vast is the breadth and depth of his report that he appears in it only for those occasional defenses of his mere human person. He is not subjective, in the way of a Mechthild or a Julian, furnishing a private sensibility overwhelmed by glimpses of divine suffering in love; nor in his own estimate can he be called objective, for the Holy Spirit is, apparently, passing into him. Such enthusiasm, in that word’s old literal sense, bestirred opposition to him.

Censure was not long in arriving at Boehme’s door. He completed *Morgenröte* in 1612, his 37th year, and in the next, the Oberpfarrer or head pastor of Görlitz, Gregor Richter, undertook official proceedings, charging him with heresy. Summoned to the town council, July 26, 1613, Boehme was interrogated, then put in stocks. His manuscript was confiscated, and he was released with the warning not to write anything further. A Bürgermeister present at the hearing left a diary that indicates the council was not so stirred as Richter, who insisted on putting Boehme’s Christian faith to the test.20 Boehme later insisted that he had written only for himself, not seeking recognition or renown, but once he loaned his manuscript, it was copied, then copies of copies spread, reaching within his lifetime as far as Holland, where the first edition of his complete works was printed, in 1685. The challenge for him was that manuscript errors in this furtive transmission were inevitable, and Boehme was forced to defend his thought by recasting it. While he learned and grew from his own reading and reflection, subsequent to the confiscation of *Morgenröte*, he also learned from polemical warpings of his writing cast on him by critics, Catholic and Protestant, as well as from friendly misconstructions by his self-assigned enthusiasts.

The head pastor of Görlitz had good reason to bluster. Among the educated of Saxony, and of neighboring Bohemia and Silesia, Boehme had ready a considerable readership of free-thinking men who grew restive under Lutheran orthodoxy, and came to draw inspiration from the “nature philosophy” of Paracelsus and his successors. These men, many of them in Görlitz, were physicians, noblemen, scholars, artisans, and even would-be magicians. As they characterize the particular tensions within the German Baroque, of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it is helpful to take a closer look at it and them informing Boehme’s world, and becoming the first generation of his reception.

The two competing strains of the Baroque were humanism and Protestantism. Both were, in their ways, attempts to reconcile theonomy and autonomy, God’s claims and those of the mind awakened to value its own experience and perceptions. Educated Germans were eager to inform German writing with the injunctions of Renaissance learning: a striving for diversity, for a ripened self-consciousness, for rational clarity over doubt, for cosmopolitan receptivity, and the embrace of this-worldly values. The ideal of universal education meant a broadening of non-theological faculty into the sciences, mathematics, history, geography, and medicine, all very forward views, and a substantial endowment of individual thought and
endeavor. In contrast the Reformation looked to a retrieval of a spiritual past that Catholicism forfeited by venality and violence. The other-worldly life was restored by Luther’s emphasis upon a pristine, notably Pauline spirituality. In tandem with that restoration a kind of recidivism to the medieval arose: in mysticism, folk legends, and asceticism. The Counter-Reformation, Rome’s attempt to confound Luther and to recover from its heavy misdemeanors, abetted this process of Christian renewal.

These tensions within the Baroque, competing claims of past and present, of a lost treasure to be recovered and a quicksilvery treasure to hand, of spiritual turmoil and intellectual promise, give that age an eerie modernity. In these vanished centuries we can see, as in a mirror, the on-going contests between human autonomy and a regulated life, between dignity and efficiency, between, on one hand, a solicitude for suffering, a stewardly reverence for nature, a desire to “save” the planet, and, on the other, the urge for manipulation and control as avenues for unscrupulous intelligence, the battery heart of our technolatry. Every age has its own version of these contraries, without which, as Boehme’s spiritual descendant William Blake says, there can be no progression. But whither the progression?

The Baroque reversion (regression, if you will) to Christianity, to its dark view of human vanities, received a major impetus in the Thirty Years War (1618–48). Although ostensibly a religious war, a contest of labile hierarchies at the cost of many unobstreperous lives, its devastation of Germany over a generation reinforced the message of human fallibility and the incalculable capacity in people for evil doing, thus furthering the individual and communal need for divine direction and consolation. Boehme died when this war was only in its sixth year, but his initiation into the mystical life and his vision of final harmonies were a much-needed boon well before then. (It is instructive that he produced the bulk of his writing in those wartime years.) More important, like Luther and Melanchthon, and those learned men of Saxony, Boehme embodied both the forwardness of the humanists and the purgative vision of the Reformation. These Christians believed they were living close to the Endtime, but they also knew that they had to provide for the daily welfare of their communities, sustaining them with an epistemology engaging the human as well as the divine realms. Morgenrôte bore the capacious subscript “The Root or Mother of Philosophy, Astrology and Theology in Fundamentals.” That seems a fantastic, not to say hybristic or just foolish, claim for a shoemaker to stake, but many of his contemporaries, beginning with those within the city’s walls, were ready to consider it. Besides, it cast down a gauntlet before Lutheran orthodoxy.

Boehme’s quiet defiance of the Lutheran establishment was far greater than Luther’s own to Rome, nearly a century before. Luther called upon the Church for formal discussions (disputationes), but Boehme was exceeding all bounds, not least the sufficiency of the Bible, sola scriptura, and appealing to the humanistic inclusivity of science and philosophy. Luther’s own humanism should be recalled here, that he encouraged the education
of Christian children in the professions so that they could be useful servants of their community and its political leadership. Given his interest in history, geography, and languages, Luther would have been less anxious than was Richter about where Boehme was headed. It is not seldom the case that men of insight and originality such as Luther are burdened with epigones who convert such inherited gifts into the sclerosis of *ipse dixit* proprieties, rather than carrying on their master’s insights with comparable daring and élan. Luther begot any number of Gregor Richters. But Luther’s own heterodoxy proved infectious and dangerous, as Müntzer’s disastrous course and Franck’s heresy revealed. Luther’s theme invited variations, from the start.

Protestantism was, from inception, essentially an apostasy, a standing apart, a departure from the given to the found, from convention to discovery, from dogma to realization, from where the many are gathered to where only two or three may be gathered, from centripety to centrifugality. A dutiful congregant, Boehme was with his wife and four sons in the Görlitz pew, every Sunday, but he also led the private life of a correspondent; he was received individually, by nobles. He alone was accountable for writing so formidable that he could have denominated himself as Kierkegaard’s “gang of one.” Boehme’s persistent use of the first person in his first major work suggests that he sees himself qualified—“inqualified” is his coinage—as such a singular gang.

But that is a simplification. The influence he exerted within his own generation could not have been solely his doing. In Moller’s conventicles, we can imagine a group of educated professionals sharing a great deal among themselves and including Boehme. From them he got seeds for his own garden: the odd medley of neo-Platonism, alchemy, and hermetics of Gnostic and Kabbalistic lore in his writing recast ideas that learned men bandied about, in the early seventeenth century. By books available from popular presses, these men kept up to date on scientific and philosophical discourses. Some traveled, and would have been apprised of, even familiar with, intellectual advances in courts such as Emperor Rudolf’s in Prague, where Paracelsianism, a major influence upon Boehme, was welcome. They likely furnished Boehme with books from such sophisticated venues.

None of Boehme’s own writing was published in his lifetime. After Morgenröte’s suppression, a “text community” arose, with invested readers sharing across their distances. Boehme’s compulsory abstinence from ink made him the more fetching for this intimate enterprise, and it is hard to believe he himself did not continue, within closed quarters, to converse with sympathetizers, in and beyond the conventicle. In their company, too, he would have honed his ability to stand up and counter his critics, in public, an activity in which he was obliged to participate frequently, after he resumed writing.

In 1624, Richter again secured his arraignment, this time in Dresden. Although well-disposed to a now notorious writer, the municipal council banished Boehme, and he humbly complied, went to Dresden, was
welcomed, was shortly recovered home, and there given a collective esteem. On his deathbed, November 15, he got a lengthy interrogation on his Lutheran orthodoxy, and passed. His substantial departures from Luther were not in the list of questions. It was no mean tribute to him that, 70 years after his death, two hefty volumes were published, refuting his many alleged strayings from Christianity. How far he strayed, how just those attacks were, are questions addressed shortly.

II The legacy of Theophrastus von Hohenheim, known as Paracelsus

Boehme’s inspiration, so far as it derived from established sources, lay beyond Lutheranism per se, beginning with German mystical tradition. He also belongs within a continuum of theosophists, foremost of whom was Paracelsus. “Theosophy” signifies “divine wisdom” or “wisdom about God and hence from God.” Says the OED, “the word was derived early in the seventeenth century in Latin and vernacular forms, to denote a kind of speculation, such as is found in the Jewish Cabbala . . . which sought . . . to derive from the knowledge of God contained in sacred books, or traditions mystically interpreted, a profounder knowledge and control of nature. . . . with reference particularly to Boehme.”

Knowledge and control, perquisites of a Faustian humanism, and yet that pairing finds no substance in Boehme: he was not interested in control; knowledge, abetted by Scripture, sufficed. But he made one substantial leap that deserves emphasis: he was not interested in reasoning, *Vernunft*, only in understanding, *Verstand*, and what could be called insight, *Erkenntnis*. It is by this deft evasion that, proleptically, he gets past Kantian rationalism and opens the door to nineteenth-century German romanticism.

Every Christian is a theosophist by faith itself, by trusting in the wisdom imparted by Jesus in the Gospel, by the Holy Spirit, as at Pentecost, and in one’s baptism. Divine wisdom subsumes practical knowledge of how to fare in the world, a daily business for which Paul’s monitory, minatory, and hortatory epistles provide guidance. Yet, even at this terrestrial level Christians are caught short, knowing Jesus’s parables and commands but being hard put to live up to them.

Beyond the practical lies a transcendent wisdom, the repository of God the Father that remains secret. No person knows when the wakeman of the house shall come nor knows the Endtime, and yet Revelation, one man’s bizarre vision, presumes to show that eschatological time in all its horror and glory. The New Testament ends in a colossal display of theosophy. Short of such cosmic conclusiveness, is it possible to divine the secrets of God, to answer the taunting questions put by God to Job? Orthodoxy says it is not possible nor desirable to try. All that Christians need they have been given. Luther was adamantly sure that the Bible suffices for all of this life, and that
foraging by reason can border upon impiety, if not atheism. He had no use for the Christian who would seek to climb Jacob’s ladder and enjoy access to God. Boehme, taking inspiration from his namesake’s wrestling with the angel, was uplifted by Jacob’s oneiric access to God.24

After his dream, Jacob tells himself that the unknown place in which he has been granted his vision is a dreadful and divine lodging. That could be Boehme’s own claim for the language and the structures of reality he records, but both he derives substantially from Paracelsus. He is standing on Paracelsus’s shoulders, and seeing the world in the astrological and alchemical ways of this master.

Born of a Swiss mother and a German (Swabian) father, Phillipus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim (1493–1541), a contemporary of Luther, was often compared to him, as both of them were heterodox, strong-willed, and prolific writers; both were under occasional threat of conflagration of their writings and themselves. Both stood against tradition: Luther recovered the Gospel at the expense of Catholic supremacy, and Paracelsus was forced to leave his post at the University of Basel because he believed medical patients should be treated as human beings rather than as occasions for the consultation of outdated works, even as those works, of Hippocrates and Galen, went on being reprinted.

Paracelsus differed from Luther, however, about peasants’ rights, which he supported vehemently, a logical corollary of his hostility to hierarchism and all entrenched authority. (He sent Luther a copy of his commentary on the Gospel according to Matthew, but there was no acknowledgment; neither man esteemed the other.) Although his travels gave him intimate awareness of peasants’ suffering, he refrained from advocating violence. In the wake of the uprisings he was confident that if only they could hold out under their triumphant oppressors, they would secure apocalyptic relief soon enough. For Paracelsus, Lutheranism was no less a bane to genuine Christianity than was the Roman papacy; he saw self-aggrandizement and corruption in all institutional churches. He belongs, albeit without overt identification, among the extremist reformers who hoped to realize communities of devout followers of Jesus, souls pledged to go on suffering under state and church despotism, in hope of an imminent Endtime and a kingdom of the faithful. Nominally a Catholic, Paracelsus ranks with those many Protestants who enacted “the Radical Reformation,” expressly independent from, or defiant of, Luther.

Luther spent his life in his Heimat, while Paracelsus was cosmopolitan, a kind of Wandering Jew of the natural sciences. But early in his erratic career he was also writing theological tracts that, like Luther’s, lambasted Roman Catholicism’s decadence and its exploitation of poor German folk. Unlike Luther, he had no familiarity with the monastic life he deplored, but his writings on Christian spirituality, some issued in pamphlet form known as Flugschriften, are works long neglected and only recently edited. They show that by developing a shrewd awareness of commoners’ grievances against
authority and its abuses – state, church, the medical establishment – he was creating a wide and receptive readership.25

His itinerancy began when he allegedly served the Venetian Republic in the Mediterranean, and subsequently in Scandinavia, as a military surgeon, a practice considered mere artisanship by robed physicians, but by it Paracelsus came to learn about mineral and botanical cures for wounds. He continued to travel, especially enjoying visits to spas and mines, where he observed, as in a laboratory, current applications of inorganic and organic medicines. His writing on ailments contracted by miners from the toxicity of metals, and poisoning from arsenic and mercury, marks the first published observation of occupational diseases.

Paracelsus affords fascination and frustration because he is encrusted with legend and numerous contradictory assumptions and designations. It is a steep task to make one’s way to the man, and even reading his voluminous works cannot be enough. It would be easy to pick up his prejudicial language and make him a prophet, a martyr, a genius (a word always begging definition), and take on a black-and-white view that even he might not have consistently sustained.26 His rhetoric may have been the occasion for blowing off quite personal exasperations, with adrenaline’s “righteous” indignation and the thrill of sensing that, outsider as he was, his time was coming. Self-pity, egomania, paranoia (he has been given numerous clinical names) – these possible factors suggest why there were many Paracelsians in the following generation. People struggling against the odds identified his “cause” as theirs, and assimilated his arguments. A new orthodoxy formed around a flamboyant and polemical writer. He became an authority by which to develop one’s own views and findings, even as in modern times, Marx and Freud have satisfied many in need of a thought organizer.27

Paracelsus was long denied serious ranking in science because he was a theosophist, an astrologer, and an alchemist – now long retired professions, but acceptable in their time. These tags are, historically considered, transitional: alchemy laid the foundation of modern chemistry; astronomy, Chaldean and Greek, preceded astrology, then confounded it with Kepler and Galileo, but Newton was taking astrology seriously as late as the early eighteenth century. Paracelsus is alleged to have devised astrological talismans for curing diseases, for anyone from Sagittarius to Scorpio. Shrewd psychologist as he came to be, these safety devices might well have been placebos.28

Paracelsus did not believe stars affect human life directly, rather that there are correspondences between their laws and properties and those of human life. “The stars are the inescapable signals, but do not influence objects and events by themselves.”29 It was a commonplace dating from antiquity, that stellar forces determine human destiny. Paracelsus wanted to uncover the “signals” common to those forces and this presumed destiny. With his notion of correspondences he called himself an “astrosophist,” sure that
stellar powers were “the sole means of explaining rationally the production and propagation of epidemic illnesses.”

He also believed, with Stoics of old, that the universe has an invisible soul directing it, which he called the *Astrum*, and that each human consciousness has within it an *evestrum* or astral body, a powerful seat of imagination that can act upon other souls. A magus, understanding and exerting such powers, would have access to the entire range of nature’s dynamics, from stars to metals. Risible though that endeavor may seem, it is still with us, at least in lore: the magi who seek the new king and find him in a manger have this imaginative reach, and Shakespeare’s Prospero works his magic upon his foes by his learned access to a guiding star. Nor are many people today so distant from this sixteenth-century rationalism. How many of us know our zodiacal sign and its temperamental pointers? And yet how many today can identify even a few of the beatitudes Jesus proclaimed on the Mount? Paracelsus, a published commentator on Matthew, knew all eight.

His final orientation to the supra-phenomenal, through its symbolic and analogic byways, seals off Paracelsus from serious consideration as a pathfinder of modern science. He was unabashed in claiming an affinity with those magi at Christ’s nativity. They were wise enough to follow a divinely intended star, a kind of breakthrough into nature, to guide them, and they were brought before God the Son, for whom their proffered riches were worthless. That is, they became new men, as Paracelsus believed himself to be. The warrant for his interest in magic was also Hebraic: Moses used it on Pharaoh’s priests. Sorcery and devil-worshipping forms of magic Paracelsus regarded as superstitious and unnatural. His enthralment with mercury came from its having a kind of magic within it, the medical uses of which he pursued avidly, most notably in his writing on syphilis.

So he was much more than a purveyor of what we now consider bogus. His crib Catholicism did not restrain him from enthusiastic attention to the work of independently minded Protestants and humanists. Erasmus held him in warm regard. Well versed in contemporary intellectual enthusiasms, neo-Platonic and Pythagorean, and mystical literature, Gnostic and Kabbalistic, Paracelsus lectured, for his brief season at the University of Basel, not in the standard Latin but in German, so students would be sure to understand him. He rejected book learning based on ancient practices (Hippocrates and Galen) or distant cultures (Avicenna), contending that each culture has its own locus, climate, and pathologies. Well before Francis Bacon, he prescribed empirical observation and research into origins and sources.

Paracelsus savored the natural processes of separation and individuation: theologically, as he acknowledged, these divisions were the effect of the Fall, but he was more intrigued with the complementary nature of their functions. For example, in digestion the stomach guides “pure” matter to become “ultimate” matter, nourishment allotted discretely to limbs and organs, and it discards the “impure” or putrefied. But putrefaction is vital to growth: seeds grow miraculously from manured soil. Boehme’s dictum
that death is necessary to the begetting of life rests on Paracelsian paradox, even though it has scriptural warrant as well: the seed fallen into the ground will be born, if it dies. For Boehme, a tree’s vitality is kept secure by the wrapping of its dead bark: the cold and hard sustains the warm and soft.

The dynamism of these antinomies in Paracelsus and in Boehme affords intrigue on many levels of reading: literal, metaphorical, historical, philosophical, mythological, and theological. Rejecting the ancient scheme of the humors, the disequilibrium of which would produce disease, Paracelsus devised his own rationale of causality. He identified three kinds of power at work variously in all matter: combustible, vaporific, solidifying. He gave to each of these powers the title of “thing” (Ding), which his successors recast into the more lofty “principles”, and these were sulfur, salt, and mercury. They are not the periodic table’s elements but invisible forces forming the condition of matter according to what he called the “matrices” of earth, fire, water, and air.

Paracelsus chose only three powers as basic constituents of nature’s material drama because he believed in the sacredness of the number: the Trinity; the body-mind-soul of human life; the three ages of spirituality: the Old and New Testaments, and the coming age of Christ’s Kingdom; not least, conflict of opposing forces that results in synthesis. He was optimistic about his assisting, as a magus, in the Christian redemption of humanity, its reconciliation with God. Opting for a communitarian Christianity of genuine believers, he considered the pious Christian’s heart and soul adequate, by God’s grace, to ward off devils. He believed that the abundance of natural remedies for disease shows God’s benign intent for humanity. That God also, as the Bible attests, uses nature to punish the wicked of the earth meant that a magus would be needed, especially in apocalyptic times like his own, to discover remedies for supernaturally arranged affliction.

This conjunction of the Christian and the medical Paracelsus amounts to his whole story, as he would have told it. In both his spirituality and his medical practice he looked to benefit humanity, especially poor and oppressed people. Medicine was his ministry. He opposed vehemently the powerful structures that hindered relief for common people; he regarded both clerics and physicians as, generically, wolves in sheep’s clothing, invested only in their own prestige and emoluments. The only remedy for their predations would be a clean sweeping away, not by violence that would discredit its agents, but by God’s intervention in history. Meanwhile, Paracelsus took comfort in feeling hounded by officialdom, as Jesus was, and in seeking to heal, as Jesus had. If he ever consciously sought Christian martyrdom, it eluded him. He wrote within the safe confines of prophecy. He was never charged with heresy nor with malpractice, there being no insurance in his day, and his medical writing remaining experimental, open to testing and verification.

Given the interplay of his “thing” powers and their inimical interactions, Paracelsus was particularly attentive to pathology. In human susceptibility
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to disease he likened the human body to a mine in which pathogens appear, fastening each on particular organs, yet remaining so hidden that a good physician would be one who developed an intuitive sense of their processes. He reasoned not by logic nor observation alone but by those signals, called “signatures” in that alchemical time. As the cosmos is a *mysterium magnum*, so is the body a *mysterium parvum*, and the only way to deal with any mystery is to participate in it. Pathogens, he claimed, come from the air, seeds God sowed when Creation seemed a mistake: air, too, is the common element between the astral and the terrestrial, and organs are to the body what stars are to the firmament.

Such analogues brush against fatalism, but that, for a Christian, cannot be the whole game. For Paracelsus, the mystery is so enthralling that he might prefer it deepened, rather than come to a stupendous conclusive disclosing. Like a gambler he savors the chase, a tacit promise that God will go on as everlasting *croupier*. If alchemists ever succeeded in turning lead into gold, they might become the wealthiest men in Europe, but would any of them be wholly satisfied? As to astrology, it is a problem for Paracelsus and Boehme that there is no *demonstrable* necessity that binds human behaviors to anything going on in outer space – or heaven.

In the time of Paracelsus, more than assertion sustained argument. He was drawing upon the neo-Platonic persuasion that had gained ground in Italy, through Giovanni Pico della Mirandola and Marsilio Ficino, that the human being is a little world (microcosm) that mirrors the universe (macrocosm), and not a mere governing state, as Plato contended; all of being is derived from an emanation of divinity, in continuous gradations, from the Creator to the natural world. Such a cosmos (Greek for “arrangement”) argues a vast harmony. The Italian humanists who subscribed to this recovered Platonism were butting against the medieval mortmain of scholasticism, younger generations bearding several centuries of elders.

Ficino and his fellow travelers won the admiration of Paracelsus, who saw himself as an agent of newness sweeping away traditional medicine. He saw Christ as the archetype of a new human creature. The neo-Platonists’ presumption of interaction between the celestial and terrestrial realms warranted his interest in magic, as it had their own. Great secrets awaited unlocking. It would be for a skillful few to interpret portents and signs, and Paracelsus was confident of being in their number. He engaged in the interpretation of dreams, proceeding from ancient Greek and Biblical narratives of the oneiric as a divine signaling, a message from above human consciousness, not from below it, in the coils of sexual confusion. In these frontier inquiries, stars kept their stellar predominance, the alluring first point of reference.

The astral realm conjoins Paracelsus and Boehme, but with a difference, that for Boehme the astral – he prefers to call it the sidereal – is the station of a great theological contest, between God’s love and God’s wrath. Although closely acquainted with physicians in Moller’s conventicle circle, men who
could apprise him of Paracelsus’s central tenets, Boehme is not interested in medical science nor in chemical therapies. Spiritual dualities, to which he gives a starry analogue, inform the natural world, and their Paracelsian principles become “qualities,” primary among which is vivacious Saliter, potassium nitrate or salt peter, a “power” that ranges among the combustive (as dynamite), the medicinal, and the preservative (in foods). As such a power in overabundance creates, for Paracelsus, disease, so for Boehme it identifies the work of Lucifer, the world’s undisputed sovereign.

Boehme’s fantastic claim to have been shown the hidden ways of the universe, both material and spiritual, gives him near kinship with Paracelsus, except that with Boehme there is self-assurance about final arrival, as though a lifelong quest such as Paracelsus pursued might be a falling short. Both men suffered with the advances of knowledge that came through telescopes and microscopy: nature, even at its starry reaches, became more and more natural, and less divine. Ancient harmonies of the spheres reached a diminuendo, what Dryden describes in a poignant phrase “the untuning of the sky.”

How could Boehme, an observant Lutheran, have come under the sway of a man who regarded Luther as no better than Catholics he execrated? One answer is that Paracelsus’s hostility to the Roman Church became so well-known after his death that, in the wake of the Tridentine reforms of the 1560s, his works entered the papal index. That punitive tactic was, to some, an endorsement. Awaiting him with more or less open arms were free thinkers who emerged within Lutheranism and Calvinism, men disposed to enlist under the widening banner of the “Philosophus Teutonicus,” the first German (albeit Swiss) to be recognized for his mind and its novel fusion of theological and scientific issues, especially medical ones.

Paracelsus’s efforts to gain recognition as a premier theologian, reforming physician, and available magus were unsuccessful, but after his death he became an international celebrity, a source of renewal and of profound insights, upon which minds could feed and build their “church of the spirit,” or their new chemistry. He was the first modern European to be awarded the suffix “–ism.” As one historian has observed, this elevation was in tandem with a “radical Protestant syncretism” that resulted in “an ill-defined Protestant heresy.” It was sufficiently “ill-defined” for Boehme to escape substantial penalties from Richter and the Lutheran Church.

III  God the good son, God the evil father

Boehme, then, inherits the Paracelsian cosmos, which in its turn rests upon the pediments of ancient Greek naturalists, with their cosmos of dynamic contrasts: cold and hot, moist and dry, sweet and bitter. Anaximander saw contention in the seasons, with winter and summer alternating in excess; Empedocles envisioned the conflict between Eros (desire) and Neikos (wrangling), a lovelike union or fusion of all things, countered by strife sundering
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them; Heraclitus saw change, everlasting in its morphic works. Nature abounds in these harmonies and dispersions, at play or seeming war with one another, elementary, eternal. To them Boehme as a Christian adds good and evil: while the divine, transcendent realm, source of all stars and earths, is presumed absolute in its good, the natural is an uneasy commingling of the good, to which we are meant to tend, and the evil, in the midst of which the righteous are stationed.

Greek philosophical speculation and Judeo-Christian narratives were not the only accounts of nature Boehme drew upon. The world, as the Gnostics and their Persian offspring the Manicheans contended, has powers (Boehme calls them “spirits” and “qualities”) that have their effect only within nature and never beyond it. The world belongs to the devilish. In his preface to Morgenröte, Boehme identifies Lucifer (he never calls him Satan) as the infernal god (“der höllische Gott”), and as Jesus calls this malign spirit “the prince of this world,” Boehme’s sighting of the world as hell’s station is warranted. But how did it become hellish, since God created it and saw it good? Boehme’s answer appears in the extra-Biblical account of Lucifer’s fall through prideful rebellion against God, but he goes further by opening to supposition the presence of evil in God, from the start of creation.

If that supposition is redolent of heterodoxy – and Boehme’s claim to an exceptional voice is unmistakable – that solo performance has long been under the cloud of scrutiny. In his weighty tome Die christliche Gnosis (1835), the Hegelian Ferdinand Baur, prominent in church-historical criticism during the early nineteenth century, identifies Boehme as a modern votary of one of Christianity’s sorest losing sects, Gnosticism. It dates from the first generations of the Christian Church, and its adherents were well-established in ecclesial communities. It had no formal collective presence, being a scattering of voices and texts, drawing from both Jewish and pagan Greek cultures, notably their mystery cults. Even as Boehme would have been shocked and offended, had he been accused of abandoning Luther, so early Christianity’s Gnostics would have been incensed by accusations of betraying Christ. They were self-certain in a secret and true knowledge of him.

Gnosticism’s non-Christian elements were two: first, an exotic mythological scheme of a cosmos in advanced familial disorder, in which ranks of brilliant angels are offset by a maleficent demiurge, creator of the material world and hence of evil, with a fallen female spirit, ironically denominated Sophia (wisdom) performing as his mother and abetter; second, an epistemological tracking that allowed the initiated – those literally “in the know” – to find their way from the demiurge’s dark and malign terrestrial realm to the unknown and hidden paternal source. In strict Lutheran terms, these departures from canonical Christian faith were intolerable because they were denying Scripture as adequate to Christian life. They were fashioning gratuitous tales that belied Christ’s life and teachings. Their claims were mere chimeras.
That Gnostics could, despite their eclecticism and heterogeneity, consider themselves Christian is not surprising, as passages in the New Testament suggest proximity to some of Gnosticism’s defining features. Jesus, as noted, speaks of Satan as “prince of this world,” soon to become an outcast (John 12:31), and as “the troubler” (Matthew 6:13) from whom we should pray (to God) for deliverance. In praying that God’s kingdom come and the divine will be done, Christians were acknowledging the heavy presence of evils that seemed to preclude the kingdom’s arrival and the celestial will’s fulfillment. This is the stark dualism of the Gnostic realms: celestial good, terrestrial evil. When Paul writes of all creation “groaning and heaving in birth-pangs” (Romans 8:23) of divine expectation, it is a longing for the Endtime and union, at last, with God as Father and as Son. The Gnostics’ cherished hiddenness of divinity is signaled by Jesus’s attesting that God’s kingdom is within the human soul, and that is where Paul locates Christ himself (Galatians 2:2). Jesus’s lament that the key of knowledge has been taken away (Luke 11:52) and his pledge that his followers shall yet “know the truth and the truth shall make you free” (John 8:32) seem scarcely different from Gnosticism’s main postulate, that salvation will come through knowledge. The difference was that Gnostics were self-assured; they had already received that knowledge.

What, then, of Boehme’s alleged proximity to the lively Gnostic scheme? Baur notes first how Boehme differs from both Christians and Gnostics: for him, in God the Father himself dwells the duality of good and evil, light and dark. In divinity, evil is expressed in movement, good through love. The antinomy of divine love is not hatred but divine rage (Zorn): although Boehme subsumes all of creation and the three kingdoms, what he calls “principles” (celestial, sidereal, and terrestrial) under God as a monism, he makes God dualistic: the Zorgott is father; the Liebegott is son, a patent mirroring of the Old Testament’s wrathful deity and the New Testament’s agapic savior. This contrariety is at the heart of Luther’s own image of God, but now it is elevated to a metaphysical dynamic.

Boehme emphasizes that while evil has its source in God, God is not the creator or originator (Urheber) of evil. That is feeble equivocation, at best. Boehme reverts to a devil-rebel who can be counted on to carry the burden of evil. We are left to presume that God carries evil within as though in potentiality alone. It becomes actual with Luciferian agency, but that still does not address the evil in God; it makes God accessory before the fact. As a kind of narratographic distraction, the mythic fall of Lucifer comes from the erstwhile angel’s arrogant claim to the godhead that is his source: this Luciferian pride is a hardening or contraction of self, foiled by the other spirit that forever retains all of what was, very briefly, Lucifer’s own resplendent eminence – Jesus. Boehme sees them as brothers, one evil, one good.

Baur remarks Boehme’s unusual account of Creation: it comes only after Lucifer has kindled his explosive energy against God, initiating the incessant
war of the devilish and the divine. Humanity is created, in Adam, as a substitute for the fallen, miscreant angels that followed Lucifer’s rebellious lead. Nothing in the Bible warrants this sequence or causality. But even more striking is Boehme’s displacement of Jesus as the bridegroom of the soul-bride, the church. Man becomes the groom, awaited in paradise. Jesus himself is a kind of androgyne, a male virgin, as Adam was neuter before Eve, the image of God and therefore perfect, not partial. According to Boehme, Adam’s fall was not due to an apple of concupiscence but to his violent and impious desire to violate Sophía, the divine Virgin of wisdom. She has to withdraw, and wait for the gentle Jesus, who never participates in sexual banditry.33

Baur’s final card turns up Boehme as the haughty (Luciferian?) claimant of a knowledge granted to him alone: Such presumption, he alleges, puts Boehme in succession to the Gnostics who used their epistemological exclusivity against the ingenuous faithful of early Christendom. This ad hominem leaves the question: is the Gnostic world genuinely Boehme’s, or is Baur’s signposting extraneous and thin? I suspect the latter is the case, despite the imposing facts, passed over by Baur, that Boehme follows the Gnostics in giving Jesus only symbolic rather than historic value (he is indifferent to Jesus as healer, teacher, and suffering servant) and that Boehme’s intent is like that of the Gnostics, to create his own hermeneutical method of coding nature and human destiny.

Boehme’s cosmology presents a perpetual conflict of contraries, uneasy commingling that could be reversed or undone, save that a certain meliorism about human destiny remains, a precipitant hidden yet logically emerging from under the whirling mix of opposites; human beings were made in the divine image, and that makes them all but angelic. God’s created world has its Luciferian wastelands, but it is also the site of nature’s irrepressible greening. The world has both raging fires and sweet fruits. Boehme’s trope of the cosmos as a tree includes the root in primal nothingness – that Nichts – and the tender blossoms of life reborn in the living waters. Boehme sounds Taoist in his perception that water’s gentle properties are greater than the rocks’ hardness those waters gradually wear down. He sees the created world as good, as God saw it, and the Gnostics could not. Besides, although he has no interest in the “historical” Jesus, history being a constraint upon present visions, he does recognize that Jesus was not an avatar but a human being, incarnated and therefore human.

That is not to underplay the Gnostic ring in much of what Boehme “sees.” His vision identifies, for instance, the Gnostics’ “black fire,” and embraces wholesale the stellar configuration “communicated” to human actions and moods. He writes as though evil goes into us, rather than coming out of us, as Christ teaches. But all of these – malign fire, conjunctive stars, evil penetrating – Boehme could have picked up from Paracelsus, who had his own debts to Gnosticism. Boehme was in an environment of discourses, and their jargon was at hand in his learned contemporaries. Language was
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The matter of incoming evil remains weighty, because Boehme is never entirely clear about whether evil happens with our complicity, or whether we have some final control over the processes that govern nature. Can the hard, dry, cold properties that, for him, denote evil be closed, turned off as by a faucet in a human hand? How efficacious is the human will? To what degree are we participant, collusive with the divine power passing through nature to its own eternity? The degree of human voluntarism remains as enigmatic as evil's agency, motivation, and performance. All that Boehme grants, apart from the will's free choice between good and evil, is a certain inclination of one's own view of God, and that comes straight from Luther: if you imagine an angry God, your God will be angry; if you imagine a loving God, your God will be loving. In effect, each of us is free to create God in our own image – of God. In that way, we are not, after all, Luther's pack animals, ridden by God or Lucifer. We have enough freedom to pursue what Boehme calls the daily pilgrimage toward the divine source, the universal will, the Ungrund.

The elusiveness of evil's source cannot be weighed against Boehme: no explanation of evil has ever been complete nor convincing. Job, acknowledging God's evil (2:9), was left to his bemusement, and the reminder that divinity is unfathomable. Boehme is not alone in wanting it both ways: God is not evil but contains evil; God does not intend evil but allows it to go on its murderous course. How can we not insist that God is ultimately responsible for evil? This was exactly the charge that Boehme met head on and tried to confute.

He did not choose, as did Eckhart, the convenient and available neo-Platonic route, which makes evil mere negation, a non-presence of divinity, and that is because his vision rests upon an active evil, a co-partner of good. The chief predication of God as raging like a tyrant means that the evil covert within that rage will be, or attempt to be, creative, begetting and threatening to swallow down all that is good. The Zorgott provides us with nature's spectacular amenities: hurricanes, tornados, tsunamis, famines, and quakes, and through us such occasions as wars, genocides, and at least one crucifixion.

In autobiographical testimony to a friend Boehme acknowledged in himself the terrible force of this Zorgott co-valent with Lucifer. He, Boehme, had taken refuge in Christ, so as to hide from the raging God-Father and the devil's assaults. “In such earnest seeking and longing . . . the gates were opened to me,” opened by the merciful Jesus, who said, Seek and ye shall find, Knock and the door shall be opened to you. That suggests that for Boehme the enemy of his enemy was still his enemy as well; he is like an innocuous child caught within a neighborhood beset by rival ganglords. And so if Jesus opened the door, was the irate Father not standing behind it?
Yet that would not be the sum of Boehme’s divinities, given his notion of
dynamic inclusion, the passing of contraries into one another’s domiciles.
The fuming, intimidating Father is also the god of the old covenants – with
Abraham, Noah, Moses, and David, and He is said, by Isaiah, to dandle
Israel, like a mother with a child on her knee. He destroys a very wicked
world, but spares its very few good people. Conversely, the Jesus who calls
for one’s seeking and knocking is given to wrath (in the temple) and grum-
bling (against his disciples’ stolidity), and, as Nietzsche noticed, he is likely
to condemn to hell anyone not accepting him.

This nuanced awareness, on Boehme’s part, of benevolence, benefi-
cence, and their rumbustious antonyms is one of his strengths. It shows
him addressing the key questions of the relationship between divinity and
nature, including the candid and sustained awareness of good and evil in
their many faces. Without discernment – and dramatization to boot! – of
the dark, subversive powers at work over us and in us, Boehme would have
been left with the complacency that threatened to vitiate Pietism, or with
the naïve, insufferable cheer by which some mystics – Thomas Traherne,
arguably – are carried.

Good and evil aside, Boehme’s most vivid set of contraries Baur does
not mention, the dead and the living. The Trinitarian godhead is forever
birthing, and even the stringent properties of nature in which Boehme reads
the sclerosis of egotism, its selfish and unloving insistences, suffer from the
inability to green and thrive: they need the warm tempering of water and
the light their darkness cannot grasp nor wholly overcome. That recalls
Boehme’s “half-dead,” with the reminder that Jesus draws the line repeat-
edly between the quick and the dead, and that the kingdom he brings within
him is that of rebirth from death. Boehme sees life and death working within
each other, an agonistics like that of evil and good.

Morgenröte concentrates upon the great divine and cosmic contraries. As
this was Boehme’s first book, he may be pardoned for his steady, unedited
iteration of the cardinal points: that the Trinity’s dynamic makes Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit ever morphic versions of one another; that there is
neither chronological nor logical precedence among them, only a stupen-
dous busyness of mutualities birthing one another. The spirits (Geister), a
congeries of metaphysical and physical combinations, are in an incessant
ludic interchange, with not one of these “qualities” definitively predomi-
nant. Each is begotten from all the others, yet their manifestations in the
natural world admit individuation. A modern analogue might be DNA: eve-
everyone has the human code, and yet we are endless variations on the theme.
In a sense, we are all reflections of one another. (Boehme is alleged to have
inspired Leibniz’s monadology, but they both owe a debt to Anaxagoras’s
infinite combination of seeds.)

At the same time, human beings are also versions of the angels. Was not
Adam divinely wrought? Supposing there was a natural language in Eden,
vestigially present now, in the voices of birds and other animals, Boehme
wonders. Could there yet be a trace of this primal speech in Hebrew? “The
sacred soul is a spirit with God, even though it is like a creature.” Human
beings are, by Boehme’s account, superior to angels, since angels behold
only God in heaven, while humanity is turned toward both heaven and hell.
Besides, as all Christians are incorporated within the Body of Christ, they
are already participants in divinity. Boehme remarks on the importance of
this consolation:

I well know the devil’s anger will mock this revelation in many god-
less hearts . . . he has oppressed my heart many times; I let him hold
sway (walten) as he wishes and cannot withstand him, and should my
earthly body pass away at once, yet my God shall glorify me in my
knowledge. . . . For we are all one body in Christ, and his spirit cordially
desires that his limbs might be refreshed for their journey by a drink of
God’s excellent wine, so as to bear the devil’s great assault and obtain
victory, so the devil’s triumph in this world may be destroyed and the
Lord’s great name be sanctified.40

Boehme’s cosmology requires a closer look, as it takes us far from Luther,
and underscores his contribution to that peculiarly Teutonic Naturmystik,
the bridge extended from theological and metaphysical pre-occupations to
natural phenomena. In that mediating position, Boehme the Naturphilos-
oph succeeds Paracelsus and anticipates Goethe. He posits three realms,
denominated as “births” and analogized to a circle extending in a number
of wheels. At the center or hub is the Trinity, the Three-in-One of inces-
tsant interchanges with itself. Beyond that is the sidereal realm, where love
and wrath are in constant combat. Both combatants are inherent aspects
of God, but the divine wrath is in response to Lucifer’s revolt, the hybristic
attempt of the ungodly to become God, to supplant the Trinity and hold an
impossible sway. God’s wrath is directed at Lucifer, and to human beings
so far as they choose to enlist themselves with the devilish. Boehme mocks
the “attorneys” (Advocaten, Juristen) of Lucifer who seek to blame God for
all the world’s evils. (As God is only the source of evil, his instrument can
take the rap, in yet another lawyerly trick.) The third realm is this world
of ours, nature and all phenomena, soured, hardened, and desiccated by
Lucifer, and yet, the sweet water of God’s (Christ’s) love and the warmth of
God’s (Christ’s) light have tempered the dry and harsh, and thus made life
possible, delivering it out of Luciferian death.

Here lies the twofold appeal that Boehme’s theosophy exerted in his own
and later centuries. However dire Lucifer’s presence in the natural world, we
can intuit that presence in all that is hard, dry, and cold – the devilish fire is
oxymoronic, a cold fire – but we can also intuit a divinely loving presence.
The divine is not a remote power hovering above and beyond the world, but
is rather within it as its continuously creative, sustaining force. Such was
Boehme’s accommodation of Copernicus’s heliocentrism that displaced the
earth from its theologically central position, and displaced humanity from the center stage of its divine self-importance. Boehme literally located the Christian spirit within all of nature, an immediacy that fed the longing of many believers for an immanent Endtime. Much of Boehme’s appeal lay in his implicit, occasionally explicit, chiliasm, and his popularity in Holland and England, not long after his death, rests to a degree upon chiliastic hopes among pious communities in those countries.

Boehme could claim for Christians “Both suns shine upon us,” the solar and the Christian,41 one outward and one inward, and the divine power is both immanent and, as promise, imminent. Boehme’s heterodoxy from Lutheranism rests upon this attention to the natural world as the outer analogue of the inner, but he risked falling between stools, satisfying neither the theologians and their need for dogmatic strait-lacing nor the scientists who were drawn to new measures of matter, via telescopes and microscopes. What need did heliocentrism have of Christianity? What need did Christianity have of mathematics and material observation? Boehme never bothered to ask himself such questions, but his “vision” required a constant re-integration of Christian mythic structures with scientific advances.

Fides et Ratio need, at the least, ever new articulations of an armistice, even to this day, or else true believers will find themselves at home only in the one, and at insuperable odds with the other. That is why the most probing of Christians – Bayle, Kierkegaard, Dostoevsky, Melville – are tormented by their own skepticism, their struggling, but Boehme cannot be counted among them. His singular contribution is to give Christian spirituality a dynamic vigor that rivals any scientific conjectures because that spirituality is both a maker and destroyer of worlds.

Because Boehme insists that God’s love does not know nor feel God’s wrath, we are tempted to conclude that he has recast a Manichean world, where there are two opposing deities of equal power. That is, the ascription of all malevolence and maleficence to Lucifer is a mythic way of evading the central matter of theodicy: the story explains nothing. It suggests that God did not know that Lucifer would revolt; the instantaneity of that revolt does not efface the question of God’s omniscience and omnipotence. To assume that God “let it happen” is to weigh upon God the final responsibility for evil in the world, the very courtroom game that Boehme rejects. Staying clear of the neo-Platonists’ slighting of evil as a vacuity, he must also stay clear of the implications of his own dualism, which necessitate heresy.

He wants to do so because he rejects Luther’s pack animal view of humanity, saddled either by God or by Satan. He leans instead toward the humanist’s dignified insistence upon freedom of the will, even though exercise of that will seems tenuous, at best. It is this tenuous but sanguine margin of deliverance, that the mind and heart can respond to the hidden God within them (“Not me, but Christ in me,” says Paul), that counted for Boehme’s early and crescent hold upon a readership disposed to heterodoxy.
Neither Jesus’s “kingdom of God within you” nor Paul’s “Christ in me” were sufficient stays against Lutheran (and Calvinist) predestination dogma. The Reformation’s liberation of Christian multitudes from papal hierarchism was of lasting benefit politically and economically, but psychologically the threat unto certainty of damnation meant spiritual deliverance was not guaranteed. In Boehme’s visionary dynamism, redemption is literally in the nature of things, the effect of evil being played out into its counter. The logic of the gospel itself is implicit here: Jesus knew he was fulfilling scriptures that foretold his passion and culminated in his resurrection. Boehme’s rhetorical strategy in Morgenröte makes steadily recurrent addresses to his reader, always using the second person singular, that anonymous parishioner Luther admonished in his sermons: Boehme writes Nun mercke and Du muss aber diss hohe ding recht verstehen (Pay heed! You’ve got to get this right!) and for any possible interrogatives, Nun sprichstu? (What do you say to that?), all of which queries he answers at length. This didactic intimacy, familiar to Lutherans from weekly homilies, gave Boehme gravity and authority, the more imposing as its message was one of an epistemological liberation.

Boehme is, like Paracelsus, a cosmic optimist: he is not suspended between God and the devil, but confident that through Christ, we are empowered to rebirth and are, like Christ, participant in a divine humanity. Against Luther’s total reliance on faith, he is an activist. He decries dependence on Christ’s vicarious atonement, suspecting that it allows one to hide “the scoundrel in one’s soul,”42 or “tickles” (kitzeln) our complacency. Boehme stands in succession to Franck and Paracelsus by embodying, in audacious heterodox fashion, a living faith, over and against the unreflective and staid churchly faith that depends upon tradition and history.

IV Boehme’s ontotheology: from nothing to nothing

“Can you make no use of nothing, nuncle?” asks the Fool. The King replies, “Why no, boy; nothing can be made of nothing.” Shakespeare’s Lear draws on a folkish truism and English good sense. Germans, however, have made a great deal of nothingness, das Nichts. Schopenhauer writes of “the opulent bosom of the worlds-pregnant Nothingness.”43 It is one of Nietzsche’s outcries against the shallow spirit of his age that it sacrificed God, all that is healing and holy, and all the divine, hidden harmonies long ago promised— all trashed on behalf of stupidity and das Nichts.44 But Nietzsche is referring to the nihilism of fashionably educated people too busy to acknowledge the askesis, the self-ennoblement that religions (he names Christianity and Buddhism) once expected of people. He means quite the opposite of the nothingness that is at the very root of all being, according to Boehme.

Within a few years after copies of Morgenröte were clandestinely distributed, Boehme became a renowned author. In 1618, five years after he had been arraigned and forced to pledge no more writing, he again took pen
in hand, having read widely and deepened his perspective, principally via alchemical and theosophical texts; besides Paracelsus, the Lutheran pastor Valentin Weigel, in his Nosce te ipsum.\textsuperscript{45} He secured the support of nobles resistant to absolutisms, Lutheran or Hapsburg, and they emboldened him in his many exchanges with critics and disparagers. The last six years of his life were bounteous in texts, as he refined or altered tenets of his first book, and moved, with no more claim of visions, toward a summa.

In his lengthy work misleadingly titled in reference to the incarnation, Von der Menschenwerdung Jesu Christi (1620), he looks at the source of all things: “In eternity, as in the Ungrund that is beyond nature, there is nothing but stillness without essence, an everlasting rest without its like, an Ungrund without beginning or end, without goal or condition, without seeking or finding, without anything of possibility, without light or darkness.”\textsuperscript{46} For all that, the Ungrund (literally, what has no foundation to rest upon) has will, a synonym for divinity, the eternal source of its own spirit and of all being.

Divinity, then, logically precedes God the Trinitarian, known to Boehme as the Zorngott whose son is the Liebegott, Christ, with the Holy Spirit a synthesizer. In Boehme’s Sex Puncta Theosophica (1620), a work given prominence by Nicholas Berdyaev, Nichts or the Ungrund is identified as the essence of God, a realization of divinity’s everlasting power, so that God amounts to a Grund, a “going-into-self to the center within,” a kind of withdrawal from all possible predications.\textsuperscript{47} Such is the way of “negative” theology, a refusal to weigh predications upon a perdurant enigma, the mysterium magnum.

Boehme shifts ground, however, in his Mysterium Pansophicum (1620). There he claims that the Ungrund, albeit forever nothingness (ewig Nichts), is making an eternal beginning, a seeking (after all!), a kind of longing, the effect of a will to something that is within it.\textsuperscript{48} The everlasting stillness and calm have a hidden dynamic, a fierce desire for creation, a Verbum fiat.\textsuperscript{49} Here begins what is called the Wille-Metaphysik that prompted later Germans – Hegel, Schelling, Schopenhauer, Heidegger, Tillich – to go their own ways, to knowledge free of reasoning. Boehme’s Ungrund proves a seat of restlessness, the will’s urge to create being (Wesen) and thence differentiation. Eternity remains securely within itself, but is now complemented by time. Divinity remains within itself, but realizes God-beings. In De signatura rerum the antinomies continue: love and wrath, heaven and hell. That indicates that the Zorngott, the Jews’ Jehovah, belongs to time and hell, even as the Gnostics claimed. “Divinity (Göttlichkeit) is over all and in all, but only by the light of love and the outgoing spirit of the joyous realm (Freudenreich) is it called God.”\textsuperscript{50} That means only God the son, Christ, is truly God. If that boldness escapes notice, this reinforces the distinction: melancholy, deathwishing, anger, arrogance, the desire to smash everything, consume everything, and yet – a fell contradiction – be lord over everything, and to be alone – all of this is the true desire of the Zorngott and of every devil, inimical to the genuine divinity, which is inexhaustible love.\textsuperscript{51}
Hegel and his idealist successors were never in thrall to Boehme. They simply took inspiration from his pre-Enlightenment stride away from orthodoxy, his untethering of nature from religion, all under the guise of macro-micro metaphoric play. In going their own way, they, like him, are in a distant lineage of German mystical tradition, as far back as Eckhart: the autonomy of human conscience, like Humpty-Dumpty’s word, can run many errands, and not all of them lead to God. An over-reaching Faustian impulsiveness threatens to take over, a self-intoxication of mind and spirit. It might be construed as a protest against the Copernican revolution’s overturning of the Ptolemaic geocentrism that long made humanity God’s sole pre-occupation. With human displacement from a fictive center, there remained no discernible center other than in human consciousness itself.

Language became problematical. In the Judaeo-Christian beginning, God spoke the world. For Johannine Christianity, Jesus of Nazareth was the primal cosmic utterance, the Logos. But did this word signify only Word? Could it not rather be Story, Fable, the Power of speaking, Narrative, Chronicle? If the Jews’ Jahwe was too mighty to be talked about by name, what of the Christian JHSVH, and what mystery lay behind that name?

One stay against such hermeneutical wandering Boehme might have enjoyed, had he had command of Latin. He sometimes resorts to Latin-based verbs that give the gravamen of authority to his writing: in de signatura rerum, we find inqualieren, transmutiren, concordiren, resolviren, qualificiren, curiren, tingiren, the latter a forward player for Boehme in its substantive form, Tinctur, the agency of alchemical transmutation. He likely borrowed these post-classical semantic elevations from his circle of physicians and lawyers. Latin exclusively, in place of German, would have forced him to make consistent sense, avoid gibberish, and slow down. That is not the whole of it. Turbid yields to limpid in the last 20 pages of de signatura rerum: they are straightforward, lucid, imposing, as nothing prior to them. Here Boehme writes solely as a Christian. No longer a makeshift metaphysical alchemist, he achieves a style that, while homiletic, is eloquent and moving in its simplicity and directness.

This writing is more important than its envoy status might indicate. Boehme takes stock of his debt to the Christianity from which he has developed his singular heterodoxy. It is the Trinity, in its sublime absoluteness, that keeps him free of the charge of pantheism. He is not settling for the loveless mechanical monism of Spinozist reasoning, which cancels the human will altogether, with evil itself serving only to promote the glory of God. That would be predestinarian. He leaves the human will just enough to face its own selfishness and find its way toward Christ’s sacrificial exemplum. That means, for everyone, transforming rage to gentleness, and wrath to love.

Boehme was pious on his deathbed, where a transcription of his last rites indicates that he renounced many of his imputed errors. A generation later,
in October 1657, a consistorial review was held; by then, all of Boehme’s works had been published. The reviewers judged him a faithful Christian. His books were not destroyed nor banned, and so his theosophy was available to posterity – and cause for alarm, toward the century’s end.

That Boehme seemed at home with an ancient heretical sect of Christianity did not escape one of his sharpest critics of that time, Elias Veiel, superintendent of the Lutheran church in Ulm, the city and parish that once expelled Sebastian Franck. Veiel noted that Boehme’s portentous rhetoric and unbelievable claims suggested “the grotesque and venturesome tricks of . . . fanatics sprung from the Gnostic persuasion.” But the cobbler of Görlitz surpassed them in audacity, said Veiel. What Irenaeus, Tertullian, Epiphanius, and other writers of the early Church recorded about such “ghastly heretics” was “mere child’s play compared with what Boehme has left.”55 Veiel does not acknowledge that early Christian communities had Gnostics within them, because in their first centuries the central desideratum was unity, not doctrine. As we have noted, substantial traces of Gnosticism survive in the New Testament.56 Jesus identifies Satan as “prince of this world,” and the Gnostics went further, identifying the Jewish Jahwe as its devilish lord. But the Gnostics did not claim that the arch devil was God’s son, superseded by his brother Jesus, after the Fall. Boehme, Veiel exclaims, “does not blush to maintain that the Devil is a great part of the godhead according to the nature of his Father.”57 What Christian would not be appalled by such a view? Who could take Boehme as a responsible, enlightened man of God? Veiel fears that an ecumenical teratology will succeed Boehme’s vision, with Al-Koran and the Vedanta tossed into the broth (Brühlein) of the craziest stew of enthusiasm.

The most extensive and penetrating criticism of Boehme and his cosmic scheme was published a few generations after his death, in 1697. The value of this critical effort is that it amply profiles Boehme as he was seen within his own century, and when his posthumous influence had proven as formidable as Boehme himself. He had addressed the qualms of his age and had given to many a particular succor, but to others a deep disquiet. Now, he was beyond reach, but his books kept witnessing for him.

The author was Johann Frik, a gymnasium professor of logic and Lutheran preacher in Münster. Ailing and infirm, he died before its completion, but left ample instructions for its editing. Gründliche Untersuchung Jacob Boehmens vornehmster Irrthümer so auss dessen eigenen Schriften gezieget und H. Schrifft widerlegt warden (A Fundamental Investigation of Jacob Boehme’s Foremost Errors as Shown in His Own Writings and Controverted by Sacred Scripture) runs more than seven hundred pages, including an extensive index rationum. This work lives up to its portentous title. Boehme is quoted generously, in pages-long citations, so massive in their sum as to constitute half of Frik’s book. Intended to confound Boehme and his contemporary enthusiasts, it serves as a primer of his theosophy as system. Frik answers Boehme with precise
Scriptural passages, and raises fair questions about Boehme’s intelligibility and intent.

His objections to Boehme can be summarized in four predicates: he is proud, presumptuous, ignorant, and errant.

Pride could be alleged against anyone claiming a mystical experience, a private self-privileging revelation. But Frik is scoring Boehme for displacing Scriptural testimony, centuries-old Gospel facts, with a farrago of alchemical and metaphysical jargon. Frik’s book was prompted by a congregant sorely troubled that he could not make sense of Boehme’s commingling of chemistry and theology, and Frik admits to sharing that perplexity. He also wonders if Boehme himself knew what he was talking about.

Next, presumption, pride’s handmaiden. Boehme’s claim that his works derived from a 15-minute vision – eerie light on a pewter mug – could not possibly have contained all that Boehme relates about the earth’s invisible energies or the creation of matter from a primordial abyss. Frik gratuitously derides him as a shoemaker, but observes that Boehme cobbled together a number of sources that suggest his inspiration was second-hand: Paracelsus, known for his “magical and incantatory poisons,” and other sorts of “chemists, fanatics and enthusiasts . . . who run counter to the rules of Faith and overturn the foundations of blessedness.”58 Frik recalls the brief of Irenaeus and other early Fathers against the Gnostics, that their “secret” learning and paraded elitism threatened the necessary cohesion of Christian community.

Initially pre-occupied with Boehme’s alchemical penchant, Frik implies that his final aim is to enrich himself by transmuting ore to gold, but as Boehme remained bürgerlich, and managed, through inheritance, only to pass from shoemaking to merchandizing textiles, any ascription of self-emolument is pointless. Frik is on firmer ground in charging that Boehme, neither a professional chemist nor a theologian, is no close reader of Scripture, or rather is inclined to embroider it. Comparing Boehme’s account of Creation to the Mosaic, Frik points up the scale of the cobbler’s “vision,” and adds that neither Jesus nor the apostles needed the alchemist’s stone in tending the poor. He is helplessly bemused at Boehme’s Adam in Paradise, neither male nor female, and Christ both. Worse, Boehme asserts that one is not justified by Christ but by one’s inner holiness (did not the Holy Spirit sanctify at Pentecost?); still worse, he says that Turks and Jews may be blessed by their own deserving (a contention supported by the apostle Peter, Acts 10:34–5, but not cited by Boehme).

Frik fairly objects that Boehme is more humanist than Christian, and closer to Pico della Mirandola than to Luther: a theologian is concerned with God’s power, rather than with human intelligence; he does not speak Babel nor depart from Paul’s caveats on worldly wisdom; he does not presume that a human being occupies both time and eternity, and so “should rule with God and dwell within Him.”59 Just as errant is Boehme’s ecumenism, refuted by Paul (Galatians 5:4), when he urges Christians to let go
of their vanity and disunity: “Let each show the other God’s way in love, humility and reverence, as children born of God, and then there will not be such contempt in the world, for genuine religion lies not only in outward words but in living, active power.”60 That and more of what Frik in his citations of Boehme denounces are now what we consider ordinary decency: Boehme is called soft-headed when he claims Jews, heathens, and Muslims as his brothers. Bold errancy!

While Boehme’s sociology makes him modern, his mix of Gnostic and Kabbalistic gender fantasies makes him medieval.61 Boehme gives the Gnostics’ mythically fallen Sophia a partnership with Jesus. Displacing the Virgin, Sophia moves in and becomes the feminine presence of the First Family.62 Frik has a hard time with a trans-gendering Jesus, who was once, in iconographic history, a mother to pious medieval women, feeding them from the cross with his wounds’ blood, as though it were milk for babes.63 The drama of gender transmutations, like the alchemical transmutation when Lucifer’s fall was the result of chemical processes rather than wicked wills, plays havoc on the Christian mythos.

Despite his arbitrary emendations in violence to Christian narrative, Boehme never quite situates himself outside of Christianity, including its eschatology. “Where is Christ’s spirit and power?” Frik asks. “Were they given only with the Word? Not at all,” he answers sarcastically, “but rather now at the Endtime Christ has broken through and revealed himself at dawn’s breaking.”64 Will eschatological discourse depart from the Biblical, and will the Johannine promise be superseded? That is the threat in Boehme’s obscure language. But if that is so, exclaims Frik, what have Christians through the centuries had until now? Why did Boehme not hold fast to the centuries-old story, of Christ’s birth, suffering, and death?

Boehme iterates Sebastian Franck’s and Richard Simon’s case against the Bible’s many obscurities, that truth and error are juggled. Frik remonstrates that if that were so, it would be impossible to know which is which, and no Christian could trust it. The Bible, he insists (with Luther), is not dark; God speaks openly to men, using images and dreams to the same end. Jesus is clear in his teachings, and often explains his metaphors. Boehme refuses the literal as he wants to read “with a flowery understanding” – a hermeneutic.65

Could there be any hope, Frik muses, for a mind so errant, so willfully ignorant?

Most appalling and dangerous, Boehme departs from Protestant exegesis, by which anything unclear in Scripture is made clear elsewhere within it; his use of language “more pagan than Christian” and his ascription of “more wisdom in heathens and Jews than in God’s own word” mark his distance from canonical understanding of Christianity. “Isn’t this a refined, quiet and gradual way of passing from God’s Word to atheism?”66 Frik exposes a hazard in all private pneumatologies: it is never certain where they lead. “For what was Boehme called? Whom was this odd man sent to instruct? And
why should I depart or let myself be sundered from the Spirit that speaks and preaches in Scripture?"67 Weighty interrogatives, in that day.

That Boehme is promoting atheism becomes clear to Frik in the claim that God is primordially Nichts. This “damnable godlessness” separates God from nature and leaves Him no essence. The self-differentiation of God, the alienation implicit in God as Father and then as Son, indicates that, contrary to the Johannine account, the Son does not share eternity with the Father, and so cannot be perfect nor divine. Boehme’s Trinitarian celebration, that each person of the godhead is everlastingly birthing itself, mounts too pagan a metaphysics for Frik, as does the paradox that “God in his own essence is no essence but merely the power or the understanding for essence, as an unfathomable everlasting Will.”68 The only person of the Trinity that counts is Christ.69

Boehme irks Frik further, in characterizing the Ungrund as a stillness without self-awareness. In the differentiation within emergent divinity, it is a constant nastiness, a calamity (Widerwärtigkeit) among all essences. Because all that bustle continues down into nature itself, how, Boehme asks, do we not know that stars, animals, and we ourselves are not divine?70 His inclination to pantheism, or what Frik takes as atheism, is barely disguised in this question.

Frik is confident that anyone trained in medicine, physics, or astronomy can see that what Boehme calls his “secrets” belong to nature, but he does not deduce that Boehme’s “vision” was inspired, in its material reaches, by his association with the professionals in his community. It is as though Boehme were anticipating the postmodern, multi-disciplinary approach to theological conundra. But in this matter lies “the cardinal mistake” (Schlussfehler) of his supposed revelations. In the micro-macrocosmic scheme, works of nature are keys to divine actions; sulfur, mercury, salt, and all binaries, such as light and darkness, are divinely given, but darkness, what Boehme calls the centrum of Nichts, cannot be ascribed to God without making Him the source of sin, hence of evil, a step Boehme implies and which necessarily follows from his hypothesis.

Frik sees that Boehme’s dogma – every being holds contraries constantly transformed into their opposites – de-stabilizes ascriptions of good and evil: there can be nothing and nobody inherently and permanently good or evil. Lucifer’s predicates – hard, dry, cold, burning-bitter – seeking relief in their opposites, warm, moist, fluid, suggest his “evil” is good in a state of becoming, a notion later inspirational to Schelling and Kierkegaard. It is glimpsed in the Gospel’s greater rejoicing over the recovery of a lost soul than over the stolid presence of those secure in pews. The converse, necessitated in Boehme’s physics, good becoming evil, has numerous Biblical exempla.71

What is the basis for Boehme’s fastening upon the processes of these transmuted properties? He rides on the long-held perception of mutability in humankind itself. The ever-changing of human nature is a major trope in Shakespeare’s tragedies, in Donne’s meditations, in Montaigne’s essays. As
a teacher and preacher, Frik’s major business was to warn readers and congregants off of this modern discourse. He knows that Boehme owes much to Weigel’s chiliasm, to Paracelsus, and to neo-Gnosticism, all this now familiar in Boehme scholarship. Boehme’s debt to German mysticism, especially to Meister Eckhart’s Nichts, eludes Frik, and indeed Boehme nowhere pays homage to Eckhart. There remains yet another source, in the early Christian confrontation with pagan philosophies.

Origen, a prominent Christian apologist in the late Roman Empire, when arguing with the Platonic philosopher Celsus, could not explain how all humankind alike, pagans, Jews, and Christians, suffers the same harms and adversities. Celsus had an answer from monotheistic Plato: one God rules over both angels and devils. Implicitly, that god is responsible for evil no less than for good, for our woe and misery no less than for our happiness and well-being. Celsus had no problem in ascribing to the Platonic deity this twofold responsibility, and Boehme is untroubled, too. Were he a Gnostic, he would have recourse to a dual divinity, of an evil god and a good, but instead he opts for the mystical participation of the human spirit in a singular divinity. He leans to the neo-Platonic dogma of the soul’s route to divine Oneness.

God, says Boehme, did not create ex nihilo but ex ipso, from Himself, and so humanity in an ontic sense longs to go home into divinity, its source. What need of the cross? This is Boehme’s heresy, with the codicil that though God does not create nor will evil, it is inherent within Him, but Boehme, busy in “saturating all of reality with wondrous presences and births,” in creating “a phenomenology of experience” celebrates nature as a treasure-house of mysteries. The Luciferian realm is at alchemical work in steady interchange with its opposite; sulfur and mercury are in constant and complementary interplay, seasoned by salt.

If we subtract metaphorical tags, omit Boehme’s Biblical references, and dwell upon his cosmos, we find a world under the sway of necessity, a synonym for fate, the everlasting regulator of material forces. Boehme upholds the Stoic world to which the rational, enlightened soul owes an imperturbable acquiescence, what the German mystics called Gelassenheit, a calm and total conformity of one’s will to whatever fate decrees. This abandonment of self to fate is scarcely distinguishable from the Christian’s acquiescence to God’s will, the difference being that the Stoic’s world is impersonal. Yet all of Boehme’s symbolic uses of deity, the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit according to his visionary gospel, are colorless.

Boehme has it both ways, reconciling in himself the earth-bound Aristotelianism of humanists and the mystical penchant of Christians for Plato. He has clothed the pagan world of internally and externally mediated contraries with the Christian garb of final ascent and attained oneness with divinity. An essentially pagan cosmos of dramatic forces is wrapped in a Christian teleology. This double game had enormous appeal to educated minds in Boehme’s vicinity: they were able to accommodate the advances of
alchemical and medical science to their Christian dogmas. Municipal officers twice interrogating Boehme at the behest of Lutheran piety found no fault in him. Their nominal penalties did not diminish their tacit admiration of him.

With notable advances in mathematical logic and physics begetting the “mechanical revolution” of the seventeenth century, Christian accommodation proved more difficult. Frik’s seven hundred pages of objections carried the lesson, from a vantage unchanged in the 70 years since Boehme’s death. Lutheran orthodoxy was, unlike the sciences, immobile.

That Boehme’s theosophy fashioned a dynamic interchange of Christian revelation and the natural world, spiritualizing the latter, accounts for both his on-going, highly morphic appeal and a steady orthodoxic rejection of him. Boehme never worked in an alchemist’s kitchen nor sought the philosopher’s magical stone. He remained content with the vision that fed his speculation, wisely avoiding the sciences and their required adhesion to demonstration as well as observation, to hypothesis as well as intuition. In the end, his elaborated schemes of correspondences between the celestial and terrestrial realms depend upon arguments from assertion, a tenuous business and vulnerable when set anywhere near the exacting procedures and metrics of the physical sciences. His complicated ad hoc symbolism offers futile resistance to such comprehensive particulars as William Harvey’s circulation of blood, John Napier’s invention of logarithms, and William Gilbert’s pioneering in terrestrial magnetism. Sciences in theory and praxis were mining a lode far richer than anything traceable in alchemical brews, Kabbalistic numerations, or Gnostic trans-gendering.

Yet theosophical pretensions to a union of spirituality and science continued well into the nineteenth century. The prestige of scientific endeavor was nominally appropriated to bolster faith, which in its essence is not cognitive. The results were awkward and ludicrous. In Nietzsche’s 25th year, for example, the theologian Julius Hamberger’s portentously titled Sacred Physics or the Concept of Divine Corporeality claimed that a “physics of theology” (Physikotheologie) would “trace out (nachspüren) the evidence of the divine power, wisdom and love in nature.”

Such lofty endeavor, theosophy’s legerdemain, brings a smile today, but the impetus and inspiration for it are traceable into the next century, with enthusiasm grown like kudzu around the writings of Rudolf Steiner in one generation, and of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin in another. Their works are speculative efforts to give Christianity respectability in ages devoted to the sustained authority of exact disciplines. Their names are now mostly of historic interest, but it is noteworthy that Jacob Boehme, four hundred years on, enjoys online attention, including an 1843 edition of his complete works, in German. Yet no press in Germany has undertaken a new, comprehensive, critical edition of Boehme. The 1730 edition, reprinted in facsimile in the 1950s and housed in academic libraries, languishes in sufficiency.
By way of a coda, orthodox Lutheran objections to Boehme’s “going it alone” were iterated well into the twentieth century. Karl Holl, a theologian prominent in the “Luther Renaissance” following the First World War, decried mystical self-divinization, and for a subsequent generation Karl Barth dismissed “subjective religion.” That Boehme, more than any other Protestant in modern times, validated the spiritual authority of personal experience gave him lasting appeal among Pietists, but the 300th anniversary of Boehme’s death, 1924, was observed in limited circles. Odd, given that in a vivid sense Boehme was a wartime writer, closely informed by a disaster that went on for a generation after his death, and in 1924 Germany was still reeling from an even greater disaster, with portents of more to come. Germany had enough of the Zorngott, till a complete edition appeared, from Stuttgart, in 1942.

What attention scientists of Holl’s and Barth’s time, Steiner’s and Chardin’s, gave to religion lies beyond this book’s confines. But during the Third Reich, Pastor Dietrich Bonhoeffer remarked on limits to the most popular science of his day, psychoanalysis. (His father held the first professorial chair in psychiatry at the University of Berlin.) Freudian psychology, however situated between the social and the exact sciences, was, for Bonhoeffer’s generation, an entrenched, ideological force, the last gasp of Enlightenment humanism’s assumption that reason can reckon the human self.

The most experienced observer of people knows immeasurably less about the human heart than the simplest Christian who lives under Christ’s cross. The greatest psychological insight, ability, and practice (Erfahrung) still can’t know the one thing to be grasped, what sin is. It knows about distress, about weakness, about breakdown, but it does not know the godlessness in people. And so it doesn’t know that one is destroyed only by one’s sins and can become healed only by forgiveness. Only a Christian knows this. . . . The psychiatrist looks at me as though there were no God; the Christian sees me before the judicial and compassionate God in the cross of Jesus Christ.

This is the revelation Boehme might have pursued. Instead of his impatient co-option of God’s revelation, he could have pressed on with his strongest “lead,” the psychology of evil, the longing of evil for a sublime otherness. The Father’s sick anger, Lucifer’s will-to-self sufferings – odd that Boehme never dwells upon penance, redemption, forgiveness. His “vision” has no space for them. And the clutter of his list makings, what friendly Coleridge called “useless nomenclatures” (the inventories of Quellgeister), will intrigue only those who enjoy the fixity of seeming correspondences and completions. Luther’s dismay over the author of Revelation suggests here the deviant inadequacy of Boehme’s corpus: “I can’t respect him as here Christ is not taught nor recognized . . . I stay with books that offer me Christ clear and unalloyed.”
VI Nietzsche, Boehme, and the metaphysics of suffering

Shortly into his *Genealogie der Moral*, Nietzsche recalls that at 13 he faced the central question about divinity, What is the source of good and evil? and concluded that God is the source of both. His answer takes us to Boehme. For all his subtle dodging, Boehme cannot escape the logic of his contraries in their everlasting interchange, where everything that is primarily good bears some evil, and everything primarily evil contains some good. God is the *fons et origo* of both, as of all things. Claiming that God subsumes evil but is not Himself evil amounts to equivocation. Job would not have accepted such sophistry.

Nietzsche’s precocity may be questioned. Did he in fact realize so early that God subsumes both good and evil? Was Boehme his source, fetched during the schooling at Pforta? Did he read Baur’s book on Christian Gnosticism, when he studied church history at the University of Bonn? Possibly. His deliverance from Judaeo-Christian theism via Schopenhauer, from what Schopenhauer called “the Jewish religions,” freed him of the burden of considering God evil as well as good, a daunting, intolerable matter for someone raised unquestioningly in a Christian home by a pastor at its head. Boehme could have precipitated that crisis: evil originates from God.

How might this shoemaker have caught Nietzsche’s youthful attention? He was called the first *philosophicus Teutonicus*, linking German mystical tradition and idealist philosophy, both still rippling into Nietzsche’s own time, from Meister Eckhart to Meister Hegel. But no less fetching than “first German philosopher” was Pastor Richter’s denunciation of Boehme as *Antichristus*, the tag that in any Lutheran school would have closed off discussion, and incited curiosity among the attentive. That the Antichrist was no longer a Johannine figure stationed in Mediterranean apocalypse but a German who once lived in nearby Silesia, made shoes, and beguiled many – what schnaps for a turbulent young mind!

Another conjecture within this neighborhood might be entertained, one more plausible in the case of a 13-year-old. It cannot be ruled out that Nietzsche learned of Boehme from within his Pietist family. His maternal grandfather, Pastor David Oehler, who taught him to read and write by using Luther’s Bible, could have mentioned, in a benign way, Boehme’s heterodox view of evil, meant to allay perturbation but, for a highly impressionable and alert mind, furthering it. Would it satisfy the impetuous youth to be told, within his own home, that evil was *in* God but not *of* God, and therefore, God is not evil but may be said to originate evil, begetting the brightest of light-bearing angels, Lucifer? Or might young Fritz have learned from Oehler of the tacit contention between God the Father, the *Zorngott*, and Christ the *Liebegott*, and have concluded, reasonably, that rage is the face of hate and therefore of evil? We recall that Nietzsche’s father kept a chastening rod close to his 3-year-old son’s unbridled will, and that the very
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little lad then knew of Christ (“liebe Xist”) as a rescuer, a far more vivid role than Redeemer, to such an age.

As often with speculations, this one forbids certainty, and keeps tantalizing. If Nietzsche got wind of the Boehmean god, he might not have been told or, if told, not remembered Boehme’s name; the devastating revelation of evil in God was enough to overwhelm such incidentals, a sudden confirmation of a creeping and horrifying suspicion that controverted all he was taught, all that was taken as evident and unquestionable within his one intimate circle. The issue of a direct influence – Boehme revealed the divinely sourced evil to young Nietzsche – is a murky one, short of any explicit account (such as the bookstore discovery of Schopenhauer), but neither, in this case, does the argument from silence impose itself. Did the pensioned professor cover some of the boy’s tracks? Would he have scandalized his family by claiming in the Genealogie that his awakening to the evil deity came from the hearth? That he had not fully “realized” all on his own but was cued, ironically, by his benevolent and indulgent grandfather?

It is a curious fact about Boehme that, wide though his influence was, for generations after his death, he underwent, by Nietzsche’s time, a kind of osmosis. He became a not consistently acknowledged source for a widely accepted truth (or truism) within philosophical discourse, so that his central motif of the sharing within all opposites – a stance that argues affinity with Confucian and Taoist thought as well as with coincidentia oppositorum and the old Greek unities – became a commonplace even among Lutherans. What distinguishes Boehme from all the precedents named here is the location of evil in the Christian God. That far Nietzsche claims he went, a ripening adolescent, but he did not pursue the theosophist’s route, focusing instead on Schopenhauer’s liberating example of a Freigeist. Boehme’s affirmation of the play of good and evil seems much more daring, finally, than Nietzsche’s recourse to ewige Wiederkehr. At the same time, the urge to push beyond evil-good is an attempt to escape all cognizance of the Judaeo-Christian Father.

Nor is that all. The analogical basis of Boehme’s entire scheme – the equations of sulfur with Lucifer, the light-bearing angel, and mercury with Jesus afford the most dramatic instances – suggests that ontology and its processes count far more than ethical considerations. Boehme has naturalized Christianity into oblivion. Good and evil are no weightier as antinomies than are hard and soft, cold and warm, bitter and sweet, and the embodiment of those qualities or powers in angels, devils, or people is no more considerable than in natural bodies. If evil and good are, finally, metaphors of contrariety, have we not passed by or beyond them? If so, Nietzsche’s unspoken debt to the unacknowledged Boehme, an apparent Lutheran, is greater than anything he owed to Schopenhauer.

It is, even so, in partial thanks to Schopenhauer that we have Nietzsche’s perspective upon mysticism, hence upon Boehme. “Mystical elucidations (Erklärungen) are considered profound; the truth is that they’re still not
even superficial.” That comes from *Die fröhliche Wissenschaft*, where soon after comes a citation from Meister Eckhart: “I pray God help me to get quit of God!” Eckhart figures on his list, with Pascal, of those whose minds were “ruined” by Christianity.

But Eckhart’s one substantive appearance in Nietzsche’s published work comes in the tribute to Schopenhauer as his educator. This eloquent passage deserves its lengthy space:

There is a way of denying and destroying that is exactly the outlet of that tremendous yearning for sanctity and salvation that our first philosophical teacher Schopenhauer de-sacralized for us, making us right properly secular. All existence that can be denied, deserves to be denied, and being truthful means believing in an existence that cannot at all be denied, one which is itself true and without lies. So a truthful person perceives the meaning of his activity as metaphysical, illuminated by laws of another and higher life, affirmative in the most profound understanding; so much that all he does seems a destruction, a smashing to bits of the laws of this life. So his action must be a continuous suffering, but he knows what Meister Eckhart knows, ‘Suffering is the swiftest animal to carry you to perfection.’ I should think anyone would have to be a Schopenhauerian, who sets his soul such a direction in life; his heart would expand and in him would arise a hot longing, and so for himself and his personal welfare (Wohl) pure and of a wondrous abandon (Gelassenheit), full of a consuming fire in his awareness and far removed from the cold, contemptuous neutrality of so-called scientists, lifted high about peevish, vexing observation, ever offering himself as first sacrifice to the acknowledged truth, and most deeply penetrated in his consciousness – the suffering that must come with his own truthfulness.

This fustian passes as all but mystical in its predicates: self-offering, acute suffering, profound arrival, but it lacks the Christian components of a divine and revealed vision; no hint of grace nor of godhead. It is parodic of Christ’s own “Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free,” the latter clause dramatically altered to “make you suffer.” It could pass for Schopenhauerian mysticism, as it would have been his goal, a revelation of life’s aimlessness and the sole certainty of Nichts. A major scholar submits that Nietzsche’s “so-called mystical insights are no deeper than others and no sort of knowledge is derived from them,” but that assertion overlooks a contrived mysticism, an epistemological parting from Christian solace, and an arrival at a cheerful hopelessness, set out in *Fröhliche Wissenschaft*.

If Nietzsche has no qualms in denominating Kant, Hegel, Schelling, and even Feuerbach as “theologians,” appropriating the divine spheres of discourse, while at the same time they were casting the Christian God into Limbo, we may be permitted no qualms in considering him a would-be
mystic. His “Excelsior!” motif, the lone ascent of a perilous mountain, a conscious leaving behind of all comforts and supports, adumbrated in the Schopenhauer essay and expounded as integral to “merry savvy,” deliberately takes on ascetic strenuosity in presuming to attain a consummate truth. It is a rage for self-sanctification (as in Wagner’s Klingsor, his self-castration a desperate leap to sanctity), and suggests a rhetorical urge for capitalized truth.

Nietzsche is not so distant from Eckhart’s spirituality of suffering (Leidensspiritualität), as enunciated in his Liber Benedictus, where the soul assumes and creates suffering, nor from the divine will, itself a perfect suffering. Concurrence with this will, says Eckhart, must be so thorough that it accepts one’s own harm and even one’s own damnation – a perilous summit, for sure. If we subtract the apical godhead of this mighty endeavor, or substitute Schopenhauer’s blind Wille, in which there is no consolation nor eschatological arrival, then Nietzsche shares substantial ground with Eckhart. The ethos of suffering has, literally, lost its head, and become aimless, as there can be no teleology, no Aristotelian nor Christian completion for the Nichts with which Nietzsche is complicit.

What does all this have to do with Boehme? He marks the crucial turn, from Eckhart’s spirituality of suffering to a metaphysics of suffering (Leidensmetaphysik). He is, I have argued, in the continuum of Protestant spirituality that opens with Sebastian Franck, the individual itinerary toward enlightenment, a co-opted mysticism made oxymoronic by its voluntarist impetus. Nietzsche occupies a terminal position in its succession. He also carries on Boehme’s role as the enthralled amateur (this word meant in its positive Goethean sense) of the physical sciences, with a regard that never goes so deep as to rival the magus manipulations of a Paracelsus. These laymen are occupied with the figurative construction of scientific processes, which can be found as well in Eckhart’s mystical language.

Here is an instance. Eckhart says that the Holy Spirit’s fiery love draws the soul up to God; as fire kindles wood, so that wood takes on the inflammatory nature and becomes like pure fire, it is altered by that fire till they become one, and both are gone. Fine; but for Boehme, fire serves as analogue for Lucifer’s longing to become God; it is a cold fire seeking relief (or release) from itself, a relief to be found only in the commingling of evil and good: the igneous longs for what is moist, soft, sweet – attributes of Jesus, the Love God. But the medieval fourfold way of interpretation that passed upward from the literal to the moral, the symbolic and the anagogical, was antiquated by Boehme’s time, and the “hard” sciences brought him back down to the literal, the observable, the no less kinetic, and, chief of all, the experimental, where a magus can be at work. Boehme stays clear of the magus’s workings, as he (again, like Nietzsche) is focused upon the prophetic, not the instrumental. Boehme’s dynamism proclaims the marriage of good and evil, of heaven and hell on earth, while Nietzsche, longing for their annihilation as transcendental nonsense, is en route to
his confrontation with Boehme’s *Ungrund*, the mystics’ *Nichts*, Schopenhauer’s *Wille*.

Nietzsche’s own perception of the incendiary amounts to a self-portrait, in the poem “Ecce Homo,” composed circa 1882 (the year of *Parzifal* and of Lou Andreas with a whip), years before that title was given to his last book.\(^88\) In that verse’s six lines he proclaims himself a light-bringer (Prometheus, Lucifer) that consumes insatiably. We might call it philosophizing with a torch, rather in the fashion of Mme de Staël’s Rousseau, who invented nothing but set everything on fire. Suffering sustained becomes suffering imposed.

Nietzsche’s metaphysics of suffering merits a closer look for its common ground with Boehme’s. A guiding text is *Die Geburt der Tragödie*, where the suffering Dionysos, initial and sole subject of the earliest festival performances among the Greeks, is presented within the Apollonian bounds of art. The theater transfigures its divinely heroic sufferer. Nietzsche is not interested in the pre-Christian *sparagmos*, a god’s ritualistic dismemberment – the fragments not eaten, the blood not drunk by his votaries – nor is he held by the terror of what Schopenhauer calls the *principium individuationis*, the source of all human suffering (the self), but he is interested in the representation of the *Ur-Eine*, the primal, eternal oneness beneath all creation, its longing and suffering (*Urbegierde*, *Urschmerz*) toward differentiation and opposition.\(^89\) The birthing of appearance, of performance, “shows us with sublime gestures how the whole world is in need of the torment whereby an individual may be driven to the begetting of a redemptive vision and then, engulfed in its contemplation, sit peacefully in his swaying boat, in the sea’s midst.”\(^90\) If Norse mythology’s cradling, corpse-bearing skiff or Isolde’s enraptured *Liebestod* (a kind of cradle song) are glimpsed in Nietzsche’s rhetoric, Boehme’s *Ungrund* may also be adduced – the “redemptive” vision being a long stare into the void of *Nichts*. The *Ungrund* manifests itself, according to Boehme, in “a Will towards which we should neither strive (*trachten*) nor search, for it troubles (*turbieret*) us.”\(^91\)

Boehme’s reluctance to go as far as Nietzsche’s contemplation of the *Urschmerz* is more than mere avoidance of what might perturb us; what we presume to be primal may be a will-o’-th’-wisp, or itself that dizzying look into the abyss, the center of which is within the *Ungrund*, without form and void. “All we can say,” says Boehme, “is that in the elementary deed (*Urkunde*), in the primordial (*Uranfängliche*) there is one sole essence, and that it has from eternity been longing, and in its will (*Wille*) it has born light.”\(^92\) Conspicuously absent from Nietzsche’s discussion is precisely this cosmic Wille (in *Die Geburt der Tragödie* the Greeks have a discreetly enclosed version), but it is central in Schopenhauer, who derives it from Boehme via Schelling.

Beyond *Geburt* Nietzsche’s metaphysic of suffering takes dark turns that require notice, even as they suggest kinship with Boehme’s Luciferian suffering. First, he makes a major departure from Schopenhauer in rejecting any
inclination to compassion for suffering in others, yet he is at one with Schopenhauer in rejecting any religious solace or pious palliative for it. He even jokes that one’s suffering should be, as it were, posted, as though advertised, including “audible sighing from time to time, so that others would note how secure and fortunate one is despite pain and privation, and how envious and malicious one could become!” This shrewd if cynical psychologizing is extended, however, to causing suffering in others as a way of toughening them; one should be as dispassionate as a surgeon, even toward one’s friend. Nietzsche puts to left-handed ethical use Schopenhauer’s teaching that the pervasiveness of suffering as the nature of life’s struggle necessarily includes our causing each other suffering.

Remarkable, if not dismaying, in this programmatic suffering is Nietzsche’s studied indifference to pain. It is his tribute to Stoic ataraxy. (His long bouts with acute stomach problems and migraines during his professorial years earned him this perspective.) He commends Montaigne for writing humorously of his kidney stones, and Epicurus for his insouciance while dying slowly in great pain, but neither of these eminences would have come to such statements as this: “Who will attain something great, if he doesn’t feel in himself the power and will to inflict great pain? Weak women and slaves can attain the ability to suffer – it is no big thing – often to mastery of it, but not to go to ruin in inner compulsion and uncertainty when you inflict great suffering and hear its scream – that is great and belongs to greatness.”

What Nietzsche seeks in working out this strange dogma is not mitigation of suffering but its intensification in oneself, so that it might be transcended – like the terrible pangs a woman faces in birthing, high plateau labor. (So much for “weak” women.) He wonders whether his bourgeois age is even worthy of suffering; its moralists prescribe avoidance of passion and submergence of will, a tepid business that precludes the attraction, for him, of Stoical hardening (Versteinerung). But the drama of self-overcoming remains too vivid within him to be shaken off. He is obliged to become a counter-moralist, that is, a moralist of a different sort from the Christian and conventional, and his enforcement of that burden upon himself, to become his own sort of preacher, makes prophetic the calling to which he had been summoned in and throughout his childhood. As a counter-moralist he stands in succession to the French libertines of the seventeenth century – François La Mothe Le Vayer, Pierre Gassendi, Théophile de Viau – who tilted against religion’s dogmas and reverted to Greek skeptics such as Anaxagoras and Democritus, revolutionary thinkers in critical stance against “superstitions” of their time.

This atheism ancient and modern gives Nietzsche ample precedence, but his Leidensmetaphysik sets him apart from the skeptics, because he is working within a religious tradition in the attempt to transfigure it into a supremacist humanism. No true skeptic can become an advocate, but Nietzsche becomes one, contrives the persona for himself in Zarathustra, and sets him on a mountain, that oldest seat of prophecy. In his best-known
work, Nietzsche fashions a baptist-evangelist in the wilderness of modern times, seeking to find someone worthy for a cross, someone worthy to succeed the vanished, tormented godhead. The temptations in this wilderness are many, and at times the eponymous voice becomes Luciferian, even to the measure of self-pitying hysterics and rodomontade, as though language itself becomes anguish. Also sprach Zarathustra is the primary text for its author’s Leidensmetaphysik. Boehme, in his own casting of it, precedes Nietzsche by locating suffering within an ontological struggle, one of opposites seeking completion in their very contrariness.

Boehme’s Lucifer seeks that completion because in his rebellion against God he rejected true completion (perfection), which exists only within God. He wants self-completeness, to become God, on his own. This struggle serves as the supreme emblem of what the Theologia Deutsch denounces as egotism, selfness that must die in order for a human soul to be reborn. Lucifer wants his version of an exclusive godhead but can reach only toward all that is opposite to him. In Zarathustran parlance, he becomes the “arrow of longing toward the other shore,” a desiser who is covertly a lover of his contrary. In Boehme’s narrative, Jesus is Lucifer’s replacement as glorious and favored son; God the Father became the Zorgott because Lucifer, the once all-precious angel, revolted and thereby deposed himself. (In the Johannine gospel, it is Christ’s not deeming to be God and his willingness to take on human suffering that is paramount, with no mention of an angelic uprising.) More than a generation before Paradise Lost, Boehme conjured a demonic spirit in whose torments we find poignant heroism, a persistence against impossible odds, unable to reach the bliss of that “other shore.” Unfortunately, Boehme is no dramatist, and his Lucifer is given no dramatic articulation.

There is intrigue, however. In Boehme’s scheme of opposites, each has within it a small portion of its counter; there is a remnant of the sweet, the fluid, the warm in Lucifer (he was the Light-bearer), and so his anguish is the more intense and informed. That the Love God in turn has some minor measure of the hard and bitter, the cold and dry, means that Jesus knew from within himself the agony of those angels fallen into isolation from God. It might be said that he longs to redeem them. Is not the incarnation a landing upon a very distant shore, where evil spirits have residence, and recognize Jesus as an intruder?

In Nietzsche’s view the arrow of longing is in tandem with the will to self-destruction (Wille zum Untergang), and to a degree the Boehmean Lucifer’s longing for completion, as it can be satisfied only by reconciliation with divine love, would mean the end of his vaunted integrity. By yearning for the warmth, gentleness, and love that is in Christ, he is seeking in effect to destroy himself, to transcend his hard, cold, dry, bitter, and sulfuric self, even as Nietzsche’s eremite (Einsiedler) would destroy and transcend himself in the metamorphosis toward the more than human (Übermensc). The capital difference is that for Nietzsche struggle toward the super-human is
an autonomous project of the human itself. There is no divine arbitration. 

_Ich-heit_ is trying to become a pupa for its own chrysalis.

Might it succeed? There is no question for Boehme as theist that the Luciferian project _cannot_ succeed; there can be no final marriage of hell and heaven, short of a divinely appointed apocatastasis. If humankind has within it the salvific spark of the divine and is all but assured of retrieving heaven’s boon, if it can manage the neo-Platonic return to its source, why should not the angels-turned-devils share that destiny? If opposites are bent on attraction, should not Christ be disposed to recover Judas – and Lucifer, too? “In the end, all your passions became virtues, and all your devils became angels,” spoke Zarathustra.99 That proleptic claim upon the future is the warrant of Nietzsche’s _Wille zur Macht_, answering the hopeless struggle within Schopenhauer’s _Wille zum Leben_; it is the ardent desire for self-overcoming that was averred centuries earlier in the _Theologia Deutsch_, where hell is given its due with heaven, in human time.100

Both Boehme’s and Nietzsche’s personae of struggle for self-transcendence depend upon the ability to embrace oppositions. In Nietzsche’s program this requires the capacity to love one’s enemies – a Christian injunction – _and_ to despise one’s friends; it requires scorn of discipleship, because a lifelong follower does no honor to the teacher. “Why do you continue to call me master, and not do what I have told you?” asks Jesus of his disciples, but it might as well be Zarathustra. In both scenarios, suffering marks the path of acute self-awareness and struggle to set out from it toward a higher life, a quasi-godhead. Nietzsche deploys, like Boehme, a lionizing view of the sufferer. Boehme’s Lucifer prefigures not only Milton’s Satan, but also romanticized outcasts such as Byron’s Cain, Coleridge’s Mariner, and virtually every Wagnerian protagonist.

In this crucial matter of heroic suffering lies Nietzsche’s distancing from the hero of his late adolescence, Schopenhauer. The exalted loner as model of the highest suffering, be he Lucifer or Zarathustra, occupies a world wholly apart from Schopenhauer’s realm of suffering, which subsumes all of creation, and where everyone and everything, as agents of the despotic _Wille zum Leben_, are submerged in banal pathos: tedious, boring, insuperable, and pointless; a never ending incompletition. In petty, inconsequential struggling, humankind embodies the _Wille_ that pervades, indeed _is_, reality at its dynamic center.

For Boehme and for Nietzsche, there is only a _Wille zum Untergang_. This is not self-renunciation, but a self-disappearing act; suffering becomes the source of hope: Zarathustra as the advocate of suffering (_Fürsprecher des Leidens_)101 is seeking eternity, and Lucifer is seeking divinity, the very opposite of himself. As a bona fide Lutheran, Boehme knows that Lucifer has no chance, short of highly improbable grace, of regaining perfection, and Nietzsche knows that his fantasy of self-overcoming finding its arrival at the _Übermensch_ is just that.102 How would he have responded, had his elitist band of _Übermenschen_ ever evolved and presented themselves to his
immediate awareness? His fond projection, unsettling for being trussed up in racialist language (very much de l’époque), does not carry the weighty sense of a realization that his other fantasy, ewige Wiederkehr, sustained for him to his conscious life’s end.

Yet Nietzsche’s drive to emend Schopenhauer’s dogma of inevitably ineffectual and ineradicable suffering into a higher, elitist suffering on behalf of the projected Übermenschen accounts for his contempt of fellow-suffering, of Mitleid, which means suffering perceived, addressed, and kept going. Mitleid is a distraction, a debilitation of the will, and besides, the Christian emphasis upon pity for others, like forgiveness, gives it the taint of priestly machination and hypocrisy; implicitly, too, compassion puts everyone on the same level, so it savors of what Zarathustra blasts in the vengeful, leveling gospel of “die Taranteln,” the poisonous spider-like promoters of a dire and unnatural equality of all, including, we might presume, equal rights for all.

It seems amiss of Nietzsche, appreciating Schopenhauer’s atheism and his contempt for all afterlife scenarios, that he does not attack his educator’s failure to provide any metaphysical basis for compassion; there is no benign agency in the universe guiding our lives and acts, so from just where or what does compassion come? Boehme comes to the rescue on this point, not so much by his theism as by his coincidentia oppositorum. The demonstrably evil, like the rebellious Lucifer, carry some small portion of the good within them: as Jesus teaches, even wicked people know how to be kind to their children. Conversely, those who show compassion in one direction may be prompted to malice in another. Egotism can descend to unmotivated maleficence, as gratuitous as Christian charity, in which the right hand is not to know what the left is doing. Again, Jesus furnishes examples. So readily can good be tarnished or transformed into evil, within the self or in passage from oneself to another. Jesus himself, on the cross, became the greatest criminal, assuming all of mankind’s guilt. Also sprach Martinus.

Going beyond categories of good and evil is, in Zarathustra’s teaching, the intent of creativity, a fashioning of new values, but it presupposes involvement in those categories as the occasion for self-overcoming, a conscious surgery on one’s own history: “He who would be a creator must [start with] good and evil: indeed, he must first be an annihilator and smash up (zerbrechen) values. Thus the foremost evil belongs with the foremost good; this [conjunction] is creative.” It is also Boehme. Without God, Nietzsche attributes lovingness to his prophet, recapitulating Schopenhauer’s mistake, by lacking metaphysical grounds for this appropriation.

Boehme’s personal journey, including initial despair and long incubation before the dawning of Morgenröte, earns that “hot longing” of Nietzsche in pursuit with Schopenhauer, as well as the risky abandon (Gelassenheit) lying within it. There is in Boehme, too, as in Franck, the indispensable solitude of endeavor, what Meister Eckhart called Abgescheidenheit, the requisite mode by which to attain uniformity, cum Deo sive veritate. Boehme is famously
portrayed in a woodcut, working as assiduously over his manuscript, as formerly over shoes. He could be a scriptorium’s monk. His seclusion recalls Dürrer’s depiction of Melancholia.

Boehme believed, and wrote as though he arrived at both God and truth. His biographer puts it forcefully: “Where Luther argued the omnipotence of the divine will, the servitude of the fallen human will, and the powerlessness of reason to grasp the truths of the spirit, Boehme inverted the relationship of divine omnipresence to human freedom and knowledge. The divine spirit . . . revitalizes the human will and illuminates the human understanding. Thus, the human will is made free by (of?) the divine immanence; the graced human understanding is empowered to fathom the mysteries of ‘the unknown God.’” (Job might ask, Why didn’t I think of that?) The consequences of sidelining the passion and crucifixion of Jesus, of diffusing the Christian Logos into blurry divine ubiquity—these were perhaps not reckoned in the Nietzsche household, unless its 13-year-old, well-informed by Opa Oehler, took even those into account. How, then, could young Fritz continue his theological training? With familial Pietism in place, and with even a passing awareness of Boehme, how could he have been contented with Lutheran orthodoxy? Luther, like Paul, looked past the narratives of Jesus’s healings, teachings, and confrontations with Jewish hierarchs, and chose to dwell upon Christ crucified, the all-important emblem of Christian doctrine. Boehme, although he refers intermittently to Golgotha, looks beyond the cross, to a non-historical Jesus who, as the Liebegott and harmonizer, could be the supreme deity. (He remains, of course, only one member of the Trinitarian differentiation in the Ungrund’s expression of Wille.) We might see it this way: if the Johannine gospel’s ontological prologue were to read Wille for God, then Christ manifests the Ungrund’s longing for differentiation. In Christ, God ceases to be only Himself, and assumes humility’s service to lowly creatures, even as one of them. Without Christ, the Wille would be blind and aimless, as it is for Schopenhauer, an intoxicant, faceless version of the angry Father. If we dwell on the Zorgott, there is no harmony, only mayhem, no matter his intermittent covenants with Jews.

The redemptive power of the Liebegott, Jesus the Christ, is given its dramatic due in Boehme; evil can be met only by love’s suffering. But what of the suffering of love according to Nietzsche? It is not given its due by many critics and enthusiasts, perhaps because his vitupervations outweigh his affections, and anger makes better rhetoric than amity. To the degree that his Wille zur Macht is a rebuttal of Schopenhauer’s Wille zum Leben, Nietzsche affirms what Schopenhauer deplores: individuality as egotism, hatred, and wickedness (Bosheit), the certain seeds and baleful fruit of Willsbejahung. Nietzsche’s predominant focus when he does speak of love is philial; he esteems friendship as a higher bond of love, the homosocial world of Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero. Such love-friendship differs markedly from conventional domestic concord because it ignores women altogether, and, for Nietzsche, it encourages the conflictive differences of personality.
between two people; friends should maintain their amiable combat so as to energize each other. This is the surest way to avoid idolatrous deference, the hero-worship to which Nietzsche was subject, especially toward Wagner. The melancholy fact that Nietzsche developed, with ominous rapidity, close bonds with a few people, only to have them end in a final immitigable bitterness—Wagner, Lou Andreas, Rohde—taught him the need for sustaining difference, if not deference. But out and out enmity, like love, has its own testosterone. Nietzsche’s misogyny, distilled in Zarathustra, constitutes one more enfilade against bourgeois culture, his other bogeys in that text being urban intelligentsia, leftist politicians, and those who anticipate postmodernism’s dereliction (Derridaction) of all values. Although his remarks on differences between men and women regarding conjugal love form part of his “merry savvy,” Zarathustra affords some glimpses into what may be called metaphysical love.

By that I mean that love subsists upon certain distancing terms and ontological reaches, such as the predications of the future and its Übermenschen, and the dogma of ewige Wiederkehr. Nietzsche’s unabashed use of Glaube, faith as the fuel of love, even as in the Gospel, points to a nebulous beyond in which he alone, by his illusion, believes. He insists that love be kept in balance by its antinomy: one who truly loves also truly hates, a cue he picked up from Emerson. This beguiling koan, while calling up such Christian teachings as saving one’s life in losing it, reveals Nietzsche’s profound shyness about emotional demands, and his incapacity to meet them. Conversely, he enjoys being the impresario of an interior drama, or melodrama: Zarathustra loves life most in hating it; he calls up (rather, creates) the highest tension of such emotive contraries within himself, a feat that Boehme’s Lucifer can never quite manage. Zarathustran love is extended to his enemies, as one of his minions complains, and vengeance is taken on his friends. This love, however, precludes any depth of compassion, and Zarathustra rues his own susceptibility to pity.

Because Nietzsche’s home base model of transcendence is entirely Christian, he cannot help but revert to Christ as the model for Zarathustra, the wanderer-sage redeemer with a small band of disciples, and to pastiches of Gospel narrative. But there are surprising turns. When an acidic hanger-on warns him away from a town whose mediocrity, “a hell for eremitic thinking,” will threaten him, he denounces this follower with singular magnanimity: “From love only do my contempt and monitory bird fly off. . . . I give you this instruction in parting, you fool: where one cannot love any more, one should pass by.”

It is impossible to love one’s neighbor—without faith, Luther would add—but it is possible and necessary to learn love of oneself, amour-propre. This self-esteem figures as a necessary ingredient to the project of self-overcoming: it entails one’s destruction—even the best love has its bitter cup, says Zarathustra—and at the same time it admonishes his would-be followers that the vitriol he has spent upon old patriarchal and bourgeois culture does
not signify hate and resentment. Zarathustra has to resist his own bitterness toward two kinds of adherents: those who find asceticism’s ascent (Excelsior! in a collective sense) too arduous and become recidivists, turning to piety and prayer; and, even worse, the parasites: hangers on, mouthers of his words, saprophytic would-be disciples who are not tough enough to find their own way upward.¹¹⁶ (How many of Nietzsche’s zealots have carried this burden?)

While Zarathustra-Nietzsche is most loving of some specially absent people, those transfigured and out of the way, those who achieved both self-overcoming and self-annihilation, Übergang and Untergang, he also loves those, so much like himself, who do not know how to live in the age of the rabble (Pöbel) with its mish-mash (Mischmasch) of “saint and scoundrel, Junker and Jew, and every dumb animal of Noah’s ark.”¹¹⁷ But even cherished misfits and failures (die Missrathenen) can backslide, and settle into shibboleths. This is exactly what happens to Zarathustra’s band of disciples, all of whom have uttered, like lost sheep, a bleat for help that causes him to gather them all at his hut. Burdened by Zarathustra’s exacting teaching, they are subject to his greatest foe, the spirit of weightiness, of melancholy. They finally resist life’s and nature’s great affirmative gestures, in dancing and laughing, in Dionysos and Democritus. The Dionysian cult takes dance to intoxicating lengths, and Democritus’s preaching of the imperishability of matter is integral to Nietzsche’s ewige Wiederkehr.¹¹⁸

In one last show of sinful compassion, Zarathustra forgives his fellow wanderers their backsliding, their metaphysical relapse, as they all relax into an intoxicated revel, but he prefers the company of his animal companions, especially the eagle and singing birds. Yet he cannot forgive one other misfit and apparent failure, a master of suffering, of self-overcoming and magnanimous ruin. This is Jesus of Nazareth.

Zarathustra’s indictment of Christ, never read nor heard in the presence of Pontius Pilate, merits full citation:

He never loved enough, else he would have loved even us, who laugh. But he hated and scorned us and promised us howling and teeth-gnashing. Is it necessary then to curse when you cannot love? That seems to me in bad taste. But that’s what he did, this unconditional man. He came from the rabble. And he himself loved, only not enough, else he would have been less angry that he was not loved. All great love wants not love but more.¹¹⁹

Zarathustra opens a window wide upon the vivid nature of Nietzsche’s struggle with Christ. The outcasting into hellish darkness is Jesus’s sentence upon “the children of the kingdom,”¹²⁰ and two parabolic instances give it point. In the first parable, a king summons guests to his son’s wedding, but they decline to appear; in Matthew’s version (22:2–14) they even kill the king’s messengers (Jewish abuse of their own prophets), while in Luke’s
(14:15–24) they make excuses, so the king orders his servants to summon strangers, “good and bad,” and, when the banquet still has some empty seats, he compels the attendance of more strangers.

Even more bemusing is the other parable, of the three servants, likewise of two quite different threads, woven by Matthew and Luke. Matthew (25:14–30) tells of a proto-capitalist who leaves home, having given one servant ten coins, the second five coins, and the third just one coin to invest, each according to his ability. The numbers reflect the master’s estimate of abilities. The one with the least amount hides it, while the others make handsome profits for their master. On return he rewards the investors, and rejects the defaulter’s excuse that the master is harsh and exploitative, for he earns without laboring. Matthew’s non-profit servant is thrown into darkness, to wail and gnash his teeth. Luke ends with the master killing all those who refused to accept his lordship over them.

This unsettling proclivity for rationalized violence and hellish punishments for those in community (the would-be guest, the unenterprising servant) should trouble anyone reading them, Christian or otherwise. Their common denominator is sudden torment and isolation, the oneness of the punished. Nietzsche is siding with those who laugh and with those who feel (are) rejected and apart, loners like himself. He rejects Christianity, because he feels Christ has rejected him.

At this juncture, Boehme returns with his Liebegott. As noted, Jesus, bearing light and love, is placed in antinomy to Lucifer, whose darkness signifies seeking more than divinely allotted power. The angel-devil prompted divine wrath by his arrogance and uprising; opposing his sourness is his brother’s sweetness. Boehme tells us it is the difference between a not ripened apple and one fully matured, but the final quality in this process is bitterness. Boehme, heeding Kabbalistic lore, says bitter triumphs over sour and sweet, and the source of laughter and mirth “from which heavenly joy arises.”121 The apple has reached Dionysian fermentation. How pleased (or consternated) Nietzsche would have been with this Morgenröte?122

In those troubling parables, the Liebegott is telling on the Zorgott. It is not Jesus, the prince, who casts loners into the outer darkness; it is the kingly father, the absent investor, who does so. How would the king’s son have received the intruder? How would the servant given ten coins have treated his fellow-servant who was granted only one? Is that unprofitable wretch the one who, seeming to have little, shall have that, too, taken from him, on some latter day (Luke 8:18)? If so, did Nietzsche not recall how little was left to him of his domestic Christian faith, when he was confirmed in it? Those consigned to outer darkness, wailing and teeth-grinding, are not maleficent; they are inadequate. Falling short has dire consequences. Zarathustra’s disciples consistently fall short of his mountainous expectations.

Luke’s “even what he seemed to have,” a small amount, can, from Boehme’s perspective, be that minor portion of the sweet, gentle, and warm within Lucifer himself. It lies hidden, like a seed in the ground, but the real
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germination is within the fallen angel’s consciousness of what he lacks in sufficient, redemptive measure. He cannot help but go on being demonic. That was Nietzsche’s own fate: once sundered in his own mind from Christian life and faith, he could never find a way to make peace with it, nor to reach the sublimity that Schopenhauer, no outward believer, attained in the fourth book of *Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung*.

* * * * * * *

That it did not bother Boehme to have occupied himself in the vast theater of processive nature and that he could go on confessing himself a devout communicant show his ability to occupy parallel universes. This adroitness was what the Boehmists whom Johann Frik berates valued most, that they too could occupy two worlds, or rather, quietly vacate one and move into the other, passing from adamantine and chilly religious orthodoxy to the fluid springtime realm of scientific endeavor, itself running parallel to the burgeoning world of commerce. So came the dawning known as Enlightenment. What Nietzsche called God’s death by humanity’s murdering begins with this shift of perspective. It should be dated to Luther’s own time, with the inquisitive Sebastian Franck, or earlier, to the *Nichts* that Meister Eckhart locates as the source of all religions.

It could also be called the aurora, *Morgenröte*, the culminating moment of that contest in which Jacob wrestled with the divine spirit, and won, at the break of day. Is it wholly incidental that Nietzsche took the title of Boehme’s breakthrough, the first book, and so named one of his own? Indeed, what book of Nietzsche does not herald some new light, utter some prophecy, bespeak the yearning, or at least offer a promissory note overcoming totems and taboos? What book of his does not display the philologist’s fastidious precisions and yet, as though it bore a succubus, some as yet opaque and terrible telos?

The nature of that new light needs a closer look. A source that Nietzsche might have read during his year in Bonn, Augustine’s *de Genesi ad litteram*, distinguishes two kinds of light, one for evening and the other for morning. The former enlightens human knowledge of all creation, according to the natural powers of reason; the latter affords awareness that all created being has its source in God.

Like Boehme, Nietzsche in his outward life presented an unobstreperous figure. He dressed conventionally and spoke without raising his voice, saving *fortissimi* for his prose. Unlike Luther and Leibniz, neither of these men became eminent in his time, and death rescued both from the enthusiasm of epigones. Like Boehme, Nietzsche was a blessed amateur without training in the exact sciences; he was an assiduous reader of scientific literature, in a time of amazing discoveries. Like Boehme, he came of age just this side of one of the great fault lines in human self-consciousness: for Boehme, it was the Copernican discovery that we and the planet do not occupy the center
of the universe; for Nietzsche, it was the Darwinian revelation that we are members of the animal kingdom over which we for millennia presumed ourselves superior, deathless arbiters. Both men became pioneers into dangerous hermeneutical terrain, with Boehme confident of divine closure, and Nietzsche dismissing any such finality.

Boehme had to face the astronomical fact that humanity was being displaced from its long presumed cosmic privilege, even though, an observant Christian, he knew that Psalm 8 admits to human minuteness in the universal scheme. Nietzsche faced more dismaying facts, revealed in Lyell’s geological age-gauging and Darwin’s report on natural selection, that Christianity, like all other religions, in its mythic frame, belongs to a pre-scientific worldview. He could not get past the deeply wounding lesson of supersession, and resolved to build upon it with the mirage of Übermenschen. He consumed gall and wormwood: we piteous creatures are no less “red in tooth and claw” than the wildest beasts; we are Pascal’s “thinking reed” but also Heine’s “sick animal.”

We do not know what good and evil are, but evil may serve to help us toward the good, and is in that sense indispensable. But does Lucifer, can Lucifer ever move toward becoming Jesus? Could Jesus, bearing the full weight of mortality, or the pope, a thoroughly human and fallible person, ever become satanic? The Lord’s Prayer says we daily face a possible testing we should ask God to preclude, for we do not know what we may become from it. Boehme leaves us in creative confusion, needing to examine our benevolence and its maleficence, or even our malevolence that turns against us into beneficence. Imperfect, we face perpetual flux.

Boehme’s Christology, Giorgio Colli suggests, may also have been Nietzsche’s when he recast Jesus as a child, a kind of holy fool or supreme innocent above guilt and punishment, anger and resistance: “in short a mystic – although Nietzsche does not use that word – whose truth is a singular inwardness.” With words turned wholly into signs and symbols, “Son” for Boehme is the sense of transfiguration (blessedness), and “Father” the sense of completion (eternity). “It is not known that Nietzsche read Boehme, but in view of this overwhelming verbal affinity, this poetry of inwardness, certainties and presumptions of having grasped Nietzsche’s soul totter.”

Well and good, for a last word on Wiederkehr. As Boehme naturalizes divinity by metaphor, Nietzsche, in reverse, “transcendentalizes” nature and now, by claiming time is eternity’s showpiece, with human history a pageant of endlessly repeated sameness, without beginning or end. Past and future, Augustine’s two infinities, hold between them a tangle of causalities, with time a single unbounded circling. As an existential, would-be cosmological version of predestination, Nietzsche’s most cherished idée fixe fights off Christianity’s linear claim to eternity. He answers the prime issue of metaphysics, the causality conjoining being with ephemeral becoming (Timaeus 27c1–28d3), and so abandons his shrewd skepticism about causality and
his contempt for laws and dogmas. But *Wiederkehr* looks more like the ghastly everlasting iteration to which Dante’s schismatics are condemned, in *Inferno*. Nietzsche himself remarks how powerful the thought of eternal damnation has been in Christian history.\(^{127}\) He gives his eureka a jubilant Yes! (a vote for life), but *Wiederkehr* would mean, for those who have suffered their earthly time deeply, horribly, that they must die an everlasting life, and live an everlasting death.
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14 Open letter (Sendbrief) to Caspar Lindner, JBW: 806. This volume has extensive notes for both Morgenröte and De signatura rerum. For “abyss” Boehme writes “Ungrund,” an early form of “Abgrund.” In modern German Ungrund means speciousness, invalidity.

15 Ibid.

16 Paradiso, I, 73–75: “S’i’era sol di me quell che creasti/ novellamente, amor che ‘l ciel governi,/ tu ‘l sai, che col tuo lume mi levasti.”

17 Morgenröte im Aufgangk, III in JBW: 79.


19 WA, Tr.1: 574, # 1160. Nietzsche’s own Morgenröte concerns itself with issues of fear and power, and takes a prophetic look into humanity overcoming centuries, but is chary of any sense of arrival. His ewige Wiederkehr is built on others’ perceptions, Heraclitus’s way up and way down, and Schopenhauer’s infinite past and infinite future, one and the same, a vast circling.

20 As Andrew Weeks notes in his Boehme: An Intellectual Biography of the Seventeenth-Century Philosopher and Mystic (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1991): 28, Richter was among the “Crypto-Calvinists” of his community, as was, perhaps, Martin Moller, men who did not accept Luther’s dogma on the Eucharistic bread as the real presence of Christ. Weeks adds that Richter was “an accomplished scholar. . . . not closed to new scientific ideas, but he preferred to write in Latin, an abomination to the shoemaker who knew only German.”


22 Although known to his life’s end as Theophrastus von Hohenheim, he took the name of Paracelsus during his time in Basel. Maybe he saw himself as an equal (the Greek prefix “para” meaning “alongside”) to Celsus, a physician and polymath of the first century AD. The adjectival blend of Greek and Latin means “among the high,” as his surname, Hohenheim, suggested. “Theophrastus” holds some mystery: “God-counselled” or “God-signaled,” a prophetic tag his doctor-father imposed.

23 OED (compact edition), loc. cit. II: 279. (Italics are mine.)

24 See Genesis 28:12–7. In his 1647 Simple Cobler English theologian Seth Ward, with Boehme in mind, refers to “the late theosophers, that teach men to clime
to heaven upon a ladder of lying figments.” See OED. Boehme’s works first had English translation in 1642.

Paracelsus, caricatured in publications and online entries, justifies this caution from Alexandre Koyré: “The one thing missing is a precise and patient analysis of his ideas, of the world in which he lived, and of the world of ideas of which he was a part.” Koyré, “Paracelsus,” in *The Reformation in Medieval Perspective*, Steven Ozment, ed. (Chicago: Quadrangle, 1971): 186. Hereafter cited as Koyré.

See Andrew Cunningham, “Paracelsus Fat and Thin: Thoughts on Reputations and Realities,” in *Paracelsus: The Man and His Reputation, His Ideas and Their Transformation*, Ole Grell, ed. (Leiden: Brill, 1998): 53–77. The “fat” refers to the accretion of stylized versions of Paracelsus, the “thin” to the man hidden in his own history.


Boehme’s discourse of sexual passion, transparent under his symbolism, draws on Greek mythic lore, e.g. the story of Ixion’s attempted rape of Hera. His quasi-Gnostic attachment to Sophia exalts her to a status like Hecate’s, the goddess who, says Hesiod, once held parity with Zeus. It is no novelty that theosophists after Boehme – Mme Guyon, Madame Blavatsky, and Mary Baker Eddy – promoted divine femininity.

See JWB: 1133, with reference to WA, 40 II: 342: “Wie du glaubst, so geschiet es in dir . . .”


In Von der Gnadenwahl, SS, XV: ch. 12, para. 47 Boehme reveals that “Der Zorn Gottes will auch creatürlich seyn,” emulate of the benignant work of good, and in his 40 Fragen, SS, IV, Fr. 23, 9 he adds that God “hat seinen Rachen aufgesperret und zeucht mächtig und will alles verschlingen.” The latter image calls up Goya’s Jupiter devouring his own son.


Weeks: 61, notes that the repetitiousness of *Morgenröte* was due to the incorporation of numerous drafts; also, many copies of these drafts were put into circulation, some illicitly.

JWB: 189. (Italics mine.)

JWB: 288, 290.

De signatura rerum, 10:1.
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SS IV, Von Menschenwerdung, II, 5:16, “den Schalk in der Seele behalten.” Cf. Gegen Tilke I: 585: “Es liegt wenig am Wissen, sondern alles am Thun, Thun muss es seyn.” The only way to wipe out guilt is to become the new man; grace is not meant for forgiveness but for rebirth.


Van Ingen’s notes to the JBW identify a large number of passages from this work that argue Boehme’s close acquaintance with it.

46 SS, IV: Von der Menschenwerdung Christi, 120–121.

47 SS, IV: Von Sechs Theosophischen Punktten, 6–7. Berdyaev’s enthusiasm lies in Boehme’s use of Sophia, the creatrix of all things according to Russian mystical lore. She is a quaternary figure, the feminine complement to the Trinity, the begetter of terrestrial nature.

48 Boehme is inconsistent on das Nichts, as in his SS, III, 40 Fragen, Fr.1, para. 14, he claims that “was vor dem Begehren ist ausser der Sucht, das ist frey und ein Nichts, und da es doch ist: so es aber etwas erkenntliches wäre, so wäre es ein Wesen.” (My italics.) In SS, VI Von der Gnadenwahl, ch.1, para. 3, he defines God as “in sich selber der Ungund, ohne einige Willen gegen der Natur und Creatur, als ein ewig Nichts,” so that his own daily pilgrimage toward “Wille” seems bound to a kind of nirvana, where the divine Wille is a void.


50 JBW: 743.

51 At the start of Boehme’s five years’ productivity, 1619–24, in Von den drei Principien, SS, II, 10, he implicitly equates evil with the divine anger of the Father, asking, “Wovon ist die erste Materia zur Bossheit worden? Denn es muss ja ein Wille im Geiste Gottes gewesen seyn, den Zorn-Quell zu gebahren.” (My emphasis.)

52 Mysterium Magnum, SS, VII, 71.17, p. 796: “Also dienst [das Böse] zur Offenbarung der Herrlichkeit Gottes und zur Freudenreich . . . so kein Böses wäre, so würde das Gute nicht erkant.”


54 On resolving this inner war, see Von Sechs Theosophischen Punktten SS, VI, ch. 9, 21–26, pp. 70–71. In everyone’s internal contest between wrath, Grimm, and love, Liebe, “alles steht nun in seiner Macht, er mag den Grimm-Geist erbären, oder den Liebe-Geist, nach demselben wird er geschieden, wohin und in welche Welt er gehöret: den er scheidet sich selber.” (26, p. 71).


57 Introduction to the title cited later, 29.

58 Johann Frik, Gründliche Untersuchung Jacob Boehmens vornehmster Irrthümer (Ulm: Ferdinand Mauch, 1697): 64. The pagination cited refers to the pdf numbers of this text, not to its original numeration. Hereafter cited as GU.
The Kabbalah dates from the twelfth century and came to southern France, perhaps from Palestine; it is contemporaneous with two powerful advances of women, the cult of the Virgin Mary and the courtly love lyrics. In the Kabbalah, Shekhinah is divine glory, an attribute of God, but tends to achieve ontological status as a woman, though not explicitly personified, apart from God. See Peter Schäfer’s Mirror of His Beauty: Feminine Images of God From the Bible to the Early Kabbalah (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002), esp. 93–99. The intrigue here is that while Mary goes upward and becomes Queen of Heaven, Shekhinah descends to earth, and is intermittently left there by God.

Of Mary he writes, Gegen Tilke, II: 253: “ihr werdet sie müssen lassen mit Joachmis und Annae Tochter bleiben, wie es die heilige Schrift aufsetzt.”


GU, 277.

GU, 309: “in verblümten Verstand.” Frik’s objection to intricate interpretations of the Bible rests on his concern for ordinary parishioners’ understanding. 317: “Bey dem andern muss man behutsam umgehen damit darneben der Buchstäbliche Verstand möge beobachtet und verwahret warden; gantz anders als unser Böhm thut.”

GU, 138, 140, 142. “Heisst diss nicht fein still und allgemählich von Gottes Wort zu der Atheisterey führen?” (My emphasis.)

GU, 174.

GU, 389, 416, 421.

First, the mythic fall of Adam, his corruption and expulsion from Eden. In history’s register, Saul’s decline into madness, and David’s into treachery and adultery, precede New Testament accounts of good corrupted: the prodigal son (an important story of reversion), Jesus’s parable of an addict whose outcast demon returns sevenfold. On Jesus himself containing evil: the three Satanic temptations and Jesus’s telling Pilate of angelic hosts he could summon to his aid show him aware that he could abuse his own power.

Is Boehme following Paracelsus? In his Liber de sancta trinitate, Paracelsus describes God’s original oneness as a creator and smasher (zerbrecher) of all things; then as Trinitarian creator, redeemer, enlightener. On Sophia and how to account for femininity, Paracelsus says God apportions femininity so it is “volkumben in gott dem vatter nach der gottheit ohne anfang, ohne end . . . ir bleibt fräulicher gwalt.” With no place in the Trinity, she is “die himlische küni- gin . . . ein göttin.” Boehme is too Lutheran to confer titles on Sophia, “wisdom” being adequate. See Theophrastus von Hohenheim genannt Paracelsus, Sämtliche Werke, Zweite Abteilung III, ed. Kurt Goldammer (Stuttgart: Steiner, 1986): 238, 239, 245, 246.

Weeks: 86, 87.
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74 Physica sacra oder der Begriff der himmlischen Leiblichkeit (Stuttgart, 1869): 61.
78 *Luthers Vorreden zur Bibel*, Heinrich Bornkamm, ed. (Hamburg: Furche, 1967): 180. That is from his 1522 introduction; in 1530, his second commends Revelation as a source of consolation – Christianity’s eventual triumph – and as a reminder of what horrific vexations and defects (heresies) confronted the faith in early times.
79 Overbeck claims that, perhaps prior to his discovery of Schopenhauer (1864), Nietzsche was influenced by Ludwig Feuerbach, whose overthrow of all spiritual power superior to the human calls up Boehme’s Luciferian over-reaching toward exclusive godhead. See *Friedrich Nietzsche; Chronik in Bildern und Texten* (Munich: Carl Hanser, 2000): 569. As Nietzsche read Feuerbach’s *Das Wesen des Christentums* during his theological studies at the University of Bonn (1864–5), Schopenhauer may have been working upon him at about the same time. Nietzsche later faulted Wagner for his *Wandlung* from Feuerbach to Schopenhauer (i.e. from post-1848 disillusionment to Mitleid). KSA, 11: 250, but he also lists Feuerbach with Hegel and Schelling as “stinking” of theologians and Church Fathers. KSA, 11, 262: “Davon ist Schopenhauer ziemlich frei, man athmet bessere Luft, man riecht sogar Plato.”
80 See Boehme on the four great human evils: pride, greed, envy, and anger, Von Sechs Theosophischen Punkten, VI, ch. 10, 10–18, 77–80; enmities pious souls face, ch. 10, 24, p. 82: “Denn der Teufel ist sein Feind, sein eigen verderbtes Fleisch und Blut ist sein Feind; Gottes Zorn ist sein Feind in ihm, und die gantze Welt ist sein Feind: wo er nur hinsiehet, da siehet er Feinde, die ihn alle berauben wollen.”
81 KSA, 3: 482.
82 KSA, 3: 533; 11: 151.
83 The ampler citation: “Nu merket, alle vernünftigen menschen! Daz snelleste tier, daz iuch treget ze dirre volkomenheit, daz ist liden, wan ez niuzet nieman me ewiger süezicheit, dan die mit Kristo stnt in der groesten bitterkeit.” (“Take heed, all you reasonable men! The fastest animal to carry you to perfection is suffering, as no one enjoys a more lasting sweetness than they who stand with Christ in the greatest bitterness.”) Meister Eckhart, “Von der Abgescheidenheit,” in *Werke II: Predigt Traktate* (Stuttgart: Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 2008): 458.
84 KSA, 1: 372. Only a few pages before the passage quoted here from Eckhart there is the great mystic’s own construction of *Morgenröte*: not Boehme’s strictly Biblical wrestling till dawn for angelic grace; not Nietzsche’s heralding of a personal spiritual triumph over divinity, but a characterization of how God takes the human soul into Himself, “als diu sunne daz morgenrôt an sich ziuhet, daz ez ze nihte wirt” (“as the sunlight draws up the aurora’s dew into itself, so it becomes nothing”). Meister Eckhart, *Werke 2*, Niklaus Largier, ed. (Frankfurt am Main: Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 2008): 454. In the Boehmean context, Eckhart’s phrasing forms an exquisite image of how warmth, light, and moisture belong together.
seien nicht tiefer als andere und aus ihnen lasse sich keinerlei Erkenntnis ableiten.”

86 KSA, 3: 345, Vorrede, and 3: 527, the Excelsior! motif. (My italics.)
87 Thus the now familiar and crucial modification of Martin Heidegger’s gnomic utterance: *Nur noch ein leidender Gott kann uns retten. And who else than that is Jesus Christ?*
88 “Ja! Ich weiss, woher ich stamme!/ Ungesättigt gleich der Flamme/ Glühe und verzehr’ ich mich./ Licht wird alles, was ich fasse;/ Kohle alles, was ich lasse;/ Flamme bin ich sicherlich.” KSA, 3, 367. This is an intriguing text, as Nietzsche, well versed in Scripture, knew Christ’s enigmatic words, Luke 12:49, “I came to cast fire upon the earth, and what am I to wish/will, if already it has been lit?” But most arresting in his verse is the self-consumption, and leaving behind not ashes but coals.
89 The Christian analog for this process is in Romans, 8:22–3: “For we know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now. Not only that, but we too having the firstfruits of the Spirit, we too groan within ourselves, awaiting sonship, the deliverance of our body” (KJV, slightly modified). Luther reads closer to the Greek: “Denn wir wissen das alle Creatur sehnet sich mit vns, und engstet sich noch jmer dar. Njcht alleine aber sie, sondern aur wir selbs die wir haben des Geistes erstling sehnen vns auch bey vns selbs nach der Kindschaft vnd warten auff unsers Leibes erloesung.” Martin Luther, *Das Neue Testament*, Hans-Gert Roloff, ed. (Stuttgart: Reclam, 1989). This is the 1545 text.
90 KSA, 1, 39–40.
91 SS, IV: Von der Menschenwerdung Jesu Christi, I, 1:8.
92 Von drei Prinzipien, 14:61. Boehme’s *Uranfängliche* is bound to recall Goethe’s *Unzulängliche*, in the closing mystical chorus of *Faust* II, as well as his cherished *Urpflanze*, from which he derived lofty metaphysical properties, and his remarks on the *Urphänomen*: “Das Höchste, wozu der Mensch gelangen kann, ist das Erstaunen; und wenn ihn das Urphänomen in Erstaunen setzt, so sei er zufrieden; ein Höheres kann es ihm nicht gewähren, und ein Weiteres soll er nicht dahinter suchen,” that caveat serving as the very echo of Boehme’s. Johann Peter Eckermann, *Gespräche mit Goethe* (Baden-Baden: Insel, 1981): 298. Of the very first beginning Goethe observes, as though with Boehme in mind: “Wenn man von Uranfängen spricht, so sollte man uranfänglich reden, das heist dichterisch; den was unserer tagtäglichen Sprache anheimfällt: Erfahrung, Verstand, Urteil, alles reicht nicht hin.” *Geologie und Mineralogie Fragmentarisches* (Zurich: Artemis Gedenkausgabe, 1948): 17, 627.
93 KSA, 2, 516, #334.
94 KSA, 3, 385; 4, 115.
95 KSA, 3, 553. See KSA, 10, 194: “Whoever has the will to suffer looks differently at cruelty (Grausamkeit); he does not consider it in itself harmful (schädlich) or wicked (schlecht).” On cruelty as “the soul’s pleasure” in former times, see KSA, 4, 15.
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Theologia Deutsch, 27: “Disse hell und dis hymelreich sind tzwen gut, sicher weg dem menschen yn der tzeit, und wol, der sie recht und wol findet.”

KSA, 4, 271.


Matthew 7:11.

On gratuitous maleficence see Matthew 18:23–35, the servant who is forgiven his debts then extorts payment from those who owe him; and Matthew 25:14–30, the servant who rationalizes his failure to make use of the one talent that his master had given him.

KSA, 4, 149. The phrasing being strangely elliptical in this passage, I supply interpretive brackets.

Weeks: 47. (His emphases, save for the parenthesis, which is mine.)

The urge of the great paternal anger to destroy sonship when it is perceived as rivalry – love as a threat? – finds its epitome in Freud’s Totem und Taboo.

Schopenhauer, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung: 709.

Postmodern nihilism is foreseen in “Vom Lande der Bildung”: “Wandelnde Widerlegungen seid ihr des Glaubens selber, und aller Gedanke Gliederbrechen... and das ist eure Wirklichkeit: ‘Alles ist werth, das es zu Grunde geht.’” KSA, 4, 154. Kinsmen of these degenerates, socialist egalitarians promoting democracy, are denominated tarantulas.

KSA, 3, 610–612. In sum, for women love means fidelity (Treu), whereas men see love and fidelity as opposites.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, Selected Writings, Brooks Atkinson, ed. (New York: Modern Library, 1950): 149. “Your goodness must have some edge to it – else it is none. The doctrine of hatred must be preached, as the counteraction of the doctrine of love, when that pules and whines. I shun father and mother and wife and brother when my genius calls me.” Remarkably brazen is Emerson’s substitute of his “genius” for Christ’s injunction to hold familial bonds in contempt, the Greek misos denoting hatred. See Luke 14:26, the only passage in which this unsettling statement occurs. Its full force is palliated in commentaries.

“All grosse Liebe... überwindet auch noch Vergebung und Mitleiden.” In this passage, KSA, 4, 115, the devil tells Zarathustra that “even God has a hell, which is his love for humankind. And recently I heard him say, ‘God is dead; he died from his compassion for people.’” Later, KSA, 4, 301, Zarathustra admits to the Seer (Wahrsager) that his “last sin” is compassion.

In Zarathustra there are numerous transparent evocations of the Gospel: on God’s dying out of compassion for humanity; on moving mountains; on the barren fig-tree; on the poor in spirit; on the Pharisees as the “good and upright,” KSA, 4, 115, 188–189; 154; 234; 266. The refrain, “Wer Ohren hat, der höre,” is a direct translation of Christ’s caveat. Even the confrontations in which Jesus is surprised and indeed enlightened, as with the Roman centurion, the Phoenician mother, and the tax-gatherer Zaccheus, have analogues in Zarathustra. Jesus’s exasperation with hypocrisy and the absence of faith among his generation find exact parallels in Nietzsche’s rage against the staid and hollow bourgeois culture of which he was a scion. Not least, in a final scene with his followers, including the last pope on earth, Zarathustra finds them falling down in pious worship of their god, a donkey that can only hee-haw, like the Midas-like ass who plays the judge in the folk poem “Lob des hohen Verstand”
of *Des Knaben Wunderhorn*. The donkey recalls the golden calf idolized by the Jews in their wilderness.

I contest R. J. Hollingdale’s “Claim,” in *Nietzsche: The Man and His Philosophy*, rev. ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999): 209: “[his] objection to the religion of the Western world can be seen to rest on rational grounds and to follow from the premises of his own philosophy . . . the circumstances of his upbringing have nothing to do with the matter.” Nietzsche was deeply informed by Christian community in the first 18 years of his life, and never fully shook it off. Nor, I believe, did he want to.

---

114 KSA, 4, 224, 225. This passage reminds me of Wotan’s meeting with Mime.


117 KSA, 4, 305.

118 This dogma is first aired in *Menschliches, Allzumenschliches*, 341 (KSA, 3, 570), dated to August 1881, in KSA, 9, 494. It is depicted as a mystical moment of awakening, when tendencies to despair of self and the world are overcome by subsuming both the subjective and objective, I and world, into a scheme of everlasting recurrence. Without support for such a view in the scientific theories of his day, he gave it to his Zarathustra.

119 KSA, 4, 365.


121 JBW, 123.

122 In his *Leidenmetaphysik* suffering is a pre-condition of joy in self-overcoming, though that process involves self-destruction. He knew Luke 6:21, “Blessed are ye that weep now: for ye shall laugh,” a celestial promise, but that promise wants a brief, hearty, earthly laugh, Dionysian, frenzied.

123 Not to be missed, in *Zarathustra*, is the passage from the lunar “Liebschaft” of deceits, the alluring and hypocritical guises of the prophet’s foes, to the *Morgenröte* “die Glühende, ihre Liebe zur Erde kommt! Unschuld und Schöpfer-Begier ist alle Sonnenliebe!” KSA, 4, 158. It is commonly assumed that Nietzsche displaces Schopenhauer’s *Wille zum Leben* with *Wille zur Macht*, but his primal love of life itself bears emphasis.

124 De Genesi ad litteram, IV, ch. 23, no. 40 and ch. 24, n. 41. For Meister Eckhart’s use of these passages see his 8th Sermon, *Werke 1*, Niklaus Largier, ed. (Frankfurt am Main: Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 2008): 100–101, with commentary, 833.


127 KSA, 9: 11. See also KSA, 3: 569–571, KSA, 4: 276.
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3 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
presumes to scan God

It seems reasonable, his claim that reason is no less a gift of God than that of revelation. In other words, the human mind is a blessing concomitant with divine revelation in the person of Jesus and the Holy Spirit, giver of life. Our thinking for ourselves is a sure match for gospel narratives.

This chapter argues that in the early or pre-Enlightenment, metaphysical reasoning, called upon by Rome to defend the Christian faith, subverted it in that defense. Men counting themselves Christians did not realize, nor perhaps even sense, that they were abandoning what they purported to uphold. Leibniz is foremost in this endeavor. Whether the seventeenth century’s “mechanical revolution” served in this falling off from Christian faith is debatable, but the coming of microscopy and improvements in telescopic expanded human consciousness in its Faustian potential, to what Augustine called libido scienti, the urge to know, and libido dominandi, the urge to control and manipulate. Neither of these seems a Christian endeavor.

God, recast into hypotheses, was being subtracted from human needs and wants. If Luther’s God was ein fester Burg, a mighty fortress, Leibniz’s was at best a station-house in dilapidation, surrounded, hedged in by staves of hypotheses, not provable but not confoundable, either.

Nietzsche’s insight that humankind has killed God is well-known. Less well-known is his corollary that Christianity dies from the head down, that is, from powers of reasoning that attained accelerated exponence in the time of Leibniz. Yet, on his own terms, Leibniz’s view of God and of religion is altogether positive, because the fear and torment, the neurotic anguish of Saint Paul and Brother Martin, have been dissipated, and reason brings luminary cheer.

To the question of whether Christians can, of themselves, love God, Luther gave an unequivocal No. Love for God can come only when, by grace, Christians are made conduits of God’s love for God. Whether, as hauling animals (Zugtiere), Christians can rejoice in this divine load mattered much to Luther. He insisted that they should be joyous in their faith and in the supremacy it gave them over God’s adversaries – the world, the devil, sin. That most Christians might not be up to such hybristics did not bother him; they needed some kind of tonic, and such was his. The caricature of
Lutherans as dour and glum, as though obliged to live forever within a film by Ingmar Bergmann, may derive from their sense of disappointing Luther in the matter of supremacist joy. Perhaps they have understood humility in a way that he could not.

When we enter the dauntingly erudite world of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, we get a different answer to the question about love for God. It is a resounding Yes. But the basis for that Yes has a curious history, one flowery avenue to it coming within the diminutive palace of the Queen of Prussia, Sophie-Charlotte. She read a sacrilegious Dutch journalist’s suggestion that erotic love finds nourishment from our thinking about profound matters. Wondering how a philosopher might respond to that argument, she summoned her father’s former councilor and asked him. Leibniz, a lifelong bachelor, must have blushed at what he called such a “spicy” (croustilleux) question. More important to the queen, who had mystical leanings and curiosity about life after life, was the journalist’s skepticism – or was it agnosticism? What did Leibniz have to say to that? He pleaded time to think about it and write a response. That response, published in 1710, years after the queen’s death, became one of the most widely read and controversial books of the eighteenth century. It forms this chapter’s centerpiece.

Preceding his Theodicy is another matter important to an estimate of his Christian endeavors. In addition to being interested in everything beneath the sun and beyond it, pursuing mathematical logic, metaphysics, linguistics via Chinese, mining and anemology, historiography, and the possibility of fastening a clock to one’s arm, Leibniz was a diplomat. His most important mission was one he assigned himself and carried almost alone, without governmental ties and protocols. He hoped to reconcile the three Christian folds of the German people: Lutheran, Roman Catholic, and Calvinist (Reformed). To that pacific end he developed a correspondence with the Catholic bishop Bossuet, among influential others. He had high hopes of the papacy, especially of saintly Innocent XI. The desultory course of his mission, a tragic one for such an optimist as Leibniz always was, will be glimpsed here. Leibniz models the praxis of love for neighbors and enemies.

I Leibniz thinking for his dukes

Born July 1, 1646, one hundred years and as many days after the death of Luther, Leibniz lived in the best of all possible minds. So capacious, so varied and extensive in its reaches and interests, it could have mirrored the lifetime careers of many men. He has been called “the last universal mind of Western science,” but he was also a Christian who maintained the centuries-long alliance between theology and philosophy, with the fateful difference that his “modern” rationalism reversed the relationship between these intellectual realms: philosophy’s subordination to theology via scholasticism was ending, and reason now claimed more than parity.
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with faith. Leibniz was certain that reason could explain faith to itself. Indeed, reason could explain anything, could it not?

“The Enlightenment” is sometimes presumed synonymous with hostility toward revealed religion, meaning Christianity. That is to see it only from a French perspective, which involved the overthrow of ecclesiastical authority along with monarchic, the two imputed despotisms weighing upon human freedom. The German Enlightenment was grounded in Pietism’s renegade movement away from Lutheran orthodoxy, a communal affirmation of Christian faith through individual witnessing and rigorous attention to Scripture. Leibniz was friendly with Pietism’s foremost exponent, Philipp Jakob Spener (1635–1705), and his own respectful accommodation of this Protestantism signaled that reason offered no apparent threat to Christianity. Three centuries before a papal encyclical on this subject, Leibniz saw that \textit{Fides et Ratio}, Christian faith and scientific rationalism, can enjoy a common life in our consciousness.

As to the sway of Pietism, it is noteworthy that Kant, Goethe, and Nietzsche grew to maturity in homes where it was alive and well, at least in their mothers. Pietism remained open to philosophical and scientific endeavors as part of a Christian education, an openness in some measure due to Leibniz’s deference to Christianity and the neo-Platonic avenues that led to it since Augustine’s time.

Leibniz’s unfailing faith in the mind’s rational capacity to determine God’s principles of order identifies what Paul calls a spiritual gift. Indeed, some gifts in Paul’s inventory – knowledge, healing, tongues – were within Leibniz’s great compass of endeavor. Reason, in Leibniz’s persuasion, is the great unifier of humankind, and its principal instrument to unification, language, could be unifying as well, if only there had been no Babel. Leibniz’s hope, not original with him but a forceful pre-occupation for him, was that a universal language, coded in propositional symbols, could be invented to serve the betterment of humanity. Raised a Lutheran, Leibniz knew the Gospel warrant that believers would speak in new tongues.\(^4\) For him, a new language of reason sufficed, but it remained a chimera.

In the eighth of his Biblical 70 years (1646–1716) he gained access to his deceased father’s library by teaching himself Latin. A kindly visitor urged the family to grant the boy this extraordinary and dangerous – too much learning? – privilege. By 15 Leibniz was writing three hundred Latin hexameters in a day. “What else would you expect of a German,” he later asked with Teutonic irony, “in whose nation only laboriousness, among the mind’s endowments, has been left?”\(^5\) The library’s value was its bulk of ancient and recent texts, including books no conscientious father would have allowed passage into a young impressionable mind.

One of these was \textit{de vera christiana religione et ecclesia} (On the True Christian Religion and Church, 1633) by the heterodox Lutheran Georg Calixt (1586–1656). He urged reconciliation of Lutheranism and Catholicism, based upon the unified confessional nature of Christendom’s first five
centuries. Accused of papism, Calixt unwittingly set off altercationst within Lutheran ranks that caught renewing fire just a year before Leibniz’s birth, and raged on, likely warming his inchoate awareness. By the time Leibniz was grinding out hexameters he may have been aware of this heresy posed as diplomacy, so adverse was it to the staunch Lutheranism of Leibniz’s family, of their home town of Leipzig, and of Saxony, Luther’s own province. It is noteworthy in the early context of familial sway that Leibniz in his mature years proclaimed himself evangelical, not Lutheran, and subscribed to the Augsburg Confession. He regarded Christianity as catholic in the older sense of the word, claiming that “The true and real community, which makes us belong to the body of Jesus Christ, is love.”

Leibniz’s father was a professor of moral philosophy. He recognized the value of knowing one’s opponent’s position so as better to confront it, but the young Leibniz was, perhaps like Calixt, by temperament an all-embracer – Blessed are the peacemakers – and intuitively aware of a unity hiding within difference, variety, and multitude. His sensibility, given free rein in the library, provided the unity. One lesson the paternal library gave him came very early, and he voiced it often in his maturity, that he read books with an eye to prof- iting from them rather than criticizing them. Another lesson, beginning with the ancient historiography his father had encouraged him, when knee-high, to pursue, was that there is more than one way to look at life and the world, and thus he was liberated from the confines of his Lutheran circumstances. Lutherans and their neighboring Calvinist adversaries were alike antagonistic to Catholicism because of the Jesuits’ vigorous post-Tridentine attempts within the German duchies to roll back Protestantism. Leibniz met with individuals rather than dogmatists, Catholics who appreciated and supported his intellectual promise and endeavors, some of them former Protestants who were not, at least outwardly, surcharged with the righteousness common to converts.

His maternal grandfather was a professor of law, and an education in jurisprudence was the grandson’s first step toward a livelihood, but he must have sensed that he lacked the lawyer’s jugular proclivities, and his mind was, according to his later testimony, already elsewhere, in the effort to reconcile two worldviews of which his unflagging precocity had become aware.

As a youngster I learned Aristotle, and even the scholastics did not bother me. . . But Plato, too, along with Plotinus, gave me pleasure, not to speak of other ancients I consulted subsequently. Once out of the trivium (schooling in grammar, logic, and rhetoric) I came upon the moderns, and I remember walking about alone in the forest near Leipzig, called the Rosenthal, when I was fifteen, wondering if I would stay with substantial forms. Finally, mechanical philosophy prevailed and I started to apply myself to mathematics. . . . But when I sought the first causes of mechanics and the laws of movement, I was quite surprised to see it was impossible to find them in mathematics, and it was necessary to return to metaphysics.
Leibniz began adulthood and a career in the court of Mainz, two hundred miles southwest of Leipzig. The court was Catholic, the realm of Prince and Archbishop Johann Philipp von Schönborn (1605–73), who accepted the application of Leibniz, a freshly minted and sterling graduate in law, to assist in the prelate’s plans to reform jurisprudence over the wide stretch of lands under his ecclesiastical and secular authority. (Schönborn was interested in reconciling the churches, but he was also an elector, one of eight princes who chose the emperor of the lurching, obsolescent Holy Roman Empire.) Leibniz brought a truly catholic perspective, urging that jurisprudence required interdisciplinary integration, including philosophy and theology.

From Mainz he received his first diplomatic mission. The generation that grew up from warfare – the Thirty Years War in Germany (1618–48) quickly became international – was charged with the irenic tasks of recovery, conciliation, and decency. An activist Christianity, a *praxis pietatis*, weighing upon the individual soul, looked to a personal, articulated conversion to Christian mission. This tendency had lain in Luther’s own seedbed of “Christian freedom,” and Leibniz is bounteously exemplary of it. Besides, peace had become a universal imperative, as the Empire was besieged from the East by Ottoman Turks, pressing at the gates of Vienna, while Louis XIV was planning to invade Holland, threatening the Holy Roman Empire with his own, from the West. Politics, then as now, implicated religion in dangerous enterprises, possibly another decades-long war within Christendom, portents of which Leibniz mentioned in his letters.8

Schönbrun sent the 26-year-old to Paris, in the hope of persuading Louis that it would be wiser to subvert heathens than to attack another Christian nation. Why not an invasion of Egypt? By the time Leibniz reached Paris (he was never accorded an audience at Versailles), Louis, having bribed England and Sweden out of their alliance with the Dutch, had moved north. Leibniz tarried in Paris for four years on a Mainz subsidy and developed his mathematical acuities in the midst of *savants* with wits well-honed at putting others (such as this German) in their place. He also engaged with brilliant minds in England, and in Holland, including Spinoza, to whom he presented proofs of God’s transcendent being. His vast correspondence shows him busy in French, the *lingua franca* of that age, while his formal discourse, little of it published in his lifetime, is in Latin. And German? Rarely on the page, though he once rated it superior to Latin or French in expressive precision.9 With effort he could read English, but did not write it.

His correspondents included philosophers, theologians, mathematicians (the more learned combined those three titles into one), patrons, and rare friends such as the Queen of Prussia. Leibniz once told her mother, Kurfürstin Sophie of Hanover (granddaughter of England’s King James I), that he always preferred the judgments of intelligent and disinterested people to those of stubborn (Parisian) *savants*. “In matters of reasoning, good sense
Leibniz presumes to scan God suffices.”10 The letters are a vital source for approaching Leibnitz because he often refines his thinking through a witty, enlightening exchange, or he admits in a letter’s privacy some scruples he either omitted from publication or arrived at subsequently. An important example can be found in his decade of letters to the Jesuit Bartholomew des Bosses, in which he expresses his unease with doctrinal notions of substantiation in the Eucharist.11 We shall come to this troubling matter presently.

From his 30th year to the end of his life he worked for the dukes of Braunschweig-Lüneberg, initially in the minor role of librarian. His enterprising energy was put to use in a years-running, expensive, and disastrous attempt at draining silver mines in the Harzgebirge. Leibniz was fortunate only in the first duke to employ him, Johann Friedrich, a Catholic convert, who inspired him to undertake a thinking man’s reconciliation of the churches. Ernst August, the duke’s brother, succeeded him in 1680, and with him came his well-educated and hospitable wife, Sophie, and their daughter, Sophie-Charlotte, both of whom compensated for the duke’s unscrupulous pursuit of power and his steady indifference to science and to learning generally.

This second duke had no use for the library Leibniz refurbished and expanded under the aegis of the generous Johann Friedrich. He did, however, take up Leibniz’s offhand proposal to document the dynasty back to its Guelf origins, the bait of prestige thus abetting the duke’s hope to be promoted to elector in the Empire. The consequent archival pursuit dogged the librarian-historiographer for more than 20 years, and was never completed, though Leibniz did succeed in gathering substantial documentary findings into three volumes, and his archival excursions as far as Vienna and Rome brought him into contact with other scientists and mathematicians. Ernst August granted him two favors: a second librarianship, in Wolfenbüttel, a much richer collection, and a promotion to privy counselor (July 1696), the post Leibniz presumed he would receive when he was hired by Johann, nearly 20 years before. The family history project proved the costliest tangent in the curve of Leibniz’s plan to form a universal, interdisciplinary knowledge.

Leibniz’s fortunes took no better turn in January 1698, when Georg Ludwig, Ernst’s oldest son, became his third and last employer. This man had little use or liking for Leibniz, perhaps resenting Leibniz’s close relations with his sister, Sophie-Charlotte, who by marriage moved to Berlin and became Prussia’s queen. She had scant leverage to help Leibniz out, as her brother would have been loath to let Leibniz go to the Prussian capital at the cost of the dynastic research, what Georg Ludwig mocked as Leibniz’s “invisible book.” Besides, Berlin’s court was Calvinist, Hanover’s Lutheran, a delicate matter of differences we cannot today appreciate.

Not one to play a mother-to-her-people role, Sophie-Charlotte, enjoying music (she composed and played some) and gathering porcelain (now on vast display in the Charlottenburg palace), had very limited court influence,
but she secured for Leibniz some periodic invitations to come to Berlin, where they discussed the formation of a scientific academy, to be modeled on the ones established in London (1660) and Paris (1666). Those years of steady and fruitful contact, 1700–5, are reckoned the happiest of Leibniz’s life, thanks much to her, but the record remains incomplete, as her correspondence with her friend was incinerated after her death. Dying of pneumonia, Sophie-Charlotte remarked to her grieving maids that she would soon understand space, infinity, and nothingness, “as Monsieur Leibniz has been unable to explain them.” When she perished, aged 36, in the winter of 1705, he himself in grieving her came close to death.12

Although he traveled widely in Italy and Austria compiling the ducal family documents, Leibniz never got beyond the tenth century. For his pains he incurred the final displeasure of Georg Ludwig, who left Hanover and became the king of England, as George the First, in 1714. Leibniz’s request that he be brought to the English court was refused, and he died in solitude. Bertrand Russell, one of Leibniz’s shrewd critics, finds Leibniz too much a toady to the aristocrats he served, compromising his mind and views with deference. But what choice did he have? The mines and the historiography were challenges he accepted conscientiously, but they detracted monstrously from the stamina he needed to pursue all that engaged him, foremost his great oneiric project of an encyclopedic learning through the integration of all disciplinary knowledge.

Leibniz is credited with the discovery of infinitesimal calculus, but shares that distinction with Isaac Newton. They arrived at it independently of one another, and so a great contention of vanity arose, with Newton inelegantly boasting that he had triumphed and carried the prize, which in fact he did – in England.13 Leibniz was also notorious for his pursuit – one Newton did not follow – of a universal language for the human intellect. It was to be another calculus, one of word symbols that would overcome the fences of contingency marking off Europe’s natural languages from one another. Latin, the first universal language, served as inspiration, as did Chinese characters, awareness of which Leibniz acquired from correspondence with Jesuit missionaries, as well as Egyptian glyphs, but he made only forays into this linguistic territory, and the dismantling of Babel finally eluded him. Its significance, even as failure, is that it showed him at his diplomatic best, seeking to reconcile all of thoughtful humanity, by the tongue.14 Christians have much to learn from Islam, he told an epistolary friend, the Scottish nobleman Thomas Burnett, and did Burnett know that Hebrew is but a dialect of Arabic, rather as Dutch is, of German?15

It would be mistaken to regard Leibniz as a dabbler or dilettante, given to miscellanies. His problems were two, that he could not let go of an idea but neither could he bring it to formal written completion. The multiplicity he wanted to bring to a centripetal unity overwhelmed and dispersed his concentration, so he often dazzles himself and his reader by hypothesis or suggestion. The intrigue over China, for example, was not only about its
language as a system of symbols but that its *I Ching* offered a precedent for Leibniz’s ideal of a universal communication of thoughts. He wanted to take this effort one crucial degree, and devise guidelines for calculating the relation of specific signs to specific ideas. He is not trans-cultural but supra-cultural, and it is a piteous irony that only toward the end of his life did he at last find a sympathetic regal patron who might have facilitated so much on his behalf, Russia’s Peter the Great. True to form, he regarded Russia’s comparative backwardness as a challenge, but he had only refractory powers by then, as well as arthritis and gout. Nothing came of Petersburg nor of a *characteristica universalis*.16

II Pre-establishing harmony

Whether or not fortified with Jesus’s lesson about individual efforts in his name, Leibniz drew confidence from his own metaphysical postulates, that the world is God’s perfect harmony, a kind of cosmic thought embodied, and that the human mind need only attain through reason the knowledge of that perfection, indeed of God’s innumerable perfections. That epistemology was the substitute for Luther’s *Glaube*: not a supine trust in God but an active, reflective effort on the part of the human mind – was humanity not created in God’s image, rather than a mule’s? – would enlighten Christians and the world itself in the essential awareness, that God is not a capricious monarch, ruling by the stick and carrot of fear and hope, by threats of eternal damnation or pledges of celestial bliss, neither of them wholly earned nor humanly deserved.

As an expositor of “natural religion,” that is, of the establishment of reason as a basis for faith, Leibniz would have been aghast at any suggestion that reason effectually *displaces* faith. Rather, like divine grace and nature or mind and body, reason and faith stand in indissoluble harmony – at least, to his mind. But he might well have conceded that reason is essentially active and faith passive, like mind and matter. At no point does he acknowledge Christ’s monitory words on the foolishness of the wise, and the wisdom of child-like receptivity to his own mission and to God. Leibniz was convinced that a faith without reason descends to superstition and fanaticism, and his wariness toward Christian mysticism – an admitted aversion – comes from a dread of that descent.17 As to the inner work of the Holy Spirit upon conscience and action, Leibniz nowhere denies it; he ignores it. His province for praxis is rational, strictly.

Confidence, reposed in reason’s flourishment and supremacy, is the predominant tone in Leibniz’s writing. It may be both the cause and the effect of his sheer productivity, as he lived under the divine afflatus known as “the Protestant work ethic,” the Germanic commitment to personal industry and struggle, and he committed himself to such a life – he may have known so at the time – in entering his father’s library. In the midst of so many efforts, he might be charged with a fundamental negligence common to adroit minds
and others, that what he is assuming is already clear and evident to his readers, when such may not always be the fact. He moves with an ease of assurance befitting the diplomat who knows he can make his case, because he has already made it convincing to himself. A few details might be lost along the way. Yet he is also capable of an adept diplomacy in argumentation, a reminder that in his time controversialists could be polite, refined, gentlemanly, markedly above the bitter and dangerous contentiousness of Luther’s time:

For myself, I admit I do not share the view of those who claim that a truth cannot suffer invincible objections. . . . Is not an invincible argument a demonstration? . . . We must always give way to demonstrations, whether they are offered in affirmation or objection. It is unjust and pointless to wish to weaken an adversary’s proofs on the pretext that they are only objections, since the adversary has the same right and can reverse the terms, honoring his arguments with the name of proof, and lowering ours with the withering tag of objection. . . . I have always loved ingenious objections to my own views, and have never examined them without profit; witness those which Monsieur Bayle made against my system of pre-established harmony.¹⁸

How many minds today could take criticism with such gracious equanimity? Yet it is noteworthy that the only book length works Leibniz composed were disorganized, possibly because they were addressed to two opponents, John Locke and Pierre Bayle, who were unable to answer, being dead, and only one of these works was published while Leibniz himself was living.

The doctrine of pre-established harmony forms the epicenter of Leibniz’s metaphysics. He gave it many formulations; here is one of the succinct versions, in a letter to an editor in Rotterdam, circa 1692: soul and body have each their own laws; God’s infinite wisdom has created an exact, well-established harmony between different substances, and their changes come only from within their own essence, interacting among themselves as if there were some real influence, interacting among themselves

It seems to me more worthy of God and agreeable to philosophy to dispatch all things according to natural laws God initially gave them, than to have to employ God always ex machina to explain what ordinarily happens. . . . In my view the actions of souls neither augment nor diminish the quantity of mobile force in matter, nor do they change its direction, as Descartes believed. I don’t deny the action of one substance upon another, but I believe the effect it makes is only in itself, and the change occurring in the other is only the consequence of the pre-established harmony. It’s otherwise impossible to explain actions emanating in the natural order of things.¹⁹
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No less significant is a remark Leibniz appends to this news, commending minds such as Archimedes, Kepler, Galileo, and Descartes for having “penetrated the most into nature’s laws,” and claiming “an infinite distance between those who offer only experiences” (Locke, Gassendi, Boyle could be adduced) and those who have “deciphered nature’s secret reasons and who have, so to speak, God’s counsel.” It is clear where Leibniz stationed himself.

Leibniz faced numerous challengers to his “system,” and among the best of them was Isak Jaquelot (1647–1708), a Huguenot pastor of the French community formed in Berlin after the Edict of Nantes was revoked by Louis XIV in 1685 (by 1700 a third of Berlin’s population was French). Jaquelot wrote a book against the atheism of Epicurus and Spinoza (1697), and became well-known through philosophical and theological disputes in Holland’s journals. He overwhelms Leibniz with questions about substances and their dynamics. What is meant by force? Is it in the shape that matter takes? Is it an inclination? An instinct? “But these are just words.” Jaquelot merits attention for his sense of humor: “Do you always stay in your room? What you write about the soul’s union with an organic body – just where is it found?”

In reply Leibniz says a book would be needed to answer all the pastor’s questions, but meanwhile Aristotle’s logic will do, and he goes on to assert, “My system is a new proof of God’s existence,” a claim yet to be generally affirmed. More fantastic is his claim that each human substance re-presents the universe, from its own particular vantage, and that is “the greatest richness or perfection attributable to creatures by God’s operation, like a doubling of worlds by countless mirrors.” He likens these substances to “little divinities.”

Like Jaquelot, scholarly readers might object that Leibniz’s arguments tend more toward assertion than demonstration, and so they are all but invited to devise the logic he was so quick, or momentarily too distracted, to afford. He confessed that he preferred leisurely reading, coasting along with an author, to reading that obliged him to hard thinking, as he found with, for example, Descartes, whose failure to conjoin mechanics with metaphysics, as Leibniz did, showed that the Cartesian philosophy was only “the antechamber of the truth.” Maybe much of what moderns work out in their own analyses Leibniz himself anticipated, and the documentation of his doing so remains, as yet, unrevealed.

Meanwhile, his theodicy, while not the best formulation of his metaphysics, rests on the pre-established harmony he worked on for decades. It figures as the leading premise for Voltaire’s gibe: God, the one and only perfect substance, created the best of worlds he knew to be possible. This premise, already set out by Plato in his Timaeus, has earned Leibniz the badge of supreme optimist, but it does not follow that he was blind to the world and its many evils. In fact, he could analogize as bitterly as any plaintiff against God on the matter of divine responsibility for the world’s evils: “A wild,
unbridled child is at a full run, and an observer meanwhile opens a trapdoor
and the child falls in and breaks his neck, but the agent, though he saw it
all in advance, would maintain he was not the cause of the fall, because he
did not make the child run. . . . For sure, lame excuses are made for God
such as an attorney for the defense would be ashamed to make before an
intelligent judge.”

Like the scholastics and many rationalists Leibniz is fond of categorical
distinctions, and he identifies evil under three headings. The first, derived
from neo-Platonism, is metaphysical evil, at a distance or furthest remove
from God. Hell, it has been observed (by Dorothy Sayers), means hav-
ing your own way forever, but Leibniz is referring not to such a dubious
achievement, rather to the human condition, to our innate imperfection,
the confusion of perception and of judgment, which Christians can read as
original sin.

The second is physical (ontic) evil, as suffering from disease or natural dis-
asters. The third is immorality, as crime and sin, a category clearly extended
from the metaphysical. As such, it could be concluded that malice is really
misjudgment, an epistemological error. That conclusion would be a calamit-
tous misjudgment itself, one Leibniz never faces nor even tries to preclude.
That he failed to do so may be due to his cheerful self-assurance in having
an answer to the weightier issue: how can all of this evil be so evident, so
rampant, if God’s world is the best possible?

Leibniz’s answer comes thrice again: God is supreme goodness, justice,
and wisdom. The world is the necessary effect of God as its cause. To reason
from conditions contrary to fact, we can be sure that if God had created an
imperfect world, its creatures would have been at once subject to all of the
evils just noted. In that unhappy scenario God would be demonstrably not
good, neither benevolent nor beneficent, and therefore not fair and just; He
would also have started creation with a botch, which would hardly have
been wise of Him. In fine, divine and immutable goodness, justice, and wis-
dom are integral to, and thus indivisible from, one another, like the Chris-
tian virtues or the Platonic.

Because God’s world is perfect, and therefore a paradise, it might seem
strange that anyone should be at work in it. In Eden Adam’s sole busi-
ness was denomination of nature around him, flora and fauna. Leibniz
does not, however, regard the productivity of knowledge, the process and
arrival at an informed (demonstrable) awareness of God’s many perfec-
tions, as some chore but rather a joy, perhaps akin to the uplift Luther
expected to hear in Sunday’s chorales. Besides, as a mathematician Leib-
niz knew the aesthetic pleasure of abstractions. Blessedness, he says, is to
have our thinking always directed to how we can get a steady increase of
perception aimed at true perfection. This caste of mind is what Nietzsche
condemned as “the Moloch of abstraction,” which passed from Luther’s
*Glaube* through Leibniz’s sunny phrases and on to Kant’s *Tugend* and
*Pflicht*, virtue and duty.
The keynote in Leibniz’s metaphysics has been evident from the beginning of this discussion but now merits emphasis. It is the work of a single mind. More: as Luther marked a turning point in Christian conscience, Descartes marked one in human consciousness, and Leibniz in his own mind effects a reconciliation of Luther and Descartes. For Leibniz and for anyone interested and attentive, the common denominator of Christian faith and philosophical or scientific reasoning was the individuality of human reasoning. Descartes rooted his intellectual revolution in the first person singular: “I’m thinking, and therefore I am existing.” This statement remains, nearly four centuries on, a byword of philosophical endeavor. While the death knell to the collectivism of dogma was yet to sound, the capacity for a single human mind to provide substitutes for dogma, in the form of metaphysical systems and scientific laws, became evident to the informed in every European culture. In lieu of Catholicism’s councils came academies of science. Works of singular minds, such as Hobbes’s *Leviathan*, Gassendi’s *Syntagma*, Spinoza’s *Ethica*, and Leibniz’s *Théodicée*, gained a cosmopolitan reach comparable to that of papal decrees and ecclesiastical councils in the previous century. Like prophets of old, these men were powerful in their loneness.

Unfortunately, the very singularity of dazzling minds and their temperaments gave centrifugal force to the age, making even the unifying centripetal power of reason, upon which Leibniz relied, a fantasy.

### III Working for Christian concord

An effort no less arduous than the pursuit of a universal language was Leibniz’s aim toward an established harmony among the three confessional churches of European Christendom. Born toward the end of the Thirty Years War between German Catholics and Protestants, Leibniz matured into informed awareness of their chasmic divisions, carried over from the Peace of Westphalia (1648). All the warring nations had at last, in the Peace, recognized those three confessions as such, but what guarantee was there that another “religious” war would not come?

Indeed, France showed that it had. In 1685, under the “Sun King” the Huguenots, constituting 10% of the French population, were, after gradual attenuations of all legal protections granted them by Henri IV in the Edict of Nantes (1595), abruptly forced to choose exile or conversion. Most fled – to Holland, Berlin, Geneva, England; the rest were compelled to share the hypocrisy of their Catholic persecutors. This baleful recapitulation of Queen Isabella’s unholy cruelty toward Spain’s Jews and Muslims showed how one monarch could defy the age’s gradual progress toward religious tolerance. France became outwardly monophysic terrain, salted only by the totally irreligious musings of so-called *libertines*. Among the German duchies there was no such adroitly negative thinking, no doubt for the sake of doubt, yet peace was urgent precisely because Germans had all three confessions within their borders, any one of which could precipitate another war.
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If it seems preposterous that one man presumed himself capable of ecumenism only decades after the devastation and residual bitterness of civil war among his people, the example of one man creating the breach lies in this book’s first chapter. Division and destruction are, of course, devilishly easy; construction or re-construction requires many kinds of fortitude. Leibniz believed he had a mighty resource in logic. As we shall find, his best-known text intends to convince the reader that all Christians are rationally capable of peace and unity.

He did not intend reunification of Western Christendom under Rome’s aegis, but some Protestants suspected that that was the sub-text and was, besides, the covert intent of Catholics open to dialogue. The monadic trope we shall be considering might best reflect his diplomatic and theological vantage: distinct bodies looking upon and reflecting one another like mirrors, yet remaining individuated. An on-going dialogue of elites would have served well, as committees were the emergent forum for decision-making among the moderately propertied middle-managing classes. Shared trade interests furthered such communing, but monarchs were too labile in their Christian bearings to be relied upon. Leibniz might not have considered that at a lower than affluent level there could be any rapprochement among varying believers. He perhaps forgot the discipular example of Peter meeting the pagan but pious Cornelius (they are brought together by dreams), and telling him, “God has showed me that I should not call any man common or unclean.”

Leibniz knew that he faced staggering differences both between and within the folds, as between Jesuits and Jansenists, the followers of Zwingli and those of Calvin. The deeper problem lay between institutional authority (Rome, tradition, the councils) and the individualism (conscience) Luther had furthered in his notion that every Christian must serve others in a priestly way. The tension between institutional and solo performances was, as all interlocutors of the debate were aware, anticipated in the Gospel, when Jesus’s disciples, the first corporate body of Christian history, confront a man who, in Christ’s name, is exorcizing demons. They forbid him to do so because he is not following them. Jesus’s reproach of them implicitly sanctions the lone, no less than the collective, form of Christian practice. It remains a dreary irony that Jesus’s words could not be invoked among the few brave ecumenists, primarily because the Protestant insistence upon sola Scriptura meant that any reversion to the Gospel was a territorial concession Rome could not afford to make. Leibniz would try, anyway.

While, through Cartesian physics, transnational awareness of discernible principles governing force, motion, and collision stirred what became known as mechanical philosophy, the Christian churches remained at impenetrable rest. A benevolent, effortful attempt at rapprochement between Rome and Protestantism came from a very few eminent individuals. First among them in the chronology of Leibniz’s acquaintance was Gerard Wolter Molanus, abbot of a Protestant monastery at Loccum, near Hannover. As a student
and follower of Calixt, Molanus attempted to reconcile Protestantism to the monastic tradition: his evangelical brothers adhered to the stringencies of the Benedictine Rule and the Cistercian constitution.

From Catholicism the most forward of irenic voices was that of Cristobal de Rojas y Spinola, a Franciscan bishop whose efforts on behalf of reunion with Hungarian Protestants in revolt, in 1670, won the support of Pope Innocent XI and the emperor himself. Spinola suggested the suspension of the Tridentine Council’s pronouncements on sacred Scripture, an extraordinary initiative Leibniz welcomed (like Hugo Grotius he found this council’s dogmas close to the Lutherans’ Augsburg Confession) but which proved indigestible to Rome. During a ten-month stay in Vienna Leibniz had frequent occasion to talk with Spinola; their cordial relationship furthered in Leibniz the illusion that one man’s sophisticated good will could be generalized, enlisting others toward a definitive settlement.

It is significant that as a layman and therefore an outsider, Leibniz, not claiming parity with clergy, failed in his efforts to bring a rapprochement between Molanus and the most imposing Roman cleric, Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet. A renowned rhetorician, best known even today for his magniloquent funeral orations, and a historian of Protestantism, Bossuet rejected firmly Spinola’s view on suspending Tridentine claims about Scripture. He alleged, sensibly, that such a concession would shake the authoritative power of Rome to the ground.

Unable to appreciate Bossuet’s plea for Rome’s supremacy, Leibniz saw that union as formal parity (as in the present European Union) of all the Christian churches was the desideratum, at least for him: pares inter pares, he might have said. He worked on another front to reconcile Germany’s Calvinists and Lutherans; he hoped to realize with them a union with Anglicanism. In his last years he projected with Peter the Great a world council of churches, for he saw that the Eastern Church had enjoyed a uniformity and apartness from blood bathing such as no Western church could claim. He remained unshakable in his metaphysical conviction that multiplicity, far from precluding unity, was a necessary pre-condition to it.

That meant he was deaf to the caveats of others who shared his desire for ecclesiastical harmony. Foremost of the cautionary was the Landgraf Ernst von Hessen-Rheinfels, born and raised Calvinist but converted to Catholicism. He believed that reunification would remain chimerical because the confessional differences between Rome and Protestants were fundamental. Solomon’s proverbial wisdom and Job’s alleged patience did not suffice. At best, he claimed, both sides could work for mutual toleration and an end to persecution. Leibniz pressed harder. Only a love for God and concomitant love for others – at least Christian others – makes a truly universal Church. He believed doctrinal issues not essential to Christian faith should not obtrude upon individual conscience, and he cited to the Landgraf the support Copernican heliocentrism enjoyed in Protestant countries: why should a Catholic who also credited it be forced against his conscience to endorse
Rome’s denunciation of Copernicus? Leibniz did not believe that Catholics subscribing freely to Ptolemaic geocentrism should be obliged to change their views; his point was that only the essential tenets of Christianity need be maintained in common among all sects.

On this basis Leibniz upheld the Christian Church’s infallibility; it was not exclusive to one sect or another, nor could it be claimed by any particular council except by universal sectarian participation and representative consent. Likewise, he objected to Rome’s use of anathema, as it was a needless stumbling block to many Christian sects, and hardly served on such issues as whether adultery suffices to justify divorce, or whether a marriage without parental consent is void, or whether Revelation was authored by the John who wrote a gospel. As he told the Landgraf, infallibility means that God would not allow the Church to fall into damnable error, but that does not mean that views asserted as objects of faith necessarily belong to faith. In deference to tradition Leibniz did not contest the validity of the ancient councils, such as the Nicaean and Chalcedonian, but he did seek a review of the present and troublesome Tridentine, which anathematized Protestants as heretics and schismatics: “I find that the requests of the Churches of the north (des Eglises du septentrion) have been well founded on many very important points, and that those who communicate with Rome, refusing to pay attention to these requests, become culpable in continuing the schism.”

Leibniz remained indisposed to find heretics and schismatics among those who, out of ignorance or misunderstanding, resisted council judgments. The true heretic, the true schismatic, he argued, was anyone who arrogates all truth to one’s own sect or condemns all other sects to hellfire. To one of his most zealous Catholic correspondents, Marie de Brinon, an intermediary with Bossuet, he noted that he was not the sort of Protestant who regards a pope as the Antichrist. But she was of the Catholic majority who believed that unification of the churches could only mean reversion to Rome, putatively oldest of the folds (a claim the Syrian church could well contest), and all others were in deviation from its ownership of the Christian faith.

He remarked to Mme de Brinon that the issues standing between the churches concerned practices rather than dogmas. Looking to early Christian cultism he noted that there was no veneration for saints, including Mary and Joseph, and he observed that though they might deny it, many Catholics seem to have a far greater love of the Virgin than of God, who inspires fear in them. His urging that only knowledge of God’s perfections could provide the basis for loving Him prompted his aversion to Catholicism’s folk piety as a manifestation of ignorance: “I’ve often noticed that when a priest speaks of the good Lord, simple people understand a white, round piece of bread and pray to it. I enjoin you, Madame, to judge whether this behavior is suitable to the highest Essence.”

This almost comic blindness of an “enlightened” man to the irrational springs of religious devotion, the stuff of vast numbers of believers, indicates
one of Leibniz’s major failings in ecumenistic dialogue, that he ignored the preponderant role of folkish cultism and its practices. Luther attacked abuses on behalf of a secular reclamation of the New Testament and, presumably, in the spirit of the earliest Christian generations. Leibniz was attacking folly, which is not tantamount to abuse, but he did not have the nimble and reductive wit of a Voltaire in his conceptual weaponry, nor would such arms have sufficed. Neither did he have Luther’s savvy psychological awareness, informed by steady communal living, of ordinary Christian lives. Instead, he created a makeshift convention of the informed, the educated and cosmopolitan, who among themselves had, for all their sophistication, their share of prejudices necessary to scuttle good will.

He could move about circles of learned people in Austria and Italy, finding many groups of few who shared his ecumenical hopes, but they had no authority. He presumed that Jansenists might be ideal intermediaries, given their proximity to Calvinists as fellow Augustinians, the very ground upon which Jansenists bristled at Jesuits’ accusations of Protestantism. He proposed formal associations of good will between the churches, a Societas Philadelphica, a Societas Confessionum Conciliatrix, but even these could have no effect in policy. It was necessary to have not only diplomats but implementers, and that meant supreme authority. In search of that ultimate voice Leibniz believed that the benevolent reformist pope, Innocent XI, would be ideal in furthering reunion, and in getting rid of abusive practices.

Yet, like Luther, he regarded representative conciliar authority as superior to papal, a position hardly agreeable to the Vatican. According to Leibniz, a pope’s principal role, between councils, was to serve as a unifying voice for Christendom, mediating and arbitrating between the contestant states of Europe. As to the laity’s final allegiance, his position was, again, identical to Luther’s: “primary obedience is owed to the church rather than to secular princes, but there must be no resistance to rulers.”34 That had been a workable Protestant assumption, but it made no sense in Leibniz’s time. Luther had no grave problems with the German princes, but the papacy had intermittent challenges to its authority from French kings, such as Charles VII, and more boldly, Louis XIV, who used the wedge of a renegade nationalism known as the Gallican Church, independent of Rome, against any papal position inconvenient to the French throne. (Napoleon had no difficulty in exploiting this regal practice when he had the First Republic appoint clerics.) It is dismaying to find Leibniz so naïve as to suppose that this Gallicanism could help mediate between Catholic and Protestant interests.

Leibniz was not, however, so foolish as to expect any sudden alterations of policy or attitudes from either Protestants or Catholics. A long time would be needed, but concrete measures, especially through councils, could show the way. He did not appreciate the remonstrations of Mme de Brinon and of Bossuet that Protestants could return to Catholicism and simply shun the abuses to which they objected. That may have been a reasonable course,
but Leibniz was holding out for conciliar harmony, and wanted assurances that the boards could and would be cleared for it.

His exchanges with Bossuet are of final significance in the ecumenical dialogue, as Bossuet occupied the terminal stop among correspondents and effectively spoke for the papacy. Leibniz, occasionally very shrewd in this business, observed to Mme de Brinon that Bossuet’s rhetorical style, which made him famous as a eulogist, charmed the reader initially but then the points that seemed so forceful would break down. Yet Bossuet was clear enough in opposing Spinola’s suggestion that the Tridentine dogmas be suspended: the logic of such a move would open the door for any heretic to challenge any council, even ancient ones. A reconciliation of the churches would be founded on the very basis that would destroy all ecclesiastical authority. This weighty perception marked Bossuet’s endpoint in dialogue.

Leibniz’s most effective battery against Bossuet’s stonewall was a challenge to the Catholic view of inviolable tradition. The Tridentine Council accepted the Apocrypha into the canon, contrary to the early church view, held by Jerome and other fathers, that only the 22 Hebraic books were canonical. (There is no known manuscript in Hebrew for the apocryphal texts; their Greek texts are found in the Septuagint.) It was Augustine who pressed for inclusion of apocryphal literature into the canon. Leibniz hailed Jerome’s demarcation of the true Biblical texts, and supposed that Jerome uncannily anticipated how ignorance and a flood of folk piety would break the dyke of the genuine canon. The Council of Trent criticized and condemned the judgment of its foremost Biblical translator and commentator, who was speaking for the majority, the tradition makers, of his time. Bossuet knew that he had no effective riposte in this matter.

From our distance, such differences precluding any agreement or advance in “dialogue” are patent. Leibniz rested his case on intent and on Protestant good faith, as though the Vatican had nothing to fear; Bossuet looked to effects, aware that good intent hardly suffices of itself. The deeper problem was that Leibniz’s sophisticated notion of “catholic,” the universal Christianity subsuming all sects, was not Bossuet’s nor any Catholic’s view. While Leibniz saw the sects as equals by dint of reason and shared humanity, and therefore deserving of fair representation in ecclesiastical councils, Bossuet saw all non-Roman sects as heretical. Rome could view Protestant clergy as laymen only. Leibniz was presuming to deal with one flock and another, but Bossuet saw only one flock and a scattering of lost sheep that needed only to return to the fold or be found by their shepherd. Penance, not parity, was all that counted. Leibniz’s Lutheran view about the universal priesthood of Christians, dating from Tertullian and implicit in Christ’s “Wherever two or three are gathered,” was unacceptable to Rome, and remained so until the Second Vatican Council, in the 1960s, from which Paul VI would emerge with his healing phrase about “sister churches.” That would have delighted Leibniz, and he (and Luther) might even have welcomed the alteration of
those words to the not unfriendly “faith communities” in the parlance of John Paul II.

The ecumenical discussion came to an inevitable impasse because neither of the main correspondents could enter into and impartially consider the other’s view. In its egalitarianism Leibniz’s perspective seems modern, decent, cosmopolitan, but Bossuet’s *realpolitik* lays claim to an awareness of centuries and of human folly, and it is he who makes clear why ecumenism will likely never advance beyond the “dialogue” of a benevolent few, here and there, now and again. Bossuet and Leibniz provide the relief map for this on-going embarrassment, not to say catastrophe, in Christianity’s often sorry history. The most succinct and exceptionally bitter expression of Leibniz’s grief on behalf of the reunion of the churches came to this: “It seems that those who oppose it do so only out of a secret passion that all men have, in wanting no one to have more privileges than they do, and that everyone recognize the Council of Trent because they have submitted to it. They don’t even want to discuss the matter, and would rather see entire nations outside of the Church than to see them considered somehow a bit different from their own thoughts and fashions.” Did Leibniz include Bossuet in that negative estimate?

Both men were guided by faith in rational discourse and Christian decency. They knew that divisions between these two western wings of Christ’s church were a scandal to the world and an offense to the Holy Spirit. Yet they were helpless before the deeper, occult powers of the irrational, not to mention pride entrenched within their contrary assumptions about faith. Furthermore, there was no guarantee that whatever reconciliation they might propose, even when initiated, would be more than provisional, and would not likely satisfy the many populous constituencies of either side, entrenched in their historic identities. Bossuet was more sensitive than Leibniz to this melancholy fact, because as a bishop he was a middle man with no definitive voice, while Leibniz was effectively working on his own, without credentials, other than his good will, his solid wits, and his unshakable reliance upon reasoning.

Non-violent revolutions can be, as in the thinking of Descartes and Kant, far more decisive in cultural consciousness than the not non-violent, and the individualism of conscience in Leibniz’s time, while betokening a despair of worn-out collectivist routes to truth, carried the hazard of chaos. While philosophies can controvert one another with all the energy it requires to change one’s clothes, subversion of centuries-old institutional power is change of a different sort: witness Luther. The mechanical philosophy was importing the threat of atheism, meaning that revelation would be forced to give way not only to reason, but to a reason that would eliminate it altogether. Hobbes, Gassendi, and Spinoza propounded materialist philosophies, void of any Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

With God and the very notion of divine laws under attack, the Lateran Council of 1669 had called upon Christian philosophers to defend their
faith by rational means. But could reason come to the aid of revelation? Ever the diplomat and harmonizer, Leibniz sought to anchor Christian inspiration under the mighty, scientifically grounded authority of reason, a benign, impartial, and faceless master. Its rules of logic, of demonstration, of proof, of qualification were all universal. In the rational ordering of thought, ruinous folly and superstition could be constrained, if not altogether confounded. There was even evidence that theologians were harming God’s cause: “It seems to me that too many books are being written to prove the truth of religion. That’s a bad sign. . . . preachers should abstain from this business, as they create doubts rather than remove them. . . . I’d like to focus on knowing God’s wisdom through physics and mathematics, discovering in them more and more the marvels of nature. There’s the real way to convince unbelievers, and that should be the aim of philosophy.”

Within a century, that “real way” would be closed by Kant’s attack upon the argument from design, but Leibniz’s grand and noble “focus” reminds us that he deserves to be remembered for more than monadology and calculus. His record of intellectual energy will always astound, but his moral energy, glimpsed here, also merits high estimate.

Despite the thwarting of his Christian diplomacy, he remained indefatigable on all fronts. Because a transnational convention for philosophical and scientific discourses was in place when Leibniz came of age, he could continue to exchange ideas across formerly deadly boundaries: his interlocutors included the Jansenist Antoine Arnauld, a generation older than him and a rigorous mentor of sorts, Jesuits in China, and eminent physicists, about whose religious persuasion he had no need to ask. Yet when Leibniz was invited to enter the French Academy of Sciences, membership entailing conversion to Catholicism, he declined.

Leibniz’s efforts toward reconciliation of the Churches can be tracked in his correspondence and in one of his major writings (in Latin), the Systema Theologicum, where he writes as though he were a Catholic, the tract mysteriously breaking off mid-sentence after 150 pages. The letters include exchanges with Pierre Huet, bishop of Avranches, in Normandy, whose Demonstratio evangelica was published in Paris, in 1679. Leibniz hailed this assault upon atheism but urged Huet to go further. It was imperative that learned Christians show Biblical texts to be genuine, uncorrupted, and divinely inspired. A universal history, both sacred and profane (the wheat from the chaff), would have to include manuscript traditions, numismata, inscriptions, and all other possible documentation.

What prompted Leibniz’s listing of desiderata was the publication, in 1678, of Richard Simon’s Histoire Critique du Vieux Testament, a critical reading of the Old Testament that exposed the contradictory and suspect nature of its texts, beginning with the Pentateuch. This work was so menacing in its informed and cogent detail that Bossuet persuaded Louis XIV to have it banned, and all copies confiscated. It was put on the papal index.
Leibniz’s rationalism committed him to the scrupulous Simon’s ground-breaking endeavor in now commonplace Biblical criticism. Scholarly knowledge of Hebrew and Greek was indispensable to this effort, and would leave behind all those, including Bossuet, who depended upon the derivative Latin of Jerome’s vulgate. Spinoza taunted Christians with their ignorance of Hebrew and a fortiori their ignorance of the Jewish scriptures. Simon now showed the devastating power in Spinoza’s claim, and, himself a cleric (an Oratorian), he was burrowing from within the faith. Leibniz writes to Huet as though from Simon’s perspective: “An employment of history and likewise of critical skill is necessary for stabilizing the truth of religion.”

Already, however, he had grounds for disquiet. Huet took Leibniz’s generous attention to Catholic writing as an occasion to urge his conversion. Leibniz answered discreetly that, for him, all things are under “a certain highest providence. nor do I deny that this same providence can be seen in the preservation of the Catholic Church; and so . . . I would daresay that I and many people, too, are in it, since it is not our fault (per nos non stat) that we aren’t communicants with others, who if they repel us or exact terms they have no power to set, you, by your moderation, realize nothing can be imputed against us.”

Leibniz’s hopes for a universal Christian harmony were unflagging even to his last years, to the time of the Theodicy and his audiences with Peter the Great. But well before then, reconciliation’s interlocutors died: Spinola, Duke Ernst, Mme de Brinon, Bossuet, and Innocent XI. Only Molanus, the Protestant who first caught Leibniz’s attention and Bossuet’s commendation for his monastic community under the Benedictine Rule, lived on, till 1724. The conclusive irony is that Clement XI, whose papacy began in 1700, was obliged to put down Jansenism for good, and to endure his own futility as a mediator during 14 years of warfare between the two great Catholic families, Habsburgs and Bourbons, over the Spanish throne. His ascension to the pontificate was warmly welcomed in Europe’s Protestant courts. He outlived Leibniz by five years.

Leibniz’s contribution to the reconciliation of the Churches is substantial, yet readily passed by not only because it failed. Authentic Christianity is not a central pre-occupation of Enlightenment philosophy’s students and scholars. In part that is because the rationalist heresy known as Socinianism, a mutant of the Pelagian heresy of Augustine’s time, prepared the way for what came to be called “natural religion.” Human reasoning affords its own salvation. That is not to mention the skeptical relativism embodied in so powerful a pen as Voltaire’s. Behind his approbation of Islam as a foil to Christianity, he laughed religion to scorn. From generation to generation since his time, he has not lacked epigones. Ecumenism has remained a sickly child.

With ecumenical politics recessed into a limbo, Leibniz took up a far greater challenge: to reconcile the revealed religion of Scripture, with its omnipotent, omniscient, and ever benevolent deity, to the natural religion
that was destined, if not predestined, to assail revelation and religion altogether.

IV Toward the theodicy

Old ways, like reputations, hold on long after they have become inane. There was a slip back into familiar cruelties, when the Edict of Nantes, the manifesto of religious toleration formulated by the Protestant king of France, Henri IV, in 1598, was revoked in 1685, sending some 200,000 people into exile. Those remaining in their homeland were forced into conversion or hiding. This recidivist lurch was defiant of Pope Innocent XI, who believed that the Huguenots should have been accommodated, as Henri IV had hoped to ensure through his edict.

Leibniz might have hoped, even expected, that his appeal to Catholics and Protestants on the matter of justifying God to humanity would be other than Sisyphean, because he was enlisting two insuperable forces to the cause, Christian piety and human reason, revealed religion and natural, truth’s transcendent and immanent realms. As Luther had already formulated Christian freedom, Leibniz, faced with Spinoza’s atheistic determinism, proclaimed what he called Christian destiny, fatum christianum. Here is his formulation:

Christ inspires most sublime thoughts and teaches us how to attain peace, when he assures us that God, good and wise, having care of all things, even to the hair on our head, should have our complete trust; so that we may see, even were we capable of comprehending, that there is no way to wish for better than what he does. It’s as though we were being told: fulfill your obligations, accept whatever happens, not only because you wouldn’t be able to oppose divine providence or the nature of things (sufficient for tranquility but not for contentment) but also because you’re dealing with a good master.

This statement, tepid on the face of it, proved an imposing bid to unite Christendom under rationalism’s aegis. The Essais de Théodicée sur la Bonté de Dieu, La Liberté de l’Homme et L’Origine du Mal (Attempts at a Justification of God Regarding His Goodness, Human Freedom, and the Origin of Evil), from which that bid for unity comes, became popular among Europe’s literati upon its first printing, in 1710. Leibniz reported to a friend that “outstanding theologians of three religions” (Lutheranism, Calvinism, and Catholicism) approved of it. Jesuits in France wanted reprints of it but faced censure for their enthusiasm. “I’ve spoken honorably of Luther and Calvin, as I should, but have done no less justice to the Roman Church’s agile wits.” That the coinage of theodicy was his own and Greek-based showed some diplomatic wit on Leibniz’s part, but it also faced boldly the question, Why does God need to be justified to a Christian?
Leibniz incorporated the moral component of an ancient philosophy, the *fatum stoicum*, in underscoring obligation, what Luther intended by acts of neighborly love derived from faith. Under the rubric of *fatum mahumetanum* he characterized the arguments against freedom of the will, as propounded by Spinoza and Hobbes: the ultimate logic of unfree will is that people are puppets of divinity, that there is no point in striving toward the good and shunning evil, if all of human life has been unalterably determined. In such a scheme, with its predestinarian view of salvation of few and damnation of many, God would be indistinguishable from cruel pagan idols, and no better than the evil deity of the Manichees. Those heretics had no trouble explaining good and evil, because they apportioned those contraries to two equally mighty powers. This convenience Leibniz dismisses as mental laziness, and a disastrous theology unworthy of believers. How could a capricious God be also a loving God?

Leibniz’s gambit can be described in this way. If he sacrificed Luther himself, that is, Luther’s central notion of human slavery to God or to Satan, and supplied rational consciousness, the power to apprehend divine justice, wisdom, and goodness as perfections and also to practice them, so far as God allows the human mind and the heart’s vicissitudes to go, then a convention of minds could be established to transcend the divisiveness of dogmas. A model for this harmonization was at hand in the cosmopolitanism of scientific discourse. The exact sciences were, supposedly, value-free, knowledge and the theories that fed it being neutral, and so their disciplines set an ideal standard for the sort of diplomacy Leibniz was practicing at a metaphysical level. But he knew that in religious matters the issues were immeasurably higher: the nature of the soul, the destiny of human life, immortality, the causality of the cosmos, the meaning of evil. Would the sciences, with all their theories and revelations, ever be able to distract the human mind from such ultimate concerns?

Leibniz intended no such distraction. Rather, all scientific and philosophical endeavors should serve God and the world. Although, as we shall note, Leibniz came under vigorous criticism from Pietists, his program for godward human endeavor – industry, deliberation, conscience – reflects their own ethos of focused, unstinting work. As early as his *Confessio philosophi*, written in the 1670s, when Leibniz was in his mid-20s, he was entertaining a quasi Kantian *als ob*: “act as though there were a [divine] decree in your favor, or as though there were none,” that is, as though you could conform yourself to God’s will or would be wholly free to discover it. The *Confessio* anticipates the *Théodicée* by nearly 40 years, and gives ample evidence that Leibniz was right in his repeated claims of later years that from adolescence he had tackled the problems posed by evil and divine justice.

The *Confessio*, unlike the later, renowned work, is a brief dialogue between a philosopher and a theologian, two faces of Leibniz himself, and there is no impasse, no aporia, such as Leibniz confronts with his most formidable adversary, two generations afterward. Some premises he rehearses here: (1) sins are good once they have been harmonized by punishment or expiation, because
they enhance harmony via their dissonance, and they are compensated by a good far greater than their evil; (2) God is not responsible for sins – only mortals are – but is rather the ratio peccatorum, the ordering principle from which they arise; (3) God, permitting evil, neither wishes nor opposes it, yet knows it; (4) one loves God by knowing that God’s will is for the best – no one ignorant of God can love God, and those who are discontented with the world are implicitly haters of God; (5) finally, the damned persist in their perverse righteousness, a kind of cultivation of suffering for its own sake, and hell means ever greater damnation, as heaven means ever greater bliss.

In this brief dialogue, we are introduced to Leibniz’s breezy way with definitions and formulas, a cocksureness not consistently convincing. Integrating evil into harmony, for instance, seems cavalier; between us and Leibniz’s time stands a recent century of atrocities his age could not have dreamt of. His optimism about human relations with God argues pharisaic cozyness: “whoever steadfastly believes himself elected (to salvation) or dear to God, makes himself elected (because he steadfastly loves God).” His definition of love – the delight in others’ happiness – suggests a spectator sport, void not only of sacrifice (parental love, filial love) but even of passion, emotion being something, to him, best avoided because it may bring suffering and then sin. That is the old Stoical pitch for tranquility of mind, at all costs, even to one’s capacity for human warmth. Only someone ignorant or fearful of human intimacy could arrive at such a view. How much different might his last work have been, had Sophie-Charlotte lived to help him through it.

Shortcomings apart, the appeal of Confessio philosophi is in that very confidence about a negotiable politics with God, that all shall work out for the divine best. It is the lure of every guru, the promise of sure delivery, but Leibniz – such a young man was he! – is too careful in his reasoning to be charged with quackery. To his credit he sounds the cautionary note about the foibles of words, and does the reader a favor in exemplifying the pitfall himself, when he says that God is only the ratio peccatorum, even though he knows that ratio in any of its dozens of denotations implicates God in evil, and that remains the stumbling block of the Théodicée. And does it help to be told that evil, such as Judas’s betrayal of Christ, was an idea in the divine intellect but not in the divine will, prior to creation? The Confessio does well to warn against sophistry, but Leibniz’s dogma of cosmic harmony seems not without sophistical tones. The conjunction of God and evil that Leibniz sought to dance around is a cacophony that drowns out all chimes. But universal harmony was his siren song, and its rhetorical appeal can be grasped in a look at his mature systematic philosophy, known as the monadology.

V Monads, briefly

For a discussion of his Christianity there is no way around a preliminary view of Leibniz’s metaphysics or his physics because both are implicated in
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his views on God, and both are integral to the system he devised and what he identified as a pre-established harmony. That harmony denotes God’s creation of the world according to His supreme wisdom, goodness, and justice. It denotes the relationship between metaphysical necessity (eternal and unalterable abstract laws such as those of mathematics) and the contingent world of natural laws. It denotes the relationship of the soul (indivisible substance) to its body (divisible matter). All of creation is a divine perfection, and the task of the human spirit is to move toward that perfection through reason. Leibniz’s philosophy, subsuming the metaphysical laws and the world of motion, begins with God and Aristotle.

Luther, inveighing against scholasticism, derided its Greek master, Aristotle, insisting that Greek philosophy is vain and pointless for anyone living a Christian life. Leibniz’s riposte we have already to hand: the human capacity for distinct and clear reasoning is a gift from God, no less, as a gift, than revelation through Christ. As charismatics are wont to say, You have the gift, so why not use it? Reckoned within Paul’s list of the Holy Spirit’s endowments, Leibniz’s could well be called a speaking in tongues, the consummate skill of a diplomat, but here “tongues” and their utility are extended to abstract formulae and laws of physics.

Leibniz’s rationalistic conjunction of the metaphysical and physical worlds places him in succession to Descartes, with significant differences. Descartes argues that God’s omnipotence means that the divine will determines what is good. Leibniz claims that God wills creation because it is good, according to what is called sufficient reason: a complete account is given within the statement, and it is clear why it cannot be otherwise. Will presupposes judgment, which in turn presupposes understanding. God and humanity play by the same rules. That may be why Leibniz charges that Descartes is mistaken to claim God’s will remains inscrutable, given that, by contrast to the contingent world, all assumptions about the transcendent should be bound by logical or mathematical necessity. Implicitly, all that happens to our realm of contingencies God has allowed to happen, including evils we cannot fathom. Why God has so allowed them is the chief question meeting Leibniz.

Leibniz’s foremost opponent, however, is not Descartes but Spinoza, who revives monistic premises that go back to Parmenides: God is the sum of the contingent world, and known as nature. Contra Spinoza, Leibniz holds that the contingent world is subject to God’s will, but human beings, his rational creatures, are in concourse with him and exert their will as well. The metaphysical realm, however, is one of necessity, in that its laws are inviolable by definition. A circle’s curve is at every one of its points equidistant from the circle’s center, and God cannot alter that law – not because God is not omnipotent, as Spinoza alleges, but because it would violate God’s own wisdom and goodness to alter the justice inherent in the definition.48 Leibniz argues that to say God is constrained by His predicates would be as much as to say that a genuinely just man is constrained
because he cannot commit a crime; a wise man is forced not to be a fool; a
good man is impotent when it comes to practicing evil. Spinoza solved the
problem of God’s goodness by denying there is such a thing, and he found
that to say God chooses to do something such as to create the world is to
say God is confined by having decisions to make. There is no such thing,
for Spinoza, as a divine will. That demotion of divine transcendence was
a seismic shift that sent tremors (of rebellious joy) through the next two
centuries.

Leibniz lived during the other great shift, the one in theoretical physics,
from Aristotle’s dogma of substance and form (content and shape) to the
dynamics of motion and force, the mechanical physics for which Newton
remains the towering proponent, preceded by Galileo and Descartes. For
these men, physical or metaphysical laws all had to have final reference to
God and the divine laws by which the world was created and sustained. All
of these men purported to be Christian. Nonetheless, stepping out of line,
by challenging, even implicitly, the ecclesiastical version of ultimate truth,
could be dangerous. Galileo paid for his thinking with life imprisonment in
his home.

These physicists, after a span of more than two millennia, were facing the
same challenge their Greek predecessors faced: physical science, advancing
against faith and its folk pieties, was a risky venture. Now, as before, it was
also a matter of solo performances, as competing philosophies were identi-
fied with individual names. Seventeenth-century philosophy and science are
so contiguous with Greek antiquity that that foundational period deserves
notice as a background for Leibniz’s metaphysics and his apologia for Chris-
tianity through it.

Physics had its birth, in ancient Greece, out of sheer intellectual exuber-
ance among a few Ionians (Greeks living on Turkey’s west coast), but within
their endeavor lay a tacit concern to end people’s fear of death and afterlife
punishments from malign gods. Aristotle, coming late in this golden age of
inquiry and reviewing the history of so-called pre-Socratic philosophies, des-
ignates the first expositors as physikoi, literally “physicists,” those looking
to determine the laws of nature by its prime constituency. Is water the fun-
damental unit of material being, or is fire, or air? Could it be a divine Mind
that arranges all things? The early investigators nominated and intuited.
They became known as sages, but thought of themselves as seers blessed
with divine insight into being and becoming. In recounting his vision of
universal oneness Parmenides imagined himself borne into the heavens on a
chariot. The vanity sweepstakes began that early.

One philosophy Leibniz is careful to dismiss is the materialist or atomis-
tic view (also known as Epicureanism), which looked not to fire, water, air,
nor even to mind but to essential building blocks forming all phenomena.
The basis for his dismissal is worth emphasis. According to the material-
ists, atoms — units that cannot be cut nor divided — are classified according
to size, shape, and speed. They combine by a mysterious force known as a
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swerve or inclining. To avoid the charge of atheism, a position as deadly among Greek pagans as among Christians, the atomists said that gods are composed of the most refined, subtle, and mobile atoms, but are positioned so remotely in space that they have no interest whatever in human destiny. The vital point here is that they, like human beings, are within the atomic system. There is no transcendental realm, and the gods are not responsible for the swerve’s fusive power.

The atomists also posit that as atoms are indivisible, they are everlasting. In a proto-scientific way, these Greeks – Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus – intuited the indestructability of matter, but they were short of laws about energy and its convertibility to matter. They also hypothesized that matter is infinite; there could be any number of other universes beyond the known. They initiate the debate, still on-going, around possible worlds in outermost space.

Leibniz recoils from Epicurus because atomism seems random; no pre-establishment from heaven means no harmony. He claims that the atomists try to deny Necessity, the fell goddess to whom even the Olympian deities were subject, a great metaphysical bogey. What Leibniz really objects to is the virtual atheism of materialism; it is at a polar antithesis to his divine metaphysics of goodness, justice, and wisdom. Plato was aware of the danger of this philosophy to his own theism, which included those high moral properties, and is alleged to have burned his copies of Democritus’s writings. In his Theaetetus, Plato denominated the two fundamental and irreconcilable perspectives on philosophy and human destiny, theocentrism (his own view) and anthropocentrism, which, whatever its window-dressing, can be called humanism but implies atheism. Luther smelled the latter persuasion when he read Erasmus, but the issue is complicated by the deft, conciliatory, or concessive tones humanists sometimes assume toward “revealed” religion. Even Greek materialists were careful to give some space (quite outer) to godhead.

Epicurus, the last exponent of materialism among the Greeks, and immortalized in the Latin of Lucretius’s expository epic, de rerum natura, wins special reproach from Leibniz. That is because the atomistic worldview was enjoying new life in his time, thanks greatly to Pierre Gassendi, who updated it to accord with the new mechanistic approaches to physics. Leibniz contends that the materialists’ atom violates the principle of sufficient reason, there being no reason why anything material should not go on being divisible, indeterminately. He also argues that there is no explanation of how atoms can aggregate; why should they not be bounding off one another? (Billiard balls are the handy trope.) Democritus posited that atoms move rectilinearly, so Epicurus, to explain how they combine, posited the clinamen, that swerve putting atoms out of their straight lines and allowing them to amass. This seeming explanation for aggregation is the question beggar in the materialistic scheme, given that there is no causality for it. All phenomena, claims Leibniz, must be logically accountable according to laws
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that are not phenomenal but metaphysical. If there is no god at work, what
is the combinatoric power?

Leibniz’s monadology shows how closely competitive he is with Epicurus,
so close as to suggest indebtedness, perhaps contracted through Gassendi’s
vigorous revival of atomism. (Gassendi, a devout Christian, distanced him-
self from the atheism associated with Greek atomists, while Leibniz pays it
no heed.) The ontological entity Leibniz calls the monad (from the Greek
monas, singular; its noun form means unit) is indivisible and immaterial,
which suggests its affinity with soul. There is no reason why Leibniz does
not use the term “soul,” save that he is attempting a metaphysics that sweeps
the board by its own jargon, and he denominates monad as though he were
taking out a patent.49

Just as he could fault the absence of a causality that would explain atomic
combinations, so his own monadology is problematic. He creates a kind of
tier system in which a dominant monad (mind) holds numerous monads
within it (all corporate, like bodies), but it remains unclear whether they are
a mere composite or a cohesion that would make up a new whole. If the lat-
ter were the case, that wholeness would then give all the units only relative
status, contrary to the very definition of them as monads.

Leibniz writes of the monad as unum per se, whole unto itself, but the
subordinated monads make up a unum per accidens, the rationally per-
ceived object of the dominant monad. This aggregate is not to be taken
as a corporate, phenomenal body, and he expressly excludes the relevance
of subordinate monads to the particular laws of physics, such as those of
motion and resistance.50 Besides all this, God figures as a supreme unit, the
Super Monad.51 If an ontology of monads, then, can be strung together,
with God in-dwelling among the dominant and subordinate versions, it is
not difficult to understand why a kinship has been alleged between Leibniz
and Spinoza, whose unit of choice, modus, is a modification of a divinized
Nature. The fact that Leibniz’s God is metaphysically situated within a reality
that subsumes human beings signifies that Leibniz has departed from the
truly transcendent deity of Aquinas and scholastic tradition. Yet he goes on
in conscious deference to Scripture and church tradition, ignoring the impli-
cations of this fatal departure.

Even with the supposedly transcendent properties ascribed to the
monad, Leibniz did not succeed in establishing a causal harmony between
the metaphysical and physical realms, between – in conventional terms –
soul and body. To assume that mathematics mediates between the two, hav-
ing abstract ideas that can be exemplified in the phenomenal world, does
not address the question of how the mind can influence or change matter. In
the end Leibniz must face the same dodge he accepted in regard to religious
mysteries: it is not demonstrable that they contradict or oppose reason. The
union of monads or souls with corporeal entities remains something simi-
larly hallowed, and finally inaccessible.
The appeal of mathematics, with its alluring play around zero, one, and infinity, is that it escapes the muddle of languages. Linguistic confusion is, in fact, in tandem with Leibniz’s ontology, given that monads, perfect units though they be, remain subject to confusion in their perceptions, even as they mirror the world and one another, each from its own vantage. (Leibniz’s monadology has been ingeniously likened to “the emerging cyberspace community in which global harmony and solipsism strangely coexist.”)

How, then, could language not reflect that disarray? Leibniz, as Descartes before him, and all philosophers fore and aft, is especially aggrieved at the ready abuses within words, their semantic slipperiness or misapplication. “Confusion most often comes from equivocation of terms and the carelessness with which distinct ideas are handled. That begets everlasting wrangles, most often misunderstood, about necessity and contingency, the possible and the impossible.” Leibniz calls the human mind “a wretched Daedalus that has caused infinite disorders, both in antiquity and now, delivering people to ridiculous sophistry,” for an example of which he cites Islamic fatalism, but he might well have adduced Christian notions of predestination, too. Besides, necessity as fatalism means that something happens independent of circumstances, whereas necessity as determinism means that something happens in, through, and because of circumstances. Fastened as he is to conceptual logic, Leibniz is not consistently attentive to facts.

VI Of damnation and extra-terrestrial piety

Leibniz’s only card to play against the evil that, pervasive throughout history, pulls so effortlessly against his gospel of perfection is that the human mind misreads or cannot read at all the mystery that, or rather the God who, allows evil. Evil, he claims, serves a greater good that eludes our appreciation. (Comforting bromides heard even today, that all things “work out for the best” or “turn out right in the end,” have a progenitor in Leibniz.) When he faces the long held tenet of the Christian churches, that humanity in the main, most people, Christians or not, are doomed to everlasting damnation – a view warranted by Christ’s implying that the “strait gate” to paradise will admit few – he cannot afford to arrive at the sensible conclusion that God’s experiment with the human species, homo insipiens, has been only marginally successful. God has been a loving father, but by an overwhelming number the children have proven rank disappointments. That God knew all of this from before creation would suggest that He is no better than the worst pagan deity, or a thoroughly defeatist dad.

Leibniz tactfully concedes that the dogma of original sin indicates a metaphysical necessity, innate susceptibility to evil in human beings prior to birth, but he wants to keep the will’s freedom at large in the contingent world. Weighing human malefactions against the universe’s greater harmonies, from angelic hosts to inanimate elements and all species of animals
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(animals the best Muslims, says Islam, as they are always obeying God’s law for them), Leibniz concludes that the orthodox notion of a damned majority of the human race is “a supposition which nevertheless is not absolutely certain,” and he files it away among the “odious” views that Augustine held about humanity and its fate.\textsuperscript{55}

To counter that “supposition,” Leibniz iterates that God’s wisdom, justice, and goodness require in themselves that He create the best possible world. Could God have created an imperfect world? Logically, as He is omnipotent, the answer would have to be Yes, but that imperfection would not only have been contrary to His wisdom and justice; it would have made Him responsible for all worldly failings. It would have contravened divine goodness. Is God, then, not free to do whatever He wishes, like that pagan monstrosity of a god? No, in the sense that He can only abide by what is good, wise, and just: Himself.

Leibniz is forced, however, to grant that God’s perfection has not redeemed most of humankind from its natural inclination to evil, which he takes to be the meaning of original sin. Inclination is his keyword for salvaging freedom of the will from any determinism. He uses it to suggest that even God is subject to inclination; that is, God may have foreseen the course of human events and yet incline to alter one or another of them. This semantic tightroping is not convincing, but it serves to show Leibniz poising himself between the alternatives of Malebranche’s occasionalism, which asserts that God sometimes acts directly upon human agency, guiding both the mind and the body, and Aristotelian rationalism, which sets perfectability as the goal of our will and understanding.

Leibniz accommodates occasionalism almost to the point of concession, when he argues that God is not only the Creator but also the Preserver of all things, meaning that God continuously creates, without altering the nature of the substances sustained.\textsuperscript{56} Such divine activism would suggest that the substances known as human beings are moving toward perfection but only as puppets, this time without predestinarian glumness. If, however, God is causally responsible for all human striving, then God is also responsible for human malevolence and malefaction, a scenario Leibniz consistently rejects. To assume that human beings can do only evil would be Calvinist and absurd in the “best possible” setting. Instead, Leibniz qualifies the striving toward perfection with an admission that human perceptions may be confused, as by emotions, so that striving remains conative. The endeavor is all; reaching, not the grasp. Leibniz’s own career was one of glorious incompletions.

What, then, to say about nearly universal human wrongdoing? Leibniz weighs, briefly, the arguments for apocatastasis, the universalist restoration dogma of the early Christian theologian Origen, a kindly but arguably too convenient notion that God shall, at the end of time, ingather all creation, including its most evil agents, into His supreme goodness, “through successive universes.”\textsuperscript{57} (Can we imagine Hitler, Stalin, or Mao transmuted and among the angels?) That denouement would close down hell, and seem to
make idle the divine justice and wisdom that consign malevolence to privation; that is, human evil passes to the metaphysical evil of God’s absence. Apocatastasis ends too lopsided for Leibniz, too extravagant.

And so he arrives at a hypothesis yet more extravagant, one likely never occurrent to any Church Father. As God has created the best of all possible worlds, there may be any number of possible worlds realized in other solar systems. (“Possible” here is not logical, in the sense of counterfactual non-identity, but astronomical, and thus oddly empirical.)58 This view was not original with him; others speculated about it, Gassendi extrapolating as the Epicureans had, from the immortal and innumerable nature of atoms, the tiniest units of being, to immeasurably massive bodies in space.59 Christian Huygens, a Dutch astronomer who authored a book on the subject, extended the possibility to organic tenancy: as the Copernican revolution destroyed the Ptolemaic centrality of earth, there is no reason why other planets should not have beings endowed with contemplative powers comparable to, or greater than, any enjoyed by us.

Leibniz thinks in succession to Huygens, whom he esteemed highly. Each planetary system would have as much right to reasonable occupants as earth has, “though it does not follow that they would be human. . . . It may be that all the suns are inhabited by happy creatures, and nothing obliges us to believe that many of them are damned. . . . The immensity of space could be filled with happiness and glory.” That being so, the empyrean itself, or all that lies beyond it, would make up for the dismal, trashy record of earth. Compared to that supra-cosmic bliss, terrestrial evils would be picayune, “and the portion of the universe known to us would pass into virtual nothingness by the recompense of what is unknown to us, and all objectionable evils being only in this nothingness, they would be as nothing in comparison with the good in the universe.”60

Is this a mathematician at work, sporting with an infinite calculus? Was he writing on a day of unwonted irony? (Leibniz is too gentlemanly to risk being funny.) Or is this outer spacey musing a backhanded way of conceding to Lutheran or Calvinist gloom that human beings have an innate inclination to destroy themselves? Whatever his mood, Leibniz forgets that his premise about greater good coming from lesser evil is sequential, that good being the effect of that evil. It is hard to see how our tiny part of the universal whole – “this fragile earth, our island home” as Anglicans say – could, in its sorry record, occasion the glory and joyousness Leibniz conjures up in other realms. He would answer, probably, that he is only entertaining possibilities, and divine mystery, as usual, enshrouds itself. Human reason must respect its own limits.

Still, he presumes it is possible that even the human race will reach a greater perfection than can now be imagined. Meanwhile, in some other galaxy there may be at present some forms of animal life more reasonable than we: “one can say that God is right to create all sorts of species more perfect than one another.”61 Leibniz submits that human souls may be only
median between lower forms and higher. That supposition is part of his departure from Descartes’s view that animals are only machines. Leibniz claims that animals, as simple substances, have immortal souls. Against the neo-Aristotelians he claims that all souls are ingenerable and incorruptible: they neither come into being nor pass away; they are subject only to “development” or “transformation.”

He adds that the same is true of body; every substance, except God, must have one. Even after organic death the soul remains united to matter; the cessation of the soul’s function is only apparent, and the soul becomes noticeable every time that its matter can be reconstituted (his French verb is *redresser*, to set upright again, i.e. to resurrect). This notion leans upon the dogma of a glorious body to be assumed by its soul on the Day of Resurrection, but strictly within philosophical tradition Leibniz is fusing Pythagorean-Platonic immortality of souls with the materialists’ indestructibility of matter. To him this claim is based upon an aesthetic order the sciences allow us to see in all things, an order so great that he imagines “une science véritablement infinite,” an illimitable science toward which the human mind can move. Hence, that yet unimaginable perfectibility the human mind is moving toward. Leibniz’s image for this progression is the asymptote, lines running parallel into infinity and, theoretically, never meeting yet continuously approaching a curve, “and though sometimes one falls back (*reculer*), just as lines that have inflexions, the advance finally prevails and wins out.”

He is less fanciful (and more accessible) when he takes on hallowed Church teachings that, in his estimate, confound both reason and humanity. Within Christian history, these are the inflections, a falling back that retards our advance to perfectibility. They afford stark instances of damnation prescribed by doctrines so long held that no one has seen fit to challenge the savagery lying within their presumption. Thanks to the taunting tone of his controversialist, and virtual co-author of the *Théodicée*, Pierre Bayle, Leibniz industriously defends God from implication in the contingent world’s evils and those of the eternal world beyond it. In regard to contingent evils he speaks of God “co-operating” (*concourir*) with them to His own divine ends, but for the everlastingness of hell more scruples are needed, and he shies away from the existential look into evil that William King gives in *de origine mali*.

Leibniz cites Luther’s remark, in the exchange with Erasmus on free will, that it is the height of love to worship someone so unamiable as the Christian God, so rigorous against wretched sinners is He, so prompt to damn, even for evils of which He appears to be the cause. Bayle, a thorough if unruly Calvinist, has resumed this Lutheran concession and made it an accusation. Leibniz says Bayle treats God like a defendant in the dock, rather than the Almighty whose wisdom, justice, and goodness must be perfect and unsailable because they are essential attributes of the one true deity. Still, what is he to say against Christian tradition at its most objectionable and irrational points?
Luther himself, debating with Erasmus on the will’s freedom and servitude, exclaimed that before such an angry and punitive God, what other recourse did anyone have but sheer faith? Luther, however, is not to the fore in our present context; Bayle, who might well have uttered Luther’s cry, is. He earns parity with Leibniz in this issue.

VII Pierre Bayle as witness for the prosecution of God and Leibniz

Not a theologian nor a philosopher in the strict, systematic, reclusive sense of a Spinoza or a Kant, but rather a pioneering critic of historiographical method, Bayle remains foremost in French letters among the eminent encyclopedists, those who ingathered learning from many spheres on behalf of the bourgeoisie that ascended, as securely as the nobility declined, under Louis XIV. His encyclopedic volumes, the *Dictionnaire historique et critique*, became one of the most popular series throughout the eighteenth century, and laid a foundation for comparable efforts by Diderot, d’Alembert, and Voltaire. Inspiring them as a controversialist, he is mistakenly linked with them intellectually. They belong to a sunny world of flashy wit and irreverence; he, to a dark one, of persecution, fierce polemics, and profound inner struggles.

Born in 1647 in a village of the Pyrenees, he was taught Latin and Greek by his pastor-father, then studied logic at a Jesuit school. He was converted to Catholicism during that time—he was then 22—only to revert to the Protestant fold under persuasion of his elder brother, Jacob. Relapsed into heresy, he was subject to arrest, so he fled to Geneva. He studied philosophy and theology there for four years, finding employment along the way as a tutor of high-born children. A Genevan sponsor helped him to secure a professorship of history and philosophy at a Huguenot school in Sedan, where he taught for six years, until the French government shut it down, in 1681. From there he went to Rotterdam and was granted an identical post. He quietly preceded the great Huguenot diaspora prompted by the Edict of Fontainebleau, four years later.

Bayle, in Rotterdam from 1681 until his death in 1706, survived under marginal circumstances, a lecturer in philosophy to a few students, then a journalist, ever the bibliophile. His authoritative interpreter has suggested that at heart he was, like his father and elder brother, a preacher, seeking to win people away from what he regarded as illusion and prejudice. A free thinker, he was not ingratiated with any collectivity. As a Protestant he was staunchly hostile to the French Church he held responsible for occasional massacre and otherwise steady harassment of the Huguenot minority (roughly 10% of France’s population late in the seventeenth century) as well as for the superstition of its cultisms: the Blessed Sacrament’s veneration amounted, for him, to idolatry; likewise, the dogma of transubstantiation. He believed that even atheism was preferable to humbug.
He suffered adversity from the Dutch Protestant establishment, too. He fell out with his onetime sponsor and colleague, the pastor and theologian Pierre Jurieu, a hard-liner given to apocalypticism, adept at making enemies, and convinced that Bayle was a heretic and a political subversive. By intimidation and influence Jurieu was usually able to corral the majority of the synod’s pastors on behalf of his views and against Bayle’s, but Bayle’s heterodoxy never ended in his expulsion from the church. As though Jurieu were not formidable enough, Bayle also faced two proponents of the emergent rationalist theology taking Christianity toward deism: Jean LeClerq and Isak Jaquelot, whose sallies against Leibniz’s abstractions we have noted. Jurieu’s fury kept Bayle in a detached, ironic posture, but his contentions with the rationalists brought out frustration, anger, and weary polemics, as he was then dying of tuberculosis. How he would have fared personally with the genial Leibniz can only be guessed; they never met, but they exchanged polite letters and extolled each other’s merits. Leibniz’s adamantine faith in all-sufficient reason put him in polar opposition to Bayle, who retained the costly advantage of remaining skeptical.

In March 1682, at 34, Bayle made a controversial name for himself by a lengthy attack upon folk nonsense, *Pensées diverses sur la comète*. Beyond posing the question, How can Christians be subject to astrology? this work probed the relationship between morality and religious belief, public opinion and how it is formed, manipulations politicians practice, and a pathology endemic to the human species: the need to nail down the future. Here, Bayle expounded what his training in Biblical exegesis taught him: critical rationalism, disciplined and attentive to facts and to logic, is no foe of Christian devotion, but can be a mighty weapon against stupidity and knavery.

Two works he wrote within the next three years, a critique of a history of Calvinism and a monthly journal of book reviews, entitled *Nouvelles de la Republique des Lettres* (News from the Republic of Letters), were, respectively, burned in France and banned, thereby enhancing their appeal to savants. Six months before the Edict of Fontainebleau, Bayle issued a plea for religious tolerance and the right to freedom of conscience. Within those six months his father died, and his brother Jacob was arrested in his home, imprisoned, and died. Bayle was told that his writings were paid for by his brother’s arrest. Alone and undeterred, he wrote against the Catholic practice of forced conversions and *dragonnades*, the quartering of cavalrymen in Huguenot homes, where they were given full license, short of rape and murder. Such was the domestic martial face of a Bourbon formula, “une foi, une loi, un roi,” recast in a darker time, under another Catholic, pope-defying dictator, as “Ein Volk, Ein Staat, Ein Führer.”

Bayle’s fundamental differentiation among Christians was not between Catholics and Protestants, but between the “invisible Church” of authentic believers in Christ and the outward, institutional, ritualized Church that harbored hypocrisy in its members, those who sustained a worldly preoccupation with such nonsense as honor, reputation, glory. He held that
any fair-minded person acknowledges the presence of genuine Christians in both Protestant and Catholic parishes. At the same time he was wary of fanaticism among the self-righteous, and prayed that God spare him the seeming gift of pure zeal. A faith guided more by instinct than by reason was the true bond of Christian community. The faithful, says Bayle, “do not see that the opposite of what they believe is impossible, as one would see in a mathematical demonstration. . . . We are perfectly convinced of the truth of doctrines our pastors give us, though the reasons they allege do not make us know the impossibility of its being otherwise.”

That slip from the third person plural to the first suggests that Bayle was not so much the anti-conformist his writings seem to present. He occupied both a center and a periphery. The periphery was established by his resolute intellectual autonomy: he thought for himself. Yet he established himself at the center of the religious and philosophical culture of his time, because he knew how to think and to write, in readily accessible, even stylistically unembellished, terms, on matters of interest to many intelligent, non-scholarly people. As the reviewer for his Nouvelles he had a cosmopolitan awareness of cultural relativism invading Europe through travel literature written by Europeans about advanced societies in Muslim and Asian countries, as well as “noble savages” in America. These were not Leibniz’s possible worlds but earthbound and documented peoples (all atheistic, by Western norms), reports of whose variously charming, admirable, and civilized ways were fast subverting the vaunted superiority of Christianity to other faiths, and of Europe to other lands.

All of this centrifugal awareness, compounded with his disillusionment with institutional faith, fed Bayle’s skepticism, and skepticism is the hangdog of reason. These two forces, the breeding of learning this eternal student cultivated, together with the hammer blows of exile and alienation, suggest why, for all his rationalism, Bayle was open to the appeal and strength of things elusive, uncontrollable, irrational. He saw, and has just told us, that ordinary people accept Christian mystery with awe and reverence, unhindered by fastidious scruples, and in his writing on Scripture he did not observe the professional cautions of his master, Richard Simon, a pioneer in modern Biblical criticism, about historical dating or the intricacies of ancient languages and their etymologies. There is an impetuosity in Bayle, his fuel, that made him incapable of resting in any philosophy, least of all in anything purported to be a system – Leibniz’s, for example, which he could commend but not embrace. Bayle was given to slipping in and out of rationalism, a latitude (or guilefulness) Leibniz never countenanced.

If, as Cicero alleged, Socrates brought philosophy down from the skies and set it among mortals, the same could be said for Bayle in regard to metaphysics, where he was at best a skirmisher. He exposed in any and every system of thought what his tenacious and implacable reasoning found flawed, absurd, contradictory, and dangerous. (His most recent biographer has likened this vigorous ferreting to the quail-hunting that occupied his
boyhood – on Sunday mornings, as his father was in the Huguenot temple, preaching.) He had a keen olfactory sensitivity to the atheism hiding in any system or argument setting the predications of God – goodness, justice, wisdom – within human company, the refuge known as immanence. Because he was, at least to judge from the writing I shall be citing, a passionately involved libertarian participant in his confrontations – strong in attack, and self-defended by a fraught skepticism – it would be tempting to find in him a kind of Rousseau before Rousseau, but Bayle was, finally, articulating a position that comports all too well with the Calvinism whose official voices held him at greater than arm’s length.

Bayle was a vigorous though qualified Cartesian, taking as a kind of new gospel Descartes’s fundamental separation between mind and matter (the latter known as extension, whatever has physical dimension). In that allegiance he was keeping company, in his way, with Leibniz, Spinoza, Malebranche, and a generation of others for whom Cartesianism became dogma, a convention rarely contested. As a Cartesian he was committed to the dualism of soul and body, transcendence and immanence, God above and humankind below, and he stayed cautious about terms someone might sneak in to displace or shuffle them, such as Spinoza’s modus and Leibniz’s monad.

In the philosophy of an age intellectually pre-occupied with physics, Bayle, like Pascal in the previous generation, saw the hazard of denying transcendence by ascribing, through the media of force and movement, God’s powers to mortals. But laws of motion were only a pretext for this dethronement, this putting an end to mystery via calculation. The deeper impulse was self-divinization. The capital instance of this transgression Bayle found in Spinoza. Making the human mind the modus or modification of an omnipresence called a god but which is effectively nature, Spinoza posed the deadliest threat to the Christian God. His bait, which took in many intellectuals and even the intelligent, was that the human mind is meant to strive toward the perfection of this monism’s divinity, to raise itself into a sublime, optimally geometric meditation, free of the trammels of human weakness. Spinoza wrote against human enthrallment to delusions produced by emotions and especially against superstitions, such as worship of a God of love and mercy, which evidently showed, to him, mental confusion. Spinoza subscribed to Cartesianism, but the impetus for his lofty endeavor comes from Aristotle’s *Nicomachean Ethics* (1177a-b), in which Greeks are called upon “to be immortal as much as possible,” a process (here italicized) Spinoza transcribes in his iterated Latin *quatenus*. How this effort differs from Christianity is manifest in Paul’s inspiration taken from Aristotle, when he enjoins Corinthians to await the “putting on of immortality,” (I Cor. 15:53–4), not as mental effort but as a clothing by God on the Latter Day.

Bayle could have found in Spinoza an ally against superstition, not to mention a kind of therapist who could prescribe remedies for emotional turmoil,
but Bayle was too Calvinist to let himself off of the hook of human frailty and accountability. His religious awareness, behind skepticism’s mask, can be glanced only after looking to what he saw as the two greatest systematic temptations against Christian faith, both of which exerted a deadly allure he had to resist. Their appeal lay in their logical consistency, the goal toward which his dogged rationalism was steadily aimed.

The lesser of these temptations was Manichaeism, a Persian persuasion dating from the Christian era’s third century. It answered the central question posed to theodicy: if God is omnipotent and omniscient, why does He allow evil and suffering in the world? The Manichees answered that there are two divinities, one good and one evil, locked in eternal contest. (Luther’s image of God and Satan vying for the saddle upon humanity is fundamentally Manichean.) This grim equity explains (away) all the world’s ills. The goodness of the Christian deity is retained but not His omnipotence, and divine wisdom remains at a stalemate, idle and pointless. Bayle knew that, whatever its comforts to logic, this view amounted to fatalism, and a Christian could turn to it only with desperate resignation. Yet as Mani was a large branch on the tree of Augustinian spirituality, it is apt that Bayle, a Calvinist and ergo an Augustinian, reverted to this doctrine.

Far more forceful a temptation was the Greek atomism Gassendi championed and Leibniz dismissed as random and absurd, because without any explanation of force, with no agent of movement, its depiction of the material world lacks coherence. Bayle was drawn not only to this worldview’s monistic simplicity; he was attracted to its greatest expositor, Epicurus. In his Dictionnaire, he says of Epicurus: “He honored the gods for their excellence, though he expected no good nor feared any evil from them. He gave them veneration (culte) that was not mercenary; he did not consider self-interest but only rational ideas that compel respect and those he honored for their greatness and perfection.” It is clear that such a man Bayle himself would like to be. He even defends Epicurus against the usual Christian charge, coming from the formidable Jansenist philosopher Arnauld, that Epicureanism means pleasure, when in fact it prescribes a retiring life of reflection, contemplation, and freedom from turmoil. Bayle concluded that Arnauld’s criticism was idle.

As he is fair-minded enough to acknowledge there are genuine Christians in Catholicism, so he is open and welcoming to the perceptions of “pagan” antiquity, especially in Stoicism, which, he claims, taught morality and virtue so well that Christians should be envious. What makes Bayle so forceful in his criticism of Leibniz’s theodicy is not, however, any hearkening to Stoicism but that he uses morality, or what in Hugo Grotius’s words amounts to “right reason” (ratio recta), not on behalf of but rather against Leibniz’s God of goodness, justice, and wisdom. He charges that either God wants to remove evil from the world and cannot, or can but does not want to. In the first instance, He is not omnipotent; in the second, He is not beneficent
nor benevolent. If the Christian God is indifferent to human ills, He is no better than Greek materialism’s remote and chilly gods. With these opening moves, it is mate in four, and Bayle holds to the end that Christianity faces the disaster of insuperable objections confronting its credibility and its very humanity.

I have suggested that the sincerity of Bayle’s position – it is no game of wit and words – is evident in his analogies. They serve as updatings on the story of Adam, Eve, and their apple. Here comes one of them Leibniz does not address in the *Théodicée*. It shocked readers but was, Bayle admits, meant to confound Jesuits and others who likened the Calvinist God to Tiberius or Caligula; the defendant here is not the Calvinist God but the all-subsuming Christian “God of our fathers.” Would a good mother, having permitted her daughters to go to a ball, not revoke her permission if she was certain that they would succumb to flattery and lose their virginity? Every true mother, knowing this result, would be bound to revoke it, but a mother letting the girls go, having contented herself with exhortations to wisdom and threatening them with disgrace if they did not return as virgins, would draw upon herself rightful blame for not having loved her daughters nor their chastity.81 Bayle’s readers are invited to liken God to this mother, righteous and an accomplice before the terrible fact. And what has happened to wisdom, justice, and goodness?

Toward his life’s end, Bayle drew up another scenario, also passed over by Leibniz. A London merchant has ten sons and knows by revelation that if he sends them to Cambridge, they shall make substantial progress there in knowledge and virtue, so their merits will raise them to honorable employment by which to acquit themselves well in life. If he sends them to Oxford, they shall become debauched, passing from one roguery (friponnerie) to another, till justice tries and punishes them with various imprisonments. The merchant also foreknows that he shall obtain mercy for one of them. Not doubting at all the truth of the revelation, he sends his sons to Oxford, not to Cambridge. Is it not clear that according to common sense (1) he wishes them to be wicked and unfortunate? and (2) consequently he is acting against goodness and the love of virtue?82

Leibniz’s holding out for a greater good from an apparent evil could have answered Bayle in something like the following: the imprisoned sons serve as object lessons for other young men and thus save them from a similar disgrace; the sons learn repentance and on release from prison lead pious lives, one a pastor, one a missionary, and so forth. Those girls at the dance marry and thereby tame their wealthy seducers, and devote themselves to charitable enterprises. Or, looking farther, one could assume that in another galaxy creatures are steadily happy because among them there is no prison, no ballroom of seducers, no Oxford. Still, such insouciance as Leibniz seems to evince about human harms could be called callous or at best facile, and we all know life is not so tidy as any formula, perhaps his least of all.
Bayle’s resort to analogy, his favorite ploy when he is a plaintiff against divine injustice, has an ironic turn, as analogical reasoning was Aquinas’s evidence for the inadequacy of the human mind and its speech in all attempts to reach God. Analogy, poetic in its way, as logic can never be, is pointless because God is infinitely beyond our likenings. Bayle is kicking against the pricks of our ontological limits, but in doing so he is reinforcing a Christian awareness of human vanity. Leibniz comfortably dismisses Bayle’s analogies because his rationalism has collapsed all limits in the appropriation of God within his monadology. His reasoning from a priori assumptions is, in and by its own lofty terms, failsafe.

Armed with such assurance Leibniz is put off by Bayle’s dwelling upon life’s miseries. Bayle remarks the abundance of prisons and hospitals in the world, to which Leibniz answers that most of us are found in neither of these but at home’s hearth. The Calvinist truism that most of those in their homes are damned, anyway, has already been placed in the dossier of mere suppositions, and yet it is so powerful a supposition that Leibniz does not address and confound it. Neither does he entertain the metonymy of prisons with working places, that, even as now, slave wages drove national economies.

As for ontic evils, such as disease, what family has not offered up a few of its own to a sanatorium, a clinic, or the infamous couch?

To his credit, nonetheless, he does take on a dogma that broke through the barriers of rationalism and stirred an emotive response. Damnation of unrepentant sinners was one thing; damnation of the innocent, another. Since Augustine it was believed that infants who died unbaptized would be consigned to hell, co-resident with the most outlandish sinners. Pascal remains notorious for saying that no one can understand Christianity without grasping its lesson on infant damnation. Leibniz’s governing thesis is that all objections to God’s putative injustice or ineffectuality would vanish if we knew all of the divine facts; that the objections are the stuff of ignorance, prejudice, and spurious claims according to probability, not certainty. God’s justice is universal, but we can see it only in our limited human way. Leibniz presses the incontestable truth that Christian faith is informed by something beyond all our capacities for reasoning. Bayle’s “battery assault” that the mysteries of faith bring insoluble objections to human reasoning can, Leibniz assumes, be met by arguments against probability. What is above or beyond reason (the Trinity) need not be against reason.

That is safe for assumption, but infant damnation offends anybody with elementary charity, and here is how Leibniz meets it. He acknowledges that damnation of the unbaptized infant has the warrant of the most venerable of Church Fathers, Augustine and Aquinas in the lead, with assent from the Jansenists, Augustine’s grimmest acolytes. The infernal penalty is assigned not for any moral evil, infants being guiltless, but for the privation of grace through baptism; these children bear that metaphysical evil, a distance from
God. Yet, “it is necessary to attest that this argument has no sufficient foun-
dation, neither in reason nor in Scripture, and is shockingly hard-hearted.”
(Note that he puts reason before revelation but remembers that God pun-
ished the pharaoh with hardness of heart.) He cites a more humane (and
Christian?) perspective, from Protestant theologians, that consigns unbap-
tized infant souls to God’s judgment and mercy. “We do not know all of
the extraordinary ways God can use to enlighten souls.”85 Leibniz’s tactical
“don’t know” here suffices, barely, to save him from the charge that in iden-
tifying God’s predicates, including beneficence, he is claiming to be himself
divine.

That remark on “extraordinary ways” opens onto another sizable num-
der of the damned, those of distant cultures who are without word of Christ
but have lead upright lives. The dogma of baptism as the indispensable
condition for salvation and communion as participation in Christian life –
enforced in “except a man be born again” and “except ye eat the flesh of the
son of man” (John 3:3 and 3:5), not to mention other exceptions: “Except
ye be converted” (Matt. 18:3) or “except ye repent” (Luke 13: 3 and 13:5) –
offer no equivocations. Leibniz’s way out is a forthright humanism that
assails not Scripture but the lurid delight of using it against others: “Those
who damn infants incapable of discernment are even less considerate of
adults; one might say they have hardened themselves by thinking about see-
ing other people suffer.” He would counter such tactics by agreement with
“those who accord to all human beings a grace sufficient to draw them from
evil, provided they are disposed to this help and do not willfully reject it.”86

The giveaway in these remarks deserves underscoring, that it is people, not
God, who are damning or conferring grace. God’s perfection and its three
predicates, logically airtight, are eerily detached, even from the sun shining
and the rain falling on just and unjust alike.

Instead, Leibniz appeals to human authority, including Catholic. Many
theologians, he claims, teach that a single sincere act of love for God suf-
fices for one’s salvation.87 He cites the Saints Francis (of Assisi and Sales)
and might have adduced Juan de la Cruz’s “pure act of love” to the same
end. From Jesuit acquaintances he accepts that there are innumerable ways
to God, which implies that those eager for the damnation of others may not
be satisfied. And, finally, he resorts, as in his outer space imaginings, to the
arresting question, How do we know what ordinary or even extraordinary
means God may employ to aid vagrant souls? Even a pig trough and its
carob pods might help.

Leibniz’s awareness of such divisive issues as the nature of the Eucharist
or the consigning of people to hell reminds us that one science he did not
pursue was psychology, perhaps because it would have shattered his ano-
dyne optimism. More likely, he realized that the most penetrating studies of
human vanity and frailty were already conducted, in the Bourbon court of
Louis XIV, and no one could surpass the insights of Jansenism’s pessimists,
La Rochefoucauld, Nicole, and Madame de Lafayette.
VIII Leibniz and Bayle on Christian mystery

Faced with the issue of free will Leibniz, albeit a Lutheran, settles on a middle way between human freedom and the saddling of humanity by God and Satan. Luther all but dispensed with predestination, by his doctrine about grace as a gift to faith: one had only to trust in God. Implicitly, that amounts to fideism, which was the final recourse open to, but not wholly embraced by, Bayle: a total trust, howsoever blind it seem or be. Leibniz’s *concursus Dei* takes a different route, arguing divine cooperation with human enterprise: the Holy Spirit is *inclined* to give grace, as though God were subject to prevarication or second thoughts. This position is a compromise between indifferentism – God leaves us precepts and laws, and we must go about our business of stumbling over them – and occasionalism, which makes God, not humankind, an efficient if infrequent cause of contingent goings on. Leibniz avoids the blind pit of necessity in which Spinoza, an alleged champion of freedom, is still lying, his modern advocates ever shy of discussing his determinism and its denial of the human will.

Bayle brought to the ancient debate on free will a refreshing amateurism: he was Protestant and, worse, eclectic and autodidactic, particularly offensive to card-holding Cartesians because he was erudite (Descartes derided erudition) and enthralled by historical texts, a realm of mere probabilities (the Master derided transience, too). Who, a scholastically trained Catholic theologian could have asked, does Bayle think he is? (“By what authority are you doing these things?”) But his ardent logic abets the outsider’s view on an endlessly stalemated issue.

Voluntarism, the efficacy of an unaided human will, recasts from a human perspective the question of God’s nature that Leibniz attempted to settle decisively in his theodicy. Bayle notes that a hundred books could be written on either side of the free will/determinism debate, and the problem would remain: if, of his own free will, Adam sinned with the apple, God was not omniscient and omnipotent, for that action was not foreseen; if Adam was not free and his sin was pre-determined, God is the final cause of that sin – blasphemy! – and of all subsequent human misery. Otherwise put, are we puppets, fated to play out a script unknown to us, or are we genuinely free agents?

His Calvinism inclined Bayle toward predestination, but, as though in a spirit of contention against himself, he says that even adherents of Calvinism and Jansenism, all of them asquat Augustine’s tree, act in their daily lives as though convinced of the free will doctrine of Pelagius: human beings, endowed with reason, can work out their own salvation. Bayle adds that one *becomes* Augustinian, denying free will, *only* when arguing against Pelagius; without that confrontation Augustine’s dogma evaporates. That is, there is something abstract and artificial about it; people are not intuitively convinced by it. It remains academic and continues to face psychological defeat. (As Dr. Johnson observes, “We’re free, we know we’re free, and
there’s an end on it.”) And yet the dogma holds fast, enjoys the supernal sanction of Church Fathers, and is even endorsed by the most high-profiled atheist, the first modern “Jew for Jesus” (though not as the Christ), Spinoza.

The easiest way out of the deadlock seems to have been Spinoza’s retrieval of the Stoics’ *anima mundi*, the deification of nature and the subtraction of goodness and wisdom along with their transcendent God. As a Christian, Bayle recoiled from the convenience of monism’s atheistic imperative, even though he respected monism in the guise of Greek atomism, and when pressed (pressing himself) on whether human beings are, finally, on God’s strings or free agents he writes, “I am not engaging in this mystery. It’s a *noli me tangere*, an abyss from which one must keep distant, without turning one’s eyes back and becoming a salt pillar like Lot’s wife. Philosophy has no savor here, and it’s best to resort humbly to revealed lights.”

It is disingenuous of Bayle to claim he will not or cannot engage in the mystery regarding free will; he gives altogether too much time to it, before throwing up his hands, for the moment, and finding relief in fideism. What he demonstrates is the inefficacy of reason itself, given that predestination is a rational argument from God’s perfection. Bayle writes that reason is a Penelope, undoing by night what it has labored to attain by day. Reason is essentially negative, reductive even of itself. Anticipating Hume’s argument that reason’s role is to play slave to passions, Bayle claims that reason cannot hold out against the human temperament, and must either be led on as a captive or become a flatterer, as when it rationalizes unsavory behaviors by adducing grounds to justify them.

Leibniz will have none of this disparagement. He remains secure within the bastion of his logical principles and proofs. Reason remains so sovereign a mistress that he has no need to court faith – which, anyway, scholasticism had married to reason centuries before – and the desperate leap of fideism would be not only alien to his mathematical mind but fantastically gratuitous. Leibniz reminds us that, however predominant Cartesianism became in the late seventeenth century, and he assenting to it, in the main, scholasticism’s rigorous discipline in logic was still imposing and had many adherents, not only among theologians. Thomism was not a sedimentary layer of a coastal shelf but still solid and at least possibly fertile ground in which one could plant one’s own seeds, as Spinoza did, furtively, in the beds of Aristotelian ethics and Stoic cosmology.

Leibniz and Bayle were familiar with the mysteries of earthbound contingencies, those susceptible to fact, but the two men faced different challenges. Leibniz was pre-occupied with the mysteries of force and motion; Bayle, with the mysteries of human reasoning and motivation, especially the mind’s ineluctable tendency to wander into self-delusion and its utmost reaches of fanaticism. He arrived at a perception akin to Leibniz’s speculations on the encounter of bodies: a witness of present events is most likely to be biased, partisan, unreliable, even though close to facts (a kind of collision), whereas someone who might gain purchase on objectivity by centuries of distance
from the subject loses authority by that very obliqueness (a singular kind of resistance).

What of deeper mysteries, those constituting Christian faith? Bayle draws back, as from the free will debates, claiming that “the Mysteries of the Gospel, being of a supernatural order, cannot and should not be submitted to the rules of natural understanding (lumière).” Leibniz answers that “one can explain perfectly the mysteries: they would not be above reason, but if one could not respond to objections, they would be against reason.” Note that Bayle writes in the indicative, plain and simple, while Leibniz, diplomatic as ever, resorts to the subjunctive. Bayle, the steadfast skeptic, makes a ringing assertion of fact, while Leibniz, the most confident of rationalists, knows there are many objections to which Christians have not been able to respond, no matter their access to his apriorism. A pity, that he takes the time to address only one Christian mystery, transubstantiation of Christ’s body and blood into communion’s host. (He handily resolved the mystery of the Trinity, at age 24.) The diplomatic reason for that exclusive focus is obvious: the nature of the Eucharist marked, still marks, arguably the deepest dividing line between Catholicism and Protestantism. Do we eat and drink our god, or are we only remembering Jesus?

With an eye to his first court employer, Johann Friedrich, the Lutheran Leibniz opts for the Catholic view, but that view carries a hefty challenge to his reasoning abilities. Here is a supreme instance of the metaphysical realm breaking into the physical. How does Christ’s body become the sacramental bread? Leibniz submits, agreeing with Malebranche, that in creating the phenomenal world God employed simple laws, and the most simple, paradoxically, allow for the greatest variety. Well before his court appointment, in his tract “de transubstantiatione” (1668), Leibniz departed from the Cartesian view that a body’s essence is solely its extension, its occupation of space. That position meant that it would be impossible for a single body to be in various locations simultaneously: Christ’s body could not be in both the wine and the bread, nor could a greater body, Christ’s, exist in the quantity of a smaller body, such as the communal bread. (These were standard Protestant objections.) Cartesian’s secured for themselves Rome’s displeasure for their guru’s contempt of scholastic tradition (a dispensable past), but Leibniz, resuming Aristotle’s interest in incorporeal sources of action, was willing to accommodate the Catholic dogma. Indeed, he took on this lively issue because he was convinced that a rationalist philosophical method could resolve theological disputes between the Churches, and the Eucharist offered a dramatic test case in irenics. He saw no absurdity in reason justifying a belief in Christian mystery. The problem he did not appreciate was right there, that a rationalist justification of religion implicitly weakened religious faith. That is why intelligently cautious and pious men like Arnauld shied away from Leibniz’s effort.
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Bodies, he reasoned, are a combination of matter and form. Because mechanical philosophy needed theological props, Leibniz was, in his early philosophy (prior to his *Discourse on Metaphysics*, 1686), content to iterate the Aristotelian claim for God as Prime Mover, with infinite power, but he had yet to explain how God is related to individual substances. In the tract on transubstantiation he argues that bodies without mind are mere accidents; they can be substantiated only with mind, whether human or divine. By pre-established harmony God has a tacit union with all inanimate bodies, but the Eucharist has to be exceptional: it is Christ’s union with bread and wine. Leibniz says God is hypostatically united with Christ’s mind so as to act upon Christ’s body. There is no change in the bread and wine as matter because there is no change in their external appearance; they remain *accidentia*. As mind, Christ substantiates them simultaneously. Leibniz bolstered his position by asserting that the Cartesian view would mean that religion is contrary to reason – exactly what tormented Bayle.

Sometime around 1685, Leibniz was taking notes for what he called an “Apologia fidei ex ratione,” a rationalist defense of the Christian faith. In it he identifies the enemies of Christianity. He has Hobbes and Spinoza primarily in mind, but there were plenty of others:

We’ve fallen on times when many abuse their own wits and the present light of the sciences, either to explode incorporeal substances (which is certainly atheism), to remove providence from its proper way (*recta via*), or at least to cause the Christian religion to falter (*labefactandam*), as they proclaim the Trinity of persons in one God, the incarnation of the Word, and other mysteries exceeding human grasp, impossible. Or they want to lacerate the Church, as when they attack justification, predestination, election, and transubstantiation, the sacrament of Christ’s body and blood. . . . It would be preferable that people use their minds in things useful for life rather than in divine matters, where by the simplest trust simplicity is most secure, but since today it is not permissible to decline combat, and our exceedingly ferocious foes deride our humility or construe it as hypocrisy, they seem to themselves invincible and they scoff, to the great detriment of learned minds and to the scandal of ordinary ones. Necessity has required that we join ranks.

He proceeds to review his philosophy *in nuce*, noting that it was initially received with derision from orthodox Cartesians, but most came around once they realized “they had previously been ignorant of the true idea of body . . . that it consists not in extension (dimension) but in the power of acting and enduring, that is, moving and resisting, though size and shape regulate and limit that power. . . . I showed those men that the laws of mechanics derive not from mathematics but from metaphysics, and were all things not governed by the mind, we would experience far different things than we do.” A body cannot be a mere aggregation of mathematical points;
to be understood it must have “a certain substantial form,” analogous to the soul. “The first act or power of acting is innate in each body by the will of the Creator.” It is limited by the obstacle course posed by other active bodies. Substances do not pass away or change, and thought or the power of acting upon oneself (not on other substances) is foremost, given only to minds “among these forms or animate things.”

Immortality and true life mean perpetual reflexive thinking, *cognitio sui*. Matter, he iterates, is the power of enduring or resisting in each body, and from it comes “a certain extension of body, unless the Author of things should will something else. *From there the way has been opened to us for defending the Eucharistic Sacrament.*”

Although Leibniz seems intent on bolstering Christian dogma, he goes on to show how in metaphysics, as in the sciences, dogma must yield to new speculation and discovery, with each generation. He reflects on his own waywardness as a youth, how he finally learned that dogmas were to be suspected and exposed for their falsity, once there was “new light suddenly shining” (*affulgente subito nova luce*). Every new criterion will have some people boasting of its truth, but because each person affirms only by the internal testimony of his own mind, the few distinct ideas we share are confused. “Yet nothing keeps us from many truths becoming known, by experience amid (sensory) confusion and by the distinctiveness of proofs.”

He compares this progression to enlightenment with the development of Christianity: the novelty of Jesus breaking into Jewish orthodoxies; the repugnance of Jewish elders; gradual acceptance of Jesus, at least among gentiles; emergence of a new dogma. But the matter of a sacrament does not proceed so conveniently.

Leibniz’s metaphysical defense of the Eucharist comes in his “Systema Theologicum,” which, though undated, probably is contemporaneous with his “Discourse on Metaphysics” (1686). By then he had put aside the Aristotelian Prime Mover and turned to neo-Platonic tradition, in which God is the source of His creatures’ perfectibility, in intimate union with them; that is, immanent in each human soul’s active power. Keeping his hold on pre-Christian worldviews, Leibniz continued to reject Luther’s plea that Christian mystery not be bound up in Greek philosophical speculation.

His response to that plea is that metaphysical analysis, faced with the *prima facie* impossibilities of Christian mysteries, can show possible, if not actual, rationales for them. He tries to give rationalist sanction to the Tridentine catechism that in the Eucharist Christ’s body is both in heaven and in the sacrament; that none of the bread and wine as elementary substances remains in the sacrament; and that the bread and wine become *accidentia*, existing without substance of their own.

Taking all that into account as a kind of terminus, Leibniz posits that the soul, as a corporeal substance emanating from its divine source, has, as a creation, a passive finitude or limitation upon its perfectibility. He calls its active power at the phenomenal or contingent level a *conatus*, a Latin
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word convenient for its ambivalence: it signifies impulsion (mechanical) or endeavor (voluntarist), a moving body or a soul attempting to reach its perfection in God. With that power goes a countervailing force of impenetrability or resistance he calls *moles*, Latin for bulk or massive structure. What dynamic shapes Christ’s incarnate *conatus* in the *moles* of bread and wine?

Leibniz’s explanation of Christ in (or into) the host sounds like a subterfuge. Since no substance, being simple and indivisible, can change or influence another, the grace given to communicants in the Eucharist must be a divinely pre-established change *in them*, a change corresponding to the substantial action in Christ’s own body. Well and good, but the difficulty comes in the sensory qualities of the bread and wine remaining the same. Are they mere illusions, the wine and bread not having their own substance? Or do communicants perceive these elements *with* the co-presence of Christ? If the latter is the case, Leibniz is all but arguing Lutheran *consubstantiation*, the very position he had tactfully avoided on Rome’s behalf.

He is making for the door when he acknowledges that “the existence and union of substances and their accidents are entirely at the discretion of God,” which means God can create an order altogether different from the natural: by his *conatus* Christ could penetrate the *moles* of the bread and wine, or (and this is a much later hypothesis) his monads could replace theirs. (Where, then, would the bread and wine monads go?)

It is God’s discretion that has been the central point for the Church all along, and that is why Leibniz’s straining won him no gratitude from prelates.

Leibniz finally concedes that something metaphysical cannot sustain a phenomenal explanation. The real “real presence,” fundamental and unchanging in his mind, is the pre-established harmony extant among substances (later called monads) in relation to one another. In fine, bread and wine cannot be demoted from substances to accidents. It is a concession to empiricism that substances cannot be separated from sense perception. The hoisted white flag appears in the “Cogitationes Privatae” (dated to the 1690s), in which Leibniz can say only that some mysterious change takes place, and may Catholics be satisfied that whatever it is, “this mode is incomprehensible and inexplicable.”

Leibniz’s reader can infer that the divine body and blood belong distinctly in the blurry realm of experience. He has not given the Eucharist one line of *a priori* substantiation, nor could he, because if he had been able to, he would have explained a mystery and made it no longer a mystery – hardly the desideratum of any Christian. And *cognitio sui* – God’s thinking of Himself – being immortal, what would be the need or use of the Eucharist?

Bayle’s drawing of the line between *cognitio* and *usus vitae* – knowledge versus usefulness for life – might help here: what immediate and palpable benefit to everyday living does Leibniz’s shining dogma of matter as resistant force serve? *Aliud Autor rerum velit*, “something else God might wish,” is that the Eucharist remain faith’s mystery, that it not be set into tandem
with the mechanical physics of substance and matter. The conscientious, intellectually charitable Leibniz has made a substantial diplomatic blunder.

It is important, even so, to consider what Leibniz did achieve for Christian mystery via reason. Prior to the Théodicée he claims that there are three approaches to mysteries: first, to explain them in such a way as to remove obscurities; second, to prove them by natural reason; third, to sustain them against objections. “We can’t always satisfy the first; still less, the second. But I believe that we can always satisfy the third, and that there are no insoluble objections to the truth. Otherwise, the opposite would be demonstrated.”

But, push coming to a big shove, in the Anglicans’ debate about Christianity’s central ontological mystery, the Trinity, he hedges. “I don’t believe it possible to abstain from explanation altogether – unless you’re surrendering to your opponents – provided that the explanation is made with prudence and precision. It could openly be said that there are three related realities within a single substance.” “Realities” here sound like accidentia, attributes such as the size, shape, and speed of the materialists’ atoms, but what analogy from mechanical physics could possibly serve for Father, Son, and Holy Spirit? It is unlikely that Leibniz could have enlightened the Anglican theologians to any convincing degree.

In the Théodicée he argues that reason has four functions in dealing with any proposition or argument: (1) to explain or interpret that proposition; (2) to understand all of its conceptual parts; (3) to prove it by demonstration; (4) to uphold and defend it. To keep mystery mysterious, he surrenders #2 and #3 to unintelligibility, but he insists upon the efficacy of #1 and #4 for Christian apologetics, contending that it is possible to know that, while still not knowing how. Science abounds in instances, Leibniz’s favorite being solar rays; we know much about them but not about the nature of light itself. The example is devious, however, because light and its rays belong to the empirical world, but Christian mysteries oppose empirical probability (e.g. a virgin giving birth is a contradiction of more than logic via definition), and so Leibniz claims that mystery is supra, above our reasoning capacity.

Can one defend a proposition without fully understanding it? Yes, says Leibniz, using the decorum of disputation in his day, which said that someone opposing a proposition carries the burden of proof (onus probandi) and the proponent need only to answer objections with denials or agreements. An opponent would have to prove the proposition impossible, and it is in the realm of possibility that Leibniz safeguards mystery. Bayle contends that there are some irrefutable objections to Christian mystery, but that is not Leibniz’s concern.

At some indeterminable time or over a perhaps lengthy period of years, Leibniz lost interest in wrestling with transubstantiation. He realized that his initially ecumenical attempt became futile, but his own arguments reflect his inability to make a breakthrough to the metaphysical possibility toward which he aimed. His interest in the mechanics of force and resistance kept
ascendancy; his philosophical and theological writings remain only a fraction of his output. Finally, the metaphysical issue that concerned not just Christians of various stripes but all of humanity remained: is there a divine justice?

Leibniz's theodicy answers that the predications of God constitute that justice. But even as the Jansenists upstage him by their psychology, so does the Gospel narrative displace his theodicy. It abounds with evil and woe, with wretches and demons, a terrain dark and ailing. There is more than enough suffering, and worse is foretold. In medieval times it was said of Jesus that he never laughed; the grinning Jesus marketed today is bogus, the phantom of our own bumptious optimism, and a transparent denial of the cross.112 Had Leibniz given more attention to the revelatory texts, he might have tempered his confidence in rational discourse.

Although he did not become reclusive, as did Bayle and Spinoza, he did not seem to heed ordinariness, Christianity in and for the not so brilliant. Sainte-Beuve's caution about Malebranche serves for Leibniz as well: “He is inclined toward general laws in a way that cuts back on the perpetual and unique communication of a Christian with God, God's finger being everywhere sensed, this continual miracle common to the life of every believer.”113 Leibniz was the victim of his courtliness. He wrote to and for aristocratic, refined, educated people, and he is known now, if at all, almost solely to the academic – a bad sign. Even on his travels, as to Paris and Rome, he kept company only with learned sorts. He may never have realized that in his last years he had become unfashionable. His employer's adolescent son, eventually England's King George II, found him ridiculous in his gouty shuffling, wearing an enormous brown wig long out of style. By then, he was being bound and taken where he did not care to go, into exile from the ducal family he had unstintingly served for more than 40 years.

For us today, Leibniz can be a pleasurable read. He conveys an admirable lucidity, an intellectual vigor cheerfully busy enjoying the world, and reading it with serene affirmation. He is unflaggingly confident in our mental resources. His optimism is not facile show but the expression of an energetic temperament. But there is a downside.

His essential tendency is much like the Pelagians' of Augustine's time, that humankind can work out salvation through its own resources. This trust in human endeavor takes a big bite out of Eden's bad apple. It minimizes sinfulness and the ineradicable vanity that feeds sin; worst of all, it neglects Gethsemani, without which there is no Christology. A definitive bane lurking in the Pelagian worldview is that Satan does not figure as the prince of this world. When Christ and Satan alike are gone from the landscape, we enter a modern world, where salvation is, by some, barely understood.

What might Luther have said to Leibniz – and to Bayle? While it may be anyone's guess, these few words from his pulpit suffice: “Don't be concerned about divine majesty, or about how God runs the world, or why there is good and evil in the world, why there are so many heathens. Any claim to
wisdom is a claim to being God. You should be happy to give all that up, and see that it is God who gives all things."\(^{114}\)

Evil things, too, as Job learned.

IX Nietzsche (and Goethe) on Leibniz

On March 11, 1832, the last day of his eight years of talks with Goethe, Eckermann records that the Olympian touched on divinity's departure from humanity: "The way people talk today, you'd think they believe God withdrew a long while ago into silence, and man must now get up on his own feet and see how he can get along without God and His daily invisible afflatus. A godly effectiveness is still at least (allenfalls) attributed to religious and moral matters, but in the sciences and the arts there is only what is purely earthly, and nothing more than the product of sheer human powers."\(^{115}\)

Goethe had done his part in appropriating the divine for the human, mystifying the wholly natural energy that debunked monads and metaphysics. With Kant standing chronologically between him and Leibniz, it is strange that Goethe hearkens back to a mind four generations away. The denominator joining them is unshakeable optimism, an unyielding assurance about the veracity of their perceptions. Both battened on the power of their scientifically disposed intellect (both served as state-functionaries overseeing mines), and its access to the remote reaches of conceptual endeavor. Both were well-travelled, and nourished themselves with long-range cosmopolitan interests, Leibniz in Chinese language, Goethe in Islam's refined sensuality. It is part of their life affirmation (Lebensbejahung) that they were at home in metaphor and its infinite particulars.

Goethe was never Leibniz's disciple, submission of self being alien to his life's project of autonomy. But in his autobiography he admits to a onetime fealty to the man who sought to annihilate passions, Spinoza, primarily because Spinoza's chilly mathematical calm and seeming selflessness contrasted so clearly to the turbulence of Goethe's way of thinking and creating.\(^{116}\) Goethe says that while he himself could recognize "divine essence" only in and through particulars, Spinoza looked deeper into them, and then caused them to vanish into the maw of his divinized monism.\(^{117}\) Focused on particulars and overcoming all passions, Goethe acted as though he were living out Leibniz's dogma that adversities exist in order to be transformed into a greater good. It was Goethe's talent for always coming out ahead that Kierkegaard found so exasperating.

We shall look more closely on the Spinozan craze among bien-pensants in Lessing's day. For now, it suffices that Nietzsche was never subject to it. In the time of his friendship with Paul Rée, a not quite assimilated Jew, he did hail Spinoza as "the purest wise man" (after Jesus, "the noblest human being"), as though "pure" could admit a superlative degree,\(^{118}\) and he was likely intrigued by Spinoza's subtraction of goodness from Leibniz's God:
to presume God has a will and an intent, however benign, is to subordinate God to fate. The divine will, Nietzsche notes piously, is inscrutable (any Christian would agree), but Spinoza’s proclamation that “Love for an eternal and unending Being fills the mind with a joy that shuts out all sadness” was not so fetching as the epistemological boast: “Spinoza believes he has understood the Absolute. In doing so he has the greatest feeling of power. Its impulse has overcome and extinguished all other impulses. Awareness of this ‘understanding’ remains: a kind of ‘love for God’ comes of it, a joy in existence, as it is, in all existence. Where do all discords – grief, fear, hate, envy – come from but one source: our love for passing things. With this love the whole species of desires disappears.” Spinoza empowered himself by inventing serenity via mathematical logic, some time after Jesus offered a peace not to be “understood.”

For this excommunicated Jew and this ex-Lutheran, two withdrawn bachelors, aliens to society, human feelings are negative. But Nietzsche was suspicious of Spinoza’s conjunction of knowledge and joy as dependencies of “a will to optimism in which someone who suffers deeply betrays himself.” The naïvete Nietzsche found in Goethe’s optimism – his “will to the divinization of everything” – points to Spinoza but can also be referred to Leibniz. Naïvete is a frequent, if not fatal, malady Nietzsche found among “free spirits,” the symptoms being a faith in the triumph of logic, and self-assurance in attaining a perfect knowledge of oneself and of things. It was an issue he looked forward to discussing in the Underworld when meeting the optimists, Goethe and Spinoza, and the pessimists, Pascal and Schopenhauer.

This side of Hades, Nietzsche’s epistemological journey had to take a route different from Spinoza’s: he had to proceed by the force of his intuitions, and by the empiricism (coin of the realm in his time) he drew from the sciences and from Hume via Kant, not by the adamantine conveniences of logic in more geometrico. But how, then, did he assess that other a priori optimist, the author of the theodicy?

Looking to Heraclitus’s contented, unrationalized acceptance of the fleeting natural world, Nietzsche makes Leibniz a straight-man for having to establish that this world is possibly best. A Darwinian context prompts him to remark it has taken two hundred years to catch up with a suspicion about Leibniz: self-consciousness is superfluous, and we have no need of it; no mirror of monads is necessary even for our thinking and willing lives, “no matter how offensive that might sound to an elderly philosopher.” But taking up the question of a distinctive German psyche and wondering whether its geniuses are normative or exceptional to it, he celebrates Leibniz for confounding Descartes and philosophical tradition by the claim that consciousness is only an accidens of substance, not essential, a condition – “perhaps a sick one” – of the intellective world, but not that world itself. “Is there something German in this thought, the depth of which even to this day has not been exhausted?”
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It is as though, by Nietzsche’s account, the accidental serves to conceal the substantial. He hails Leibniz’s skill in accommodating himself to the courtly world by adroit dissembling. “Leibniz is much more interesting than Kant, typically German: good-humored, noble in speech, crafty, pliant, submissive, a mediator (between Christianity and the mechanical worldview), terribly daring on his own behalf, hidden under a mask and politely forward (höfisch-zudringlich), outwardly modest.” He commends Leibniz (Abelard, Descartes, and Pascal follow on his list) for a versatile audacity (geschmeidige Verwegenheit) in the face of constraints long determined by what Nietzsche calls Christianity’s terroristic intolerance. The key to Leibniz’s intellectual strength lies, for Nietzsche, in his coming from nowhere, preparing the ground for others, yet remaining an anchorite or hermit of the mind and of conscience – again, like Pascal.

For the outer man, at work for Hanoverian dukes, this may be a shrewder estimate than Bertrand Russell’s, but its underside is that Leibniz was an accomplished hypocrite (an actor), and Nietzsche alleges hypocrisy is all but viral in philosophy itself: Spinoza’s hypocrisy in his vengeful overcoming of emotions, for instance; the hypocrisy of “pure knowledge” or “knowledge for its own sake.” He accuses Leibniz as first in a succession of German thinkers who practice “their German double-nature” and yet are idealized for their learnedness as some kind of virtue. Typically, when Nietzsche is addressing essential matters and minds wrestling along with him on those matters, he tends to blow hot and cold toward his co-combatants. He is with them yet tends to deplore their tactics, and even their weaponry.

Leibniz, however, needs no martial tools. His style reflects a sunny industry of mind, able in persuasion, generous in spread. He never recovered from his childhood’s solo initiation into Papa’s vast library: a singular freedom con brio, a deliverance precluding sin or justification. Assuming he had to wear a mask, that he spent his life feigning or fawning before vain royals, is gratuitous, a modish snobbery toward an aristocracy long gone to ghosts. Not every aloneness is lonely, and even Nietzsche, fleeing reverence of his dead father, had a reasonably average childhood and elected perpetual solitude, a privilege Leibniz never sought nor needed.

But Leibniz possessed a supreme advantage denied Nietzsche, one that his idol Schopenhauer also enjoyed, and which could never be emulated: an early conviction of arrival, of intellectual self-sufficiency. That is, he was spared (or kept secret) the painful preparatory stages of overcoming youthful susceptibilities and allegiances. He modeled insouciant awareness of fellow contestants in philosophy – Spinoza and Locke – and regarded them with a hermetically sealed self-assurance. He was never inclined to lionizing anybody. This invulnerability was re-enforced by his travels and his acquisition of languages (again, two of Schopenhauer’s high cards). Nietzsche, in sorry contrast, had to overcome his Carlylean dependence upon hero-worship. The break with Wagner came when Nietzsche was 32, and already tormented with the belief he would die young.
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Such factors of personality and fate may seem secondary (accidentia?) but have their place. Ancillary to them is the prospect of intellectual influence, of weighing mightily upon posterity.

Nietzsche shifts ground, from character to this protracted influence, when he claims that “Leibniz is still dangerous, even today,”¹²⁸ because of the mystifying dynamics of substance, that imperishable inner recess of monads, where God Himself does not reach. This occult source promises much to the cult of power and instinct emerging from the empiricists’ destruction of causality.¹²⁹ Feeding that cult is the penchant of German philosophy, beginning with Leibniz, to seek cosmic wholeness in a best ever version. Who else but Leibniz the unshakeable could advertise so well this totalizing? Nietzsche identifies this tendency as romantic longing par excellence, a nostalgia for the Greeks’ metaphysical finality: the everness of Heraclitus’s flux, of Empedocles’s contest of love and strife, of Parmenides’s oneness – not to mention his own (in fact, borrowed) Wiederkehr, another version of eternity.

He is intrigued by the capacity of a single human mind to construct a universal reality, and Leibniz offers exhibit A, his rational idealism locating God as First Monad and making claims for a new mechanical philosophy. Precisely there, between Christianity and the mechanical revolution, Nietzsche situates a creative tension: Leibniz exemplifies the German mind at its best, between contraries, “full of that dexterous strength which guards itself from convictions and doctrines, using the one against the other and maintaining freedom for itself.”¹³⁰ As though exonerated from his status as a dangerous totalizer, Leibniz is now hailed as an exemplar of mental freedom.

This is a lively, if not altogether convincing, reading of a man who sought to reconcile multiplicities into oneness, and who tended to lose himself, to dissipate his energy through multa in magno, across several disciplines. Leibniz believed that all intellectual endeavor should be put in service to both God and humanity, glorifying divinity and advancing the human race. Sanguine in temperament, he seems never to have despaired of human perfectibility. His astounding range of industry and dedication to that end, his seeking out others in comparable struggle, keep him well distant from the Pangloss caricature Voltaire made of him. What Nietzsche signifies as “freedom” in Leibniz amounts to a Pelagian assumption of human advancing, a heterodoxy that promises the adventure of an interminable arriving toward perfection. If Pelagianism admits an agonistic posture of means struggling with, and against, its own goal, Leibniz offers the most positive possible alternative, the sighting of a promised perfect land.

It is not surprising, then, that chronologically Leibniz is the first exemplar of the “higher men” (“höhere Menschen”) Nietzsche dwells upon in Zarathustra, IV. What Nietzsche ignores in this “higher man” of Hanover, this “anchorite of the mind,” is the deadly optimism that, as Schopenhauer reminds us, did such great harm to Christianity. Among Leibniz’s innumerable begun and never completed projects, the ones undertaken pro fide per
rationem were strangely, not to say grotesquely, misconceived. Arnauld knew as much from the first, and so did Bayle, at the close. That Leibniz himself may have known all this would indeed make him the consummate actor-hypocrite.

There is scant evidence that Nietzsche read the *Théodicée*. He quotes it once, in the *Nachlass*, in German, and that once refers only to the “best of all possible” claims. Had he read it, he might have registered some admiration for the tenacity of Bayle’s arguments, and even have proclaimed him victor, but Bayle receives only two notices, cursory at that, in all of Nietzsche’s writing. He may have put off the reading, knowing that “what fundamentally separates us from the Leibnizian way of thinking is that we believe in no eternal ideas, eternal values, eternal forms, eternal souls; and philosophy, so far as it’s science rather than legislation, signifies only the broadest stretch of ‘history,’ ” a world of becomings, not of being.131

Yet Leibniz’s reason in service to faith is oddly related to Nietzsche’s commendation of Christianity’s two-thousand-year discipline for truth (*Zucht zur Wahrheit*). Christian morality’s “ever more stringent idea of truthfulness” led finally to “the victory of scientific atheism,” with moral conscience at last sublimated into scientific conscience, “intellectual sobriety at any price.” Reason finally led conscience to betray its own historical basis, the belief in a moral world order and a divine intent for it. This is, by a perverse route, a Christian version of self-overcoming.132 Did Nietzsche know of Dostoevsky’s claim that if it could be proved that Christ was not the truth, he would stand with Christ against the truth? Was Nietzsche ever satisfied with pre-Socratic versions of truth?

In affirming Heraclitus and “becomings” against Parmenides and being, Nietzsche passes by what Leibniz’s writings could have told him about change. The exact sciences, in Leibniz’s own time, were taking over from theology the task of explaining nature’s wonders, a task entailing quiet dismissal of miracle, mystery, and divine authority. As his remark on disastrous clerical writing attests, Leibniz was living in a great age of doubt that did not want to admit to itself its own scruples. The clergy’s superfluity of protests on behalf of God was like the terminal abundance an aged fruit tree gives, a sure sign of impending death.

That is not to say Leibniz or others such as Locke who believed themselves Christians were hypocrites, but they changed the terms of discourse by changing the means: not faith but reason. While Locke was pre-occupied with a reasonable Jesus, Leibniz was focused upon the abstract Son, claiming the Roman Catholics rightly “adore in Jesus Christ only the divinity; if we had in view only his humanity, he’d deserve no more adoration than any other prophet.” And “We other Catholic Christians (Protestants) adore only the supreme substance, immense and infinite, and we adore in Jesus Christ only the plenitude of divinity dwelling there.”133 Attempting to steer clear of the Socinian heresy to which Locke subscribed – Jesus merely mortal – Leibniz avoids the humanity of Jesus, his suffering, death, and resurrection.
that are, and must be, at the center of Christian faith and reflection. His “we other” absurdly shortchanges Pietism.

Had Nietzsche read Leibniz carefully, he might have rejoiced at the rationalist harm done to Christian faith. Leibniz’s failed “rational theology,” the bungle of his ecumenism, of transubstantiation, of theodicy, signaled the way for positivist nihilism’s discarding of all claims of causality, of origins (Urgrunde), of free will.134 The moral interpretation of the world was fatally eroded. An optimal abstraction becomes the letter that kills.

To adore immense substance, the Super Monad, sounds like an arduous enterprise, as unlikely in the act as unwieldy in the object, a ludicrously absolute form of love, and at least one light year from the agony in the garden, where Christians know they find Jesus, all plenitudes apart.

Notes

1 At Charlottenburg some years ago, an attendant told me that Leibniz could have been received in any of the queen’s rooms; even her Bettzimmer was accessible to her good friends, and he was one of them.
2 The adjective also carries the connotation of dangerous, according to Littré.
4 Mark 16:17. “γλώσσαις λαλήσουσιν καιναῖς.”
6 Leibniz to his Roman Catholic friend Madame de Brinon, July 16, 1691, in Sämtliche Schriften und Briefe, Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1923–), I, 6: 235, #102. This is the on-going modern edition of Leibniz’s works, hereafter cited as A.
7 G, III: 606, to Nicolas Remond, Platonist and chief counselor to the Duc d’Orleans, January 10, 1714. See also G, III: 205, to Thomas Burnett, May 8/18, 1697, where Leibniz talks of choosing between Aristotle’s metaphysics and Democritus’s materialism.
8 A, I, 4: 510, #427.
13 A summary of the differences in method between Newton and Leibniz comes from Antonio Schinella, a Venetian patrician who visited Newton: “It’s claimed that Newton’s more original and Leibniz just added names which introduce irrelevant questions into mathematics. That’s how Newton’s physics is justified. . . . an experimental philosophy and a conjectural one; the first draws conclusions only from comparisons; the second creates hypotheses, trying that way to explain the cause of phenomena. Newton doesn’t care about causes; he
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draws conclusions only from the phenomena of power, gravity, electronic and magnetic forces.” (July 12, 1715) Schinella reports Newton on religion. “He believes God’s existence is demonstrable by phenomena, but distinguishes nature and God. Nature has no domain nor providence and is not concerned with final causes.” (August 30, 1715) G, III: 654, 655–656.

He also had to reconcile his philosophical language to itself. As one of his shrewdest correspondents, Lady Masham, apprised him, March 29, 1704, “Perhaps my not being accustom’d to such abstract speculations made me not well comprehend what you say of Formes, upon which I think you build your Hypothesis: for (as it seems to me) you sometimes call them Forces Primitives, sometimes des Ames sometimes Forces constitutives des substances, and sometimes substances themselves; but such yet as are neither Spirit, nor matter whence I confess I have no cleare Idea of what you call Formes.” G, III: 371.

(My italics.) Lady Masham was John Locke’s longtime friend, and the daughter of Ralph Cudworth, a “Cambridge Platonist.” Answering her queries. Leibniz knew Lady Masham shared with Locke their correspondence. She began the exchange, in the fall of 1703, sending Leibniz a copy of her father’s book The True Intellectual System of the Universe. The first part, wherein all the reason and philosophy of atheism is confuted, and its impossibility demonstrated, was published in 1678.


G, VI: 81. This is Gebhardt’s edition of the Théodicée: 21–371.


G, III: 122. This undated letter, maybe a draft, is addressed to Basnage de Beauval, who took over the editing of Bayle’s Nouvelles de la Republique de Lettres, in 1687.

G, III: 460, 461. (My italics.)

G, III: 464. (My italics.)


His writings are so extensive – his secretary reckons he left upwards of a million notes – that, given the current pace of publication, a complete edition will not be ready until 2200. While waiting for this century and the next to pass, Leibniz’s readers must sort through numerous collections, the chief of them, though not the first, dating from 1923, at the German Academy of Science in Berlin, the institution Leibniz founded, with the queen’s support, in 1700. Bertrand Russell cautions that some of Leibniz’s best thinking comes in the miscellany of his notes. The same might be said of Nietzsche’s Nachlass.

What does Leibniz mean by “best” and “possible”? He speaks of all possibilities as “aiming toward essence according to [their] quantity of essence or reality,” and essence itself “aims toward existence,” G: VII, 303, “De rerum originatione rationali,” dated November 23, 1697. As to “best,” he means realized as God’s choice among the possibles. We might analogize innumerable sperm cells that could have fertilized the egg, and one did; that is, it was brought into existence, the others remaining conjectural essences, the babes never born. See also G, VII: 194, “omne possibile exigit existere,” every possible thing requires (= is short of) existing. The empiricist objects that possible things stay conjectural, and the only real thing is the one world we have by experience.

Timaeus: 28a–29a. For Plato the creating god, the demiurge, fashions this best world by looking to the Forms, which implicitly precede him. That is why the ex nihilo case for the Judaeo-Christian account of creation is essential. There is
nothing before God. Leibniz remains a Platonist as far as he insists that the phenomenal world can exist only in dependence upon a higher order of reality.

26 A, VI.1: 543, 544. See note vi. Plato anticipates him, distinguishing being as integral, τὸ κατὰ ταὐτὰ ἔχον (Timaeus: 28a), and therefore καλὸν ἐξ ἀνάγκης, while that which is becoming is necessarily οὐ καλὸν (28b). Call it ontological snobbery.


28 KSA, 6: 177. “Kant wurde Idiot.”


36 A, I, 4, October 1685 to Duke Ernst.

37 G, III: 279. (My emphasis.)

38 G, III: 15. This writing is appended to an undated letter Gerhardt dates to 1679.

39 G, III: 18. The phrasing of this letter, dated August 1679, is ambiguous. By “me pariter atque alios multos in ea” (“I and many others are in it”) does he mean “in conservacione ecclesiae nostrae” (“our church, too, is being preserved by providence”) or could he mean that we, too, are in the Catholic Church, meant as catholic and universal? Huet’s response is not documented.

40 Paul Hazard offers this devastating view of Louis XIV and his edict, La crise de la conscience européenne, 1680–1715 (Paris: Fayard, 1961): 83. “He remained within the logic of his motives. He was only disloyal to Christianity, and he deceived himself about the nature of conscience. It does not suffer violence; that is its nobility and its glory. Extreme oppression only makes it revolt. Thus few actions were so decisive and so heavy with consequence for the future. To the extent that a date can be given for determining the movement of thought, it is true to say that 1685 marks the end of the Counter Reformation’s victories.”

41 Théodicée: 31.

42 Letter to Greiffencranz, May 2, 1715.

43 Leibniz hailed Isac Jaquelot’s defense of free will as the ability to do what one wants and because one wants, in a way that should one not want it, one doesn’t do it. “I believe the most obstinate foes of human freedom are obliged to admit we are free in this sense. And I’m not sure if even Spinoza would ever deny it.” G, III: 133, letter to Henri Basnage de Beauval, February 3, 1697.


45 Vanity reports his tackling intellectual problems as a teenager. Recognizing Pascal’s “genius” in devising a calculating machine that added and subtracted, Leibniz claimed his own did much more, multiplying and dividing. See G, III, 196. Likewise he corrects Bishop Wilkins’s argumentative limitations regarding a universal language: “I considered this matter prior to Mr Wilkins’ book, when I was 19, in my little work de arte combinatoria.” G, III, 216.
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46 Ibid.: 119. “quisquis se constanter credit electrum, seu Deo carum, is se (quia Deum constanter amat) facit electrum.”

47 See A VI.iv, 1377, “Conversatio cum Domino Episcopo Stenonio de libertate.” Niels Stenson was a Danish geologist of some note prior to his conversion to Catholicism, after which he became a theologian. The “Conversatio” is dated December 7, 1677. The conversation does not specify who is saying what, but ostensibly it is Stenson who says that as Judas’s betrayal was an idea in the divine intellect, he was bound to betray Christ, but by hypothetical necessity, not absolute.

48 We recall that 1984’s O’Brien tortures Winston into admitting that $2 \times 2 = 5$, a radical violence to the truth, and a capital instance of Leibniz’s three identifications of evil – distance from God, sin, suffering – combined.

49 He borrows the term from Jacob Thomasius, a Leipzig professor of Aristotelian philosophy and rhetoric during Leibniz’s childhood and adolescence. Likewise, he borrows the notion of universal harmony from the foremost pedagogue of Latin, Jan Comenius; “conatus” (Latin for attempt) from Hobbes; and the idea of a universal language from Occam and Bishop John Wilkins.


51 It has been suggested that this monadic harmony reflects a bourgeois adjustment to monarchy in the late seventeenth century, in which scenario the Super Monad would be the state to which all citizen monads would defer, but this arrangement was what Luther required of his followers, a pre-established harmony between secular authority and the Protestant Church. See Nicholas Boyle, Goethe: The Poet and the Age (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), I: 14–19.


55 Ibid.: 275, 284. Elsewhere, he claims that any theology is bad if it gives weapons to atheists or dogmas that weaken good arguments for the existence of God. G, VI: 548.


58 Counterfactual non-identity is taken up in Leibniz’s correspondence with the Jansenist priest Antoine Arnauld. Hypothetically, there could be an Arnauld who marries, but such a hypothesis cannot be taken as truly realizable because it would confound the “best possible world” scene that includes the Arnauld who is and remains celibate. God would be creating an inferior world to activate this hypothesis. To the question of whether the priest and the husband could share identity, Arnauld said, Yes! and Leibniz said, No! For Leibniz a Judas who does not betray Jesus would be a different substance from the “best world” Judas who does betray him.

59 Pierre Gassendi, Philosophiae Epicure Syntagma (London: Roger Daniels, 1660): 85. “Sane vero tam est absurdum in universo infinito unum Mundum fieri, quam in magno agro granis plurimis consisto unam spicam fieri.” I have not determined whether Leibniz ever read the Syntagma, but he was aware of Christian
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Huygens’s *Cosmotheoros*, which goes into detail about inhabitants on other planets, and he had a first edition of an early work by Bishop Wilkins, *The discovery of a new World: or a discourse tending to prove, that it is probable there may be another habitable World in the moon. With a discourse of the possibility of a passage thither*. See G, III: 134, 146, 147.

Ibid.: 115–116. In the early twenty-first century a six-year astronomical study revealed that 10% of the Milky Way’s stars likely have planets in “the Goldilocks zone,” with temperatures not too hot nor too cold for surface water to exist, and might support what we call life. Leibniz’s conjecture of better living elsewhere got a fantastic boost!

Théodicée: 318.


G, VI: 515–516. These remarks come in a letter to Sophie-Charlotte, undated but likely spring 1702.

G, VI: 508. “Asymptote” is a clever turn, so to speak, on the materialists’ “cinamen.”

Leibniz addresses King’s book (1702), assessed by Bayle in his *Réponses aux Questions d’un Provincial*, in an appendix to the *Théodicée* entitled “Remarques sue le Livre de l’origine du mal, publié depuis peu en Engleterre.” At the close, G, VI: 436, he weighs King’s thesis that malevolent people, in Leibniz’s paraphrase, “obstinately persist in the misery of their sin, applauding themselves in their bad judgment, and taking delight in controlling the divine will. . . . I’ve sometimes touched on this matter but have stopped short of a final judgment.” Bayle gives 15 chapters of *Réponses* to King (chapters 78–92, OD, III: 636–683), including “Do Hell’s damned, loving their sin, prefer to go on in it, grasp that their penalty is eternal, or wish rather to be annihilated?”

In a letter to Burnet on the eve of the *Théodicée*’s publication, Leibniz says that in discussions with Sophie-Charlotte about Bayle’s *Dictionnaire historique et critique* he noted that many people indisposed to religion were welcoming Bayle’s attacks, and that the queen “often urged me to put my responses in print so that they could be considered.” After her death (1705) “friends” had exhorted him to gather and expand his notes. But he adds that “As I have meditated on this matter since my youth, I claim to have discussed it thoroughly.” G, III: 321.

See the four introductory chapters by Elisabeth Labrousse, in *Pierre Bayle: Hétérodoxie et rigorisme* (Paris: Albin Michel, 1964): 3–125. She shows how Bayle adopted the Cartesian principle of affirming only clear and distinct ideas for historiographical method. Bayle limited his enthusiasm for Descartes to logic and physics, reserving metaphysics and morals to his own determinations as a Calvinist. Bayle’s skepticism about human motivation and perception was deepened over time by his familiarity with the Port Royal writers, Arnauld and Nicolle, and by La Rochefoucauld.

Paul Hazard, *La crise de la conscience européenne*: 111, suggests “the game of for and against was for him the supreme pleasure,” but that judgment subtracts, I believe, from the Calvinist perspective Bayle inherited, which sees that truth is rarely grasped, delusion is ever mighty, and most of humanity is forever lost. In sum, there are abundant grounds available to Against, scant grounds available to For.
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71 Ibid.: 548, n. 17. Cf. General Franco’s famous pronouncement, “In Spain you are Catholic or you are nothing.” A compliment to Jews, Muslims, and luteranos.

72 Pierre Bayle, *Dictionnaire historique et critique* (Paris: Desoer, 1820), III: 226a (entry on Beaulieu, remark F). Hereafter cited as Dictionnaire. The work’s first edition is online from the University of Chicago. In Leibniz’s terms Bayle is suggesting that the faithful should be able to hypothesize “possible worlds” of other religions. Implicitly, they are tolerant, would not be disposed to massacre other people, nor even to dragoon others’ homes. What need would they ever have of hypotheses? And yet it remains uncertain whether Bayle belongs with the instinctively faithful. Scholars continue to wonder whether he was a Christian or merely a rationalist, a skeptic, even an atheist, as Jurieu came to insist. But there is no reason he could not have been one or more of these simultaneously. He may have derived much of his acuity and vim precisely from profound contraries within himself.

73 For an extended list of Bayle’s citations of travelogs on the Near East, the Far East, Africa, and America, see Labrousse, *Pierre Bayle: Hétérodoxie et rigorisme*: 16–17, note 60.

74 Hubert Bost, *Pierre Bayle* (Paris: Fayard, 2006): 462. “He had explored the human soul long enough to know that we are not limited by accumulated knowledge or reasons adduced.” Bost tags him a “Calvinist libertine.” I support Bost on the basis of Bayle’s remark, regarding Spinoza, that while there are people whose religion is in their head but not their heart, there are people whose religion is in their heart but not their head. Note what follows: “They lose it from sight when they seek it by means of human reasoning; it escapes the subtilities and sophisms of their dialectic; they don’t know where they are while they compare the pro and con, but when they stop disputing, they have only to listen to the evidence of feeling, the instincts of conscience, the weight of their education, and they are persuaded of their religion and conform their life to it, as much as human frailty permits.” See Dictionnaire, XIII: 438a-b (entry on Spinoza, remark M). Could that be Bayle’s definitive self-characterization?


76 Leibniz once admitted that he had read Descartes only second-hand, in introductory manuals. See G, I: 371, undated letter to Simon Foucher, ca. 1676.

77 The pastor Edward Stillingfleet, engaged in polemics against Isaac Newton, writes in his *Origines Sacrae* (1662) of attempts “to explain the Origine of the Universe . . . merely by the Mechanical Laws of the motion of matter.” See OED, “mechanical.”


79 Leibniz says to Jaquelot, “I can’t understand why Bayle gives the Manicheans so much weight,” but then supplies a shrewd explanation: “it happens that from the great fertility of his active mind he gives free rein to what he has in front of him when he’s writing.” G, III: 479.

80 *Dictionnaire historique et critique*, VI: 189a. (entry on Epicurus, remark P). In the first edition’s margin, filled as though it were a void, he cites Seneca’s praise of Epicurus as a ringing refutation of an unreflective Christian prejudice in the denotation of “epicurism.” Labrousse: 194, n.32, calculates that only 5% of Bayle’s entries (104 of 2,044) were devoted to ancient philosophers, but some of them afford a much higher percentage in the number of pages. The entry on Epicurus runs 36 pages, the one on Manicheanism (see “Pauliciens”) 34.
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Here is how he defined the predominant religious discourse of his day, known as “natural religion”: “To acknowledge a god, to try to fashion the most worthy notions of him, and in all dealings and thoughts to keep in mind these most worthy notions; that is the most complete compass of natural religion. To this natural religion every person is enjoined and bound, according to his abilities.”1 In this gentlemanly suasive phrasing, the murder of the Christian deity reached completion.

The argument of this chapter is that Lessing, eminent dramatist and polemicist, marks in his writings the fateful departure from total and unequivocal fealty to Christianity. He demotes “Christian” to an attributive status, historically and culturally determined rather than universally valid, with the corollary that these limits hold true of all religions. In promoting the claims of rational inquiry as of foremost importance to human endeavor, Lessing furthers the humanist project of a gradual self-perfection, ever in process yet sufficient and independent of all allegedly transcendental bonds. This is the first answer given to Nietzsche’s query on the death of God: how do we replace Him?

Lessing makes the decisive turn away from Jesus Christ as “the Way, the Truth, the Life,” because he argues, only a few years before Kant’s first Kritik (1785), that “truth” cannot be arrived at nor finalized, nor can it be vested in any one person. In an attempt to defeat triumphalism in sectarian religious views, he champions a reflective and inquisitive life as the best way to maintain friendship and philanthropic regard for all human differences. At the same time, his espousal of a natural or rational religion, sometimes denominated deism, posed as though complementary to a revealed one, furthers the open-ended, never ending “search” that is not meant to reach its own goal.

In Lessing’s writings “God” becomes “a god” ever more shadowy, ever more opaque. The central texts under discussion will be his defense of the closet-deist Hermann Samuel Reimarus against orthodox Lutheranism, and his last and best-known drama, on the reconciliation of religious cultures, Nathan der Weise.
I What was enlightenment?

Deism, all but a religion in Lessing’s time, is, for Christians, a curious misnomer, as it connotes the very opposite of reverence or even regard for divinity, certainly none comparable to what “revealed” gods have, over millennia, commanded in ritualized attention, prayers, sacrifices, and hopes. It is a diplomatically arranged departure from those “revealed” faiths, confident that all the divinity one needs can be imputed to the natural realm, to what is subject not to metaphysical musings but to observation and control, the grasped levers of human reasoning. Germans called it Physikotheologie, marking abrupt ideological displacement of the Fall, sin, and redemption, with human purposefulness that could perceive teleology everywhere in nature, including animals’ instincts. Pantheism, or what Lessing took up as Ἐν καὶ Πᾶν (The One and All, the One as All), is a variant of deism.

How distant, how unreal the deists’ world seems to our century. Their light, a refraction of Epicurean and Stoic notions of deity, emanated from a chilly god, one such as only reasonable men could have come up with, and then greeted to their satisfaction. Their deity, none other than reason itself, is the proper product of the Enlightenment, the Germans’ Aufklärung. The verbal form of Aufklärung enjoys an ample epistemological range: to inform, to elucidate, hence to clear up (even in the meteorological sense), to scout out, to reconnoiter. Perhaps its theological valence would best be put thus: to render rational.

The distinction between deism and a still entrenched theism is well expounded by Goethe in his autobiography. He likens Christianity’s “historical-positive” revelation to a flowering plant rooted to a mother soil. Deism, a religion without revelation and claiming thereby to be “natural,” he likens to a butterfly shedding its chrysalis. The one flies upward to range freely, while the other remains grounded, in dogma, perhaps, but more pervasively in the warm recesses of cultic tradition and ritualistic continuities. The simile proves cautionary, as butterflies have limited longevity, while an orchid, say, bears a far longer life, and is no less beautiful than the butterfly. It cannot go unnoticed that in its perpetually stationary mode the plant affords much to contemplate, ever offering its morphology to speculation – the snare for Goethe in his enthrallment to botany – whereas the lepidopterid in its continual flitting and doomed fragility can be observed closest only when dead and impaled. In his steady will to reconcile and harmonize, in the self-development project (Bildung) common to eighteenth-century intellects, Goethe attempted to re-create in himself a balance between Pietism and pantheism, for the latter of which he read at length in Spinoza. (Herder scoffed at him for improving his Latin only via an atheistic Jew.) Whether it was possible to be a Christian and not a Christian, or a very private apostate, Goethe was content with the experiment being carried out by, in, and solely for himself.

The Enlightenment’s chief impetus was instructive, to promote education at many levels and across classes. Its foe was the entrenched academy where
педантизм и упрямство научились контролировать и затыкать рот, что в итоге привело к полному застоя в развитии. В конце семнадцатого века, через некоторое время, несколько смелых молодых людей решили вырваться на воздух. В числе первых были Кристиан Томасиус и Кристиан Вольф, мозги, которые, помимо Лейбниц, обычно считаются основателями немецкой просвещённой мысли. Но более широкие социальные цели и эффекты этой свободы следует считать важнее, чем, если такая оценка важнее, чем, если для них не было больше, индивидуальных профилей.

Грамотность для детей; домашняя гигиена; информационная литература для профессий, включая науку, включая аграрную; правовые реформы против таких практик, как пытка, казнь, дискриминация в отношении женщин; серебряный сознательный понимание иностранных культур (в общем превосходит имперско-колониально-миссионерские тенденции последних времён); и, пожалуй, самое малое, религиозная терпимость. Кondorcet’s extraordinary promotion of equal rights for women and for blacks reminds us of how far most “correct” thinkers in the latter half of the eighteenth century were not disposed to go. What seems nowadays an obvious agenda might not have occurred to them, but they were exploring and expanding what for them counted as many frontiers.

Одна из этих, религиозной терпимости, была признана наиболее эффективным и при этом наименее дорогим средством достижения глобальной мира. Задание более просвещённых мыслителей не только поддерживало размягчение предвзятостей в отношении евреев, но и принятие к амина в ислам. Ещё осталось много документации этого эстетизма в литературе и искусстве. Вольтара́йс’s plays, Mozart’s compassionate Selim Pasha, and Goethe’s celebration of the Persian poet Hafiz in his West-Östlicher Divan poems are just a few of the glowing lights. Most eloquent and forceful of all is Lessing’s last play, Nathan der Weise, showing us, more than two hundred years on, how to regard “the Other” with humane openness, a true cosmopolitanism that acknowledges human dignity, and foregoes the Will to Self in all of its tribal and triumphalist guises.

Сопровождающая это великодушие национальная была способ привлечь внимание к основным потребностям дома. Многозначительное, но банальное, пример просветительского обучения пришло из Германии в голод 1770–2. Два года неурожай были встречен с информированными методами для улучшения урожайности: удобрение, проращение, и улучшенные системы хранения избавили от кризиса, который в прошлые века был бы принят как божественное наказание за земные грехи. Бог мог бы подобным образом разочаровать умственное разумение, но это также дало возможность понять их и всему остальному. Этот аграрный пример подчеркивает активное и агрессивное использование разума и образования в борьбе против парадоксального пассивности. В многовековном бессилии.

Диффузия просвещения через чтение была тихим и значительным революцией восемнадцатого века. Она не ослабила политического деспотизма, нор культовой суеверий, крайностей силы и невежества, но её примерное значение гораздо больше для общего блага, чем один из настоящих улучшений.
that deserve to be called civilization. In matters spiritual, even so, the picture is mixed.

If deism and pantheism meant anything, it was the end of religion as cultic practice, as worship, as collective reverence before divine power. The predominant tone of these “secular” persuasions is one of self-assurance, the genial conviction that the ancient nexus of suffering binding God and humanity was not such a good idea, and the time was overdue for putting to rest old terrors and fears, the insufferable burden of sin, the ghastly prospect of damnation, the absurdity of a threatening, punitive God-father. Propelling this reasonableness was a covert assault upon autocracy and dogmas that had fettered the intellect for centuries.

Conventional Christian observances went on. In East Prussia, Kant became well-known around the university town of Königsberg (he was born, grew up, and died there) for circumventing Christians gathered before their churches, prior to Sunday worship. Yet he would not have declared himself an atheist. A retrospective summary of his position, as well as Lessing’s, might read something like this: “It was anti-Trinitarian in its concept of God, Christian in its acceptance of the morality of Jesus, skeptical in its rejection of biblical revelation and church dogma, deistic in its conviction that the clergy had deliberately corrupted the pure doctrines of Jesus to serve their selfish purposes, rationalistic in its assumption that human reason was the only valid source of religious truth, and humanistic in its equation of religion with morality.” That is a summary characterization not of Lessing nor of Kant but of Thomas Jefferson, who, following his years in the American presidency, edited and published his own version of the Gospel, omitting all miracles and mysteries, and revealing a commendably enlightened and progressive Jesus.

Kant’s emblematic sapere aude! or Dare to know! (an injunction from Horace) was a truly revolutionary call to individual conscience, that Prometheus long on the rock and wrack of despotism. It is difficult for our modern minds, accustomed to many sorts of freedom, to savor and appreciate what Kant’s injunction meant, unless we keep in mind that Bach in the early decades of the eighteenth century and Goethe in the late faced the same challenge, to overcome the professional servitude in which they were kept, perpetually answerable to court authority or municipal sanction. Goethe’s autobiography and his lengthiest novel are accounts of this struggle, which he literally outlived. Lessing did not outlive his, nor Bach his. From this economic, social, and psychological vantage, deism emerges as a declaration of independence, with the removed god a metonymous figure for all overseers, all bosses, and their lackeydoms.

Yet deism and tweedledee pantheism were so diffuse a phenomenon, having French, English, and German pedigrees over several generations, that they can be characterized only by certain writers and principal tenets. Divinity can be understood by strictly human means; no need of supernatural or revealed truths, those worn out superstitions. Deists remained, many of
them, Christians, or so they considered themselves, because they were con-
vinced that Jesus himself was as reasonable and as just as they were. That
position makes them indistinguishable from the advocates of Arianism, the
eyrly heresy claiming Jesus’s humanity was all there was about him. (In the
eighteenth century, Arianism was called Socinianism.) But while deists and
pantheists denied Jesus divinity, they acknowledged him as an inspired man
who achieved moral perfection, which others could attempt to achieve in
their turn. “Be ye perfect as my father is perfect,” they chose to mis-hear or
to recast into “Be ye perfect as I am perfect.”

A natural religion is not a natural theology (as is Thomism), and that
means God is out of the human picture. The familiar trope associated with
deists, the divine watchmaker who once set the clock ticking, has as its cor-
ollary that he has closed and left the shop. On this count, atheism sneaks in
the back door, in the sense that as God is on permanent leave, we have been
left to our devices and should manage quite well. Is not reason a divine gift
by which we are meant to thrive?

Deism’s ancestry deserves brief review here, so far as it amounts to
antitheism, a term I borrow from Ludwig Feuerbach. It made its appear-
ance more than two millenia before the Enlightenment, in Abdera, a port
city on the coast of Thrace, now Macedonia. From there, in the fifth century
B.C., issued the two most important (for our study) philosophers of ancient
Greece, Democritus and Protagoras.

We know of Protagoras primarily through a not altogether favorable
report on him from Plato (in the Theatetus), whose Socrates embodies a
theocentric or God-oriented view of reality in counterpoint to Protagoras,
who propounds anthropocentrism, all but chucking divinity out the win-
dow of consciousness. His famous dictum that man is the measure of all
things meant to Plato a kind of chaos. Yet it could be said that all theocen-
tric projects are instances of human egotism, that they are the real anthropo-
centrism, claiming humankind as the aim of cosmic creation itself.

We might characterize these essential differences of orientation in the
terms of physics: theocentrism is centripetal. It is the goal of Augustine’s
endeavor in his Confessions, where he attempts to move psychologically
and philosophically closer to God, to recover God through self-knowledge.
It is the infinitesimal point of light to which Dante moves at the close of
his Paradiso. Contrarily, the Protagorean thrust is centrifugal, ever seek-
ing outward. What Augustine disparaged as the eye’s concupiscence and
worldly striving (ambitio saeculi) could also be denominated the adventur-
ous careerism facilitating discoveries we more or less enjoy from science and
technology. If our reach exceeds our grasp, we keep reaching, nonetheless.
The old dogma of progress in knowledge as the means to improve human-
ity’s lot has had a harder time dying than the medieval shibboleths that that
dogma supplanted, three centuries and more ago.

Plato considered Protagoras the foremost sophist. We might call him the
first true atheist. An atheist, said Lessing, in the guise of one of his theatrical
buffoons, cannibalizes souls. The real feaster at such a banquet was Protagoras’s fellow citizen Democritus. He is not the first of the so-called atomist philosophers (that distinction belongs to Leucippos of Miletus, his teacher), but he is the most intriguing. In his notes, Nietzsche calls Democritus “der freieste Mensch,” the freest man, as though “free” admits comparative or superlative degrees.8 Democritus, spawn of a wealthy home, was able to travel extensively in Greece and the Persian East. He read, taught, and wrote broadly on many topics, of which we have only the titles Diogenes Laertius lists in his brief biography. Democritus founded a school back home in Abdera. He ranged from logic and epistemology to physics, astronomy, and ethics. He died at nearly 100, having been awarded a large sum for his writing on the universe’s orderly arrangement. Public statues rose in his honor.

These are amazing facts for someone who went much farther than Protagoras in assailing the gods. Protagoras only recast philosophy to a wholly human perspective. Democritus propounded a world that anticipates modern science, a world of indestructible atoms as the invisible constituents of all matter. Because atoms are everlasting, they simply combine and re-combine in various ways according to their shape, size, and texture. The originative force for such combinations is the convenient catch-all the Greeks knew as Ananke, Necessity, or what we call chance. Writing of Democritus’s cosmos, Bayle finds it “less absurd than Spinozism.”9

This atomist or materialist worldview posits an infinite number of worlds, and gives the old deities short shrift: they are aggregations of the most refined atoms situated in space, so far from the human prospect as not to count either way – indifferent to us, they prompt indifference to themselves. That positioning banishes human dread of afterlife punishments, and gets the atomists off the hook of impiety, but their atheism is patent, anyway. The best to be said for atomism’s very far off pseudo-gods is that they do not make watches.

Let us return to the “natural religion” eighteenth-century deism purported to offer. The deists strike us as lazy moralists, finally indifferent, not to say spiritually dead. They do not convey the élan of mental adventure Democritus and Epicurus exemplify, challenging pieties of their day with atheism. Deists had little to fear from the weary opposition churchmen posed to them. They were secure from torture, anathema, death, though not from censorship or even provincial exile – Lessing risked both. As for panthe-ism, it enjoyed a substantial flourishing once its foremost modern exponent, Spinoza, was discovered and hailed as a kind of liberator: he fashioned an intellectualized faith that dispensed with Christ and his onerous cross, and iterated the pre-Socratic Thales, that the world’s mind is God.10

At the other extreme of antipathy to religious orthodoxy stood populist enthusiasm. In England, the Wesleys’ methodist revivalism grew dramatically and drove some people, such as the poet William Cowper, to distraction.11 In Germany, the Pietists enjoyed substantial pockets of local fervor throughout the eighteenth century, even turning apocalyptic in the more
radical gatherings. In effect, religious orthodoxy occupied a senescent median between those who had discarded the Christian religion and those who tried to revive it to inspired communal levels.

The age, no matter its autocracies, belonged intellectually to deists and pantheists. Apart from censorship, which they eluded by writing anonymously (as did Pietists), they had only social opprobrium or disgrace to fear, which could entail loss of employment. Many intellects owed their livelihood to a court appointment. Privately there seems to have been little or nothing in them of what Unamuno called the inescapable struggle of a genuine Christian, the tormenting conflicts between one’s rational apprehensions and one’s intuitive yearning for God. The yearning, if pantheists and deists felt any, appears to have been tucked safely away, somewhere.

II An assassin of God?

Gotthold Ephraim Lessing could be to some the hero of this book. Not Nietzsche himself, because it was Lessing, someone Nietzsche esteemed greatly, who attempted a synthesis – to what convincing degree it has yet to be determined – between the “modern” claims of a liberated and didactic intellectuality, the very name and nature of Aufklärung, and the claims of Christian life from which he never altogether and expressly sundered his living and his thinking.

“Gotthold” could have been but is not one of those many composites of divine nomenclature the Grimm brothers faithfully record in their monumental dictionary. It means “God-sweet” or “God-fond.” Perhaps Lessing kept his name in mind through the many turns of his productive life. He likely also remembered his grandfather, Theophilus (“friend of God”) Lessing, who in his youth wrote a tract on religious tolerance, a matter his grandson addressed, to self-exhausting degrees, toward the end of his own life.

He was born the second child and first son into a Lutheran pastor’s family, January 22, 1729, in Kamenz, a Saxon town. He is among the first of many Germans of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century letters to be raised in a vicarage. His mother’s father was also a Lutheran pastor. At 5, precocious and assertive, he refused to have his portrait painted with him holding a birdcage, a common pose for children; he insisted on a pile of books, instead. He was what Germans call a Büchernärrlein, a lad idiotically attached to books, and in his father’s library he had a choice of 1,800 of them, a number greater than half the population of Kamenz in the year of his birth.

That community, like most German duchies, was laid waste by the Thirty Years War (1618–48) and subsequent epidemics. The war and those plagues were popularly construed as apocalyptic signs, so they sharpened religious convictions. Gotthold’s father, Pastor Johann Gottfried Lessing, overcame the spiritual malnutrition of a small parish post by reading, writing articles for the Acta historico-ecclesiastica, and translating English tracts.
Conservative in temperament, he vigorously opposed Rome’s dogmas of transubstantiation and purgatory. He spread the Anglican John Tillotson’s anti-Roman polemics into three volumes. Yet, there was no less grave a foe from another direction: he defended Lutheran orthodoxy against fellow clerics who wanted to renew Lutheranism via Pietism.

And what of the pietistic Moravian community of Herrnhut, seeking to return to the Gospel’s primitive Christianity? Initially indulgent, Pastor Lessing was alarmed that Herrnhutt’s patron, Count Zinzendorf (he gave up his title), was being elevated as the new Luther. Worse, accounts of their mysticism suggested the Herrnhuters, as they were known, were as dangerous to the Lutheran fold as atheists or Catholics. In his later years, the elder Lessing softened in the realization that spiritual renewal of Protestantism could only be positive, and for a church to which God remained Luther’s *deus absconditus*, Rome remained the central foe. It seems unlikely that in the midst of his ecclesiastical warfare Pastor Lessing gave much notice to Lutheranism’s present enemy, reason and its cultists. It could not have occurred to him when Gotthold was born that his own son would serve as one of its devastating arbiters.

Gotthold was educated from his 12th year through his 17th at Sankt Afra in Meissen, one of the three *Fürstenschulen* the sixteenth-century Elector of Saxony, Herzog Moritz, converted from monasteries into boarding schools for demonstrably bright boys. (Nietzsche attended another of them, Schulpforta, near Naumburg.) The monastic regimen was maintained, the Bible was read over meals, and religious exercises dominated the curriculum. But there, too, Lessing was initiated into the society of the noble dead: he read the Roman republican dramatists of comedy Plautus and Terence, misogynous Virgil, Cicero, sagacious Horace, all in Latin, the language spoken in most of his classes. He honed his Greek on Homer and the New Testament, the alpha and omega of that language’s literature. His scope was broader, according to a report card issued when he was 16: “There’s no kind of learning that the lively mind of this student doesn’t seize upon, so that sometimes he has to be reined in, lest he go out into the world ill-fitted.”

This report could have added that Gotthold might be too well-fitted for the world he would enter. For at Sankt Afra, he came under the influence of instructors who had imbibed Leibniz, so the pessimism latent in Lutheran doctrine back home was countered by the soundly Biblical view that the world, divinely created, is to be found good. But such a sanguine view was confounded when Prussia’s Fredrick II invaded Saxony and besieged Meissen, in December 1745. Once captured, the city became, as Lessing wrote home, “a corpse pit,” and most homes became hospitals, each with 30 to 40 wounded and feverish Prussian troops. “Everything is stink and filth, and whoever doesn’t need to come here stays as far distant as possible.”

By 1746, when he went to Leipzig to study theology, that discipline had all but died in him. (He was precisely the age at which Nietzsche gave up
theology and a pastoral career.) An invaluable memoir by his brother Karl claims that Lessing had many occasions to be reading Christian Wolff. In the event, he was soon caught up in the libertarian atmosphere of rebellious adolescence, which turned him to literary composition. He studied medicine long enough to be formally matriculated (August 1748) after a long illness, but then gave up scholastics, and hastened off to Berlin, where he worked as an editor of “learnèd” articles for a newspaper.

In Leipzig, Christlob Mylius, a cousin seven years his senior and a vigorously anti-clerical writer, awakened him to an interest in theater, and now in Berlin he found a calling as a dramatist. Within three years he composed four comedies, *The Misogynist*, *The Old Maid*, *The Jews*, and *The Free-Thinker*, but left unfinished his one attempt at a tragedy. That he was scandalizing his parents can be gauged by a fact: thanks to the Calvinist entrenchment in Berlin, Christian burial was regularly denied to actors as well as to murderers.

The classic father-son standoff about the son’s prospects for a future can be imagined, but Lessing *fils* held the trumps, and showed them:

Time will instruct as to who is a better Christian: one who mouths by rote the fundamentals of Christian teaching without understanding them, goes to church and participates in all its practices because they are the usual ones; or one who has once shrewdly doubted and passed from investigation to conviction or is still at least trying to. The Christian religion isn’t something one should take up from one’s parents in trust and faith. Most people inherit it like property from their parents but show from their behavior what kind of beneficent Christians they are. So long as I don’t see that one of the foremost commands of Christianity, to love one’s enemies, is well observed, I’ll doubt that those who claim to be Christians really are Christians.

The contention that Christians should understand their religion and practice it accordingly, Pastor Lessing gave often enough from the pulpit. He must have been pleased with his son’s candor about the adolescent rite of passage through doubt to “investigation” and the conative nature of conviction – a prophetic phrasing. What is surprising in young Lessing’s remarks is the brazen tone he was assuming toward his father, but it shows the familiarity between them, that they could speak frankly to one another without risking contumely. Even so, it is evident that the polemicist-to-be first tested his weaponry upon his own house.

This is no Freudian totemism. Rather, the father knowing better than to try to hinder his headstrong son, the son for his part learned that it was possible to dispute vigorously with someone loved and honored. That does not put aside the question occasionally pre-occupying Lessing scholars, whether innate irascibility was at play. Were the subsequent polemics an attempt to moderate anger?
Meanwhile, comedies his parents presumed devilish diversions served Lessing’s intent to keep trying to achieve Christian conviction, at least in the matter he identified to his father, love of enemies. (How could a pastor object to that?) Der Misogyn (The Misogynist), for example, is so hateful toward women because of his sufferings under three wives that he forbids his son ever to marry. He insists that his daughter live as maidservant to her brother. The son’s girlfriend disguises herself as his buddy and wins the father’s confidence, finally revealing herself only when the daughter has secured a marriage contract for her own boyfriend through a lawyer. This homage to Plautus ends with the misogynist, converted, affording the truism that the surest way to become shrewd is from one’s own folly. Whether the insight that stupidity and cruelty are twins – is ignorance the epistemological basis of sin? – constitutes a Christian message, Lessing may have relished the exposure of paternal obduracy, a commonplace procedure in Roman comedy.16

In Die Juden (The Jews) highwaymen attack a baron and his daughter. Rescued in the nick by another traveler and his servant, the baron denounces his attackers as Jews, but the attackers turn out to be his anti-Semitic Christian servants, and the beneficent traveler, a Jew. It is the Jew who practices Christian love toward enemies. Lessing later wrote that Die Juden came from “serious observation of the disgraceful oppression under which a people must sigh, a people whom a Christian, I should think, cannot regard without veneration” (Ehrerbietung).17

That play and these remarks anticipate by 25 years his parabolic masterwork, Nathan der Weise, but the theatricality is itself important in developing what became Lessing’s foremost characteristic as a philosophical and theological mind: his dialogical bent, the playing out of opposing or at least varying viewpoints. That might sound like the evasive tactics of irony, and Lessing’s final views on Christianity remain teasingly unclear. What matters is that comedic drama taught him to perceive and shape arguments as masks. His skill in assuming a perspective not his own, of arguing on behalf of someone with whom he was at intellectual odds, kept him free from the kind of stasis he first contended with in his father’s house. He realized in his own temperament early on that a truly free spirit must shun the constrictions of dogma and received views; must be willing and resolutely able to stand alone; must be ready to turn the world upside down, the Aristophanic project par excellence.

What made Lessing exemplary in this stance was not mischief for its own sake, a gratuitous rebelliousness, but a reliance upon reason itself. He remained unflinchingly rational. Fortunately, that is not all that he was. His early comic dramas might be construed as responses to his father’s opposition to the stage: they become performances of Christian conduct, demonstrable rather than homiletic. Die Juden shows a prejudicial society the face of anti-Semitism, and shames it into justice and charity. The Jewish traveler shows Christians how they should act.
Far more important in indicating Lessing’s view of religion and its opposite is his play on “free-thinking,” Der Freigeist. It is the earliest and one of the most eloquent statements of Lessing’s views on religion as praxis. As such it complements by anticipation his final writings, including Nathan der Weise.

III Adornments for the half-religious: “The Free Thinker” (1749) and “Vindications” (1754)

Friedrich II’s Berlin remains famous for its gathering of deists, “naturalists,” Freigeister or free thinkers, and “materialists” of French coinage, including Voltaire (briefly) and the outrageous La Mettrie. As bien-pensants or correct thinkers of their time, they eschewed all religious revelation, adhered strictly to what their own reasoning dictated through observation of nature, and scorned doctrinal adherence to the Bible or to the divinity of Jesus. In the manner of moderns, they assumed that only their foes, orthodox Christians, were prejudiced. Pursuing his favorite theme, Christ’s injunction to love one’s enemies, Lessing exposes the harmful absurdity of prejudice and stereotyping. What matters is not adherence to any putatively universal truth but the way one lives.

Most important of non-Christians for Lessing when he was composing Der Freigeist was Julien Offray de la Mettrie, whose Traité de la vie heureuse argues the position assumed by the eponymous Adrast (Greek for “confrontational”), a tempestuous youth pursuing his own notion of happiness. He suspects motives in Christians, and imputes the worst to them. He and a pious clergyman, Theophan (“God shown”), are engaged to two sisters, Theophan to Juliane and Adrast to Henriette, as determined by the young women’s father. Following the Plautine convention of a young spendthrift suddenly facing unpayable debts, Adrast is twice rescued surreptitiously by Theophan, who steadfastly believes that Adrast is a better man than the philosophy of exclusive self-interest he espouses.

La Mettrie’s book earned as much scorn from non-Christians as from the devout, as he frankly argued for pleasure as one’s highest good, and sexuality as its primary seat. Non- and anti-Christians found themselves in the unsavory company of someone propounding uninhibited and wholly selfish carnality. (La Mettrie, who also authored a book on human beings as machines, might be said to have pre-discovered Freud’s “pleasure principle.”) Adrast is regarded by Theophan and Juliane as an exponent of La Mettrie’s hedonism, and both seek to retrieve him from its baneful message.

With adroit and humane indulgence Theophan defends Adrast to one of his creditors: “He’s one of those free spirits who likely deserves to be something better. It’s understandable that in one’s youth one is at odds with oneself. The unhappiness that threatens him would deliver him to a raging despair. . . . You see him as lost and in need of a drastic cure. . . . Learn through me to view him impartially. When he argues, he stops mocking,
and makes every effort to adduce reasons, answering the proofs against his position, and being ashamed when he succeeds only by half.”18 This profile of wayward youth seeking balance could well be Lessing’s view of himself at 20, or perhaps his father’s bemused view of his son.

Wiser perhaps than the men is Juliane, who is attracted to A드раст from the first, and gives her fiancée Theophan only politely dutiful respect. She reproaches A드раст for his sexism, his elitism, his scorn of bourgeois conventions, including religion, which she calls “an adornment for everyone, and the most essential (wesentlichste). You’re forgetting it out of a false pride. What but religion can fill our souls with sublime ideas, and where can the beauty of souls reside but in such ideas, of God, of ourselves, of our duties, our fate (Bestimmung)? What but religion can cleanse and calm our heart, the gathering place of ruinous and unsettling passions?”19 She has a missionary zeal to win A드раст over, and as he secretly loves her, they form a lively exemplum of Boehme’s coincidentia oppositorum, her warmth and gentleness seeking out his harshness and bitterness, and him knowing as much but despising Theophan all the more as Juliane’s betrothed.

For his part, Theophan realizes that his lofty esteem for Juliane is no sufficient ground for marriage. He is, predictably, attracted to Henriette, who has tried in vain to win over A드crast by showing herself as assertive and spirited as he. Underlying the rather abstract contention between piety and pleasure, religion and irreligion, is sexual attraction and its earthy species of love. It is at work in all four of the principals. La Mettrie gets some votes, after all. But in the matter of praxis, already the keystone of Lessing’s estimate of all religions, Theophan and Juliane are clearly the leads: Theophan rescues A드crast from the ignominy of debt, and Juliane in her preaching brings A드crast round to a toleration of her high-minded view of religion. The pious have taken the initiative of loving those who would be their foes.

While the intrigue of this play derives from the French comedy of manners, the aboriginal source, Plautine comedy, comes forward in the two pious characters, who perform like the slaves in ancient Greco-Roman comedy: artful, eloquent arrangers of others’ affairs and lives. Christians are reminded that Jesus tells them to be slaves (“servants” is a euphemistic cheat for our convenience) and yet also to be as subtle as serpents, as gentle as doves.20 This is how Juliane and Theophan comport themselves, though Theophan toward the play’s end loses patience with A드crast and shows himself capable of anger – the moment A드crast happily seizes upon as evidence that Theophan is not self-righteous and priggish, after all.

This distinctly Christian note, however, Lessing avoids. He is alert in crafting what might sound like a homily; he knows better than to sermonize in the paternal way. Juliane does not use the Christian diction of charity, of hope, of grace, and emphatically not of redemption, even though she is as surely rescuing A드crast’s soul from no-exit hedonism as Theophan is rescuing him from social disgrace. Indeed, her language is disingenuous because Lessing is using the deists’ ploy for dismissing Christianity, not in explicit...
terms but by indirection: “religion” in the eighteenth century meant Christianity; Judaism was peripheral, and Islam was exotic.

Worse, Juliane’s characterization of “religion” as a kind of decoration (Zierde), no matter that it is “most essential,” is miserably comic, not to say oxymoronic. It seems a shame that Adrast does not at once attack her semantics. He could have charged her with Tartufferie, but it is a safer assumption that Lessing is inviting his sophisticated audience of Berliners to hear deeper than his characters allow. Nonetheless, able dramatist as the precocious Lessing shows himself to be, he is already moving into the orbit of those who confuse church orthodoxy with Christianity, and so he is ready to keep the bath of praxis but throw out the baby. Jesus himself pushes hard for praxis rather than verbiage: why do you keep calling to me “Lord, Lord” and don’t do what I say?²¹ No one is more unsparing of hypocrisy, of self-righteousness, and of pusillanimity among Christians than is Jesus.

In Der Freigeist Lessing ties up the loose ends of a mismatch. As the consternated father of the girls remarks: “The pious man should have the pious woman, and the cheery (Lustige) man the cheery woman: zero (nichts); the pious man wants the cheery woman, and the cheery man the pious woman.” This convenience of opposites attracting is more than Boehme, and other than Goethe’s Wahlverwandschaft. As the girls’ mother observes, “Whoever can love a pious woman must already be half pious himself.”²²

Such equanimity young Lessing would like for himself, the capacity to weigh opposing views and mediate between them within himself. It is a judiciary model, suitable for the playwright, but does not take into account that in polemics, one is pushed to one side or the other. In Der Freigeist an established harmony is at work, as the two pairs of apparent lovers are secretly crossing: opposites do and must attract, as in Boehme’s cosmos. Lessing is already aware that his passing from doubt to “conviction” means reconciliation, and he would return home to his father’s blessing, but polemics serve only to fortify each side against the other. They are not about winning over another but about defending ably one’s turf: “polemic” signifies warfaring, with mutual exhaustion the only armistice.

* * * * * * *

When a journalist in Berlin, Lessing wrote an essay, never completed, on those Moravian Pietists who troubled his father, Gedanken über die Herrnhuter. Where do they stand regarding love for enemies, the issue he considers decisive in one’s living a Christian life? They faced plenty of opposition, being attacked vigorously in print throughout the 1740s. They were characterized as ignoramuses of fanaticism (Schwärmerei), and so offered young Lessing an opportunity to further whatever critical hold he had on his emerging heterodoxy. Yet he no sooner starts defending the Moravians’ Zinzendorf as a Christian of first-century simplicity than the essay abruptly ends, but even so it holds Lessing’s basic formulations on Christian life. With Jesus no more
than “a teacher enlightened by God” who tried to purify religion and put it within the limits by which it could produce “more wholesome effects,” and with historical Christendom dismissed in its pre-Lutheran form, Rome becoming “the detestable tyrant of conscience,” Lessing puts the pivotal question, What is the point of believing aright, if one cannot live aright? His inventory of procedures for living as a Christian are: (1) to do without wealth; (2) to be implacable toward oneself but excusing of others; (3) to respect merit even when it is burdened with misfortune and disgrace; (4) to defend it against the might of stupidity; (5) to feel nature’s voice within one’s heart; (6) to love God and not fear death; (7) to regard nature’s beauties and wonders as the surest proof of its Creator.

This is a markedly heterodox list, savoring almost as much of Rousseau as of Jesus. Distinctively Lessing’s, however, is the unsparing self-criticism (2) and the propensity for defending the worth of marginal or otherwise unfortunate people (3, 4), as he did in his essays for reconsidering tarnished reputations, Rettungen, a word signifying “salvage, recovery, deliverance.” It might be wondered whether the excusing of others was his qualification of love for one’s enemies, which, as he must have sensed, was the steepest of Jesus’s claims upon a generally self-centered humanity. With so shrewd a perception of such a failing, of its pull of vanity and gift for hypocrisy, it is surprising that he did not succumb to the Calvinist presumption that most of humanity is already consigned to hell.

Berlin teemed with a worldly cosmopolitanism, of which its theaters were emblems: French actors, Italian opera singers – each a challenge to any Calvinist’s charity. With the budding contrarian energy that provided him his critical edge, Lessing championed other kinds of drama: Spanish (Calderon), English (though he skirted Shakespeare), and classical. His favorite English authors, popular then, deliquescent today, were James Thomson and Samuel Richardson, whose Clarissa inspired Lessing’s first bourgeois tragedy, Miss Sara Simpson. He taught himself to read widely in Italian and French as well. He translated his old school friend Plautus.

From that wide-reaching and eclectic vantage, the dialogical impetus in Lessing taught him to fuse the gravity of his Lutheran home and his formative childhood with the levity of his mature public life. He became a wit in service to grave causes: he defended Christianity against atheism, but also against its apparent deformations by orthodoxy and alleged superstition. He championed his beloved Horace against the outrageous abuses of a widely hailed translator whose mistaken renditions he gathered and published in a pamphlet with a savagely ironic title. With that sally, the 23-year-old Lessing announced himself as a fearsome pen and a formidable philological critic.

Most important of his early writings are the Rettungen, where he reassesses the Protestant Reformation by a benignly critical look at some of its neglected or defamed characters. They are the fruit of a year he spent at Wittenberg, where his brother Johannes was studying theology with an earnestness that Gotthold never could muster. These vindications serve as a
tribute to another contrarian-turned-refugee from Leipzig, Thomasius, that front-ranking advocate of the Aufklärung. Eighty years before Lessing’s floruit, Thomasius upset Leipzig’s university authorities by lecturing in German rather than Latin, attacking Lutheran proprieties, defending Protestant dissidents, arguing for inter-faith marriages, and writing a dissertation positive about bigamy. No wonder, as the story goes, Thomasius wore a sword when he lectured. Lessing could have taken this flamboyant showman as a model for emulation.

The best of his Rettungen wears a mask or, rather, presents a Chinese box of ironic satire entitled “Ineptus Religiosus ad mores horum temporum descriptus” (“An Absurd Man of Faith Characterized According to the Fashions of the Times”). Lessing claims to have found a 1652 booklet, in Latin, conveniently unknown by either author or editor (a standard way of escaping censorship), from which he has translated some 53 injunctions, advice to anyone dealing in religious controversies. He tells us that it has been denounced by a pious Lutheran pastor named Vogt, but he himself finds the booklet quite orthodox (rechtgläubig). That statement provides the screw’s first turning.

Some of the urgings are patently ironic: “Take pride in your sanctimonious observations, patience, humility, and other gifts of grace, but do so as though you don’t deserve it and fear God’s honor” (#46). In theological matters, it’s best to say whatever first comes to mind: “Every great mind speaks impromptu” (#41). For writing he recommends psychrologia, a cool, dispassionate style to avoid stirring up emotions (#26). As to the Bible, read it without solemnity, as you would Livy (#20). Most amusing is the commendation of modesty: be sure to use qualifying words such as “it seems,” “scarcely,” and “mostly” as in “Adventists scarcely deserve to be called Christians” (#43).

True to his ironic-satiric bent, he does not make clear when he has shifted the tonal gears and is speaking his own mind or even prescribing for himself – and, by prolepsis, for Nietzsche: “Dare something great!” (#33). “Stick with the despised and persecuted; they’re always informed and witty men hounded for their love of truth, and you can learn a lot from them” (#37). And what of being always ready for reconciliation with one’s adversaries (#25)? Finally, must Christ’s command not to judge others be accepted without irony? Did he not condemn a whole “generation of vipers,” those scribes and Pharisees? “Hypocrites!”

Having completed the list, Lessing goes back to one of the 53 entries and cites it in the full Latin version, most of which I sum up here: “Always begin all issues and controversies from the beginning. Presume nothing’s been proved and decided by others. Always ask: do angels and spirits exist? Was Christ in the nature of things?26 Was the Mosaic flood worldwide? and so forth. No need to expect you’ll be guided somewhere by some necessity, but torment yourself willingly and work most zealously so you have doubtful and disputable things in hand. Love such questions as, How can I know...
my pastor’s scriptural interpretation is the true one?” These jibes might have amused his father, but they seem pointless, gratuitous, and cruel, an over-tilting at “orthodox” dispositions, ever the wide and easy target for scorn.

Lessing then defends his seventeenth-century phantom author by suggesting that what Pastor Vogt, a fictitious foe of the booklet, presumed wicked and godless is after all merely satiric. Even this set of mirrors has to be turned around; everyone has a particular way of thinking, and maybe the learned author of *Ineptus Religiosus* was saying only and exactly what he thought. For all his artful darting and dodging, we might like to arrest Lessing amid his self-amused eristics and bid him to answer whether he acknowledges Jesus as the Son of God. Compelled to candor, the 25-year-old would have to admit he does not regard Jesus as divine. He gave up on that matter, perhaps under cues from his profligate cousin, Mylius, several years before.

Lessing’s friends claim he enjoyed nothing so much as taking up the defense of weak causes. The polemicist was lawyerly, but pleading for or against was also a way at edging toward the truth, and a balanced view could be optimal. His response to Christianity is marked by this attempt at an equipoise that safeguarded his intellect and conscience from the extremes of a barnacled orthodoxy on one hand and a refined and reductive intellectualism on the other.

Examples of this approach can be found well into Lessing’s late writings. “The Testament of John,” dated to 1777, presents a colloquy of “He” and “I” discussing the true legacy of the venerable author of the fourth gospel. In old age, John can only iterate his “Love ye one another” to his beloved community. Foreseeing the danger of having this imperative accepted as a mere platitude, lifelessly intoned and unreflected, John insists this single utterance is his testament. The interlocutors discuss whether Christian love must rest on doctrine (*Glaubenslehren*), even though practicing love is much harder than affirming dogmas. “He” asks why the yoke of love must be taken up, when, thanks to doctrine, that yoke is neither mild nor creditable. The exchange closes with the gospels’ contrary messages about whoever is “for” or “against” Christ and his followers. “I: ‘That shuts me up.’”

Lessing says that whether Jesus was more than a man remains “a problem.” That he was a true man, and never ceased to be, is agreed by all. He distinguishes “the religion of Christ” from Christianity, claiming that what Jesus practiced anyone can share with him. One becomes loving and even sublime by conforming one’s life to his. Christian dogma, however, poses the inexplicable mystery of divine and human coherence in Christ. Worse, so much in Christianity is ambiguous or obscure that no two people can agree on it. We ask why Lessing chooses to identify Christ’s essence as problematic, given that he has already made clear how best to respond to Christ. The message is emphatic but coyly evasive: it is not what one believes that truly matters, but how one behaves.

In Lessing’s time, something else mattered. The sundering of Jesus from the orthodoxy of Christianity had been the project of Anglican deists for
generations, exemplary in John Toland’s *Christianity Not Mysterious* (1696) and Anthony Collins’s *Discourse of the Grounds and Reasons of the Christian Religion* (1724). How well Lessing was familiar with these deists, either through his father’s awareness or his own reading in translation, is not certain. Neither is it important, finally. Instead, we can content ourselves with Lessing’s reflections on heresy and heretics.

We know a great deal of his Wittenberg time went to reading Spinoza, an anathematized Jew, and early Church Fathers wrestling with heresy. Given his indulgent, defense attorney view of underdogs, we might suppose Lessing would stand up not only for heretics but for heresy itself. He does not. Instead, he cites Tertullian on the necessity of there being heretics: no point in being appalled or disconcerted by them, as the range of their power has been divinely determined. (Tertullian himself became a heretic.) Lessing says that the same can be assumed about deism, that faith tempted is faith tested. He adds a caveat for those wasting their energy assailing heretics: their railing only makes the heresy conspicuous, even important.

Conversely, did Nietzsche ever sense that by attacking Paul and official Christendom in *Der Antichrist*, he might be making his readers more sympathetic to both?

IV The Reimarus controversy and Hauptpastor Goeze (1778)

We pass here to one of the most famous jousts in modern letters, and a still sticking point in Christian discourse.

Hermann Samuel Reimarus (1694–1768) taught mathematics and oriental languages at the Gymnasium, a preparatory high school, in Hamburg. Soon after he joined that city’s new National Theater (inaugurated in 1767) as its house critic, Lessing made some acquaintances that could have become friendships, as with Bach’s son, Karl Philipp Emanuel (recent successor to his god-father, prolific long-lived Telemann, in the cantorate at Hamburg’s Johanneum), and with the Lutheran senior pastor of Hamburg, Johann Melchior Goeze. Lessing did become a friend of Reimarus’s son, Johann Albert Hinrich, a doctor who introduced the then controversial smallpox vaccine to Hamburg. Lessing borrowed books and manuscripts from the deceased father’s library, and became acquainted with a work that the elder Reimarus had composed but never dared to publish in his lifetime, as it would have ended his career and scandalized his family: *Apologie oder Schutzschrift für die vernünftigen Verehrer Gottes* (Apologia or Defense of Those Who Rationally Worship God), a title whose oxymoronic “rational worship” did not escape Kierkegaard when he remarked that rationalists in Lessing’s time were in effect comedians.

Lessing became close enough to the younger Reimarus (they were born in the same year) and to his sister Elisa that they let him take this secreted writing with him, in its first version (ca. 1750), when he left Hamburg. Familiar
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with its arguments, Lessing was long interested in publishing the *Apologia*, but discerning friends urged him not to do so. Foremost of them was Moses Mendelssohn, who repeatedly tried to mitigate the aggressive, sometimes bitter tone of Lessing's polemical style. Lessing as a journal editor may have assumed he could serve as a dispassionate mediator between the masked Reimarus and the public, but he knew that in matters of religion such a lofty posture was not easy to attain or sustain.

The *Apologia* was baiting Lutherans of different stripes. Lessing knew he was striking the first blow, by exposing a fundamental hypocrisy within churchly folds, that many overtly Christian folk were actually deists, like Reimarus: they no longer believed in the Trinity, nor did they credit the Gospel as finally reliable. They were becoming thoroughly modern. He would smoke them out and force them to admit the radical endpoint of their rationalism, while obliging orthodoxy to confront its challenger's crescent appeal.

Lessing can be credited with exposing the pretenses of those known as neologists, who abandoned revealed religion yet continued to revere Christ. This basic dishonesty toward oneself was becoming conventional: people do not have a hard time worshiping Mammon and going to Christ's church, leading double lives, even though the Gospel says one cannot serve two masters. Lessing wrote of a poison oozing (his *schleichen* suggests slinking or sneaking) in a darkness. Opposition from Goeze was directed at Lessing as the messenger (exposer) of this bad state of affairs, but Goeze knew that the Christian faith's debilitation was in the spirit of the age. Did Lessing realize that aggression is, almost invariably, a sign of fear, hence of weakness, something once noted about him *en passant* by Johann Georg Hamann and iterated in Goeze's titular retorts: *Lessings Schwäche*? This matter is important within the Reimarus controversy, but it is obscured by Lessing's formidable intellectual achievements overall, not only as a dramatist but as a critical foe of the banality and sentimentality that hindered development of an informed public awareness in his time. Like Sebastian Bach, Lessing was an employee through all of his adult life. An employee may be limited in opportunities for retaliation, not necessarily aimed at an employer, but a wily and witty one manages to find ways. Lessing knew that one sure means was drama; polemics were another version of staging, with him as producer, co-director, actor. The tormented hypocritical Professor Reimarus might be regarded as impresario for Lessing's own resolution of conflicts he long endured with Luther himself and with Pastor Lessing's Christianity.

By his installation, in May 1770, as librarian at the Bibliotheca Augusta in Wolfenbüttel, where he served the duke Karl von Braunschweig, and by his editorship of a "literary and historical" journal, *Zur Geschichte und Literatur*, the first two issues of which appeared in 1773, Lessing was able to pretend he found Reimarus's manuscript in the ducal library. Thus he preserved his privileged exemption from censorship when he started to publish the manuscript as anonymous *Fragmente*, over five issues of his journal. He deftly apportioned Reimarus, so that while the first "fragment" seemed
innocuous, subsequent ones built to an explosive climax, and provoked ecclesial outrage. In the midst of a crossfire between Lessing and Goeze, a ban of religious controversy was imposed upon the journal, under the duke’s order to the publishing house, Waisenbuchhandlung. Lessing then returned to the theater as the best venue for presenting the faces of religious exclusivity and a universalizing humanity. He told Reimarus’s daughter that he regarded the theater as a pulpit.

An economical way to overview the controversy with Goeze is through Lessing’s Gegensätze or antitheses, where he addresses the five central issues. His tone maintains an equipoise between irony and apparent disinterestedness. Reimarus might unsettle theologians, he says, but not Christians unconcerned about hypotheses and proofs. Attacks on the letter and Scripture are not attacks on the spirit and “Religion.” He notes that the first Christians thrived without the gospel for more than a generation. This is a plea for orality, but Lessing passes by the New Testament’s derivation from that orality, and the presence of Gnostic texts that confounded what Christianity was becoming before Paul and the gospel narratives. “Religion” is not true, he insists, because the gospel teaches it, but the reverse; not letters but the spirit will contain the “inner truth,” a mysterious entity Lessing does not bother to define. Mystery, of course, means he does not need to do so. The blessed believe without evidence.

Lessing is sympathetic to Reimarus’s brief that reason has been decried from the pulpit, but it is unfortunate, he adds, that while there has been arrogance in clerics, there has been mockery from without. He uses a standard siege metaphor: religion has been attacked and defended, but with more heat than wisdom, on either side. A more sophisticated foe could attack the citadel from a different point, within it, via textual criticism. This matter requires a brief crossing of the Rhein.

Lessing could have cited the French battles of the mid-seventeenth century, centered on the Huguenot Isaac La Peyrère’s incendiary denial that Moses authored the Pentateuch; his assertion that there were people before Adam; that the world was much older than the Bible suggests; that the Flood was confined to Palestine. La Peyrère drew on historical and scientific investigations for his arguments, but that scrutiny did not keep him out of prison. He was released on condition of his conversion to Roman Catholicism, including renunciation of his writings, which ranged from 1643 to 1663. He agreed but wrote on, turning apocalyptic in claiming via Kabbalistic adjustments that the ever errant Jews would be rounded up by his new friend Pope Alexander VII. That is, very soon.

More scrupulous was Richard Simon, a priest of the Oratorian order in Paris, who wrote a powerfully judicious critique of the Old Testament. He is of interest here because he saved himself from La Peyrère’s humiliation and submission by contending that while the Bible is abundant in errors it is nonetheless divinely inspired, and the truth has yet to be ferreted out of it, a process he believed would be endless. This ploy amounts to the journey
without arrival that suited Lessing perfectly, a never ending (within this life) quest that validates inquiry for its own sake, even as the Pyrrhonian skeptics of France savored doubt without end as a self-affirming maneuver. Some insisted that they would gladly be relieved of doubt if somehow divine grace could come to their rescue – tactical humility, we might call it. Simon was not of their stripe.

At the same time, he, more effectively than La Peyrère, was undermining dogma, a fashionable sport in their time as philosophers such as Pierre Gassendi were likewise undoing the Aristotelian dogmaticism prevalent in science for many centuries. Lessing does not bother to allude to these men because they are now distant to his time, are Roman and French; he prefers English philosophical discourse, the surest way to countervail overwhelming Gallic hegemony among German intellects. Controversy for him is necessarily new-minted, even though from old arguments, and it is imminent. Most important, it is now confined within Lutheranism, compressed for a detonation with maximal effect, and none could be more auspicious than that furtively prepared by Reimarus, to whom we now return.

This Hamburg professor is admirably free from what Lessing identifies as the major mistake of the age: faith as a version of reason, fortified by signs and miracles; conversely, reason as a rationalized version of faith. Lessing’s neologists are subject to this fundamental confusion of genres, but he himself is close to the snare when he maintains that revealed religion does not presuppose (voraussetzen) but rather encloses natural religion in itself. He does not concede that it is bound to spring from the womb and turn on its progenitor, as in effect happens when a child grows into adolescence and seeks sovereign autonomy from parents. “Religion” is finally a first stage in the development of human consciousness, and Jesus marks the second phase in giving the human mind freedom from idolatry and fanaticism, and authority over oneself. Lessing seems, for the moment, a true Lutheran, forgetting only that self as authority may be a devilish trick. Yet the advance of Lessing’s version of freedom does not end with Christ, since the final phase of consciousness is the wholly open autonomy of reason. As Reimarus’s work is an overt attempt to destroy all that is Christian, in the name of reason, we wonder how far toward that effect Lessing himself is moving. Goeze, we shall find, warns him that he is imperiling his immortal soul.

Lessing is right, that we cannot pose sharp rational proofs and expect the same sort of approach from the defenders of revelation. When they try to bolster faith by counter-proofs, they are claiming knowledge, which is the absence of faith because trust, the heart of faith, is no longer regarded nor needed. Such tactics are a faked certainty. Reimarus, in the second fragment, says it is impossible that all people in the same way received Biblical revelation, yet he ridicules Jewish exclusivism, elaborating it into a conspiracy by Jesus’s followers to turn him from a failed political leader into a divine Son. Lessing counters that a cordial receptivity (Annahme) to revelation as such is preferable to an effortful investment in, or a dark doting upon, revelatory
texts. This language seems more diplomatic than convinced. It is an all but sentimental nod to a once cherished and now vanished (or worse, vanishing) resting place.

In discussing the third fragment, on the fantastically improbable (as Bibli-cally reported) crossing of the Red Sea, Lessing allows for naturalistic explana-tions such as ebb tides. The impossible numbers of Israelites, he observes, reflect a commonplace exaggeration in antiquity, such as, we might add, Herodotus's absurd millions of combatants Darius brought against the Greeks at Marathon, in 490 B.C. He then breaks off onto an engrossing tangent, his response to the fourth fragment, on the Old Testament's silence about the soul's immortality. He states that monotheism is not Jewish but Persian in origin, coming from the purifications by Zoroaster (Nietzsche's Zarathustra). Further, although popular grasp of religious truth is weak in all times and places, exceptional souls within them reach toward a greater light than is commonly visible; they explain but cannot share their percep-tions (Empfindungen). He is alluding to Indian seers in Bengali and Hindustan he has learned of via recent English scholars of Eastern traditions. Could it not be, in final answer to Reimarus's words on revelation, that there were and are other joy-making religions on this earth? People do not have to have the same notions, the same fundamentals, the same revelations. Lessing concludes that Reimarus's scope, like his vehemence, is too narrow, closeted, and out of step with modern investigations of alien cultures.

These measured remarks show Lessing at his mediate best, no mere mouthpiece for Reimarus's bitter negations.

Review of the fourth fragment ends with a sketch for what became Less-ing's comprehensive statement on the relationship between divine revelation and human conceptual power, “The Education of the Human Race.” A few weighty propositions showing Lessing’s earth-bound skepticism suggest he was not so eager to keep horizons and doors open. Number 28: there is no proof of the soul’s immortality nor of any afterlife. If there is no certainty, why go on looking? Is mere curiosity enough? Number 30: if a pious elder is so content as to have no fear of death, how could he, so life-sated (lebens-satt), long for another life? Number 32: let us admit that obedience to God’s laws is not to be driven by promises of reward; they should be obeyed even if one doubts any reward is coming, and recognizes that earthly payoffs, too, are never guaranteed.

Lessing is not, however, so consistently limiting. If skeptics and detractors enjoy posing the snare (Fallstrick) of unanswerable questions so as to con-found innocuous believers, he prefers the cue or hint (Fingerzeig) that is like a seed, holding within it an as yet held recondite truth that allows discovery and development. The Bible can and should be read critically. Number 51: even as a child should not be held back at elementary levels of learning, which, in matters of religious faith, would breed superstition and fanati-cism, so a step into maturation must be taken, and for that “Christ came. Succeeding the childish (kindisch, not kindlich) inducements to obedience,
there follow immediately the more rousing (anspornende) expectations of youth." The implication that we have reached a time of full maturity, the arrival of Joachim da Fiore’s pneumatological age, means that we can look back to Jesus. That brings us to the fifth and last fragment.

Lessing applies Bayle’s sort of caveat to the reliability of time and witness for the Passion and Resurrection narrative: we have no idea whether the gospel narrators heard Jesus or his contemporaries aright, and any two people are sure to give different accounts of an event they have both experienced or heard of. (Bayle, we recall, cautioned that while proximity to an event includes a partial, biased viewpoint that may warp it, objectivity via temporal and spatial distance makes that event in itself opaque, if not unreal.) We can presume, says Lessing, the Holy Spirit prompted the narrators to write as events became known to them, “according to the best of their knowledge and their conscience.” This could be the cautiously proceeding Richard Simon speaking, defusing Reimarus’s contempt for early Christian writers: their fallibility did not mean they were fabricating or conspiring for their own advancement, as Reimarus uncharitably charges.

Too stirred up to model deistic optimism and rationalist complacency, Reimarus, as Nietzsche later, shows a will to vituperation, a deeply personal resentment, as though, hoodwinked all along by Christianity, he now seeks to destroy it. Just as when in receiving damaged goods, one is angry at both the sender and the goods themselves, he lacks the equipoise of Simon and Leibniz, rationalists who remained equipoised in their Christian faith.

To what degree Lessing and Goeze share Reimarus’s perturbation is for their readers to judge. Both become testy: Goeze knows he stands against an adept practitioner of what he calls “Theaterlogik,” dependent upon wit and imagination rather than close reasoning, and Lessing may sense he is up against not only Goeze but himself. It is not enough to say that he is smoking out the hypocries of neologists or even that of the hierarchs they and he disdain. What of his own hypocrisy, his masking? Does his doubt point toward trust or despair? He does not say. But there is more to consider, in the background and circumstances the two men now shared.

For generations of critics friendly to Lessing’s self-wrought image as a truth seeker, Goeze has proved easy to caricature: outmoded, blustering, reactionary, and Lessing’s good company with him in the Hamburg years is overlooked. It never became a friendship, but Lessing’s brother tells of visits Lessing paid to the Hauptpastor, who was already author of a book that enjoyed popularity throughout the next century: “The Lutheran zealot, who felt himself powerless to impose confessional atonement on him, knew quite well how to host a profane scholar, even as Christ dined with tax-gatherers and sinners. Lessing, who was delighted with every witty person, no matter what cap he wore, found comfort in Goeze’s erudition. . . . He visited him often, without expecting His Eminence to return the visit. Lessing’s acquaintances and friends soon found this out and responded with insults and pleadings (Ernst). They were quite
amazed when he openly admitted to valuing Goeze’s learning and even his theology. The refined took this for l’esprit de contradiction, and the super-refined, for mockery.”36

It is a curious irony that both men had a pedant’s leaning toward philosophical research. Goeze, a close reader of early German Bibles and their textual variants, wrote a book on them and won Lessing’s respect as a fellow scholar. Both yearned for a quiet life their public faces would not permit. Eminent, well-published, highly respected, even feared minds, their confrontation might be likened to a modern sports match, but it trailed off into bitterness and a ban that may have relieved both of them. It becomes Lessing’s greatest tragedy, forcing him to realize how the quondam Christian, the deist, and the neologist within him are irreconcilable. His safest vantage is a non-committal skepticism: “The joy of the hunt is much more worthwhile than the catch, and the discord that comes because everyone has a different perspective is really the concord that counts.”37

When the Reimarus fragments were being published, both men’s lives had been altered in similar ways. They were widowers, Lessing’s wife having died only three weeks after Goeze’s first response; Lessing was past 50; Goeze, who had lost four of his five children, was 60. Both had faced conflicts with civil authorities, as both were seasoned polemicists. Both were now marginalized. The aging Goeze “had not only lost his widespread reading public. He even alienated himself from his community increasingly, in his last years. His obduracy . . . led him into ever greater isolation, up to his death on May 18, 1786.”38 Perhaps both men, expending substantially of their refractory energies in honorable opposition, knew Reimarus was occasioning their last polemics.

Goeze, for his part, is quick to note Lessing’s ambiguity (“Religion”) and sophistry (the narrators wrote the gospel because it is true, not the other way round), suspect his motives, and pose sharp questions about Christian witnessing: did Christianity precede Christ and the apostles? But he is no match for Lessing in reasoning. He contradicts himself by assuming that Biblical texts must be taken as true, inspired by the Holy Spirit, and then resorting to spurious proofs that they are, e.g. Jesus’s Resurrection, for which we have his miracles as proof of divine agency. The resort to proving (no business of faith) comes from Goeze’s willingness to accommodate rationalism, albeit keeping it strictly in service to revelation. Such tactical optimism, a confidence in arriving at certainty, suggests that Goeze is more representative of pre-Kantian Enlightenment mainstream thought than the foxey and recessive Lessing. The Hauptpastor practices Übergangstheologie, the uneasy transitional mix of faith and reasoning Lessing deplores. Yet Goeze, while open to the questions and innovations of his time, fears an Enlightenment of atheism will undermine Christianity and the social order, too. Lessing brushes this apprehension aside with apophatic wit: “I don’t believe Goeze would vote for burning the heretical and the heterodox. He’s likely too soft-hearted for that.”39
Goeze has other failings. He opposes every assault on Scripture’s inerrancy; such antics are “pure blasphemy.” He suspects Lessing’s motives in publishing the impious unnamed author’s “poison and vexation,” but, contrary to what is still commonly repeated, he never threatens Lessing directly with official action. He gives no critical exposition of God’s Word, a sign that he is well behind the text-critical times. He also confuses the Bible and extra-Biblical dogmas. But though he does not fare well in eristics, he manages to pounce upon Lessing’s weakest points, beginning with the claim that Christianity (“Religion”) can be separated from the Bible, the spirit from the letter. How can Lessing be a Christian if he questions the Resurrection? It is wholly legitimate for Goeze to call on Lessing to explain his views on articles of faith. He could have asked, If Jesus is isolated way back in history, is the same true for Socrates, beloved of our humanists? If both are present to our consciousness, what is your answer to Jesus’s questions, those that frighten, that pull off our masks: “Who do you say that I am?” and “Do you love me?” Lessing could not answer these questions without losing his readers, even Mendelssohn, who did not respect equivocation or dissembling.

Goeze takes the highest ground by appealing to the transcendent; Lessing stays with here and now. But Goeze could have delivered a stone from his sling to maximal effect, had he, too, focused upon the immediate issue of conscience, called forth in Jesus’s daunting questions. It is disingenuous, in the neologists’ fashion, to assert, as a leading Lessing scholar has, that, granted his leaning to deism, “Lessing nevertheless repeatedly shows himself a friend of the Christian religion.” How could that be, when he divides crucially? Letter and spirit are made antagonists, and “the religion of Christ” is not “the Christian religion.”

Lessing’s innate skepticism puts him closer to the mediator’s middle than is usually recognized, because of this controversy. He stands between Protestant Biblicism and Catholic tradition, between Christians and deists, like Pilate between Jews and Jesus. Pilate’s hand washing is not inapposite to Lessing’s perpetual “searching” for truth in the cryptic (and hopeful?) expectation it will never be found. Pilate asks the most open-ended of all questions, What is truth? but does not stay for an answer, and, knowing Jesus innocent, consigns him to execution. Giving in to rank injustice, he has implicitly sided with the Jewish mob by his feckless concession to their clamoring. Goeze impels Lessing toward the neologists but could have pushed him further and asked him directly why he was so eager to sow doubt in people’s minds.

Lessing calls another equivocator to mind. Agrippa, a Roman magistrate before whom Paul defends himself against stone-throwing Jews, is, by self-proclamation, what evangelists call an “almost Christian” as he is sympathetic to Paul’s preaching but arrests him. That is the way Lessing appears to me, and would likely care to. His sophistic line drawn between “religio Christi” and “die christliche Religion” suggests the one cannot subsume the
other. He creates a divided house, assuming the historic Church embodies theological testimony that cannot be verified and thus is ever in question, as opposed to the ethics of Jesus, attested in the synoptics, and properly to be realized in one’s daily life and human interchange. “Die christliche Religion” amounts to the Johannine theology of Christ as the mediator, the *paraclete*, a kind of defense attorney, between mortals, expressly those of his community of trust, and God the Father. It is a community of *agapic* fealty, at odds with a world wishing it no good. This divinity of Jesus, which John untiringly underscores, is of absolutely no use to Lessing.

Not belief but behavior counts. That modern bromide sounds fine but is evasive in two directions: it dismisses the validity of belief in itself, its hortatory, exacting content; it also ignores intentionality, that behavior may be falsely judged – a good person can unwittingly cause harm by well-meant, bungled acts. An evil person can pose as a public benefactor. Lessing’s behavior, his skill in ridicule and exposure of faults in others, shows him a clever but not admirable man; he delights in another eye’s beam, and those who would pass as wits themselves applaud his scorn.

Is Pastor Lessing’s son, well-acquainted with Scripture, mindful of Pilate, Agrippa, and their facile equivocations? Is this accomplished dramatist aware that while the Resurrection as *fact* can be debated, pointlessly, what matters is the drama in which every stumbling Christian is placed, with the disciples at Gethsemani and afterward? Is this sharp witted ironist mindful that, however celebrated for irony Socrates may be, the most penetrating of ironists is the Son of Man?

Lessing himself resorts to irony and baiting when he realizes he is becoming immersed with Goeze. He calls himself a botanist, roaming hills and valleys for specimens (culling books and manuscripts from the library), while Goeze is a shepherd whose only domain is the sheep pasture and what is fit there for eating. He sports with Goeze’s reliance upon Scripture: “I protest, Herr Pastor, it’s becoming impossible for me not to kick against your goad, for I fear that the furrows you want so violently to drag me through over God’s acre, are becoming increasingly twisted.” Gottesacker is an old word for graveyard – a rapier thrust from Lessing, and odd, just two months after his wife’s burial, but sorrow brings him wake-like elation, a peculiar vim.

Concurrent with these first exchanges between Goeze and Lessing comes another that urges notice, with Johann Heinrich Ress, a pastor in Wolfenbüttel who argues, contra Reimarus’s last fragment, that gospel accounts of the Resurrection are not contradictory. The detailing energy Lessing expended on New Testament Greek so as to confound Ress accounts for the bulk of his “Rejoinder” (*Eine Duplik*), and shows how thoroughly he distracted himself from grief over his dying family, in the winter of 1777–8.

This lengthy essay is famously cited for remarks early on. Lessing says a man’s worth is measured not by his possessing the truth but by “the honest effort he makes to reach it from behind,” as though in long pursuit of it.
Searching for the truth brings an empowerment in which one’s “ever waxing perfection consists.” He adds that if God commanded him to make a choice, “all truth” in his closed right hand, and in his left, “the singular ever active drive toward truth, with the codicil of my always erring, I’d fall down humbly before his left, and say, ‘Father, give! Pure truth is surely, after all, only for You alone!’”

To Christians these statements may seem puzzling on first glance. Lessing is right that ownership makes one complacent, dull, proud, but who is claiming to own the truth? Does recognizing Christ as the spiritual source of truth, “the way and the life” of it, mean some kind of ownership? In philosophy, one mind’s system building might well seem to entail ownership of the truth, as Spinoza presumes, for instance, covering his rear by saying that arrival at the truth includes a feeling of inner certainty that you have indeed arrived. (Proof enough!) But Lessing is commingling two kinds of endeavor as though they were one. He is also implying that the wandering (irren), as of a knight errant, is necessary to us, as fallible human beings, even as we are moving toward that oxymoronic “ever growing perfection.” There is a whiff of hazard here, that truth shall spell the ruin of human consciousness, an abyss to which we are heading but, be it hoped, without ever facing the leap. Optimism at times whistles in a deep dark.

“A Rejoinder” commends critics such as the still anonymous Reimarus for “sifting Untruth, with good intent,” as such minds are worthier than those who defend “the best and noblest truth” out of prejudice, decrying all opponents. Ress exemplifies what Lessing calls an orthodoxist, a zealot for correctness, indifferent to historical evidence. Lessing asks why the Gospel is not treated historiographically: we accept Livy’s and Polybius’s differing accounts of the Second Punic War, so why not examine the Gospel writers’ differences? Yet where is other historical proof of the Resurrection as fact? “It would be unfortunate if it had all been put in the corner of an armory and left there for fifty years.” Lessing teases Ress’s need to prove: preaching the Resurrected Christ has prevailed over paganism and Judaism because it is worth believing, but would scarcely remain so, if it now has to be bolstered by proofs. Touché!

Lessing has able defenders among critics. It is claimed that his educational plan for reason leading humanity to God as Lord of history includes the “inner truth” of religion, but that innerness is so inner it is never conceptualized, a hollow readily filled in by anyone’s supposition. It is argued, conversely, that Lessing’s idea of reason makes revelation otiose because reason itself is apodeictic and reaches “the most worthy ideas” of God, as though ideas are finally adequate or desiderated. But it is also possible to see how Lessing uses history to subtract revelation, and advance rational constructs so that God is demoted to “deity.” Is Lessing’s Joachimite Third Age of history one of perfection through reason, or a ripening of Christian eschatology, or the advent of Feuerbach’s antitheism? If we are to become as gods, does that mean divinity, as we have looked up to it, is vanquished?
An insightful critic notes that Enlightenment empiricism in Lessing’s time was in fact burying the claims of reason: we have no control over our own experience of the world and ourselves. The ancients knew as much. Plato and Lucretius observe the unreliability of the senses, and Ovid artfully documents flux. Lessing responds by clinging to “inner truth” as the repository of natural religion’s putatively timeless independence, and fashions a rationalist telos, the goal of perfection, felt meanwhile as blessedness. This devising is legerdemain, appropriating Christian revelation’s Endtime for wholly non-Christian purposes; a philosophically diluted theology substitutes reason’s certitudes for faith’s trust.

For mapping that shift, modern critical focus on Lessing’s rhetoric and his poetic tropes is helpful. A bold instance is Lessing’s likening Jesus’s miracles to scaffolding, to be removed as no longer needed. But what building is left, and does it stand? Yes, a mighty irrationality, the mythic integument of on-going faith for miracle-hungry multitudes. Lessing would rejoin, Let them be educated! Reason remains innate in us all and need only be cultivated. In this way, philosophizing subtracts ritualistic and cultic props, and their overseers. Locke put it well in speaking of his own time in the guise of denouncing that of Jesus, including Reimarus’s conspiracy motif for discrediting clerics everywhere. With ecclesiasts put aside, reason, having revealed that Jesus was a rational person, supersedes Christianity in speaking for divinity. The play of reason itself, in metaphysical and mathematical modes, shall bring humanity into fellowship with divinity.

At this point a dissenting voice may be welcome. Sharing Lessing’s Anglophilia and a concomitant hostility to French cultural hegemony, aware of the powerful influence of rationalist assaults on orthodoxy such as Locke’s Reasonableness of Christianity (1695), Hamann looks back upon three generations of ascendant reason, revels in Hume’s skepticism shaking up confidence in it, and in his ever oblique way states a riposte, as it were, to Lessing re Goeze: “The foolishness of Christianity is wholly to my taste and my heart’s wishing, as commensurate with sound human reasoning and human feeling as with the majesty of God the Father and the world’s Judge, so that all the stale repasts (Altfleckereyen) of our century are the greatest disgraces and burn marks of its ignorance and shamelessness.”

V Nathan der Weise (1779)

When Lessing was subjected to an official ban upon any further public exchanges with Goeze, he complied in knowing he had another resort no less familiar to him than polemics: the theater. The Reimarus controversy, its participants having descended into lower registers of speech, outlasted its time, and was besides gratuitous, as Reimarus was hardly first to point out Biblical discrepancies and absurdities. They were obvious from early on in Christian exegesis. No one paid them worried heed. In drama, though, Lessing could hope to have the last word. He could not have foreseen that
Nathan der Weise, two centuries on, would be the most important literary legacy by which Germans could recover from an authoritarianism far more objectionable than what Goeze purported to defend.

In an introduction to this, his final play, Lessing says he knows of no place in Germany where this play could be performed.\(^\text{59}\) Not well-known even now in the English speaking world, it has nonetheless enjoyed a high profile in Europe since 1945, precisely because under the Third Reich it could nowhere be performed.\(^\text{60}\) Outwardly, the play is about religious tolerance, but the Nazis proved definitively that tolerance can be withdrawn at any moment. It is an indulgence issued from a napping cat, allowing his mice to play. Tolerance remains highly contingent. Subliminal tensions close the curtain on Nathan.

An illustration of this melancholy fact about human vagaries comes in a letter from the physicist and wit Georg Christoph Lichtenberg, who, another dedicated Anglophile, was in London in May 1775, attending a performance of The Merchant of Venice. Shylock was performed by the veteran Irish actor Charles Macklin, who had made the role his own, having performed it for decades – he was 85 that year, and went on with Shylock until he drew a blank onstage, at 90 – interpreting the usurer “as a sinister, almost tragic figure whose intensely ferocious malice evoked more fear than laughter.”\(^\text{61}\) This negative portrayal, unacceptable in our “correct” times, appalled Lichtenberg, and challenged his Enlightenment rationalism sorely: “seeing this Jew is more than enough to awaken anew and at once in the most sedate (gesetzeste) person all the prejudices of one’s childhood against this people. Shylock is no eloquent little cheater that can prattle for an hour about the merits of a golden watch chain; he is gradual, quiet in his unfathomable cunning, and when he has the law on his side, spitefully righteous.”\(^\text{62}\)

Lichtenberg’s suddenly awakened “prejudices” against “this people” when only one Jew was being represented suggest how labile the Enlightenment ethic of religious tolerance could be, how readily one could find confirmation of a stereotyping belief that Jews are extortionist. The gentle folk assumption was that they were also dirty (confined in ghettos, out of sight) and depraved. How far Shakespeare himself harbored such views is impossible to determine, but he did make a comedy from this story of a Jew seeking righteous vengeance for the loss of his daughter, who has given herself to her gentle lover, and for the open contempt of a hypocritical Christian community dependent upon, and profiting from, his financing. Shylock’s humiliation through Portia’s jurisprudence may seem fair enough – he has to put aside his knife – but his forced conversion to Christianity seems to many nowadays shocking, tasteless, and cruel. What sort of happy resolution was the Bard suggesting? Or should The Merchant not be ranked as one of the “problem” plays? Nathan der Weise, too, lacks a convincingly positive conclusion.

In it Lessing models a Jew wholly unlike Shylock, that is, wealthy (by trade, not usury) but also deeply informed, as the play reveals, by adversity.
He exemplifies the Christian ethic of love for one’s enemies, the pre-condition Lessing in his youth posed to his father for testing one’s Christianity. Nathan overcomes a Job-like trial, losing his wife and seven sons in a pogrom. Having survived hateful despair, he is redeemed, as it were, when he adopts a Christian infant, and raises her in the non-denominational piety of “natural religion.” This trial endured is reported by Nathan’s retrospective narrative to a Christian monk, who then calls him a genuine Christian.

A long-established commonplace says Lessing modeled Nathan on his close friend Moses Mendelssohn, a most esteemed example of an Enlightenment Jew in the late eighteenth century. He embodied the ethos of assimilation, the pursuit of self-development (Bildung) on behalf of an educated humanistic culture: the individual “morally autonomous, freed from the tyranny of the senses through the cultivation of reason, and made sensitive and human through religion and esthetics.” Complementing that progress, respectability (Sittlichkeit) was won by conformity to bourgeois notions of good conduct and accountability. Mendelssohn is also notable for rejecting much at the heart of Judaic tradition: he dismisses the Kabbalah’s mysticism; criticizes elaborate dialectics in Talmudic study; opposes Jewish excommunication, on the ground that religion should never be coercive and punitive. Most decisive is his adherence to reason over historic revelation; there is no lasting privileged value in Judaism’s claim to exceptionality. He and Lessing occupy the same camp.

Post-World War II revivals of Nathan der Weise addressed the baneful legacy of anti-Jewish sentiments in German culture, prejudices long preceding the Nazis. Nowadays, interest has shifted to Islam’s central role in the play, and to the pivotal figure of Saladin (Salah al-Din al Al-Ayyubi, 1138–93), the drama’s only historical figure. As sultan he ruled Jerusalem at the time of the play’s action, the Third Crusade. Lessing read François Marin’s admiring account of this ruler’s many virtues. (Was he aware that Dante stations Saladin just below Plato and Aristotle, in the contemplative hierarchy of Limbo?) Far from being a fanatic or “Islamo-fascist” he was a model of tolerance and equity. In medieval times there were many anecdotes about his generosity, and in Lessing’s dramatization he is so short of treasure to dispense to the needy that his sister has to maintain the exchequer.

In his first meeting with Nathan, the sultan is quickly won over – not to Judaism but to Nathan, thanks to his fair-mindedness. Saladin then asks which religion is the “true” one, and Nathan recounts a parable of three identical rings given by a deathbed father to his three sons: only one of the rings ensures a life of virtue and good conduct, “pleasing to God and humankind,” but each of the sons can prove solely by his actions that he alone has the secret divinely empowering ring. Like many of Jesus’s parables, the ending is instructive by being inconclusive. We never learn how the sons have comported themselves, but clearly praxis counts, not creed nor dogma.
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The ring parable’s injunction to benevolence has already been exemplified by deeds preceding the play’s first act, carried out by three principal male characters: Nathan, adopting a Christian’s infant daughter, Recha; Saladin, sparing a Templar knight’s life; and the Templar himself, spontaneously rescuing Recha from a fire consuming Nathan’s house. None of these humane acts is necessarily restricted to religious tenets of the agent’s faith; none is calculated: Nathan, having lost his seven sons, sees in the infant a kind of grace; Saladin sees in the Templar the semblance of a long-lost brother; the Templar seeks no gratitude for rescuing someone he does not even know.

These instances of praxis pietatis ask whether the play should be read in modern terms of morality and psychology, without reference to the “historical” religions. If one should be judged according to one’s actions, should one’s religious faith, one’s Innenleben, count for naught? If so, then how are we to assess the personae of Nathan der Weise, all of whom are freighted with the orientation of a religious conviction? The ring parable’s mercy is that it does not claim any ring-bearer’s beneficence validates his faith in itself, but Lessing does not consider this issue from the other side: the failure of any number of believers to live up to the demands of their faith does not mean that faith is deficient. The disciples’ flight from Gethsemani is no argument against Jesus and his mission.

The ring parable itself remains problematic, for it seems to be based on a mercantile ethic: if I please God and humankind, I’ll be paid for it by esteem and approval. Indeed, an imposing case has been made that Nathan der Weise is essentially about the ambiguities of giving, how it obligates recipients and binds them to perhaps unpayable payments. When, for instance, the Templar rescues Nathan’s daughter from the fire, Nathan is eager to reward him so as not to be further obliged to him. The Templar does not seek reward, not because his rescue was “mechanical and meaningless” nor because he subconsciously wanted to die in the fire, as he could not bear feeling gratitude to Saladin for sparing his life. He spares a life in turn. As a Christian, the Templar must live beyond the do ut des of ordinary life, including Nathan’s. At the same time his moodiness makes him the play’s least attractive character. Nathan, to his credit, gradually brings the youth up from that miserable station.

As to gifts, Jesus gives peace but “not as the world gives give I unto you” (John 14:27). He calls his followers to give themselves as he has, with no thought of payoffs. They cannot keep a ledger of good deeds, as though anticipating payment for them. The left hand is not to know what the right is doing (Matt. 6:13). Nor are his followers living in remembrance of their own benevolence and benefaction to others (Matt. 25:35–46). Jesus does speak of earthly treasures, that they are transient, and urges those heeding him to lay up treasures in heaven where there is no corruption – nor ownership, nor calculation, nor what’s-in-it-for-me (Matt. 6:19–21). The summary of that lesson lasts, as we look at our sacred screens and agile phones: “Where your treasure is, there shall your heart be also” (Matt. 6:21).
These elementary facts about Christian discipleship should be kept in mind by anyone reading Nathan or seeing a performance. The question remains, Has Lessing skewed Christianity so as to level the field against its authoritarian orthodoxy? Does he privilege Islam out of contempt for the unsavory record of Christendom in the Crusades, a record he denounces elsewhere? The ring parable suggests impartiality, but its lesson, too, is already in the Gospel: “By their fruits ye shall know them” (Matt. 7: 16–20).

Although Lessing took his story from Boccaccio, it likely dates from eleventh-century Spain and the Jewish community of which Moses Maimonides was a member. Spain was then under Muslim rule, but there were many Christians working as servants (catechisms were learned in Arabic), and Jews were high-profiled merchants and translators. It is also possible that Lessing knew of al-Koran’s fifth surah, which acknowledges Judaism (5.47) and Christianity (5.49–50) as legitimate precedents to Islam. “Let the People of the Gospel judge by what God has revealed therein.” Judaism’s talonic “eye for an eye” is also acknowledged, “but if anyone remits the retaliation by way of charity, it is an act of atonement for himself” (5.48). That is what Nathan has done, in overcoming his vengefulness toward Christians who killed his family.

Yet al-Koran also reveals the chief flaw in Lessing’s reasoning. Islam has not only its laws but the minhaj, an “open way”: “If God had so willed He would have made you a single people, but (His Plan is) to test you in what He hath given you: so strive as in a race in all virtues. The goal of you all is to God” (5.51). This is the ring parable’s message, but while Lessing recognizes value in each religious tradition, he assumes a humanness superior in them all; religion is, as Juliane in Der Freigeist proclaims, the Zierde, a culture’s ornament, like a piece of clothing. The essential man is independent of it. Nathan speaks in this way to the Templar about religious differences: “What does ‘a people’ mean? Are Christian and Jew Christian and Jew before they are human beings?” The sultan speaks this same dispassionate language to the Templar: “Are you with me as a Christian? A Muslim? What’s the difference? In a white mantle or a yarmaluke? In a turban or your felt cap, as you wish! No matter! I’ve never expected that all trees grow the same bark.”

What Lessing overlooks is that all three religions have the minhaj, the challenging way that looks beyond itself: Judaism in its hospitality to aliens, Christianity in the injunctions to serve others selflessly, and never to arrogate righteousness to oneself, Islam in its exceptional openness to Semitic faiths preceding it. Without these religious orientations, what would Lessing’s “natural religion” amount to? Are people capable of reason without religion? Perhaps. Will they always prove rational? Modern history gives the answer. That does not mean people within religious cultures have acted humanely. History shows otherwise, but their inhumanity has not been a function of their faith; rather, its patent violation.
That Christianity has been foremost in this injustice became clear to Lessing in the Crusades history. In \textit{Nathan der Weise} bigotry in the Patriarch, in Recha’s Christian companion Daja, and even in the Templar himself has no analogue in the behavior and speech of Muslims in the play, or of Nathan. Central failings of Christendom Lessing rightly scores, but he goes too far in dismissing Jesus himself, and the personal bond that every Christian sustains with Christ, in every generation. Dismissing religious doctrine on the ground that it is historically based is specious; it is to be realized in each generation of its faithful. This “naïve” Goethean view Lessing, spoiled by Goeze’s and his own polemical bile, cannot endorse. Oddly, while in his own time secularization was making the issue of religious toleration otiose, in our own time that issue has become internationally imposing.

The drama’s greatest tension comes not between any two of the main characters – Jewish, Christian, Muslim – but between only one of them, the Templar, and the punitive Patriarch of the Church’s Jerusalem community, who orders Nathan’s immolation and Saladin’s assassination. That dismal burden assumed by the Templar, a leader of some 20 Christians captured by Saladin, makes acutely fragile the play’s gradual weaving of friendships that override religious differences. Lessing achieves an armistice of hearts that, beyond the drama’s seemingly harmonious close, cannot insure against some awakening beyond it, an internal voltage such as jolted Lichtenberg on seeing Shylock at Covent Garden.

Such a jolt occurs within the action. The Templar, having learned to admire Nathan’s decency and humanity, is dismayed when the Patriarch rules that any Jew having raised a Christian daughter as a Jew should be burned (he keeps repeating that verdict), but the Templar is angered that Nathan seems to have betrayed his trust, because Nathan is cool to the Christian youth’s increasingly warm feelings toward Recha. Nathan is in fact saving them from incest, as brother and sister; he alone is privy to their true affinity. All the rescues have served as “life-creating acts that come to supplant heterosexual love and marriage as a means of establishing affective bonds between the religions.”

The play’s transition from inter-marriage between Jew and Christian, to the revelation that the Templar and Recha are the children of Saladin’s lost brother Assad, leads to the dénouement of a restored family – of Muslims. (It is unclear whether their father, a friend of Nathan, and married to a Christian, was ever converted to Christianity.) Daja and the Patriarch might be left in the lurch by their bigotry, and dismayed in losing the Templar and Recha, but at the play’s close the only loner is Nathan: however wise and humane, or because he is so, he is left on a periphery, unassimilated, even though there is an outward show of conciliatory embraces. A hint is left by a comprimario figure, Al-Hafi, a servant of Saladin, that as Nathan is proven \textit{der Weise} he will find his true home is on the Ganges, in a Zoroastrian cult or a Brahman community. Here Lessing anticipates Schopenhauer,
looking East to a genuine spirituality, above any contentiousness among the three Semitic faiths.\textsuperscript{76}

Since, however, three of the play’s four Christians are troubled by superstition, cruelty, and True Faithism, as no Muslim nor Nathan appear to be, Lessing seems to load the dice against Christianity. There is indeed scriptural warrant for doing so: Jesus says that his community of believers shall be judged by non-Christians, coming from East and West, and “the children of the kingdom shall be cast into outer darkness” (Matt. 8:11).

It is a gospel fact that some of Jesus’s words on the shortcomings of Christians are terrifying. Did that terror drive Lessing into the recesses of skepticism? And Nietzsche to atheism? Enlightenment reasoning and deconstruction of Biblical myths do not fully account for the psychology of withdrawal from Christianity.

\section*{VI Lessing’s Jesus, Leibniz’s optimism}

“With what loving obstinacy you persecuted my youth, in order to bring me to an awareness of myself and of my unworthiness, and to suppress the pride in me.” This is Lessing’s tribute to his father, in the guise of Alcibiades praising the memory of Socrates, a sketch for a heroic tragedy, ca. 1759–60.\textsuperscript{77} Lowliness of spirit (once known as humility), pride’s creeping tendrils – these are basic Christian concerns, and self-awareness (\textit{anagnorosis}) figures in a non-Hellenic drama, when the prodigal son “came to himself.”\textsuperscript{78} In Lessing’s traversals of modern and ancient philosophy, and of ancient religion, especially Christianity, I see him as this prodigal. Humility? He attained skill in self-deprecation, as he disliked pretention and show in any guise. Pride? It grew, inevitably, in his several rounds of polemics, where he became a feared and fearsome critic, unsparing in wit and sarcasm. As to self-awareness, his fits of melancholy rise in repeated disillusionment with once promising environs: Berlin, Hamburg, Brunswick, and Wolfenbüttel. He may have been depressed in a clinical sense, given to helplessness (mounting debts paid only by ruinous loans), hopelessness (failure of hopes for a national German drama), irritability (with publishers, friends, factotums), and even anti-social behavior: he would suddenly withdraw without reason from friends. He made precipitous, apparently unmotivated uprootings, in search of stability and independence. He could never wholly abandon the reclusive life of scholarship, and aspired to succeed Winckelmann as an antiquarian. Only in a brief, late-arriving idyll of family life was he able to check restiveness and be joyful.

One other symptom within the syndrome of depression is morbidity. Lessing, losing two of his closest friends to pre-mature death, was shaken and angry: Mylius, having proved the wastrel Pastor Lessing warned of, died of pneumonia after a failed scheme to serve as a merchant-patron’s naturalist in South America; and Ewald von Kleist, of a distinguished Junker family of militarists, carried out what seems a death-wish by incurring
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mortal wounds during the Seven Years War. Lessing’s two tragic dramas are death-driven with foreboding, and his best-known venture in antiquarian scholarship establishes that the ancients viewed death in positive, hortatory images.

Death was an unwelcome guest at the on-going banquet of eighteenth-century optimism (that feast the beginning of what we call denial), so the Gospel, Western civilization’s central narrative, in which death is overcome repeatedly, was unwelcome, if only for the reminder of its abiding. Lessing grew up with that narrative, and his father gave sermons on it. When he left his father’s house, that ineluctable narrative went with him.

No statement from Lessing constitutes his credo as an erstwhile Christian. What, finally, did he believe or trust, if anything, about Jesus? What would he have said outright and unequivocally about himself? His failure to do so seems tactical evasion, and Kierkegaard’s exasperation with Lessing comes from this refusal to be construed, to be made answerable. What deist could have answered Jesus’s “Who do you say I am?” or have answered his far more terrible question, posed to Peter: “Do you love me?” After Reimarus’s excursion into textual criticism, did either question make any sense to Lessing?

He was unequivocal about free-thinking at the extreme of atheism. The atheist, he claims in Der Freigeist, is “a cannibal of the soul” (Seelencannibal), a reflexive prejudicial tag used by a 20-year-old writer of comedies, but one he never revoked. From that vantage he stands apart from the skepticism of French libertines who dispensed with all religion and religious authority. Lessing acknowledged the existence of divinity, the soul’s immortality, and a benign providence, the latter keeping him distant from Bayle’s tormented Calvinism. Such deism frees humanity from the anguish of the cross, and truly buries Jesus, once and for all. His promotion by humanists to the respectable stature of Great Teacher rolls an immoveable stone over his tomb.

Lessing is among the first to characterize Jesus in strictly earthbound fashion: he is God-enlightened, but not divine. As to a “historical” Jesus, Lessing owns that had he lived in first-century Palestine and witnessed the Gospel miracles, he would willingly have subordinated his understanding to Jesus, and believed in him. In his own time, were he to witness Christians performing miracles, nothing would keep him from submitting himself to the proof of the Spirit’s power, even as happened in Origen’s time. But there are no more miracles. All alleged proofs have depended upon human witnessing, but reports of miracles are not themselves miraculous.

Instead, we have Lessing’s thoughts on Christian community, the church’s family life in an alpha and omega, both the first generations of believers and those communities he knew of in Germany. In his essay on Moravian brethren, he remarks of early Christians their steadfastness in virtue, their praise of God in all their actions, their gratitude even for woes overwhelming them, and the ardor with which they sealed their faith with their own
blood. He admires their sharing in communal property and their egalitarian receptivity to slaves.

Lessing might be stirred to champion the weaker, but he is dubious about attestations of rapture, visions, and miracles recorded in early saints’ lives. He is not impressed by the self-consciousness of sought martyrdom. He regards the old Christian practice of postponing baptism so that one might die in a state of grace upon receiving it late as an indication that some pagans, having entered a Christian community out of curiosity, satisfied it and then withdrew. This novel construction says much about Lessing himself.

Informed by, and perhaps too readily subject to, non-Christian sources such as Marcus Aurelius and the satirist Lucian, and dismissive rationales of Bayle and Voltaire, Lessing borrows the pagans’ bemused contempt for people who, dreaming of a celestial beyond, neglect tasks of daily life on earth. Is not that imputed negligence hinted in Paul’s injunction to *metanoia*, to not being conformed to this world and its ways? Historical accounts suggest that, contrary to ecclesiastical versions of martyrdom, which exaggerate the extent and duration of persecutions, Christians were often arraigned and punished not for their beliefs but because they violated civic ordinances through their secretive, nocturnal rendezvous. Tacitus believed Christians were misanthropes, what with their undergrounds and their mysterious rituals. Lessing finds them culpable of violating civic jurisprudence for no justifiable end. He suspects them of grandstanding for God.

Behind martyrdom and quests for it stands the central issue of morals. Do we pursue good solely because God ordains it, or do we also, or chiefly, pursue it with expectation of divine reward? Lessing’s attention to civic conduct in Roman times points not to some historical interest alone but to his conviction, derived from Stoicism and re-cycled by Spinoza, that virtuous conduct is its own reward. Reason instructs us that benevolence and beneficence are what work best for one’s well-being; malevolence and maleficence bring evident harms. Hence, demonstrable effects of good in and for this world are what count. That is why Lessing finds the early Christians’ flagrant violation of civic laws objectionable, a gratuitous trouble-making.

Accustomed to libertarian traditions of dissent, we find his position quaint. He was writing when absolutism was thought docile, that monarchy could become enlightened and humane, so why provoke it to reaction? Lessing ignores the violation of conscience Roman authority tried to impose on Christians by requiring of them public worship of Caesar and sacrifices to idols. Resist not evil? It is unfortunate that Lessing, when composing a study of early Christianity (1760–5), did not find time to study Pliny’s correspondence with Trajan on how a Roman provincial state was to deal with recusant Christians. In those whom Pliny reports as indifferent Christians, people claiming they were no longer followers of Christ, Lessing might have found an ancestry for the neologists of his own day. Would he also have found himself?
He gives no heed to heaven and hell, salvation and damnation, but launches a vigorous attack upon Christian presumption of an afterlife. He does so by addressing an obscure sect known as the Elpistics, from the Greek word for “hope.” Hope is, of course, integral to many religions, including the pagan. He rejects arguments that antiquity’s Stoics and Cynics entertained it, and notes that Jesus reserved it within his secret teachings (Lessing refers, presumably, to the circle of Johannine friendships), and other New Testament references to it are scant.83

Lessing concludes this all but invisible sect of hopefuls is condemned by a general silence, and yet hope for a blissful afterlife “caught on,” and this intrigues him, but he does not spare it his witty dismissal. “Fortunately, these excesses of vanity that lead us off the straight path are a mere snail’s crawl that chances again upon the direct route toward truth, and finally out of all the presumptions a discovery is made. At least then our true understanding has made one step forward, and our posterity, seeing the labyrinth’s exit, can pass it by and proceed straight ahead.”84 He hails the mocking Cynic Diogenes for reminding us that the hope for happiness in an afterlife should be left at its face value (nil); genuine happiness should be founded upon virtuous living in the present world.

Yet Lessing shifts ground on the crucial matter of how “positive” (revealed) religion is related to natural, humanly experienced religion, which is for him tantamount to rational inquiry. He allows that the “indispensability” of a positive religion (Christianity) constitutes “the inner truth” (die innere Wahrheit) of a natural religion, the latter being shaped by contingencies of time and place.85 That suggests the clear primacy of revelation; positive religion is substance, and natural religion is accident. He asserts, however, that the best of positive religions will be least restrictive of natural religion’s good effects, meaning pursuits of truth via philosophical reasoning and historical investigation. He does not consider that such pursuits might subvert the innerness of revealed religion. His is a kind of youthful cry for autonomy, with an unremitting urge to leave a paternal hearth’s security and its “inner truth,” and venture out, perhaps never returning. At heart a prodigal, he demands the largesse of his own searching.

As a prodigal he is, for most of his mature life, philosophically eclectic, as befits one who does not want to assume the finality (dogmatism) of a system. In deference to Mendelssohn he reads Spinoza, whom his friend attempts to make respectable – Spinoza having been decried as an atheist – by moving him into the orbit of Leibniz, who still enjoys tremendous prestige. He accepts Mendelssohn’s claim that “pre-established harmony,” the centerpiece of Leibniz’s metaphysics, is derived from Spinoza’s monism, where mind and body are confidently connected as idea and extension. Lessing fairly asks, Isn’t this a conjunction not of notions but of mere words?86 What keeps him safe, for the while, from Spinozism is Leibniz’s Christian view of moral freedom and personal immortality.
His best homage to Leibniz is a defense of his view that eternal damnation is integral to the “best possible world.” Lessing defends him against the charge that he is two-faced, presenting his “best possible” world to ordinary readers (an exoteric version) while harboring another and opposing (esoteric) view for the erudite few. He submits that Leibniz’s notion of cosmic perfection is open: it may be a completed perfection (which Leibniz likens to a rectangle) or a continuous processive perfectioning (a triangle with a static right angle and two ever extending angles). In either case, within it are many individuated perfections, monads becoming in themselves more perfect or less perfect, less as evil. As a cause can have illimitable effects, sin could require everlasting punishment, and the processive nature of lessened perfection signifies the sinner’s persistence in sinning, even in damnation. This is Dante’s leading trope in *Inferno*: the damned rationalize their earthly offenses, forever.

Lessing’s conjecture of an intensified damnation was so appalling that his brother Karl wrote in objection to it: “Your view on eternal punishment in Hell is philosophy, a heresy to both the orthodox and the heterodox, to the refined and the vulgar in Christendom.” But Lessing goes further, applying his standing conviction that no one is wholly good nor bad. Would that not mean the good in heaven have yet some evil within them, and the evil in hell have some good within them? (Are we back to Boehme’s marriage of opposites?) He even supposes graduated blessedness and graduated tortments, another Dantesque notion, but Lessing looks here to Plato’s vision of curable and incurable evildoers, and concludes, “Friends, why should we want to be more perceptive than Leibniz or more humane than Socrates?”

This witty, humbling envoi was directed at neologists and Socinians trying to dismantle orthodoxy’s unfashionable tenets. Lessing’s position toward their modernizing of Christianity was vehement and unswerving: he disliked straddling and temporizing, as when Jesus’s divinity was denied but he was still worshiped and glorified. An incident late in 1769 reveals his disdain. A Hamburg deacon, Julius Alberti, became a popular antagonist of none other than Johann Melchior Goeze, even drawing laughs from neological progressives with mimicry of his superior. Goeze made a formal objection when Alberti omitted from a service the 79th psalm’s call on God to bring wrath down on nations not acknowledging him. Alberti claimed it was contrary to Christian charity. Lessing dismayed his friends, including Mendelssohn, when he supported Goeze by printing a homily in the manner of Laurence Sterne, arguing that one could despise a nation and yet love all decent individuals within it.

That such a position did not make him a toady to the old guard is clear from a letter to his brother: “You think it’s not occurred to me that the orthodox neither can nor shall be content with me? What do I care about them? I disdain them as much as you do, but even more our newly fashionable clergy who are short on theology and inadequate in philosophy. I am
also quite convinced that if we let such vapid heads prevail (aufkommen), they’ll prove more despotic than the orthodox have ever been.”

Lessing’s own aversion to orthodoxy was based as much on manner as matter. He respected the consistency of sincere, forthright people, but Bayle would have reminded him, and perhaps did, that the outwardness of a religious faith, as in ritual and ceremony, may outlast the fundament from which it arose. Light comes this night from a star long dead. Bayle explains: “Too many people will be interested in maintaining ritual, and will be busy enough in doing so,” even though “old age sooner or later kills off the false doctrines.” But how long will it take to distinguish truth and error? There is no way to determine: “if you conclude that a faith has lasted four millennia and is therefore valid, you remain ignorant of the future, and perhaps the fifth millennium will bring the end so long resisted.” Might Christianity fade out?

Lessing might have suspected that he was living in the twilit era of Christian faith well short of its second millennium, when textual criticism was fast eroding props of traditional faith, and yet he faced “the many interested in maintaining ritual.” It is the egotism of appropriating faith for one’s own ends that exasperates him. He is repelled by the martyr’s posturing for eternal bliss because such conduct is patently not disinterested. A Christian could suppose that demonstrable shows of virtue in public spaces amount to pharisaism, that conduct even at the terrestrial level must be anchored in something higher. That brings forward the fundamental question, Is it possible to lead a moral life without being a Christian?

That question is answered in Die Juden and again in Nathan der Weise. Christianity for Lessing has no supreme, no exclusive moral authority. Further, in his Rettungen he has undertaken a vigorous presentation of Islam’s admirable simplicity. Unlike Judaism with its Elohim, gibborim, and teraphim, and Christianity with its Trinity, Islam is strictly monotheistic. It is also strictly rational: no revelations, no mysteries, no miracles, no saints; alone, rigorous belief in a God who shall reward the good and punish the wicked. Lessing challenges Christians and Jews, both presumably secure in their faiths, to examine Islam.

Not interested in celebrating one religion so as to deprecate another, Lessing attempts instead, in an essay on “The Christianity of Reason,” to sketch a rationalist recast that would downplay revelation’s definitive role. In place of dogmas, reason would suffice to further the human perfection Jesus enjoined. Lessing addresses the inevitable matter of evil as though it were not a conscious refusal of good but only an insufficient awareness of one’s capacity to act toward one’s perfection. That sounds a bit tepid and unconvincing, the fruit of a philosophical encroachment upon issues that go far deeper than philosophical argumentation manage. This essay is incomplete, terminated at the behest of Mendelssohn, a steadfast monotheist and a rationalist who handily dismissed such cardinal issues as the incarnation of God and the redemption of humanity from its own harms.
That Lessing has left many of his written reflections on religion in tentative or otherwise incomplete forms urges caution about final estimates of what he affirms. Perhaps he wavered a great deal, but it seems that in recognizing the validity of several paths to the divine via different religious traditions, he is either underplaying their differences or looking to something beyond them all. In Rousseauist fashion, he adheres to a natural religion fixed in human hearts, revealed religions being implicated in particular social and historical contexts. It is not Christianity that matters to him, but religion in its etymological sense, humanity’s tie to divinity. And the human side of that connection, the immanent world, provides the only field of play where reason holds sway.

A “natural” religion, then, is one that anyone can arrive at and embrace by reason alone. Here, Lessing anticipates Kant. Reason as the determinant or stay of morality secures a bright future for humanity, even as it subtracts need of ecclesiastical strictures and dogmas (such as belief in Jesus’s godhead). Lessing differs from Kant in holding on to Leibniz’s optimism. He is able to let go of Luther’s pessimism about the human condition, that everyone remains, howsoever justified, sinful: *ius et peccator*. In *Nathan der Weise*, he is able to celebrate the moral goodness we should all strive for, while Kant (who said of *Die Juden* and *Nathan* that he couldn’t bear any more Jewish heroes)\(^93\) leaves us with the internal stringency of a categorical imperative. Both minds are cognizant of human imperfection, but in Lessing’s thinking that condition is dynamic and agonistic. Implicitly, this dynamism devalues Jesus as the definitive exemplar of human perfection, as though there could be no other, no future, no *agapic* models to set high bars for human striving.

Such is the effect of Reimarus’s textual exposure of the Gospel, and of the historical criticism that reduces all heroic endeavor to mythic fabulation. Goethe, who repeatedly laments the mediocrity of Eckermann’s generation, the absence of genuine striving, the selfish craving for validation and applause, the void of exacting standards and truth seeking – “We need a man like Lessing,” he says\(^94\) – notes that historicism has vanquished the old splendid stories of magnanimity and sacrifice. Lucretia and Mucius Scaevola, those immortal celebrities of the early Roman Republic, never lived, etc. “What are we supposed to do with such an impoverished truth? If the Romans were great enough to compose such things, we should at least be great enough to believe in them.”\(^95\) Would he have said as much of the Gospel?

Perhaps. Goethe told his friend Friedrich von Müller (his will’s executor) that he was a Christian, and could tell that Müller did not believe him. But what Goethe offers above and beyond rationalism and Lessing is the possibility of ennoblement, the culmination of bourgeois striving for a place in the world, as cast in *Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre*. Contrasting his notion of freedom with Schiller’s, Goethe observes, “Freedom does not involve our wishing to recognize nothing above ourselves, but precisely that we
revere something which is above us. Then, as we are revering it, we elevate ourselves upward to it, and make it clear, through our acknowledgement, that we ourselves are carrying in us that which is higher and are worthy to become like it.”96 That sounds vague enough to warrant caution, and Lessing might have intuited a certain theatricality at Weimar, not unlike a martyr’s posture, but from a Christian perspective Goethe’s diction poses a challenge, as he sees the ascent as a self-striving, and with no word of self-humbling. Yet, his searching for a lofty identification is not so distant from the Johannine consolation of a spiritual solidarity with Jesus and, through him, with God the Father.

VII Educating humanity with Spinoza

First, Schopenhauer on Lessing: “While other religions, through images and parables, seek to bring metaphysical significance to their peoples’ life, the Jewish religion is completely immanent and lets out nothing but a war cry for fighting other peoples. Lessing’s ‘Education of the Human Race’ should have been called ‘The Education of the Jewish Race’ since all of humanity, except for this ‘chosen’ one, has been convinced of that metaphysical truth.”97 Schopenhauer might not have been the first to penetrate the hidden text of Lessing’s late tract, but he saw its baleful effect, not in the putative Jewish aspect but in Lessing’s plumping for immanence, his dismissing by implication the transcendence to which, through Christ alone, humanity is bound.

*The Education*, as I shall call it, heralds the coming of a new, everlasting testament beyond Jewish and Christian scriptures, and that age of human perfection toward which history has been moving since the Fall, with the difference that a divine revelation such as the medieval heretic Joachim da Flore announces is politely sidestepped. Joachim envisions a pneumatological culmination of history, a universal reign of the Holy Spirit. Now, for Lessing, a new earthbound reason has been enthroned. God is displaced from the progressive human mind, like the booster of a rocket: once useful, now left in distant space. *The Education* betokens titanic struggle against entrenched paternalism. The violent are seizing upon the heavens.98

If, having read Lessing’s other prose, we suspect anything so terminal, so deadly as the soul’s self-perfection or a third and final testament, our suspicion is founded in his polemical zest, his delight in controversy (as in his essay on how ancients depicted Mr. Death), so that we appreciate an essentially dramatic caste of his mind at work. He often gives readers the sense that he is enjoying the turmoil around an issue, and would as soon not find common ground and resolution with those opposing his view. Hedging a shaky argument, he enjoys parrying via questions, a nimble fencing master who has let himself be cornered, as though for the fun of it. If in *The Education* he is interested chiefly in how to fasten three old religions into harmony, it is because he savors the task it requires. He does not shy from the hazard
of a botch, when he sets the challenge of harmony into theatrical action, in *Nathan der Weise*, but *The Education*, discursive, not dramatic, is more ambitious: Lessing is drafting what he believes could or should be the future of religion on *terra firma*. Let us keep in mind Schopenhauer’s caution about immanence, and all those war cries.

Noticeably absent from Lessing’s version of Christianity is, first of all, grace, the divine participation in human destiny that cannot be programmed nor co-opted, nor can it be invited to become reasonable. His “new and eternal gospel,” one explicitly not to be superseded as the Bible shall have been, makes no mention of the escatological or chiliastic Christ whom Pietists await, with a universal reign of peace and brotherhood such as their scrupulous Biblical scholar Johann Albrecht Bengel forecasted, including a precise time for the commencement of that age.99 But the Pietists remain marginal, a minority. Could it be they, though, who tease into him the idea of a supra-religion as occasion for suggesting a logical, if not an eventual, end to all orthodoxies? The libertarian underside of Pietism’s religious toleration is impatience with dogma’s high walls and parapets.

The chief problem in Lessing’s Third Age is that it remains amorphous: what does human perfection mean? Is it a more-than-human ontology, so that we would become unrecognizable to ourselves in our sublimity? Is the new time’s fuel going to come from a genuine fervor or does it amount to only more good neighborliness, a benign indifference high-mindedly hallowed as “tolerance,” albeit with tacit depreciation of Christianity? What would a supremely perfect person amount to? Someone exclusively rational could only be a lunatic, said Chesterton in his *Orthodoxy*. He insists that life is too rich in mystery and incalculables to be reduced to our control fantasies, of which reason is one big hypostasis. An insane person has everything figured out – for himself. Still, the notion of an elevated humanity is disquieting on another count: it implicitly degrades people as they are, in all their imperfections. Reason left to itself may well subtract not only grace but also mercy and compassion, sinning and repenting, offending and forgiving. Like marble, it is admirable and cold. And did Nietzsche take inspiration from Lessing’s blurry vision, and fashion his own optic in the *Übermensch*?

The totemic rebellion Lessing formulates speaks for the *Zeitgeist* of its time, its hatred of despotism. Displacement of the New Testament by a Newer discards Luther’s *sola scriptura*, the reflexive trust in scriptural authority Lessing calls Bibliolatry. (In an apophatic moment, he identifies Aesop’s fables as the Bible’s complement.)100 That displacement spills an end to Pauline theology as the basis for all theologizing. But with the Enlightenment’s discarding of authoritarian structures, regal and ecclesiastical, via the intoxicant assumption of mental, psychological, even physical freedoms, goes the spiritual core of Christianity, with its center in suffering, psychological, philosophical, physical, and the wariness of evil, primarily within oneself, while rampant in the world, too. In fine, Lessing, perhaps unwittingly,
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eviscerates Christian spirituality, until only reason is left to find its confident way upward. It is the sole key to his human self-divinization project. Imposing, impressive as a hyper-rationality may be, from a Christian vantage, Lessing’s *Education* resembles the Babel myth. It also anticipates, by more than two generations, the humanist delusion of Auguste Comte’s positivism, styled the Religion of Humanity.

This judgment is harsh, so let us heed Lessing enthusiasts who argue that he was a panentheist, one who believed that all things, us included, are within God. That position sounds unobjectionable to Christian ears, until we recognize what it imports: that there was no *ex nihilo* creation, nor is divinity an inscrutable Other. Being ever within a divine realm, we are a kind of imperfect version of it that is working to parity, except that in our perfection, there will be no consciousness of God. This is a subtle variant on Eden’s serpentine promise.

From there, it requires no effort to perceive our self-perfecting as a process of nature itself. We could assume that as God once made nature, nature now is itself the godhead. The next step is to equate the two, with the implication that it does not matter which term you prefer: a naturalized deity, a deified nature. Spinoza, filching from Ovid’s tongue-in-cheek cosmogony, makes the equation implicit: *deus sive natura* – a god or nature, what you will.¹⁰¹

Spinoza figures intermittently in Lessing’s biography, second only to Leibniz in importance. Leibniz believed mathematics is the divine regulating agent of the material universe revealed by Copernicus and Newton. For him, mathematics abets theology. Descartes having supplied a series of vortices to move matter, Spinoza takes the last step, divinizing all material constituents. All things are full of God, even as Thales asserted (he spoke in the pagan plural: gods), 2,500 years before.

As a transparent atheist and fatalist (his monism negates free will) Spinoza was long despised and dismissed by intellectual establishments. Deists and the neologists among them recoiled at his materialism. Lessing was familiar with Spinoza’s writings, but his fateful connection with Spinoza came through death’s back door. In summer 1780, less than a year before his death, Lessing made the acquaintance of Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi, a novelist of Pietist background who took philosophy and Christianity solemnly seriously. In 1785, Jacobi, having learned that Mendelssohn was to publish a memoir of Lessing, furnished extraordinary news about his own meeting with Lessing, five years before.

*Über die Lehre des Spinoza in Briefen an den Herrn Moses Mendelssohn* (On Spinoza’s Teachings in Letters to Mr. Moses Mendelssohn) is a hasty production of Jacobi’s own pre-occupations, weighted by Biblical references and contemporary literary eminences. It became instantly notorious in revealing that Lessing acknowledged, on Jacobi’s prodding, his subscription to Spinoza’s one-and-all pantheism. This alarming news initially demoted Lessing, long considered the champion of progress attended by polite deference to Christianity. Today, it would be difficult to register a comparable
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shock on the seismic scale of cultural values: perhaps revelation that a widely published atheist died after confession and extreme unction.

The other effect was to promote Spinoza, as he had kicked the hypocritical pretentions of deism into a cocked hat. He legitimated atheism and fatalism by a candor that prevaricating minds were unable to muster. The atheism is well disguised within Spinoza’s Ethica, in that “God” is acknowledged as first cause, perfect in essence and necessarily existent, but one passage makes it clear that “God” is only a grab-bag of substance: “We’ve shown that by the sole necessity of divine nature or, put otherwise, by the sole laws of that same nature, nothing is nor can be conceivable without God but all things are in God.”

At once, it seems, the question vexing Augustine in his Confessiones, how the Holy Spirit was conveyed over the waters of a contingent creation, has been answered: there is no transcendence, only immanence or substance. God is causa sui (self-caused) for Spinoza, but by the necessity of the “divine” essence itself, God is excluded from possibility, shut out from non-being. That means the incarnation, divinity becoming human, is nonsense. The attributes of divinity, illimitable extension and illimitable thought, are immediately present in substance (nature itself), which is thus infinite. Substance, too, is causa sui. Sheer blind being in effect swallows God. “Against this very being God loses consciousness, all power, [and] all freedom of movement.” Spinoza’s “God” is comatose, as pathetic as the refined godly cells pinnacled far off in Greek materialism’s illimitable space.

Ideas, like clothes, tend toward fashion that soon turns despotic; the outrageous is peculiarly trashed by suddenly becoming fashionable, then conventional. Rationalism was long a kind of higher bolshevism among the enlightened, a received wisdom unreflectingly affirmed, but such men, ready to dismiss religion as superstitious, were not always willing to admit they were themselves godless. Spinoza gave them their certifying passes via the sublime immobility, the sedation, as it were, of God. For a few years contention over the claims of atheism, known as die Pantheismus-streit, occupied minds of three generations: Kant’s, Goethe’s, and Hegel’s.

The chief attraction of Spinozism, as it came to be known, lay in its promise of peace and tranquility, practical quietism. That boon of calm terminated the centuries-old dryness of scholasticism and the bogey of a fierce and punitive deity, reducing deity itself to a metaphoric construct of nature. The cost is pneumatological: God is no longer the free and creative power that “bloweth where it listeth.” By artful legerdemain Spinoza gives the nod to ancient materialism, and banishes from human consciousness the suffering god.

Spinoza has remained a formidable celebrity. Jacobi has been forgotten, but he gave Spinoza’s atheistic fatalism a coinage that has survived: nihilism (Nihilismus) was the term he used for it in a controversy with the Romantic idealist Johann Gottlieb Fichte in 1799. Jacobi, however miscellaneous and unsystematic his mind, saw with intuitive clarity that Spinozism posed a
deadly hazard to Christianity's transcendental life because its claim that reason can determine mechanical laws governing all matter gives immanence an all inclusive hold upon life and knowledge.

Rooted in evangelical Protestantism, Jacobi was horrified by this insistently loveless dogma. His acute anxiety got the upper hand in talks with Lessing. His leading questions were transparent to so quick a mind; Jacobi may have forgot he was speaking with Germany's foremost polemicist, one of its most accomplished satirists, and someone in sophisticated love of the theatrical. It is generally agreed now that Lessing was pulling Jacobi's leg.

He may be pulling ours, too. Was Lessing a convinced Spinozist? Is the ascription (imposition, rather?) of pantheism or panentheism rather too heavy for so artful a dodger? Or was Spinozism's atheistic siren too tempting for Lessing to sail by as he got older? We might find in Lessing rather too much of Voltaire, so that we can never be sure whether, after reading him, he would like us not to take anything seriously again.

Jacobi's haste, his fretting, his piety— all of it makes him paltry and ridiculous to bien-pensants, and to others conspicuously rated clever. But it might help to summon Thomas Mann's post 1945 reproach of Lessing: "[His] theological polemic against Pastor Goeze is nothing less than a piece of satiric nihilism. . . . Now that we have freedom (from the Third Reich) we can see absolutely clearly that the theology in it serves only as a foregrounding and pretext for feeling intellectually sound (geistig-sittlich, politically correct)."

No less pungent is Hannah Arendt's observation, when awarded the Lessing Prize, that both order in the political realm and the seeking of truth require stability and continuity. In his questioning and even in his mediating, Lessing was shaking necessary foundations. Arendt could have specified how toppling the old verities of authority and dogma will make all values free-floating— or free falling. This is the nihilism Jacobi foresaw.

The echo of his protest can be overheard in Nietzsche's proclamation of God's murder. Is it fair to identify Lessing as an accomplice to that killing? Although he never escaped nor renounced his bond with Luther, he lived in an age when educated people generally found the supernatural absurd, even abhorrent. His analytical mind, like theirs, required the control panel of natural laws so that reason could exercise sovereign authority. What were Christian dogmas when set against rational truths? How could spiritual nostalgia hold out against the mental quickening in reflection and reasonable discourse, not to add polemics? Besides, Lessing's primary contestants were Lutheran theologians, most of them stolidly hostile to rationalism. These were the Enlightenment's straw men, immovable targets in easy range. It is a pity that Lessing never engaged his skepticism with Christianity's most animated defender in that time, Johann Georg Hamann.

It is fair that Lessing be subject to Hamann's criticism, as this critic was neither orthodox nor neologist but sui generis yet staunchly Christian. (He had four children by a common law wife, and worked a miserable post
under Prussia’s Friedrich II.) These two witty men, sharing a polemical bent, never crossed swords, as well they might have, as they moved in opposite directions from their pious Christian upbringings. Hamann not only kept to the Christian faith but dug in and entrenched himself within it, enriching it with idiosyncratic verve. The commonplace that every Christian writes a fifth gospel finds heady realization in him. Lessing was centrifugal—searching preferred to finding—prompted by a need to recast faith into what rational inquiry can value, until reason itself is the sole value. As Hamann treasures the hidden God, Lessing seeks clarity and, perhaps unwittingly, ignores God in that search.

Hamann was grateful to Lessing for drawing the lines between faith and reason, precisely, exposing as futile any attempt to make faith rational. In the controversy over how to read the Bible, Lessing is asked by Goeze what he understands of Christianity and what he confesses. Lessing dodges the second question by responding to the first, that he finds understanding within all the symbolic teachings of Christianity’s first four centuries. Avoiding the personal, he resorts to the historical. For that, Hamann finds him a charlatan.

He once saw Lessing from afar at a public concert in Amsterdam, 1757, but did not want to risk embarrassment for both of them by importunity. He asks Jacobi, “What’s your judgment, my honorable friend, about the man’s honesty and uprightness in this whole business about the [Reimarus] Fragments? Isn’t Goeze, for all his stupidity, fundamentally correct? Can the Lord’s Prayer be prayed with the Pan system in one’s head? In this unhappy man’s zeal wasn’t there basically an enmity toward Christianity? Was it the role of a Christian philosopher, whose mask he was using, or that of a hypocrite and sophist that he was playing? Hinc illae lacrimae.”

What is the basis of this severe judgment? In Hamann’s perception, Lessing’s *Education of the Human Race* betrays Christianity in presuming the Bible is of use solely for an unripened humanity. It will be outlived and outdated. With rational progress toward perfection, humankind will be delivered from awareness of sin. As Lessing has embraced Joachim’s chiliasm and its paradisial purity of heart, he has become blind to the fact that nothing proves more ruinous than human efforts to devise a divinity on earth, or to presume, as does Spinoza, that it has been here all along. Such attempts forfeit what Hamann holds most dear, a child-like trust in redemptive love, and end with one’s personal sense of God cast so far away that only a philosophical notion of God is left, one subject to steady attenuation. God becomes an idea, a notion, a figment. In making God all but dispensable, Lessing helps to pave a way for the anti-theists of the next century, Feuerbach and Marx.

Yet it is unfair to condemn or dismiss Lessing as some kind of cerebral cheat. Is it not humane to wish and so argue that humankind may one day be freed from the terrible burden of guilt Christianity has laid upon it, what Hamann himself calls the hellish journey of self-awareness? Is it
unreasonable to expect that people can live rationally and hence justly? Less- 
ing’s is a promethean urge such as we note in Goethe. The promise of the 
Enlightenment is a giddy self-authentication, that every human conscience 
can be its own arbiter. Lessing’s Nathan stands as a most accomplished por-
trait of a man overcoming suffering with admirable equanimity, a Mensch 
such as any decent-minded person would wish to become.

As for the ring parable, as Arendt notes, Lessing does not want the real 
ring ever to be revealed, for with that revelation, it would be all up with 
dialogue, friendship, and humanity itself. That insight calls to mind 
Nietzsche’s brooding interrogative, How do we know that the truth is in 
our interest? Illusion, even posed as rational, is a spiritual oxygen everyone 
needs.

VIII Nietzsche seduced by Lessing

Is it incidental that Nietzsche found Lessing “the most seductive German 
writer”? That is not a judgment of the critical or theatrical works per 
se, even though the devastating controversy with Goeze in which Lessing 
emerges as the victor for all advanced thinking was surely a sweet brew to 
another disaffected Christian. But nowhere in his published writings, his 
letters, or his fragments does Nietzsche mention either Reimarus or Goeze, 
nor commend Lessing for his position as polemicist, straddling the orthodox 
and neological factions.

We might assume that Nietzsche knew, as Hamann argues, that Lessing 
lost the debate, because Goeze cornered him into implicit admission that he 
was not a Christian, that he was ashamed of Christ. Lessing made the mis-
take of confusing the hypocrisy of Christians with the truths and teachings 
of Jesus, which neither they nor Lessing were up to. A common confusion.

Goeze’s checkmate is only the last of the defeats that each of this study’s 
subjects met. Luther defeated himself by his demotion of agapic love and 
his immitigable enmity toward Semites, and by his decisive preference of 
Paul over John, Jew over Greek. Boehme’s adventitious visionary claims 
were confounded by Johann Frik’s detailed exposure of their being not only 
extra-Biblical but counter to the Gospel. Leibniz’s neo-Platonic bent for 
divine perfecting made him so blind and casual toward human suffering 
that Bayle, having lost the battles with Leibnizian logic, won the war for 
our understanding and sympathy by looking unflinchingly at life’s pains and 
adversities, the pervasion of suffering and evil.

Did, then, polemical Lessing’s victory or defeat matter to Nietzsche? 
No; he submits that Lessing’s “intellectual significance” is far above any 
of his writing in that it evinces “the powerful, restless, ever playful might 
of a young tiger, his bulging muscles everywhere visible.” The basis for 
this overheated estimate is Lessing’s preference for truth kept at a distance. 
Besides, he may have prompted Nietzsche to Der Antichrist’s drastic bifurca-
tion of Christendom and Christ, by his own distinction between the “religio
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Christi” and “die christliche Religion,” a spirituality personal and striven for, active, not passive, not recumbent in dogma’s sanctions.

Lessing’s posture, his “restless, ever playful” temperament, dissembles, not admitting to what it implies, that the questing for truth could prove as deluded as a claim to possessing it. Lessing does not want, ever, to reach a goal that would enclose him. It is Proustian of him to pose as one who keenly desires because desire is itself the object, and fulfillment brings only satiety, sloth, a dreary stasis. Lessing is as infected with eleutheromania as Schiller or any other of the later “romantic” generations, following close behind. This seeming courtship of truth by a bustling skeptic suggests Don Giovanni, savoring sexuality but with ever iterated horror of what it ends with: domestication, a first mortgage, a second, a wife grown querulous.

Seeking truth or at least implying that he was doing so, together with his robust, combative style, put Lessing in the free-spirited camp pitched against a stodgy and complacent Lutheran bourgeoisie, Nietzsche’s easily targeted foes. At the same time Nietzsche opposes the glorification of Lessing by “philistines of culture” (Bildungspilister) who make too much of him. He wants to hail him in such a way as to put him outside the reach of soi-disant progressives. Lessing must be ranged in “the history of awakened manliness,” a process far from German and even from Germany.

Lessing, along with Wieland and Moses Mendelssohn, embodies, according to critical consensus, the Enlightenment’s thorough rationalism better than does Goethe, whose scientific views Nietzsche criticizes as antediluvian, “pre-scientific” (his opposition to Newton on the nature of light, his mystifying botany), and for that, reprehensible. But Nietzsche’s scorn of Goethe’s persistent harmonization of all things, the implicit refusal to consider nature’s immitigable savagery, was a fault Goethe shared with Lessing and other Enlightenment writers. An ideology of light does not address darkness, and so the darkness encompasses it.

Aware of that flaw, Nietzsche enlists Lessing as an ally against what he identifies as the power claim of a Socratic sort of science, “the belief that knowing will set the world right: [this is the] delusion (Wahnvorstellung) of science. Lessing’s counter: moving toward truth (Wahrheitstendenz).” Perhaps in that direction Lessing merits special praise for translating Bayle, who authored an erudite assault upon superstition, Pensées diverses sur la comète (1682). Bayle asked how in Christian Europe any credence could be given to astral influences. He well knew (as did Nietzsche) that Christian writers, Calvin foremost, denounced this popular suasion as a species of idolatry, to no avail. Bayle found that it is harder for people to be cured of their starry determinism than to be converted from atheism. And so superstition had (and has into the twenty-first century) a popular and an enlightened countenance: the superstition of “cultural philistines,” those who presume science and technology will set the world right, is as execrable and blind as its more vulgar twin. Their common denominator is a delusory need to control the future.
Nietzsche’s estimate of Lessing, generally laudatory and not once deprecatory, is curious for what he does not say. It is unlikely that he did not know *The Education of the Human Race* and its culmination in the sin-free, Bible-free Third Age of humanity Lessing garnered from Joachim da Flore. Yet that kind of optimism, bumptious and confident, Nietzsche despised. It reeks of pharisaism. Getting free of Christian moralizing might be desiderated, but a new birth of innocence to mark the escape would be preposterous. Nietzsche did not spare Goethe on this count, and laughed at the seraphic passages closing *Faust II*, so it is likely that had Lessing dramatized Joachim’s vision, Nietzsche would have laughed again.

Goethe himself, however, challenges what I have just assumed about Lessing’s eudaimonic arrival via Joachim. When Eckermann observed that Lessing limits himself to counterpoints of thinking and stays too much within the realm of doubt to arrive at truths, thus impelling readers to their own productivity, Goethe responded that Lessing’s polemical nature keeps him happy with contradictions. “Differentiation was his affair and that way his understanding reached its acme. It has been wholly otherwise with me. I’ve never had anything to do with contradiction and have tried to harmonize doubt within myself, articulating only the results.” Eckermann and Goethe neglect to take *The Education* into account, but they remark the latitude of “free spirits” who may choose to range within controversy, and those who need to deliver themselves from it into a presumably higher synthesis. Is Nietzsche to be found consistently in any one position on such a scale?

Let us recall his enthusiasm for Lessing as errant truth seeker. The often cited passage about God offering him “all truth” in one hand and a perpetual striving in the other, and his prompt choice of the latter, is the human choice. Only a Phaëton or an Icarus would want the allness and at once, but Lessing makes philosophical quest tantamount to religious conviction; or rather, its surrogate. Nietzsche, keenly on the scent of deception, loses his way with this outwardly commendable, but disingenuous remark. He knows, at least, that Lessing is not a nihilist, in the camp of those who seek “truth” via science, so as to endorse the ascetic ideal that denies life has any meaning.

Lessing was presuming that searching for truth is all that can be hoped for in this life. Fair enough: how would one know he or she had arrived at “truth”? But there is more than a subliminal hint in his dilatory questing that the mental adventurousness of a lively critical mind or the actual dread of arrival would be enough to keep one going all but intentionally aimless. He was right to fear that embracing or inventing dogma could lead to sclerosis, the distastefulness of zealotry or fanaticism, but had he paid heed to so inquiring a mind as Augustine, he would have realized that one can struggle *within* an affirmation of faith; being a Christian need not entail mental enclosure. Both Lessing and Nietzsche were raised in the Lutheran fold, so we may recast the choice and, following Kierkegaard, ask it in this way: if God held the way, the truth, and the life enclosed in one hand and,
say, Greek skepticism in the other, and said, Choose! . . . 119 But then neither Nietzsche nor Lessing, if choosing Christ, would be able to err in the way of the allegedly free spirits, zealous and straying, willfully bent on being the lost lamb, the prodigal son heading out far from home. What a coy way to find or altogether to avoid Jesus!

In Fröhliche Wissenschaft Nietzsche shows how within himself and his own struggling, he at one point reconciles Goethe’s and Lessing’s differing sorts of quest: Goethe prescribes for himself and the few heedful a reverent ascent to “the Higher,” what we attain by our own freedom to elevate ourselves. It is a voluntarist, vertical effort. Lessing’s searching shuns a prescribed aim or goal that subserves finality, where dogma starts crystalizing. It is the horizontal stretch of a sensible, likable vagabond. Nietzsche, too, roams free but still reaches upward.

Recalling a favorite poem, Longfellow’s “Excelsior,” in which a youth, carrying a banner emblazoned with that word, ascends to snowy Alpine heights and meets a sublime and snowy death, his head capped in ice, Nietzsche decodes for himself the meaning of “higher”:

Excelsior! ‘You will never again pray, never again worship, never again repose in endless confidence – you forbid yourself to remain standing before a final wisdom, a terminal good, an ultimate power, and to unharness your thinking – you have no lasting guardian and friend for your seven solitudes – you’re living without a view over a mountain range, you’re bearing the snow on his head and the glow in his heart – you no longer have a recompenser nor reformer, at the last – there is no reason in what happens, nor love in what shall happen to you – no resting place is open to your heart, where it’s only a matter of finding, not seeking; you’re armed against a lasting peace, you affirm the eternal recurrence of war and peace: man of renunciation, will you be so in everything? Who will give you the strength for it? Does anyone still have such strength?’ There’s a lake that one day renounced the downward flow, and threw up a dam where it used to descend. Since then this lake is getting ever higher. Perhaps just that renunciation will confer on us the strength with which renunciation itself can be borne; perhaps from there man shall climb higher and higher, 120 where he no longer flows out into a god.

There will be no god to flow into. Here Nietzsche departs from Lessing’s admirable, existential preference for what is real (wahrhaftig) over what is truth. (The adjective is more treasured than the substantive.) Lessing could still imagine fashioning “a worthy notion” of godhead, which amounts to a reverse Prometheanism: the human shapes the divine, but without allowing the clay to harden into an idol. Optimally, there will be a steady, on-going fashioning and re-fashioning. Instead of Boehme’s Trinity, the divine ever begetting itself in the three persons, the human mind will shape and re-shape
its awareness of, or aspiration toward the divine. This artifice of continuous harmonizing reaches its chief practitioner in Goethe, who occupies himself with the sublime, and avoids denomination of any deity.

As to Nietzsche’s renunciation of such efforts and, as counter to them, his hope that the free-spirited mind might lift itself “higher and higher” (without “das ewig Weibliche”), a chilling warning follows: “Our rounded off, decomposing power that we apply continually to nature, we can no longer apply to the inner world! So, as God died, countless numbers must die! It’s not yet time!”122 While, for Lessing, the loss of Christianity as truth is recompensed in friendship and openness to the world, an inoffensive ecumenism of trust without dogmas, for Nietzsche it means humanity will be drowning in its own blood.

Notes


5 The medium for liberation, in both Dichtung und Wahrheit and Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre, both of which were in process of composition, ca. 1810, is the theater, a site for self-experimentation, even while it depends upon aristocratic patronage. It becomes Hamlet’s mirror held up to one’s nature, and as Goethe was coming of age, Wieland’s all-prose translations of Shakespeare were effecting a revolution in German theatrical life.

6 It refers to Lelio Sozzini (1525–62) and his nephew Fausto Sozzini (1539–1604), who wrote rationalistic denials of the Trinity and of redemption through Christ. The most extensive account of them available in Lessing’s time was Bayle’s Dictionnaire entry “Socin” in 30 double-column pages. “The standard objection to [the Socinians] is that in refusing to believe what seemed opposed to their philosophical understanding, and to submit their faith to the inconceivable mysteries of Christianity, they pave the way to pyrrhonism (skepticism) to deism and to atheism.” Bayle adds, “In ruining the divinity of Scripture, they overturn all revelation, in consequence of which everything becomes mere philosophical dispute.” Pierre Bayle, Dictionnaire historique et critique (Paris: Desoer, 1820), XIII (“S”): 348. For further discussion see G. H. Williams, The Radical Reformation.

7 Matthew 5:48: ἔσεσθε οὖν ὑμεῖς τέλειοι ὡς ὁ πατὴρ ὑμῶν ὁ οὐράνιος.

8 Kritische Studienausgabe, Giorgio Colli and Massimo Montinari, eds. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999), VII: 546. Hereafter cited as KSA.

9 Bayle, Dictionnaire, V: 475, “Democrite.” “At least the atomists recognize a real distinction among things that make up the universe . . . that it’s cold in one country, hot in another, one man enjoys perfect health, another is seriously ill. In Spinozism, where the entire universe is one unique substance, it’s a contradiction to hold that Peter is learned while William is ignorant, [yet] all sorts of contrary
attributes are verified in many people. In [atomism’s] supposing an infinity of atoms distinct from one another and all endowed with essentially one principal agency, action and reaction are conceivable.”

13 Letter of February 1, 1746 to Johann Gottfried Lessing, in WB: 11/1: 8 Lessing addresses his father respectfully, “Hochzuehrender Herr Vater.”
15 Letter of May 30, 1749, to Johann Gottfried Lessing, Werke und Briefe, Wilfried Barner and Helmuth Kiesel, eds. (Frankfurt am Main: Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 1987), 11/1: 26. Hereafter cited as WB. He owes his father gratitude for high expectations harbored for himself, but at 20 he is resolute about his religious convictions, and shares them. That is a tribute to his father in itself.
16 But see Terence’s Adelphi, with its contrasting styles of parenting: one son raised strictly and harshly, the other raised by an indulgent uncle. The harsh father learns the lesson, and also turns the tables on his “laidback” and irresponsible brother. Lessing surely knew this play.
17 Stenzel: 39.
18 WB, I: 396.
20 We wonder what Jesus knew of pagan theatrical conventions, his Nazareth but 3 miles from the vast Greco-Roman spa Zephoris.
22 WB, I: 443, 444.
23 “Gedanken über die Herrnhuter,” WB, 1: 945, Jesus “ein von Gott erleuchteter Lehrer” with “heilsamere und allgemeinere Wirkungen” and 946, Rome “ein verabscheuungswürdiger Tyrann der Gewissen.”
24 Lessing’s definitive biographer H. B. Nisbet, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing: His Life, Works, and Thought (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), prefers “vindication” in that Lessing does see himself as a vindex, a protector or defense attorney for someone’s forgotten or lost cause.
25 Did Nietzsche have this work in mind when he composed his Betrachtung against David Friedrich Strauss, pedantically weighing it down with citations of Strauss’s stylistic improprieties?
26 “An Christus fuerit in rerum natura?” a sly nod to Lucretius’s poetic exposition of the atomist world, de rerum natura.
27 WB, 8: 453–454. See Matthew 12:30, “whoever is not with me, is against me,” and Mark 9:40, “whoever is not against us, is on our part.”
30 Lessing remained free to publish non-religious works held by the ducal library; their circulation was one of his professional duties. But he violated the terms of his professional oath as librarian by continuing the controversy via presses in Hamburg and Berlin, with the final salvo, Nötige Antwort auf eine sehr unnötige Frage.
The prodigality of reason


32 WB, 8: 346.

33 Ibid.: 8, 348. (My italics.) “Aber der heilige Geist ist bei diesen Nachrichten wirk- sam gewesen. Ganz recht; nennlich dadurch, das er jedem zu schreiben getrieben, wie ihm die Sache nach seinem besten Wissen und Gewissen bekannt gewesen.”

34 A hypocrite was a theatrical creature, answerer to the Greek chorus. He was a masked figure, and hence the literal became figurative by Jesus’s time. He uses the word in seven anaphoric exclamations denouncing Pharisees and Jewish theologians (scribes) in Matthew 23:13–29.

35 *Heilsamen Betrachtungen des Todes und der Ewigkeit auf alle Tage des Jahres*, written when he was a pastor in Magdeburg, the appointment prior to that in Hamburg.


37 WB, 8: 138, “Einleitung zu den Schriften Karl Wilhelm Jerusalem’s” (1776): “Das Vergnügen einer Jagd ist ja allezeit mehr wert, als der Fang.” He adds that discord in competing notions of truth is actually agreement, “die reichste Quelle einer wechselseitigen Hochachtung, auf die allein Männer Freundschaft bauen.” This view seems to be confounded in the Reimarus exchanges.

38 WB, 9: 770.

39 WB, 9: 691, from the Nachlass.

40 WB, 9: 20. An example of his reasoning within the gospel account concerns Reimarus’ allegation that Jesus’s disciples stole his body from the tomb, a charge dating from ca. 800 and a Jewish text, *Tol(e)dot Jeschu*, to which he answers at length that as Mary Magdalene herself found the tomb empty and believed the body stolen, she would have interrogated the disciples.

41 WB, 9: 456, “Lessings Schwächen, III: “Von mir hat er kein Inquisitions-Verhör zu besorgen, ob solches aber nicht von denen erfolgen möchte, deren Amt es mit sich bringet die Reichsgesetze wider die Publication gotteslästerlicher Schriften, aufrecht zu halten, das ist eine andre Frage.” Lessing stooped low in trying to blacken Goeze for his anti-papal views, and Goeze, without Lessing’s cue, was officially charged in Vienna with anti-Roman preaching and subjected to censorial observation, a humiliation Lessing savored in his last round. WB, 12: 169–170, to Karl Lessing, July 23, 1778. There Lessing identifies himself with Catholics “welche die Religion eben so wenig auf die Schrift, und auf die Schrift allein, wollen gegründet wissen, als ich.”

42 Monica Fick, *Lessing Handbuch*: 432. She says he defends Christianity against deism because he sees it as a necessary phase in the unfolding of reason, and he distinguishes between “the religion of Christ” and “the Christian religion” – presumably as between the synoptics, as records of a narrative tradition, and the Johannine discourses as the basis for doctrine. This, too, may be a dissembling. Where are Gnostic and other extra-canonical texts in this differentiation?

43 Lessing, WB, 9: 63, sees a difference in spiritual depth: Moses’s genealogy of Esau is not of the same import as Jesus’s Sermon on the Mount, but Goeze notes a specific distinction drawn only in the Bible, between Jewish Law and Christian utterance, as in 2 Cor. 3:6 (not 4.6, as Goeze mis-remembers), “The written kills, the spirit-breath quickens,” the latter displacing the former.

44 Tradition is logically anterior to the Gospel, but Christian faith is based upon apostolic narrative. “Besides, it is not possible, at least for us, to prove with
certitude that explicit truths of faith that were not deposited in scripture existed in the apostolic age.” Karl Rahner and Herbert Vorgrimler, *Petit dictionnaire de théologie catholique* (Paris: Seuil, 1969): 481–482.

45 Another scriptural record of equivocation is noteworthy, in Acts 26:28, when the tetrarch King Agrippa listens to Paul defending himself against his fellow Jews who have been, he claims, trying to kill him. Paul iterates his proclaiming Christ, and coyly asks the king, “You, King Agrippa, do you trust in the prophets? I know you do.” Agrippa replies, “In no time you are persuading me to act as a Christian.” But Paul is not released; as a Roman citizen he claims the state’s protection and is conveyed to Rome, where he lives for two years, under house arrest.

46 See Peter Michelsen, “Der Streit um die christliche Wahrheit: Lessing mit den Augen Goezes gesehen,” *Lessing Yearbuch* XXIV (1992): 15, where he asks: “Did Lessing really – as some recent interpreters would truly like to aver – think and believe that Christianity is a self-evident, self-verifying religion that is neither accessible to nor in need of proof? Why didn’t he say so?” Goze, though, felt that Lessing wanted to sow not secure faith (*Glaubens-Sicherheit*) but doubt.

47 WB, 9: 44, 51. This refers to Paul’s reported conversion, Jesus saying, “It is hard for you to kick against the goad” (usually “prick”), Acts 26:14 and Acts 9:5, but omitted by some editors.

48 WB, 8: 510: “die aufrichtige Mühe hinter die Wahrheit zu kommen. . . . seine immer wachsende Vollkommenheit. . . . den einzigen immer regen Trieb nach Wahrheit, obschon mit dem Zusatze, mich immer und ewig zu irren.” Note the ample particles and the Lutheran tutoyer: “die reine Wahrheit ist ja doch nur für dich allein!”

49 Ibid.: 509. The sifting, *durchsetzen*, is an ironic dig at Pastor Ress, who would have heard in it Luke 22:31, “Satan hath desired to have you, that he may sift you as wheat.”

50 WB, 8: 519.


56 John Locke, *The Reasonableness of Christianity* (London: Osborn, 1748): 221. “In this State of Darkness and Ignorance of the true God, Vice and Superstition held the World; nor could any Help be had or hoped for from Reason, which could not be heard, and was judged to have nothing to do in the Case: The Priests everywhere, to secure their Empire, having excluded Reason from having anything to do in Religion.”


58 In the tenth *Anti-Goeze* (June 1778), Lessing mocks his opponent’s urging that the *Fragments’* author be identified. He likens Reimarus to Herostratos,
the arsonist who destroyed the temple of Artemis in Ephesus so as to become famous. The Ephesians decided no one should ever know his name, but it was later revealed by the Greek historian Theopompus. Lessing asks, Why don’t we do as the Ephesians intended, and not name the blasphemer who reverently wanted to blow up the rock on which Jesus founded his church? In the 11th (July 1778), Lessing says he couldn’t be what he is, if Goeze’s lies were the truth. “You want to cut off my nose, so why shouldn’t I fumigate yours with a bit of asafetida?” WB, 9: 415, 421. Goeze did not reply to these issues.

59 WB, 9: 666.

60 Although the play was not performed during the Third Reich, it was refurbished; Nathan was “entjudet” and described as “andersgläubige” by Edgar Maass in his 1938 and 1941 editions of Lessing. See Peter Brenner, 304.


62 Georg Christoph Lichtenberg, Schriften und Briefe, Wolfgang Promies, ed. (Munich: Carl Hanser, 1972), III: 366, 367: “In the scene where he’s first missing his daughter, he is without his hat, his hair bristled, whirling upright to finger’s length, as though suspended from a gallows (Galgenlüftgen). . . . Both hands are clenched and his movements are convulsive. To see a once calm, resolute deceiver in such straits is frightening.” Lichtenberg knew marginality. Youngest of 17 children in a Lutheran pastor’s family, he was cursed by a spinal deformity that bent him down till he could breathe only with difficulty. He lived to his 57th year.


64 For a summary profile see Alexander Altmann, “Moses Mendelssohn as the Archetypal German Jew,” in Reinharz and Schatzberg: 17–31.

65 Inferno IV, 129; and Dante’s Convivio IV, ch. 11, 14, where he is listed with munificent rulers and aristocrats of Europe. This sultan should not be confused with al-Melik al-Kámel (1218–38), whom St. Francis visited in the hope of converting, during the Fifth Crusade, in Egypt. Dante denounces this sultan, Paradiso XI, 101, for his alleged pride: he listened politely to Francis but then, unchanged, returned him under guard to the Crusaders’ camp.

66 That is what happens in the source for Lessing’s play, Boccaccio’s Decameron, Book I, 3.


70 Although the cruel, cunning patriarch might suggest a profiling of Goeze, Nathan der Weise lacks the polemical heat to justify Friedrich Schlegel’s claim that it is one last round of the Reimarus controversy. This play has a peculiarly detached symmetry. It prompts no “identification” with any of the characters. See Peter J. Brenner, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (Stuttgart: Reclam, 2000): 233–234. That is not to deny the play works from an affective emotive basis for the characters’ actions; the alternation of apprehension and gratitude in threatening or in

71 WB, VI: 218. Hamburgische Dramaturgie, 7: “Denn diese Kreuzzüge selbst, die in ihrer Anlage ein politischer Kunstgriff der Päbste waren, wurden in ihrer Ausführung die unmenschlichsten Verfolgungen, deren sich der christliche Aberglaube jemals schuldig gemacht hat.”


75 Peter Brenner, 299–300, sees this idealized humanity in Schiller’s ode “An die Freude,” appended to Beethoven’s ninth symphony. Schiller’s infamous “Alle Menschen werden Brüder” was in its first draft “Bettler werden Fürstenbrüder,” “beggars are becoming brothers of princes.”

76 In a letter to his brother, April 18, 1779, Lessing says of the play’s future that he will be satisfied if “unter tausend Lesern nur Einer daraus an der Evidenz und Allgemeinheit seiner Religion zweifeln lernt.” WB, 12: 247.

77 WB, 5/1: 385. Alcibiades would never have admitted unworthiness, and the dialogue with this youth’s name, ascribed to Plato, shows Socrates a machiavel, ready to manipulate his favorite boy, should Alcibiades’s charisma bring him to power. As to Pastor Lessing, it is ironic that he is here given a key attributive of Jews, “stiff-necked” and charged with “persecuting” (verfolgte) his son’s youth.

78 Luke 15:17. Luther’s “Da schlug er in sich” signifying conscience, as in the modern “das Gewissen schägt ihm,” is far from the Greek εἰς ἑαυτὸν ἐλθών.


80 The phrase belongs to a clownish servant of the clergyman in the play.

81 He remarks on Corneille’s gorgon of piety, “Polyeucte strives to become a martyr: he longs for death and torture; he regards them as the first step to a rapturous, blessed life. I admire this pious enthusiast, but I’d be afraid of irritating his soul in the bosom of everlasting bliss, if I wanted to feel pity for him.” Letter of December 18, 1756 to Mendelssohn, WB, 11/1: 147.

82 “Von der Art und Weise der Fortpflanzung und Ausbrietung des christlichen Religion,” WB, 5/1, 426–445, a sketch in the social psychology of how a religion becomes established, using Christianity as a measure.

83 See I Thessalonians 4:13. For a review of writers Lessing was rebutting on ancient Elpistics see WB, 5/1: 809–813.

84 Ibid.: 417.


88 WB, 7: 501.

89 See Nisbet: 377–378.

Bayle, Dictionnaire, “Launoi”, 9: 108–109. Jean de Launoi (1601–78), a doctor of theology at the University of Paris, wrote books, supported the Gallican (French nationalist) church, and drew Dominican fire by attacking Aquinas’s ignorance (or bad faith) in allegations he made to refute heterodoxies. Launoi also debunked folk traditions, e.g. that Lazarus and Mary Magdalene came to Provence, and that Dionysios the Atreopagite was an apostle to the Gauls.

This is a conjecture of Georges Pons, 201, based on Mendelssohn’s letter to Lessing, February 1, 1774, WB, 11/2: 613, about a Christian who drew on Kabbalistic jargon of emanent, emanating, and emanented to prove the Trinity to a Jew. The Jew showed him 3 ducats and gave him one of them, noting a portrait on one side, a symbol on the other, and the rim, saying of the coin, “These are as much 3 ducats as your 3 notions (Principia) are 3 Persons.” The disparagement of miracles comes from Nicolai, appending comments to Mendelssohn’s letter.


Ibid.: 150.

Ibid.: 200. The entry is January 18, 1827.

Matthew 11:12. The Greek ἁρπάζουσιν seize; the Vulgate’s “tollunt” destroys.

He calculated the chiliasm to begin in 1836. Bengel, unlike our end-of-the-worlders, did not set a date conveniently within his own lifetime, but more than three generations beyond it.

WB, X: 167. This comes in a late 1779 polemic with Goeze’s “surrogate,” the church historian Christian Wilhelm Walch, who argues for the Bible’s inerrancy. Lessing adds a curious autobiographical aside about being pulled toward and against orthodoxy earlier in his life, and speaks of a fable that has not been traced, called Death and Love. He also refers to a passage, likewise never traced, where Luther calls the Bible Christ’s “spiritual body.” Is he dissembling?

Ovid, Metamorphoses, I, 21, on how initial chaos of contraries was resolved: “hanc deus et melior litem natura diremit.” I take “et” as “I mean”: “this contention a god, I mean rather nature resolved.”

“Ex sola divinae naturae necessitate, vel (quod idem est) ex solis ejusdem naturae legibus, infinita absolute sequi . . . demonstravimus, nihil sine Deo esse nec concipi posse, sed omnia in Deo esse.” Benedicti de Spinoza, Opera Quotquot Reperta Sunt, J. Van Vloten and J. P. N. Land, eds. (Den Haag: Martin Nijoff, 1914): 51.


The Grimms’ Wörterbuch does not have an entry for Nihilismus, yet it does list Nihilist, and credits Jean Paul Richter for it, but he was writing subsequent to Jacobi.


Hannah Arendt, Von der Menschlichkeit in finstern Zeiten: Rede über Lessing (Munich: Piper, 1960): 17. She notes, 44, that Lessing anticipates Kant, who would have rejected absolute truth, if it were knowable, on behalf of human
freedom. She argues, 27, that rationalism in Lessing’s time and the cult of feeling were substitutes for the loss of a common world.  


Hamann’s eclipse and Lessing’s glow Gerhard Nebel sees as a passing from myth to technology, from poetry to information, from forest to factory, and from the hero to the masses. See Nebel’s Hamann (Stuttgart: Klett, 1973): 306.

Arendt, Von der Menschlichkeit: 43: “Er war froh, dass . . . der echte Ring . . . verloren gegangen ist . . . Gäbe es den echten Ring, so wäre es um das Gespräch und damit um die Freundschaft und damit um die Menschlichkeit schon getan.” Establishing dialogue with German readers at the time of this address, less than 15 years after the end of the Third Reich, was virtually impossible for Arendt, given the marginal attention it received in national coverage. See Sara Eigen, “Hannah Arendt’s ‘Lessing Rede’ and the ‘Truth’ of History,” Lessing Yearbook XXXII (2000): 309–324.

KSA, I: 547.  

KSA, VII: 597.

KSA, XI: 531.

KSA, III: 171. Nietzsche’s disparagement has helped to sustain this misunderstanding, but Goethe now is highly regarded, commended by physicists such as Heisenberg and Planck, acknowledged as creator of the discipline of morphology, and astute as an assiduous amateur (he distinguished himself as amateur, Liebhaber, from the dilettante) who never pretended to achieve the heights of expert scientists and theoreticians, yet felt competent in his efforts to contribute to their disciplines. See R. W. Stephenson, “Last Universal Man—or Wilful Amateur?” in Goethe Revisited, Elizabeth M. Wilkinson, ed. (New York: River Run, 1984): 53–71.

KSA, V: 224.


KSA, III: 639. There he dismisses the redemption motif as a poetic lie.

Eckermann, Gespräche: 229, April 11, 1827. On February 7, 1827, Goethe expressed pity for Lessing that he had had to write in an age too mediocre for his dramatical talents, and ascribes the polemicism not to Lessing’s temperament but to “the baseness (Schlechtigkeit) of his times.” Gespräche: 221.


Nietzsche may have forgotten that Longfellow’s Alpine climber dies because of his versteigen, that is, he gets lost, but in the poem a mysterious voice summons the corpse to still greater heights. Is that what Nietzsche means by climbing higher than the lake drained of God? Thomas Mann notes the moralistic sense of “versteigen” and allows that it seems philistine to use it against “the greatest philosopher of the late nineteenth century” but adds that Nietzsche’s eminent Basel colleague Jacob Burckhardt sensed the “Wille zum Sich versteigen” in his

121 KSA, III: 527–528. I construe this passage as a commentary on Goethe’s mandate: “Wer etwas Grosses machen will, muss seine Bildung so gesteigert haben dass er gleich den Griechen imstande sei, die geringere reale Natur zu der Höhe seines Geistes heranzuheben und dasjenige wirklich zu machen, was in natürlichen Erscheinungen, aus innerer Schwäche oder aus äusserem Hindernis, nur Intention geblieben ist.” Eckermann, Gespräche: 279, October 20, 1828.

122 KSA, 14: 264 (N V,7: the eighth notebook, dated to the autumn of 1881). Here, the prophecy that God’s death shall entail countless other deaths bears no consolation via Eternal Return. For the cycle to resume, not only divinity but humanity as well must perish in toto.

Bibliography

Neither Luther’s demotion of self-sacrificing love for God, neighbor, enemy, nor Boehme’s alchemical stew of a very private revelation; neither Leibniz’s trivializing of evil on the ontic and moral scale, nor Lessing’s rationalist antidote to Gospel exactions – none of these can match Nietzsche’s negation of Christianity. Their devastations of Christian Scripture, staging the gradual murder of God, prepare his way, but only he ascends the mountain top, seat of pagan sacrifice in forgotten times.

His attack denigrates neither Christ nor the Gospel but Christians as failures in character. His foremost target may be Paul, Jewish in his ressentiment, but he is up-to-date on the inexcusable (one cannot say unforgivable) shortcomings of Christians in his own day. “One takes unmistakably from my Antichrist the judgment that it is to the utmost degree dishonorable, cowardly, and impure to be a Christian.”1 Whether he would have judged his pastor-father in these terms – not to mention Dostoevsky or Pascal – involves psychoanalytic attention to the phenomenon of transference rather than what, in this study, is the heart of the matter.

In this conclusion, I consider Nietzsche’s spirituality (a word he would have abhorred) in response to the Christendom he assails in high-temperature pronouncements, with two questions: what might today’s Christians say to him? And what might he, to their benefit, teach them?

My argument is that he provides vital tonic to Christians in reflection, in prayer and praxis alike, and becomes poisonous only to those who fancy themselves his epigones. Familiar with Homer, he knows the value of a worthy opponent, of the deadliest seeming foe, and needs no retainers or water-boys to assist him in battle. He does, of course, deserve his many scrupulous and discerning scholars. He commends a detached, skeptical view of him.

All of his thinking and writing came from within his solitude, and the late and sole strokes to his vanity from a few insightful reviewers. The promotion of him in Copenhagen by the Danish academic Morris Kohen (pseud. George Brandes) and the private cultism of fellow misogynist August Strindberg instilled in him a sudden and ludicrous sense of himself as a celebrity, recognized and lionized at last. This is the pathetic note sounded in Ecce Homo, his last coherent work, an autobiographical shielding to minimize
misconstructions that might attend what he thought was, and indeed proved to be, his imminent giddying fame. He sums up his writings seriatim, as he prepares for “the most difficult mission ever to humanity,” the preparation of his prophetic succession to two millennia of Christian deception and delusion.  

_Ecce Homo_ shows him, in Bohemian terms, as a coincidence of opposites. Luther’s version of that opposition, _peccator simul iustus_, has peculiar bearing on Nietzsche’s life course. He surprises us with the improbable news that from his earliest years in a Lutheran household he was never burdened by any awareness of conscience or sin, and had no sense of redemption, fore or aft. He claims that he grew up an atheist by “instinct.” All of those years of growing in preparation to succeed his father as pastor were, then, an unreflective rhetorical show, an acting. As a cossetted Hausherr from age 4 he likely had some grasp of his being _iustus_, but that word makes sense only in conjunction with its koan-like predicate, and if _peccator_ meant nothing to him, we are left to wonder why he inveighs so long and hard against “sin” as a mere word. Only in maturity and in irony does he embrace “sinner” in the oblique guise of criminals or blasphemers or anyone else alien to the satisfied society of world-improvers, “beautiful souls,” the “good,” and Germans all. He shall be a righteous atheist, a prophetic non-believer, Dionysos on the cross, an antichrist, or, as he puts it, _the_ Antichrist of Johannine _Revelation_, leading great masses of the credulous away from a chimerical god. His life’s mission, at the close, is to undo his father’s world, but he never articulates it in that totemic way. He is fixed upon the future that will wipe away a detested now, and for his own past he has only fond and painful remembrances.

His father’s provincial Germany, in which Pastor Nietzsche had tutored children of royalty, was gone, overcome by the military-industrial triumphalism of the German nation created under Prussian hegemony in 1871. Concurrent with France’s newly born Third Republic, the new Reich mounted an apotheosis of the bourgeoisie, but while France since 1789 had a well-seasoned anti-clerical momentum, Germany retained the identities of its three Christian confessions. While France had a long trail of skepticism, from the _libertinage_ of seventeenth-century atheists to Voltaire and on to nineteenth-century blasphemers such as Stendhal and Renan, Germany remained pious, outwardly. _Ecce Homo_ is a last declaration of independence from all that is German, and an affirmation of French _Kultur_ as the only possible civilization. Whether that culture is Catholic or anti-ecclesiastical Republican, both chauvinistic, he does not say: his notion of French _Kultur_ amounts to a band of favorite authors, including Mérimée, Gauthier, Maupassant, and Gabrielle Comtesse Martel de Janville, one of the most popular of French writers in her time, and one of its many anti-Semites.

And Germany? Nietzsche’s contempt for it is not wholly a caricature born of outrage. In an enemy realm of hypocrisy and congregant delusion (two forms of theater) he discovers the value of truth as reality consistently denied.
His adolescent excitement over Schopenhauer signifies the first escape hatch from a domestic and cultural environment that is suffocating him. God is displaced by an inscrutable, not noticeably beneficent *Wille*, a force driving all that is animate and inanimate. Perdurant Christendom makes life into a death watch, destroying all affirmations of body and mind. It enervates the mind with phantom diction: God, sin, guilt, soul, redemption, immortality – none of these exists.

By the time of his first book, he discovers that humankind cannot bear reality, so he turns to pagan aesthetics to justify and even to celebrate that shortcoming as the occasion for exuberantly creative illusion – tragic theater for glad affirmation of both life and the rounding abyss of nothingness. He believes that suffering as a route of exaltation belongs to the Dionysian face of ancient Greece, but, unlike Goethe, he denies value to that mystical proceeding as it occurs, furthered by the formidable demands of love, in another ancient mystery cult, in Palestine, under the reign of Tiberius. In both of these mysteries the son of a mortal woman and a divine Father proclaims liberation from self, one through the brevity of intoxication, the other by a loving self-sacrifice. Both are dismembered, one by collective fury and the other, again, by self-sacrifice. Body and blood.

That immediacy brings us to another coincidence of opposites in Nietzsche, set down in *Ecce Homo*. Because, in that book, he proclaims himself the first psychologist in world history (he has forgotten his Christian favorites, Pascal and Dostoevsky), it is easy for us to be diverted from his other pre-occupation in this text, physiology, which for him refers to how sheer physical being fares in the material world. It is integral to his bout with Christianity, in that it is a necessary affliction, a fated burden that isolates and martyrs him. It begins with his chronic debilities of head and stomach, about which he keeps a steady groaning record in letters to family and friends. His eyesight worsens. He becomes acutely sensitive to humidity and to cloudy weather. His famous preference for southern climates, in Genoa, Torino, and Nice especially (220 days of annual sunshine on France’s Mediterranean coast), is a meteorological prompting for him to escape suffocation (*ersticken*) from new nationalist Germany.

Switzerland’s idyllic Sils-Maria is no less necessary, but only for summer, as it affords mountain air, and hours-long walks that feed his thinking. He is hypersensitive and valetudinarian; he is strenuous on foot and Spartan in diet; he is robust enough to swim in Alpine lakes, yet a Dionysian who eschews the grape and finds even tea objectionable; a reclusive composer of dithyrambs who cannot bear the alcohol that reinforced this sociable poetic genre in Hellas. Weakling *simul* athlete.

This back and forth between debility and energizing informs his unwitting recast of Boehme, in *Ecce Homo*: the “will to life” entails a taste for dissolution and annihilation (“die Bejahung des Vergehens und Vernichtens”) in the contrariety that is a kind of war in becoming. Discussing his preferred authors he reconciles Parmenides with Heraclitus, the one and the
fluid many: “the being soul that is in becoming, the possessing soul that wants longing.” His Persian holy man Zarathustra could be Boehme’s Lucifer: “I am Light, oh, that I were Night! But this is my aloneness, that I am girded with Light. Oh, that I were dark and nocturnal! How I would suck the breasts of Light!”6 Boehme’s hard, bitter, and cold are longing for warm, sweet, soft, and flowing. In Boehme’s view evil wants good, and good takes up precarious residence in evil. When Nietzsche sides with Heraclitus, he is close to Boehme, save that Boehme’s Trinitarian divinity is in constant births of its Threeness: generation and fruition, not bellicosity and destruction, provide the mystic’s leitmotif.

In Boehme’s vision there is a contentious metaphysics, good and evil in cosmic combat, but with evil handicapped as the privative of good. He is implicitly heading for the stable perfection of Leibniz, but his vision of opposites accommodates only the process of perfecting. For his metaphysics of the sensuous (metonymously, the physiological) there is a comparable strife in Nietzsche, his need for breath and light, and his furtive longing for darkness and stiflement. When, against Christianity, he praises sexual congress as Lebensbejahung, he does not append what he learned from Wagner’s Tristan, that sexuality entails Lebensvernichtung. He castigates Christianity for denying life but celebrates Dionysian rite, which destroys it. In the syphilis-pervaded nineteenth century, chastity or abstinence could have been called truly affirmative, preservative of life, as copulation could prove deadly. (We now know that Nietzsche was not a victim of syphilis.)7

I am not the first to observe that Nietzsche’s own asceticism and his revulsion toward women would have made him an ideal Christian monk, even though his own intent was to become a philosophical madman.8 His conjunction of the sexes remains an abstraction, apart from his limited times in brothels. He never experienced love in any warmth and intimacy; unlike Schopenhauer, he never had even the marginal solace of a mistress. His celebration of sex is meant chiefly as a weapon to hand, like his ad hoc anti-anti-Semitism, to use against the bogus-Christianity of Bismarck’s new Germany.

He recoils from human contact. The metaphor that defines his philosophical endeavor and his spiritual mission is where air and breathing become pure and thin: the mountain ascended. Zarathustra presents an ape of Jesus, a Bergprediger, but Ecce Homo gives succinct phrasing for the locale: “Philosophy as I have understood and lived it till now is the voluntary life amid ice and peaks, the seeking out of what is alien and dubious in existence. . . . How much truth does the mind sustain, how much does it dare? . . . To be hard toward oneself, to be clean. . . . Nitimur in vetitum.”9

This struggle toward the forbidden I have called the “Excelsior!” motif that made Nietzsche so enthusiastic about Longfellow’s cautionary ballad. If Zarathustra is “the loftiest book ever, the truly high-altitude book,”10 Ecce Homo affords addenda to it, with invaluable counsel about how to free oneself from vengefulness and ressentiment, those poisons abiding in
weak souls, the Jews, for example, in *Zur Genealogie der Moral*. It is “Russian fatalism,” as he terms it, salvation by non-resistance, modeled on the soldier who, too weak to fight a hard campaign, lies down in snow, “a kind of will to winter sleep.”11 This voluntary recumbance calls up the closing stanzas of Longfellow’s poem, where the upward young striver *in vetitum* is fatally unable to find his way. He lies frozen in snow. That American version is not a willed death, simply an ineluctable one, but with the cherished Zarathustran predications of aloneness and purity. “Truly, I had to flee into the heights, that I might find anew the spring source of joy!”12 says Nietzsche, perhaps in echo of Longfellow’s hapless lad.

He knew that in the Bible, mountaintops are where one encounters God. Jesus withdraws to them to avoid noisome throngs seeking miracles from him. New Testament Samaritans continue their adorations there, while Establishment Jews sustain the urban and templar, in Jerusalem. The temple is for multitudes; the peak for loners, or perhaps small numbers, a community, a brethren. Nietzsche intuited what his true and missed Danish friend – not ad-man Brandes but Kierkegaard – perceived, that Christian witnessing is necessarily minor, apart from those masses that prosper in quasi-pagan rites and cults, dogmatized and infantilized, because they cannot endure hazardous freedoms the Holy Spirit brings.

Nietzsche’s mountain rhetoric suggests that he is ripe for such precipitous liberation. The thin air invigorates but also threatens, with that purity of death enchanting Isolde in her last moments. Going the limits of life, to death’s parapet, is both a rejection of bourgeois tedium below, imposed by vulgar (*pöbelhaft*, a frequent word in his dismissals) urban collectivity, and an affirmation of a spiritual asphyxiation imposed within and from above, keenly wanted for its cleanness. Ice-packed, as it were, body and soul are free from the brothel contaminants of a society so dismal, dull, and indifferent to him that Nietzsche comes to whiff it even in the few correspondent friends he has, and so he dismisses them. He sees, finally, even his mother and sister as *canaille*. Mere rabble.

I submit that Nietzsche’s alpinism amounts to a *versteigen*, not an accidental but a willed getting lost in forbidding heights, in environs alien and suspect, the hazard of spiritual freedom embraced in an apparently negative resolution. One cue to this dramatic finale comes from Zarathustra himself, beginning with his “everlasting right” to say “I am closing circles and sacred boundaries round me; ever fewer are ascending with me up ever higher mountains, – I’m building a citadel out of ever more sacred mountains.”13 But from him, too, comes the notion of “conscience” as a Christian device of cruelty turned inward upon oneself, precisely the instrument by which Nietzsche questions himself, challenges himself, and shuns the consolation of followerships – witness that piteous crew of acolytes partying into drunkenness with Zarathustra, toward the end. The final degree of self-scrutiny comes in an antonomastic tag closing the fourth dithyramb: *Selbsthenker*, self-executioner, which suggests
a Judas-like version of conscience. But for Nietzsche this terrible word’s synonym is Der Gekreuzigte, the crucified. His alpinism culminates in his own Calvary.

If I read Swiss mountains and Mediterranean seascapes aright, they reflect Nietzsche’s metaphoric perception that we cannot live without the sacral. In desecrated generations, as from the French Revolution through the twentieth century, people seek a new sacralism, improvising versions that quickly prove fake and cruelly inadequate: ideologies of death such as Bolshevism or Hitlerism, or of dissipation and avid despair in technolatry and in consumerism. All of this dismal doing calls to mind Zarathustra’s perception (or admission) that the most powerful forces in the world are good and evil. The world remains chaotic and menacing, and Christianity’s God, as Karl Barth once observed, remains hidden, with the Holy Spirit moving in the world but never subject to anyone’s grasp or utility, contrary to what “secular” people might deduce from evangelical tele-shows of apocalyptic eagerness.

Nietzsche invents a sacral world for himself in order to displace a religiosity so paltry and shallow that it deserves exposure and death. His most valuable insight is that Jesus’s real enemy is the Christian Church, posed in gospel narratives as the Jewish Establishment, but already in formation during the Johannine period. In the Johannine Revelation the Antichrist brings deceit and destruction by making himself a supernal celebrity, a Holy Father, to which mindless, faceless crowds will fall down in veneration and worship.

This ersatz Christ we know from Dostoevsky’s Grand Inquisitor in The Brothers Karamazov: a workable program of miracles, mysteries, and authority will be set up for the herded millions who once sought those things from Jesus, and were disappointed when he left them only their crosses. The security they always want and sometimes get is a devil’s bargain. Dostoevsky, who despised Catholicism, located the Antichrist in Rome’s papacy, but he also inveighed against Protestantism for running after every latest fashion, in a crazed syncretism that confuses the sacral with what is worldly convenient. Nietzsche revered Dostoevsky but could not assimilate his insights because they were not his own; he does, though, detest debased surrogate forms of spirituality: socialism’s trumpeted leveling and the Dickensian Weltverbesserer who could be called Christian in the same way that beheaded chickens running about can still count as poultry – and his “mission” of demolition is far more drastic than the fundamentally reactionary Dostoevsky could accept.

What Nietzsche does not see, but could have learned and remembered from another of his favorite novelist’s fictions, The Idiot, is that the true dynamite, the psychological hammer he could have employed, is goodness: that is what truly threatens the somnolent proprieties masked as faith or hope or love. In Prince Myshkin the other characters, thoroughly miserable souls and, some of them, vicious people, realize how “humility is the
most terrible force that can ever exist in the world,” 15 for they all see their own depravities exposed by the Prince’s deference, forgiveness, and readiness to accept blame for what are truly their own shortcomings: vanity, cruelty, manipulation, utter selfishness, urges to dominate and annihilate. Nietzsche’s Will to Self is indicted here, for not precluding such savagery in its scheme for life-enhancement.

Because words such as “God” have been used up or made very small change by facile usage, he presumes, in nominalist fashion, they are inherently worthless and without correspondence to reality. He does not acknowledge that hypocrisy and presumption have always plagued Christian churches and souls; that Christ goes on suffering far more from apparent followers than from the world they should be addressing with compassion and humility. Worst of all is Nietzsche’s confusion of morality, a culturally and historically determined set of strictures and rules, many of them negative and punitive, with Christianity, which is founded upon love and the frightening liberty to exercise it in a world too debauched to accept it. Pilate’s cynicism and the Sanhedrin’s expediency show that world firmly in its rotten place when Jesus is brought into court.

Neither does Nietzsche appreciate, as does Kierkegaard, that a majoritarian position for Christians in any culture is bound for triumphalist corruption or co-option with the opportunistic state. (Jesus’s warning to his followers to expect testing and persecution suggests he believed they would remain a minority.) A cultural consensus complicit with rulership, and supporting it through functionaries, will serve the ruler’s ends, just or unjust. This was Luther’s chief blunder and blindness, derived from Romans 13 on obedience, in siding with the German princes against Thomas Müntzer’s populist radicalism. But more than political adherence is involved. In large numbers people will tend to confuse, or rather defuse, a demanding spirituality with the nostrums of a cultural morality. Christians, especially those in America, face daily reminders that the culture’s blaring dedication to rights (mostly for white males) and slick promotions of the Will to Self are totally incompatible with Christianity’s obligations of love and service.

The burden of such service and loving is steep: to forgive offenses, to heal others’ hurts, to regard other people as better than oneself, to extenuate others’ faults and failings. All of this is, as so often remarked, counter-intuitive; it is much more in our nature to be self-promoting, aggressive, vengeful, proud. Nietzsche’s reflections on our immitigable impulses and drives, each striving for dominance over all others, each expressing its own Will to Power, suggests that our self-promotion at all costs is physiological, genetically pre-determined. He even claims that the common assertion “I don’t know what I’m doing!” is right: “You are being done! Humankind in every age has interchanged the active and the passive voices. That is its everlasting grammatical gaff.” 16 As he remains an epigone of Schopenhauer, though he would deny it, he knows that only a supreme exertion of intellect – genius
according to Schopenhauer, one’s will according to oneself – can overcome the mighty impulses. Christianity as counter-intuition is akin to this lofty, almost inhuman exertion.

At the same time, Christian imperatives remind us of Christianity’s roots in Jewish prophecy: “What doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God.” Christians know that truly selfless behavior can only be the effect of grace, an uncontrollable and unpredictable force in sway above petty egotism; all else is acting, but even a contrived beneficence may be beneficial to others. Nietzsche’s animus against the bourgeois and hence pseudo-Christianty of his time precluded his acknowledgment that there remain in every generation people who strive to live the exactions of Christian life. They do not know whether they are in a state of grace, but they do know better than to claim credit for their benevolence or their benefaction. It is they who renew the life of the Christian Church.

It is remiss of Nietzsche’s anti-Christian enthusiasts to remain uninformed of what Christian praxis requires. He himself is aware of it, when he submits that Christians do not need to pore over Scripture: they know what they have to do. Yet he is remiss so far as he ignores or forgets testimony from Germany’s Christian mystics, from Meister Eckhart and Tauler, from Hildegarde and Mechthild, from Suso and Angelus Silesius, and from the Theologia Deutsch, re-vivified by Luther. All such witnesses, anonymous or eminent, provide a far nobler example of human living than Nietzsche’s “superior” sort of human species and any who aspire to become such via his grim and desperate injunction to self-hardening, “Werdet hart!” Through it he is appealing to a new asceticism, to a quasi-monastic discipline and exclusivity meant to be lofty, clean, and pure, above the mediocrity of church attenders and humanitarian societies. Prompting such apartness is his quaint longing for nobility, a fading aristocratic value in a pedestrian age.

As to his sweeping view that being a Christian means being utterly dishonorable, cowardly, and impure, any Christian could agree. First, honor is of no concern to Christians: it is a call to outward social deference, and has nothing to do with the hard business of serving others. Cowardly? Yes, after the model of the disciples who were human enough to flee from arrest. Paul’s words on his weakness have a broad swath. Impure? Of course, as we must confess continually our failures toward God and others. To “know” or to say that you are pure in heart is to cancel that possibility. Nietzsche’s accusations show how far he had gone from Christian witnessing.

* * * * * *

These remarks on what Nietzsche could have learned, had he been attentive to authentic Christianity, brings us to consider what Christians might learn from him.
What does Nietzsche offer to further one’s Christian life? First, in his semantic war upon what could be called Christian diction, he challenges us to be wary of free-wheeling use of words – those on his list of non-existents – to our own advantage, for bolstering our pride and pretense. We are perhaps all too free in assuming we know the divine will (a knowledge that, if we had it, would make us divine ourselves). He might iterate with Francis of Assisi that all we Christians can truly possess are our sins. He reminds us that we know nothing of immortality nor an afterlife, comforting though these constructs be. Best not to talk of them, at all, nor phantasize. Jesus himself repeatedly hedges in arrogant self-promotions and hybristic claims by his disciples, all couched in a future on their own self-serving terms. How much more would he have to say to us! Let there be no more talk of family reunions in an afterlife. In heaven, suggests the Christianizing Jew Simone Weil, there is no meeting.

In praxis Nietzsche tells us that spontaneity, not calculation, counts above all, so that we not focus on racking up points for our good behavior. No matter any benefaction, we cannot call it our own. We do not possess the Holy Spirit, and if the Holy Spirit possesses us, it is not certain that we can be certain such is the case. Pneumatology might teach us Nietzsche’s lesson about the interchange of passive with active, that we do not so much act “in the Spirit” as are acted; we are spirited with it, as at Pentecost. Nietzsche was aware of that day and its sudden gifting, and could have called it up (but does not) to address his favorite passage from Dostoevsky’s *The Possessed*, where the tormented Stavrogin arrives at this shrewd reasoning about Christian faith: when a genuine believer, he does not believe that he believes, that is, his humility fences off his claims of arrival; when a non-believer, like anyone complacent in any church, he does not believe that he does not believe.18 The sum in each case seems to be zero, but a real Christian, one not proclaiming nor boasting to be so, has at least the assurance of humility’s empty hands, *coram Deo*. Stavrogin checkmates self-righteousness.

Leibniz’s confident pronouncements on God’s perfection and the world’s are, although anachronistic, a ridiculous tease, because we know of the world’s ills and our evils – racism, sexism, nationalism, contrived wars, neoslavery – well enough, and that means divine perfection stays at an infinite and unreal remove from our access. But where does that leave us, save with desperation?

It is evidence of Christianity’s furtive hold upon Nietzsche that he cannot terminally elude the anguish and outrage of a Pascal that proclaim faith – struggling, as faith must always – in the chiaroscuro of human suffering. As though anticipating Barth’s view that God reveals Himself in paradox, only in being hidden, he asks, Why? If God is omniscient and omnipotent, and yet apparently not concerned that His creatures (us) be able to grasp his intent, how can God be benign? Would God not be cruel in seeing human beings dubious about truth?19 This is Nietzsche, but it could be Bayle, too, speaking. Or Job.
Pascal, Nietzsche’s chosen among devout Christians, is so because he addresses the sources of Christian torment; indeed, of Christian despair. This Jansenist dwells upon the human nobility and concomitant misery that raise us, as far as we are capable of Christian meditation, into our own garden of agony. Christ suffers deeply, and that is what makes him definitively human, so we want to claim him as one of us, and Nietzsche does too, in *Ecce Homo*, where Jesus becomes a sublime younger brother of Zarathustra. This takeover is not only a poetic stratagem for liberating Jesus from churches that have held him captive, and recast him for their own ecclesial uses; it is a way of escaping the unbearable unanswering divinity in and from which the Son becomes human: *homo factus est* (mistranslated as “he was made man” – the Latin verb here is *fieri*, not *facere*). As Plato’s dialogues show, when dialectic reaches its tether’s end, best turn to phantasy. In the case of Christianity, it is too dangerous not to do so.

Here’s why, in a few showcases. Nietzsche tries to forbid himself Pascal’s existential probing, his making Christian meditation a perilous disease. He finds the logical consequence of that condition in Dostoevsky’s Kirilov, one of *The Possessed*, who must affirm the non-existence of God by killing himself. “God is necessary, therefore he must exist. But he does not exist. Therefore, the human being can no longer live.” Nietzsche’s explicit distancing from such devilry is worth full citation: “The great-hearted Kirilov is defeated by an idea and shoots himself. I see his soul’s greatness in his losing his head. I would never be able to act that way. I would never be able to credit an idea so passionately. It’s impossible for me to occupy myself with ideas to such a degree. . . . I would never be able to shoot myself. . . . I know I ought to kill myself, that I should purify the earth of myself, as of a miserable insect.”

Better by far not to dwell upon God but, through psychology, upon ourselves and our manifold failings, that is, our deceptions of self and of others, our killing illusions. While commending, as Epicureanism’s triumph, the fact that many people today are getting along fine without belief in an afterlife, Nietzsche does not release his psychological hold upon residual Christian vanity: “revelation” makes believers merely recipients and yet instills in them a sense of being already victors. Some people will persist with cherished afterlife scenarios, a supreme instance of their need for triumphalism, the *feeling* that must attend the Will to Power if it is to be efficacious, much like Spinoza’s fuzzy feeling as the guarantee that he had hold of truth.

Nietzsche’s assaults upon Paul, the centerpiece of his attack on Christendom, remain shrewd and, as a checkpoint, indispensable to Christian conscience in their insight and provocation. His *ressentiment* thesis, that Christianity as a failed political uprising forcing Jesus’s followers to erect a scaffolding of spiritual power by which they could carry on their own “priestly” leadership, merely iterates Professor Reimarus’s argument against Christendom’s strategic beginnings. Nietzsche is Lessing’s legatee, and references to him in and beyond his books are many, but only once does he
refer to Reimarus. He is not so hostile to Jews as was Reimarus, but his designating Paul “the eternal Jew” is an adequate alert. For all of his anti-
anti-Semitism, Nietzsche’s disdain of Jews surfaces enough to give warning. Jews know better than to be taken in by him.

For praxis Nietzsche challenges Luther’s causality, the cardinal assumption that faith leads to works. He claims the reverse: it is by working that faith is built up. One’s actions, productivity, and creativity provide their own nourishment. They beget confidence and resilience. Are we not known by our fruits? He goes further, suggesting that Christians should know themselves better in the world by consciously leaving their church behind, and letting themselves be tested in the secular “wilderness.” He believes they owe as much to their faith. From that extended vacation they would then return to their flock empowered to say whether Christianity is indispensa-
ble. This sly turn on the prodigal son narrative ends with the injunction that there be no sentimental nor nostalgic turning back but solely a judgment based on a strict comparison of the two realms, one within the Spirit, one without. Bonhoeffer seems to have taken Nietzsche’s proposal in earnest, when calling on Lutheran ordinands to choose non-clerical jobs, pastors in disguise, as it were.

That seems a fair, if stiff, challenge, Nietzsche being a prodigal son who never comes home, but it is given without notice that the Gospel identifies other ways than prodigality for going this hazardous route, and slipping into despair and ruin. Jesus’s unresolved story of the demon-possessed man who cleanses himself only to have many more demons beset him – a parable of addiction – cautions us on the wisdom of experimenting with oneself in the fashion Nietzsche suggests. Besides, the world is always “too much with us,” and only monastic stringency keeps it at bay. There is enough godless-
ness within any Christian, and any Christian community; a greater void need not be sought. The sophistry of Nietzsche’s advice is further exposed in its being so clearly self-serving.

That transparency apart, the question of how anyone can sustain Chris-
tian faith or attempt to take it into the world in other than a triumphalist evangelical way brings us to the anomaly of a Christian Bildung. For Prot-
estants, the Gospel, catechism, and community suffice, but Nietzsche knew well of Christianity furthered by men who were not ostensibly Christian and yet made insightful claims about it and for themselves: Schopenhauer, Wagner, Goethe. They each afford a kind of stylized Christian witnessing, expressing their histories of suffering and survival, and how they made personal, idiomatic, and not readily transferable use of Jesus’s teachings. All were initially Protestants, finding their own prodigal route as self-rescue. Their Bildung is not Christian in any final predication, but it assimilates Christianity. That is the way of genius, fruit of a highly creative degree of self-consciousness. In view of such men, the challenge for every Christian is to determine of what service such near-Christians or “almost Christians” can be.
Schopenhauer, albeit an atheist, was a devoted admirer of, if not a full participant in, the contemplative wisdom of India’s Vedic and Buddhist life. He argued that non-Jewish Christianity is at a polar remove from the contractual what’s-in-it-for-me, with its gospel of God-insured prosperity on this earth and in this life. True Christianity eschews the world and its glitz, and seeks an abiding remove from it. It could be called Essene, a Jewish heresy, but it belongs, in its Johannine formation, to the purism of fellowship that Schopenhauer hails in the forests of India. Its stance before the world is pessimistic: light cannot comprehend darkness, and yet it preaches compassion for the afflicted, which includes most of the world’s peoples. Schopenhauer respects Christianity by challenging it to expand its pitying love from the solely human to all of nature. In this regard, Nietzsche’s unrelenting anthropocentrism is retrograde. He did not stay to learn Schopenhauer’s extra-human gospel from Wagner’s last opera.

Wagner’s *Parsifal* outraged him because it seems a wretched concession to Christendom and philistine German piety. Nietzsche suspected that Cosima’s deep-rooted Catholicism influenced her husband, but her diary shows just the opposite, that Wagner managed to convert her to his militant Protestantism, which he identified as truly Germanic. Besides, Wagner felt an affinity with Luther, in his own solo revolt against the Rome-like behemoth of his time, the predominance of France in the arts. He decried everything French, even the language (native to Cosima!), and inveighed against Jesuits, but only his hostility to Jews has been kept front and center: even though his anti-Semitism was *de l’époque*; even though he appreciated the reverent attention and labors of Jews (Hermann Levi, Josef Rubenstein, Angelo Neumann chiefly) on his behalf; even though he praised that most Jewish of operas, Halévy’s *La Juive*. His vehement, besieged temperament needed occasional blow-offs. Chaff comes with wheat.

What abide are not Wagner’s outbursts but his ten masterworks, half of which are about Christian redemption, and none of which, contrary to fond assumptions, caricatures Jews. The exceptions are night-drunk *Tristan und Isolde*, and the *Ring* tetralogy, in which love of any sort is forfeited for its cheap and labile substitute, domination. It is Nietzsche’s *Wille zur Macht* that Wagner indicts, a random, fearful, raging *libido dominandi* that brings death and ruin everywhere. The dénouement of the *Ring* cycle, in which love betrayed is finally love redeemed, shows how far Wagner stands from Third Reichy nihilism. That Nietzsche became an anti-anti-Semite out of fear and resentment of Wagnerians and German chauvinists eager to endorse him and his books does not put him at a convincing distance from *die Nazi Verbrecher*. It shows only that he was forced to become a partisan: being anti-Christian meant he would become a pro-Semite, or seem so. His aloofness from politics was compromised, even as Lessing’s contention with Goeze compromised him, obliging him to forfeit his agile dissembling and to appear one of the newly fashionable *bien-pensants* who ridiculed an older generation’s orthodoxy.
How very different from these men, our third exemplar toward a Christian Bildung. Goethe, in his Faust, provides a sufficient locus for discussion, especially as Nietzsche’s Zarathustra is a post-Darwinian version of that drama. While Faust, restless, unable to master the Renaissance legacy of magic as a means of satisfying his world-scale libido sciendi, is finally initiated into a Christian pageant of reconciliation with nature and divinity, Nietzsche’s prophet of faceless, joyless ewige Wiederkunft does not admit what Christianity would have given him to address Darwin and Darwinism: yes, we are animals, and one can speak of God incarnated in us as an animal, but that is not all that we are.

Faust is a tragi-comic figure because he must learn that he cannot redeem himself. All he can do is strive within his mortal limits, and that striving contributes to his final redemption. He begins as Übermensch (so named in the play’s first scene) and is, at the last, elevated to Mensch. Goethe’s Christianity, as far as it is there, is an Easter morning in all its light and harmony, not Luther’s Good Friday with consuming darkness round the cross. Wagner’s Parsifal is a progression from that darkness to that light, with a variant on Faust’s final deliverance: Erlösung dem Erlöser, redemption to one who redeems.

Nietzsche contends that we dwell neither in dark nor in light but in an Irrlicht of delusion and its complacency. How far toward the edge of his alpine precipice of negations can we proceed? Can this be a journey Christians might or even should take? Do not the perdurable saints of darkness – Juan de la Cruz and Kierkegaard, Dostoevsky and Thérèse de l’Enfant Jesu de la Sainte Face – challenge us to void ourselves of illusion, and face what I have elsewhere called the Dark Night of the Us? Is not our insuperable helplessness the true cross that we bear?

As the Bhagavad Gita asks, How can self be master of self? We cannot escape the cross because we cannot escape ourselves. Nietzsche’s Selbstüberwindung is prima facie appealing but futile. Besides, a formulation of it far more succinct than his comes from Meister Eckhart: “Observe yourself, and where you find yourself. There, leave yourself. That’s the very best thing.”

The tease of impossibility? Likely.

What then of a modern Christian Bildung? It could take Nietzsche’s cue that nationalism, tribalism, and racism are deadly to spirit and community, and must be identified as such, in unobstreperous but unequivocal ways. No Christian can live by fear or hate. At the same time, no Christian can withdraw into the sociopathic “aristocratic” elitism Nietzsche used in his self-defense. We remain under Christ’s injunction to meet the world, including its hateful and frightful faces and voices, and get dirty hands – an uneasy business, often enough, not least in a “just” war, if ever there could be one.

In whatever may be left of homiletics, we know that orthodoxy’s conventional urgings are worn away and ineffectual, but right here aesthetics, so dear to Nietzsche, assist Christian spirituality, in our foremost modern medium, film. The true theologians of modern times have been artists,
film-makers particularly, none of them “mainstream” but enduring in their gravity and challenge. Like the Enlightenment greats, they have stylized their own version of Christian imperatives. They issue no dogmatic statements; they leave us haunting images that, like Christ’s parables, abide by asking us for their resolution. Foremost among such creators are, in my estimate, Dreyer, Bresson, Tarkovsky, Kieslowski, Pasolini, Bergman, Zvyagintsev, Buñuel. No American name nor British comes to mind.

How would Nietzsche respond to this form of theater, which, as in his own time, has accommodated the pöbelhaft and its opposite? And modern sacred music? We have noted his Dionysian engagement with Bach, but what of the many eminent composers, since Bruckner and Elgar, who have set Christian texts? Zarathustra describes the sublimity of art as a kind of grace, when the Wille, that insuperable engine for power, internal and external, transforms itself and descends into beauty. The keyword in this process is herabkommen, a humbling. But where else than in such music is the genius in which Nietzsche’s notion of Wille is most loftily raised, so manifestly resident? Sublimity as a lowering, what is that but the incarnation? Nietzsche remarks that life without music is “simply a straying, a fatigue, an exile,” and Sofia Gubaidulina, composer of a Johannespassion worthy to stand with Bach’s, has said the same of music without religion.

Finally, Nietzsche, avatar of Umwertung aller Werte, claims he seeks to destroy and level all cherished values, especially those within Christianity, and yet he also seeks a nobility in enmity that implies equipoise — war making sense only when peace is its true counter, even its center. His Homeric model could be the confrontation of Diomedes and Glaucon when, about to kill each other, they desist in sudden remembrance of their ancestors’ guest friendship. Christians might do well not to consider Nietzsche modernity’s devil. As he offers harsh and devastating criticisms of Christendom, it is possible to recognize him as true Christianity’s benefactor. Even as his withering blasts at German Kultur in his time show him a true patriot (his severe words are the proof), so his blade strokes against the church may be those not of a knife but of a scalpel. I have suggested that Jews be wary of taking this “anti-anti-Semite” as a sure friend. He knew that even (or especially) hate-haters have some bile of ressentiment in the distilled juices of their rectitude; people who denounce others for “prejudice” seldom admit to their own. I urge Christians not to reckon him an altogether deadly foe.

To those who find Nietzsche too venomous, antidotes are at hand from the confessional churches: Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox, that is, Pascal, Kierkegaard, Dostoevsky, among others of recent generations. These three minds tower above him, free of his penchant for rhetorical aggression, the self-consciousness of stridency, and cruelty, and they remain deep in ongoing struggles of a grounded religious fervor he lacks, chiefly as what fervor he does have he expends in inventing a new prophetic tradition that promises wars and annihilations. The final impression he leaves is of desolation, so post-nuclear as to be beyond cynicism and beyond despair. His
vehemence, which he mistakes for Mut, is tinct with the nihilism he purports to combat. His pathology of ressentiment imposes not least because he himself carries this virus, as he well knows. Physician, heal thyself. The three Christians I have just named are far more penetrating psychologists than Nietzsche. They are lights in our darkness. He is not.

Yet his scrupulosity is so thorough that he seldom fails to present something approaching a rounded estimate: he despises Paul for remaining Saul, “eternal Jew,” but commends Paul’s storms of mind and soul for giving early Christianity a depth of reflection without which it would have likely disappeared. He fashions himself the Antichrist, but his stance toward the personhood of Jesus, alleged decadent, is all but reverent. Unfortunately, his harsh negations and vituperations, not his fair-minded balancing and nuance, are likely to abide in reading him. A just estimate of him is road-blocked by his penchant for hundertmal rhetoric, as in Buddhism being a hundred times more realistic than Christianity.

Christians could read him as a helpful antidote to complacency, for complacency is what prompted his attacks upon the securely established church, as upon the new German nation, inflated by martial triumphs over its neighbors. But his identification of himself as dynamite and destiny seem laughable, his own form of complacency, as he lived a sedate, bourgeois life, his every need met by family and friends. Dynamite and destiny in one person befit a Napoléon or a Hitler. Nietzsche takes too seriously the force of his own words, which retain their prescriptive primacy mostly for wayward adolescents and a certain species of academician.

Unamuno reminds us that talk about power and strength is the pre-occupation not of a genuinely strong person but of a weakling. Such is Nietzsche. His acute insights and stylistic vigor are brilliant mates of a hypersensitive disposition, but sensitive people are often insensitive to others. Nietzsche knew that, too, and was duly ashamed of his meanness, particularly toward women who esteemed him: Lou Andreas, Malwida von Meysenbug, his sister Lama. That shame is to his credit, but what of his cruel contempt for once hailed Leopardi and Hölderlin, his pretention to be quit of Wagner and Schopenhauer? In these instances he takes leave of himself, departing from hearths that warmed him.

As our modern model of prodigal sonship, Nietzsche leaves home, expends himself in mental profligacy, and does not repent nor return home. He remembers enough about his Christian homeland to cherish it and yet continues to reject it, believing he no longer needs it. There can be no reconciliation with the father because there is no father waiting to weep with joy over his coming back. Talk of “the father” is a pretense and a cheat. In his bourgeois rags, this prodigal becomes intrigued with mastery and power, with a genealogy that accommodates slavery and justifies overlords. That “aristocratic radicalism,” as the flattering Brandes celebrates it, makes Nietzsche unsettling and unsavory. The twentieth century has taught us enough about a Master People and a Chosen Race, and if Nietzsche is
right that “decadence” spells the individual’s diminution, the persistence of world-scale slavery, surpassing even ancient practices, is too great an obscenity to admit rhetorical palliation.

Notes

1 Sämtliche Briefe, Giorgio Colli and Mazzino Montinari, eds. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2003): 8, 501. Hereafter cited as SB.

2 Ecce Homo, Vorwort, 1, KSA, 6: 257.

3 Ibid., “Warum ich so klug bin”, 1, KSA, 6: 278.

4 KSA, 6: 285, and 13: 642. The comtesse wrote under the nom de plume of Gyp.

5 Ibid., on Die Geburt der Tragödie, 3, KSA, 6: 313.


7 See Leonard Sax, “What Was the Cause of Nietzsche’s Dementia?” Journal of Medical Biography 11 (2003): 47–54. The syndrome of his headaches and vision problems is centered on retro-orbital meningioma, a tumor that pressured and displaced the right frontal lobe. At the time of Nietzsche’s clinical diagnosis, January 1889, syphilis was a convenient blanket term, but not until 1906 was there a reliable means of testing for it. Nietzsche was treated for gonorrhea, twice, in his 20s.


9 Ecce Homo, Vorwort, 3, KSA, 6: 259. (Italics on “lived” are mine.) The Latin says: “We are striving into the forbidden.”

10 Ibid., Vorwort, 4, KSA, 6: 259. Nicht nur das höchste Buch, das es gibt, das eigentliche Höhenluft-Buch- die ganze Tatsache Mensch liegt in ungeheuer Ferne unter ihm.”


13 Ibid., “Also Sprach Zarathustra,” 6, KSA, 6: 343.

14 KSA, 4: 74. “Keine grössere Macht fand Zarathustra auf Erden, als gut und böse.” He means, of course, not facts but estimations, culturally determined.


17 Micah 6:8, KJV.


20 KSA, 13, 142, (November 1887–March 1888).

21 This issue, lively after World War II, then marginalized, requires conspicuous scrutiny. Detraction of morals is the place to start – and end. Nietzsche does
not come off well. His philosophy has too much of a last stand, of der verlorene Posten, about it. Its on-going appeal in a desperate, clamorous, and all but spiritually dead age is both eerie and fitting. His Herrenmoral, lording of a mighty few over slavish multitudes, is grotesque, a piteous nod to the despoticism that has burdened humanity for millennia. The extenuation that he lived in a time of mass culture and felt threatened and appalled by its banality is hardly substantial or sufficient. That he would have been repelled by Hitlerian nationalism does not remove the baneful impress of rhetoric about masters and slaves, with a sweeping contempt for morals as an elementary point de repère. Nietzsche’s despair and the Nazis’ cynicism are bedfellows close enough. For another perspective, see Thomas Mann’s post-1945 essay on Nietzsche, who, he claims, did not set morality against life but against aesthetics. Reden und Aufsätze, I (Frankfurt am Main: S. Fischer, 1965): 694.

23 Meister Eckhart, “Die rede der underscheidunge,” in Meister Eckharts Traktate, Josef Quint, ed. (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1963): 196. “Min din selber war und swá dí dich vindest, dà láz dich; daz ist daz aller beste.” A gloss on this attractive but hazardous urging comes from Predigt 32, where Eckhart observes that people need their conceptions of God only when they are truly separated from God.
24 KSA, 4: 152. “Wenn die Macht gnädig wird und herabkommt in’s Sichtbare: Schönheit heisse ich solches Herabkommen.”
26 Jesus himself, while offering a greater than worldly peace, acknowledges that his coming will destroy families; he will create new anonymous families of the Spirit, and they shall be persecuted. Mark 10:30.
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